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PREFACE.

'Studies in Tamil Literature and History' was first published in 1930 by Messrs. Luzac & Co., London. The book went out of print in the beginning of this year. In view of this and also of the fact that it is prescribed for study by candidates taking Tamil at the Intermediate Arts examination at the University of London, the Secretary, External Department, University of London, wrote to me asking whether I am reprinting the book. This and the increasing demand for the book made me approach the University of Madras with the request to help me in the publication of a second edition of the book. And the University has been kind enough to undertake to reprint it, for which I express my grateful thanks.

In this edition I have added in an Appendix some notes which are the results of further studies on the subjects discussed in the book.

V. R. RAMACHANDRA DIKSHITAR.

University of Madras,  
14th December, 1936.
PREFATORY NOTE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

To the earnest student of Indian History and particularly of South Indian History, a deep and critical study of ancient Tamil literature is of the utmost importance. The necessity for such study came home to me strongly in 1923 when I was nominated to a Research Studentship of the University of Madras. In the course of the investigation on the subject of Hindu Administrative Institutions I felt more and more the need for an intensive study of the priceless literary treasures of Tamil. Hence I devoted my leisure hours to a study of Tamil literature, and the results of such study were a series of six articles on the Mystic Poets of the Tamil Land which appeared in the Hindu during 1924 and 1925, one article on the Art of War as practised in South India in the Annals of Bhandarkar Research Institute, Poona, one on Tantrayukti to the Journal of Oriental Research, Madras and three on Tamil Social Life in the Hindu Illustrated Weekly. Lastly on the suggestion of Professor P. T. Srinivasa Ayyangar, I prepared a monograph on a comparative study of the Tirukkuṟaḷ and Sanskrit literature, of which a portion has appeared in his History of the Tamils.

The present volume is a collection of these stray writings together with the results of further studies on the subject. The first chapter is devoted to an examination of the Śaṅgam age, and of the Śaṅgam works so-called. I have attempted to prove that the Śaṅgam is not a myth. In the second and third chapters a biographical sketch of some of the celebrated Śaṅgam poets and Mystic poets is attempted. The fourth chapter is a study of the life and times of the author of the Tirukkuṟaḷ, and the latter portion of it is devoted to an examination of the parallel ideas to be found in the Sanskrit niti works.
The last three chapters of the book deal with the political and social organization of the ancient Tamil Land as can be gathered from the literature itself. The first chapter is on Administrative Institutions such as kingship, council, administration of taxation and justice. Though the materials are too meagre to attempt anything like a history of the institutions, still I have endeavoured to make the best use of them. The next chapter is on the institution of war, organization of the army and navy, and international relations, as the materials available for such study are ample. The last chapter is on the life of the people—their urban and rural life, their chief pastimes, their skill in and appreciation of the fine arts such as music and dancing, their marriage customs, and their simple festivals. In the examination of these details in respect of social and political organizations, I have confined myself to the Śaṅgām works, and whenever a reference is made to later works like the Ṭēvāram or the Divyaprābāndam, it is only to show how tradition persists in this ancient land.

My thanks are due to the editors of the Hindu and the Annals of Bhandarkar Research Institute for permitting me to utilize the articles which have appeared in their columns, to Sriman K. Ramaratna Ayyar, B.A. and Pandit M. Raghava Ayyangar for suggesting several improvements in the manuscript, to Professors K. A. Nilakanta Sastri and V. Rangacharya for going through the manuscript and giving me much valuable advice, to Mr. S. Anavaratavinayagam Pillai, Reader in Tamil, Madras University, Mr. S. Vaiyapuri Pillai, Editor of the Tamil Lexicon and Dr. P. S. Subramaniya Sastri, Assistant Editor for offering useful suggestions when the work was in the press, and to the Syndicate of the University of Madras for having kindly permitted me to publish this book.

V. R. RAMACHANDRA DIKSHITAR.

MADRAS,

September 25, 1930.
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION AND DIACRITICAL MARKS

Generally the phonetical method is followed in transliteration

Long vowels are indicated thus: ā, ē

c represents ṣ, ṝ, ṣ, ṣ
ḍ, ṭ, ṭ
l, ū
d, ṉ
d, ṇ
d, ṇ
d, ṇ
r, ṭ
CHAPTER I
THE ŚAṆΓAM
Sec. I. INTRODUCTORY
It is evident that an invaluable mine of information is found buried in the huge mass of Dravidian and especially Tamil literature for reconstructing the history of the ancient Tamil land. And there is also evidence to demonstrate that this plant of Tamil literature shot up, of course gradually, into a huge tree with various branches containing fruits and flowers, under the sympathetic and distinguished patronage of the kings of those good old days. It is claimed by the supporters of tradition that the institution of an Academy designated in later literature as Śaṅgam flourished for thousands of years with its seat in the capitals of the Pāṇḍya country, the latest of which was Madura. Under such distinguished auspices as the direct assistance rendered by all the Tamil kings including the Cōlas and the Cēras, the fruitful literature of classical type grew and grew to a lofty extent. The geographical region where the Tamil literature continued to flourish is furnished to us by many of the commentators of the Tolkāppiyam. According to this testimony\(^1\) that territory was bound by the river Vaigai in the south, the river Marudam in the north, Karuvūr in the west and Maruvūr in the east. Put briefly, this would include portions of not only the Pāṇḍya kingdom but also portions of the Cōla and the Cēra kingdoms. Need there be, then, any doubt for the conclusion that the Tamil literature was richly patronized by the then South Indian Kings?

\(^1\) See the gloss of Ilampūranaṉ, Sēṉāvaraiyar, and Nacciēṟṟkkīpiyar on the sūtra 398, Solladiharam.
Sec. II. SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The chief source of information is the continuous tradition as embodied in the Tamil literary works of an original character. The next source covers the vast field of commentaries, some of which are well authenticated. There are also other sources, which are, however, secondary in character inasmuch as they refer to incidents connected with this particular institution, but not directly. Under this head come, the accounts of Western geographers some of whom visited this land and recorded their observations. There were others who have left records compiled from such notes and observations left by such visitors. Among these figure the invaluable works like the *Periplus*, Ptolemy’s Geography and that of Pliny. Again the Ceylon tradition as embedded in the *Mahāvamsa*, the *Rājāvali* and the *Rājaratnākari* come under this category. The inscriptional evidence is also to be treated as a secondary source of information inasmuch as the information is meagre. Last but not least, is the reference in contemporary and post-contemporary Sanskrit literature. Thus the sources of information are six in number. While the first two alone are valuable inasmuch as they transmit tradition, the other lines of evidence are useful only so far as they corroborate, to some extent, the legendary names and places.

*Tamil Literary Works.*—Among the Tamil literary works which make mention of the term Śaṅgam in the sense of a ‘lay royal academy’ prominently figures the *Tiruvilaiyādal Purāṇam*. The extant *Tiruvilaiyādal Purāṇams* are two in number, the older and the later. The authorship of the older work is

1 See Sacred Books of Ceylon, vols. i and ii (London).
attributed to Perumbāṟṟappuliyūr Nambi and the work may be chronologically fixed in the twelfth century A.D. The later work is the composition of Parāṇjöttimuṇivar and may roughly date from the sixteenth century. It may be noted in passing, that another version of this work also exists in Sanskrit called Hālāṣya Māhātmya. This work contains a number of stories containing miracles attributed to Lord Śiva enshrined in the temple at Madura. Though the work is a composition of much later times, still much of the matter it contains, especially the legendary portions, seems to have been current in much earlier times, at least earlier than the sixth century A.D. We shall revert to the legend contained in this work in the sequel. The other literary works which mention the term Śaṅgam in the technical sense of ‘an assembly of the classical school’ are the Tevāram (seventh century A.D.) where Appar swāmīgaḻ refers to one poor Darumi who won a prize in the Academy.¹

The very fact that the great Śaiva Samayācārya Tirugñāna Sambandar² and Vaiṣṇava ācāryas like Tirumāṅgaḷ Aḻvār in the Periyatirumolī (iii. 4-10 and 9-10)³ and Aṇḍāḷ the great Vaiṣṇava mystic poetess in the Tiruppāvai⁴ speak of Śaṅga-t-tamil, shows that by the time of these ācāryas, roughly from the commencement of the sixth century, the sun of the classical school of Tamil had set. The Tamil language entered on a new phase

¹ '는데-fly 110 1011' tevāram, Tirunāvu-Tirupputtūr—Tiruttān, 3.
² Tevāram, p. 1179—Swāminātha Paṇḍitar Ed.

Here the term Maduvaitokai (மாதுவையாக்கை) is translated as sangha by Sekkilār, Periya Purāṇam, Tirugñānaśambandamūrti Nāyaṅgār Purāṇam, st. 843.

This is very important as it shows that tokai means the academy, and not the mere technical sense in which the Daṇḍi Alankāram uses it.

³ 30, 1, 5.

---
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different from the earlier classical type. It is then plausible to postulate a theory that the period, namely, the end of the fifth century marked the extinction of the Academy as the writers of the time conceived it. We know from later events that the Academy died hard. According to the tradition transmitted by the Guruparamparai of both Teṅgalai and Vaḍagalai versions, a legendary story is told of how the Tiruvāymoli got approved by the Madura Śaṅgam. It is said that one of the Ālvārs and a devoted student of Nammālvār, Madurakavi built a temple in the village of Tirunagari and established the image of his guru, Nammālvār. When a festival was arranged to be celebrated in his honour, a strong opposition came from the then members of the Academy at Madura. At this time 300 poets adorned the assembly. They wanted the Tiruvāymoli to be approved before a festival was held in honour of its author. When this was known, Madurakavigal wrote the beginning of a single stanza in the Tiruvāymoli Kannankalalinai (Kaṇṇankalalinai) on a palm leaf and asked it to be placed in the Śaṅgam plank. No sooner was it deposited than the plank cast off the three hundred poets and accommodated only the leaf containing the single phrase of the Tiruvāymoli, thus establishing its acceptance and approval. Again, the poet Kamban is said to have received the imprimatur of the Śaṅgam. Further there are distinct references to the Śaṅgam as an Academy in the Periyapurāṇam. There is again the recently published Takkayāgapparani of Oṭṭakkūttar. Here the first line of the stanza 714 runs as follows:

*Pinpaḷākiya Perumāḷjiyar, pp. 64-6.*
*Saḍagōpar antāti, st. 48.*
*See for instance Tirugūḍānasambandamūrti Nāyaṉār Purāṇam, st. 843.*
*P. 233 ed. by V. Swāminātha Ayyar (1930).*
The Commentaries.—The other equally valuable source of information consists of the learned glosses left to us as a rich legacy by our illustrious ancestors. The first rank is offered to the legend of the Śaṅgam as narrated in the commentary of the Iraiyanār Ahapporuḷ, the latter popularly known as Kalaviyal, a Grammar of love poetry in sixty sūtras. We are not at present concerned with the work itself but with the elaborate gloss on the work. The authorship of this commentary is attributed generally to Nakkirar.¹ The tradition that Nakkirar’s commentary was handed down orally for ten generations before it was put into writing, certainly leaves room for doubt that some additions might have been made by later hands. On this account, to deny any credit to Nakkirar’s hand in it is not quite convincing. What is more significant is that the celebrated commentator Naccinārkkiṇiyar follows the account given in the Iraiyanār Ahapporuḷ in his commentary on the Tolkāppiyam Poruladikāram.² In his gloss on the sūtra 649 of the Tolkāppiyam³ Pēr-Āsiriyar, equally distinguished, also seems to take the tradition for granted

¹ For a discussion on the subject see M. Rāghava Ayyangar’s contribution to the Sen Tamil, vol. iv, pp. 303-11. According to this learned Pandit the original gloss of Nakkirar passed on, according to its own version to ten hands the last being Nilakaṇṭanār. After him it would appear that the extant commentary took its present shape. In this process the hand of Ilampūraṇar, the well-known commentator, on the Tolkāppiyam is evident as is seen from similar passages occurring in both the commentaries.

² Sūtras 35 and 51 Tolkāppiyam, Seyyuliyal by Pandit R. Rāghava Ayyangar (1917).

³ Sūtra 649. {

In the course of his gloss Pēr-Āsiriyar continues:

In the course of his gloss Pēr-Āsiriyar continues:
when he refers to the three Academies and members of the three Academies.

The same value is attached by another commentator Adiyarkkunallār whose gloss on the Silappadikāram is very well known. From these, one fact emerges. Three commentators of no mean scholarship and repute have unreservedly accepted the version of the commentator on the Iraiyānār Ahapporu. Though it is easy to dismiss these valuable works as unhistorical and uncritical and hence worthless to students of history, still we cannot afford to credit commentators with such ignorance of the subject which they were handling. When they quote with approval, it means that they were satisfied of the veracity of the tradition behind the account. It also demonstrates how tradition that has grown around the three Śaṅgams has been persistent in the Tamil land. It would be interesting to know what this legend contains and we shall examine it presently. To these may be added the commentary on the stanza 714 of the Takkayāgapparani to which we shall have occasion to revert soon.

Among the secondary sources of information the epigraphical evidence is attested by the larger Sinnamannūr plates of the tenth century A.D., an inscription of much importance. The grant is made by Rājasimha, It is argued from the term '-secondary sources of information the epigraphical evidence is attested by the larger Sinnamannūr plates of the tenth century A.D., an inscription of much importance. The grant is made by Rājasimha,
Here there is a valuable, though casual, reference to the establishment of the Śaṅgam as an organized institution. Most of the inscriptions now available date from roughly A.D. 600 by which time it is probable that the Śaṅgam as an active institution had ceased to exist. Hence they had no occasion to mention it and did not mention it.

Sec. III THE LEGEND

We shall now proceed to narrate the legends contained in the above works with regard to the Śaṅgam and see how far they are supported by other records such as the Ceylonese books, the evidence of travellers, etc.

The following is an account as contained in the commentary on Iraiyantir Ahapporul. The Pāṇḍyas founded three Śaṅgams or Academies, the first Academy, the middle Academy and the last Academy. It is said that members who constituted the first Śaṅgam were 549 beginning with Agattiyaṅār (Agastya in Sanskrit). Among others were God Śiva of braided hair who burnt the three cities, Murugaṅ the Hill-God, Muḍināgarāyar of Muṣaṅjiyūr and Kubēra, the Lord of Treasure. They say that as many as 4,449 persons composed a number of poems including the Paripāḍal, Mudunārai, Mudukurugu and Kalariyāvirai. The above persons continued to be members of the Śaṅgam for 4,400 years. They were patronized by eighty-nine kings commencing with Kāysiṅa Valūdi to Kaṅuṅgōn. It is also said that seven of these kings were themselves poets. The meeting-place of this Academy was Madura which was afterwards swallowed by the sea. Agattiyam was the grammar followed by them.

The members of the second (middle) Śaṅgam were fifty-nine and some of them were Agastya, Tolkāppiyaṅār,
Irundaiyur-Karunagoli, Mosi, Vellurkkappiyar, Sirupandarangan, Tiraiyanmaraan, the King of Tuvarai (Dvāraka,) and Kirandai. It is said that 3,700 persons composed poems including Kali, Kurugu, Venđali and Vyākamalai Ahaval. The Agattiyam, the Tolkappiyam, the Māpurāṇam, Isainumukkam, and Būdapurāṇam were their grammars. The duration of the period of this Saṅgam was 3,700 years. It is said that fifty-nine Pāṇḍyan kings commencing with Veṇḍerselīyan and ending with Muḍattirumāraṇ were its patrons. Among these were five poets. The Saṅgam was located at Kavāṭapuram. This also was perhaps swallowed by the sea.

The last Saṅgam consisted of forty-nine members and consisted of Siru Mēdāviyar, Śēndambūdanaar, Aṟivuḍayaṉar Perunkuṇṟūrkkilār, Iḷam Tirumāraṇ, Nallanduvaṉar, the Madura scholiast, Marudan Iḷanāgaṉar, Nakkirar the Schoolmaster’s son. Here were presented poems of 449 poets. Some of them were Neḍuntogai (Ahanāṇūru), Kuruntogai Nānūru (four hundred), Nairinai Nānūru (four hundred), Puranānūru, Ainguṇunūru (five hundred) Padiruppattu, Kāli (one hundred and fifty), Paripādal (seventy), Kūttu, Vari, Sirisai and Pērisai. They followed the grammars known as the Agattiyam and the Tolkappiyam. This Saṅgam lasted for 1,850 years. Forty-nine were the kings who patronized this Academy commencing with Muḍattirumāraṇ who established his capital at Madura when a portion of his kingdom was devoured by the sea. The last patron of this Academy was Ukkirapperuvaḷudi. The meeting place of the Saṅgam was the Uttara Madura (North Madura, the modern city of Madura).

The Legend Examined.—In a brochure of his, entitled Essay on Tamil Literature,² the late Prof. Śēṣagiri *Pp. 7-8 (Madras, 1897).
Sastri remarked: 'With reference to the first two Sāṅgamās I may say that the account is too mythical and fabulous to be entitled to any credit and I do not think that any scholar who has studied the histories of the world will be bold enough to admit such tales within the pale of real history. There may have been some truth in the above account as regards government of the Madura kingdom by the Pāṇḍyas, but the number of the kings who are said to have ruled over the kingdom, viz., eighty-nine Pāṇḍyas who are connected with the first Sāṅgam and fifty-nine who are connected with the intervening Sāṅgam is not quite trustworthy and to accept it as a true fact we require some further evidence.' An examination of the legend shows that the late lamented professor was justified in making such observations. There is first, the introduction of Gods of the Hindu Pantheon, such as, Śiva, Muruga, Kubēra, as members of the Sāṅgam thus introducing the element of the supernatural. Secondly these Gods are associated with human poets and poetesses with no distinction whatsoever. Thirdly there is the abnormally lengthy duration of the periods of the Sāṅgam besides the extraordinarily long reigns of the Pāṇḍyan kings. Fourthly, there is the mention of artificial figures which impair very much the authenticity of these accounts. For example, it is said that the first Sāṅgam lasted for 4,440 years and consisted of 4,449 poets. The second covered a period of 3,700 years and the poets of the period were also 3,700. The third Sāṅgam covered a period of 1,850 years and had on its rolls 449 members. Artificiality is evident in its symmetry. The length of the period of each Sāṅgam is a multiple of 37 and the total duration is \(37 \times (120 + 100 + 50)\).\(^1\) Fifthly, there is the anachronistic confusion

---

1 See P. T. Srinivāsa Ayyangar, History of the Tamils, p. 232.
of assigning one and the same author to different Śaṅgams. As an illustration, we may point out Agattiyaṇār is mentioned in the first two Academies. Either this is wrong or the Agattiyaṇār in the second Śaṅgam was a member belonging to the family of the original Agastya. This alternative explanation would be valid if the theory of the first two Śaṅgams as separate institutions is proved. But this is an improbability.¹

Sixthly, no works mentioned in the accounts relating to the first two Śaṅgams have come down to us except perhaps the Tolkāppiyam which tradition assigns to the second Academy. Lastly while the commentator mentions only three Pāṇḍyas as poets of the last Śaṅgam, the extant Śaṅgam works refer to nine Pāṇḍyan kings besides six Cōla chieftains. Thus, what the late Śēṣagiri Śāstriar remarked about the first two Śaṅgams is largely true of the third Academy also. It is however significant to note that members of the Hindu Pantheon are not identified with human poets in the third Academy, and most of the works and names found in the account are authentic as is seen from the extant Śaṅgam works.

The latest writer on the subject, Mr. P. T. Śrīnīvāsa Ayyangar has drawn attention to some inaccurate statements in the commentary on Ahapporul from which he has concluded that the commentator is an unreliable witness.² Let us state them categorically and then proceed to examine them seriatim. (1) Numerous poets must have flourished before the age of Agattiyaṇār for him to compose a grammar of literary Tamil and there

¹ A similar instance is that a poem of Muḍināgarāyar a member of the first Academy, finds a place in the Puram a composition of the third Academy. The same is also true of Vāṃmikiyār, Mārkaṇḍēyaṇār, and Gōtamapār.

² History of the Tamils, pp. 233-5.
is no reference to the existence of these poets in the commentary. (2) Some poems of the Puram (31, 33) and other collections of the third Saṅgam bestow lavish praise on the success of the Cōla kings and the defeat of the Pāṇḍyas. Would such poems be included in the anthologies authorized to be made by the kings of Madura? (3) The kings were so often fighting with each other that it must have been impossible for the Madura king to attend to this. (4) The idea of an organized Academy is a very modern one and it is surely a violent anachronism to transfer it to many hundreds of years ago.

In regard to the first argument, it may be urged that the commentator on the Ahapporul is engaged in giving an account of the Saṅgam and not a description of the conditions prior to the Saṅgam. No preliminary survey of the literary activity before the alleged Saṅgam period is attempted. From the fact of the mention of an authoritative grammar, it is taken for granted that a body of literature existed before Agastyā composed his work on grammar. The absence of reference to the previous works will not detract from the value of the account.

In regard to the second and third arguments, as has been already said, though the headquarters of the Academy was at the Pāṇḍyan capital, still it was richly patronized by all the Tamil chieftains including the Cōlas and the Cēras. There is no proof to state authoritatively that it was the sole and exclusive privilege of the Pāṇḍyan kings. It was then a common Academy where facts were stated whether it would be acceptable to the sitting monarch or no. The poets of those days always enjoyed the rare privilege of entering any Court and tendering advice to the chieftains whenever they erred from the right path. Would it be too much to assume that Madura was the centre of the then University life to
the growth of which the Cōḷas and the Cēras contributed not a little. The fourth argument that an organized Academy was an impossibility in ancient times, is not convincing. We know from Sanskrit literature that pariṣads became common institutions of the epoch of the Upaniṣads and the earlier Dharmasūtras where learned pāṇḍits assembled and entered into discussions. Sometimes these pariṣads were presided over by kings of the land. It may be originally there was no Saṅgam Hall as such and wherever the king held his Court, there was the Saṅgam. Possibly the institution gained in course of time more importance and a need was felt for a separate establishment. Perhaps it got a permanent footing much later than its commencement as a recognized body.

That an Academy acted as a literary censor of new poems is evident in the case of the Tolkāppiyam and the Tirukkural. In the Pāyiram or prefatory verses to the Tolkāppiyam, Paṇambāraṇār, a friend of Tolkāppiyanaṉār, refers to an assembly of a Pāṇḍyan king Nilandaru Tiruvir Pāṇḍyan, where the author of the Tolkāppiyam presented his work and got it accepted. It is said that a certain Brahman versed in Vedic lore of the village of Adaṅgōdu sat in judgment over the work. According to Naccinarkkiṇiyar the Pāṇḍyan king under whose supervision Tolkāppiyaṉār got the imprimatur was Mākirti and that this Adaṅgōdu Brahman put the work to severe criticism against all of which Tolkāppiyaṉār easily defended his work.

Another instance of a publication in a royal Court was that of the Tirukkural. According to a legend the

1 For the ode of Pāyiram, 58. This ode is attributed to Kāvirip-Pūmpattiram Kārikkaṇṇaṉār and celebrates the alliance of both the Cōḷa and the Pāṇḍyan kings.
2 See Pūram, 224, 11. 9-11 Maduraikkāṭi, 11. 60-61.
Kural was presented to the third Saṅgam, but did not at first win the approval of the members. It is said that the members sat on the plank floating on the tank, along with the Kural. It so happened that excepting for the space occupied by the book, the rest went down into the water with the members who had to swim for life. Tradition associates with this legend the Tiruvalluvamālai which is, according to some scholars, a later work. The probable historical data that can be gathered from this is the fact of presenting a work for approval in a royal Academy. These two instances are then enough to demonstrate the antiquity of the institution of an Academy on an organized basis in the early centuries before the Christian era. The Kural as we shall see in the sequel is assigned to the second century B.C. and hence the Tolkāppiyam which is generally accepted as the earlier composition must be assigned to the third or fourth century before Christ.¹

Change of venue: a probable historical fact.—A significant circumstance in this connection is that the above legend refers to the change of the Saṅgam headquarters from Dakṣiṇa Madura to Kavāṭapuram and from the latter to the Uttara Madura or the modern city of Madura. This is a probable historical fact. The change of the capital of the Pāṇḍyan kings is confirmed by other literary references and corroborated by the classical writer Pliny, who refers to the transfer of capital from Koṅkai to Madura.² The incident of the sea swallowing a portion of the Pāṇḍyan territory is attested by a reference in the Silappadikāram³ and in the Kalittogai.⁴ In his gloss on the Silappadikāram⁵

¹ See K. S. Srinivāsa Pillai, Tamil Varalaru, p. 8.
² See Warmington, Commerce between Roman Empire and India, p. 167.
³ Canto xi, ll. 17-22.
⁴ Mullaikkali, 104, ll. 1-4.
⁵ viii, ll. 1-2.
Aṭiyārkkunallār refers to this incident and says that the extent of the territory devoured by the sea was 700 Kāvādam or roughly 1,000 miles. An attempt has been made on the basis of geology and natural history to show that a large continent once existed in the Indian Ocean connected with South India which was later on overwhelmed and submerged by a huge deluge. Though there may be some exaggeration in this account, what we are concerned with here, is the mention of the incident of the sea swallowing the territory. Pēr-Asiriyar in his commentary on the Tolkāppiyam calls this lost territory Paṇainādu. It is said that the seat of the second Saṅgam was Kavāṭapuram. That a certain city by name Kavāṭapuram existed is corroborated by the Rāmāyana and the Arthasastra of Kauṭalya. The place Kavāṭa is among those mentioned in South India by Sugrīva to the monkey messengers in search of Sītā en route to Lanka. The verse runs that 'having reached Kavāṭa suitable for the Pāṇḍyan kings, rich in gold, celestial and adorned with pearls and gems, oh Vānaras, look for Sītā, there.'

This is clear from the excellent gloss of Gōvindarāja.

पाण्ड्यानां पाण्ड्यराजानामः। युक्तं योग्यम्। कवाटे; अनेन नगरेन बक्स्यते ।

मुक्काल्पैर्मिणिमि: रैले: भूषितम्। तदेवपितिदिशत्सलादिति भाव: ॥

Again the term Pāṇḍya-Kavāṭa is mentioned by the

1 See V. J. Tamby Pillai's article on 'An Old Tradition Preserved' in the Tamilian Antiquary, vol. ii, No. 1.
2 Porul, on sūtra 649, p. 593.
3 Kiṣkinda, ch. 41. 19.

ततो हेममयं दिव्यं कृषकामण्डिपवशेष्ठितम्।

युक्तं कवाटे पाण्ड्यानां गता दशयं वानवः ॥

See M. Rāghava Ayyangar's article on 'Vālmiki and South India' in the Tamilian Antiquary, No. 7.
Kāṇṭaliya as a place noted for a variety of pearl thus confirming the statement in the Rāmāyaṇa. According to the commentator of the Arthaśāstra the reference in the treatise¹ is to the Malayakōṭi hills in the Pāṇḍyan country. If this interpretation is accepted, it is likely that this name was given to these hills to celebrate the honoured name of Kavāṭa, the ancient seat of learning. From these perfectly reliable references it is obvious that in the epoch of the Rāmāyaṇa and the Arthaśāstra, Kavāṭa flourished as a city of great wealth. These lines of evidence show that the capital of the Pāṇḍyan kingdom was originally South Madura. Later on Kavāṭa became the capital, and then the modern city of Madura. The transfer of capitals to three different places has perhaps given birth to the legend of the three Śaṅgams. Though the origin of the Śaṅgams as an institution is shrouded in deep mystery, still the fact remains that there was something like an organized Academy from ancient times and it continued to exist for several centuries. A definite stage was reached by the beginning of the sixth century when the Tamil language underwent some transformation in regard to style, metre, etc.

Sec. IV. OTHER REFERENCES TO THE THREE ŚAṅGAMS

In an old palm-leaf manuscript discovered in the house of Śirṛambala Kavirāyar of Cevvūr, Paṇḍit Swāmināṭha Ayyar found an important verse which is published in the Silappadikāram.² The author of the said verse adopts completely the account of Nakkīrar so far as the first two Śaṅgams are concerned. In his

¹ Arthaśāstra, Bk. ii, ch. 11. ²Third Ed., Intro., pp. 7 and 8.
account of the third Academy, more names are added. Some of them are Tenurkilar, Manalurâsiriyar, Perumândanar, Perumkummarar, Nilakanthaânar, Sittalai-sattanâr Uppuri Kudi kilâr, Dâmôdaraânâr, Kapilar, Parañar and Kallâdâr. The value of this account consists in its agreement with the oldest extant account and carries the tradition unbroken.

While on this subject we can recall the two beautiful stanzas¹ of Poyyâmolîppulavar, a poet of the later medieval age, probably of the ninth century A.D. This poet possibly spent a part of his life in the Court of the Pândyan king. Perhaps to justify his poetical talents, the king asked him to sing two stanzas relating to the Sañgam. Apparently the images of the 49 members of the third Sañgam were set up and whenever he addressed every one of these images, they nodded their heads in token of approval. Bereft of the legend this testifies to an attempt to revive the institution of the Sañgam.

Sec. V. ANOTHER LEGEND

In this connection mention must be made of Parañ-jôtimâmuñivar’s Tiruvilaiyâdal Purânam wherein the fifty-first Tiruvilaiyâdal distinctly refers to the mythological origin of the Sañgam. This chapter is entitled as Sañgappalakai-tanta-pâtalam and consists of 38 stanzas dealing practically with this. The account which is mythical is briefly as follows: In the days of the Pândya King Vañgyaâkara at Mâdura, Lord Brahmâ performed a sacrifice at Benares and went to bathe in the Ganges at the concluding ceremony of his sacrifice (yâjna) with Sarasvatî, Savitri and Gâyatrî. On the

¹Tamil Nâvalar Caritam, st. 64 and 65.
His other contributions are found in the collection of poems that goes by the name of Tanippâdal.
Sarasvatī was entranced, as it were, by the melodious sweet voice of a songstress and hence reached the shore of the river a little late. By this time Brahmā had finished his bathing ceremonies. On Sarasvatī questioning the Lord’s action in having bathed without her, little recognizing that the fault was her own, Brahmā was much put out with the result that he cursed her to take birth as a human being. But Sarasvatī realized her mistake and implored His pardon on her knees. Then the Lord became merciful and added that out of fifty-three or fifty-one akṣaras (letters) of which her whole body was made up—forty-eight akṣaras would become forty-eight poets of great renown and fame. The forty-ninth letter ‘Ha’ would be the Lord Śiva appearing in the disguise of a vidvān or poet. These would bring glory and light to ignorant lands and peoples. Thus only she could be redeemed.

The story goes on to say that these forty-eight took their birth in different places, but still soon met together and wandered through the length and breadth of the land defeating the learned of every Court and assembly in arguments and disputations until at last they reached the Pāṇḍya capital. The Lord Śiva met them here in the disguise of a poet, took them to His Temple and disappeared. They went to the royal assembly and won the love and esteem of the king by sheer display of their profound learning. Thereupon the Pāṇḍya ordered a special building to be constructed on the north-west of the temple as the Saṅgam Hall. Here the Lord Śiva appeared to them often and once gave a plank (two spans square) (saṅgappalakai) perhaps a magical one, which would give room to the really deserving though it appeared very small outwardly. Thus it is said to have
accommodated all these forty-nine poets among whom Nakkirar was the President. These poets were the authors of several poems.

To advert to what we have already said, the original of the Tiruvilaiyadal Puranam was the Sanskrit Halasya Mahaityam belonging to the category of the Sthala Puranas. And when the latter was written, the author must have heard something of the Tamil Sangam extant in Madura, and it is just possible that he gave it a mythological colouring which served in those days to captivate the minds of the masses thus giving it an enormous importance in the public eye. Though much credence is given to this account, there is nothing of historical value as such, for writing the history of the Sangam.

Excepting that the account supports the theory of the existence of a great Sangam in Madura,¹ and that, only one, where the best poets of the time were richly rewarded, it is not of much value.

Sec. VI. THE 'MYTH' OF THE THREE SANGAMS

The question now presents itself whether there were three distinct separate academies different from one another. A critical study of the account in the commentary on the Iraiyanar Ahapporul may tend to confirm the tradition contained in the legend of the Tiruvilaiyadal Puranam according to which there was only one Academy. The study of the former legend shows no

¹It would appear from the gloss of Per-Asiriyar on the Tolkappiyam (seyyuliyal sutra 179), that there was a special hall where the poets of the day met. It went by the name of Patimandapam (pati kapitam apapa apapa) and where all the poets who met were richly rewarded. What is more remarkable is that the epics, the Silappadhikaram and the Manimekalai refer to the patimandapam also (Mami, canto i, l. 61, Silap., v, l. 102). The commentator of the Manimekalai interprets the term as Vidyamandapam, Olakkamandapam.
cleavage between the first and the second Academy, or, even between the second and the third Academy. That the same king Muḍattirumāraṇ ā saw the fall of the second at Kavāṭapuram and founded the third in modern Madura demonstrates only transfer of capital and consequently transfer of headquarters of the Academy. The evidence for the Śaṅgam as three separate institutions is too meagre to build anything like a theory.

The term enba which occurs in the commentary of the Kaḷaviyal is a significant expression in early Tamil literature meaning what the French phrase 'on dit' means. In other words the expression points out that the current traditions were universally believed and accepted. The author of the commentary on the Iraiyanār Āhapporuḷ then shared the popular belief in traditional three Śaṅgams. One explanation can be that three different stages marked out the growth of the Academy, though we have not much proof of this progressive evolution. It is obvious that a new stage in the history of the Śaṅgam begins with the epoch of the Nāyaṇmārs (Śaiva devotees) and Āḷvārs (Vaiṣṇava devotees) and continues to the present day under the kind patronage of the Rāja of Rāmnād. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that there was an Academy from early times which continued its existence unbroken. But when it originated, we are not able to say with any definiteness.

Sec. VII. THE AGE OF THE TAMIL ŚA NgôM

But what is more difficult is to fix the chronological limits to the different stages of the Academy. If we are to give credence to the legend in the commentary of the Āhapporuḷ, the commencement of the Academy must be placed somewhere in 9000 b.c. Though the heyday of
Dravidian culture is carried to the fourth and the fifth millennia B.C. by recent archaeological discoveries in the Mohenjodaro and Harappa, still it is by no means an easy task to establish a connection between these Dravidians of the Punjab and the Tamils of the South India. Consequently it is difficult to accept a very ancient date for the prevalence of what we now understand as University life. It would be too bold to accept such an early date. From the fact that Gōtama the poet refers in the Puram to Yudhiṣṭhira (396) and another poet Muḍināgarāya to the Cēra King Udiyaṇ Cēralātan who fed the Pāṇḍava and Kaurava forces in the Great Mahābhārata war it can be assumed that these poets lived in the epoch following the Mahābhārata war. According to the legend contained in the gloss of the Kalaviyal, these two poets belonged to the first Academy while their poems figure in an anthology ascribed to the third Saṅgam. This inaccuracy considerably detracts from the value of the legend for historical purposes. But these two poems in the Puram seem to throw some light on the chronological problem of the Saṅgam. The references take us to the epoch of the Mahābhārata war. The battle at Kurukṣetra is generally believed to have taken place in the eleventh century B.C. Therefore it is argued that somewhere about the eleventh century B.C., or a little later the Saṅgam must have come into being. But against this it may be argued that there was a poetic convention according to which a poet of very much later times might sing of the glories of his patron’s far-famed ancestors. If there is any force in this argument the theory of

1 P. T. Srinivāsa Ayyangar thinks that it refers to the celebration of the death of the Kauravas by Udiyaṇ by distributing food to people (History of Tamils, p. 492).

2 In Paṇḍit Rāghava Ayyangar’s opinion the first Saṅgam was contemporaneous with the events of the epics.
the tenth or the eleventh century B.C. as the commencement of the epoch of the Saṅgam goes to the wall. If the author of the Tirukkural could be proved to have lived in the second century B.C.¹ then there is warrant for the assumption that the Tolkāppiyam is a much earlier work at least one or two centuries earlier than the second century B.C. We have seen already that according to the Pāyiram to the Tolkāppiyam the latter was presented to the Academy and won its approval. If this account has any significance it compels us to conclude that prior to the days of Tolkāppiyaṇār the Saṅgam existed as an institution and the Grammārian did what the scholars of his time did. It must be also borne in mind that the grammar of Tolkāppiyaṇār or his illustrious predecessor Agattiyaṇār² presupposes a body of literary works. Roughly then a date like the fifth century B.C. may be assigned in regard to the origin of the Saṅgam.

Sec. VIII. THE DESIGNATION ‘SAṅGAM’

The expression Saṅgam is the Tamil form of the Sanskrit word Saṅgha. The early poem where there is a reference to this institution is the Maḍuraikkaṇci.³ It is generally believed that the word became popularized by the Jaina and Baudhha Saṅghas which were religious associations and the term came into popular use after the establishment of a Drāviḍa Saṅgha by Vajra

¹ Professor V. Rangācāriar’s researches have led him to this conclusion. See Educa. Review, October, 1928. According to the Professor the eleventh century B.C. is impossible, for the first Saṅgam presupposes the existence of the Brahmanical civilization in the South and as the advent of the Aryans into the Dekhan took place about 700 B.C., some centuries must have elapsed before an expert body of literary censors was formed. Hence he would assign 300 B.C. when the first Saṅgam was organized. From this it has a continuous life until A.D. 800.—Ibid.

² Panḍit Swāminātha Ayyar Saṅgattamilum Pirkalattamilum, pp. 88-9; see T. R. Šeṣa Ayyangar, Dravidian India, pp. 81-2.

³ 1. 762 नीर्देशः अन्वित लिप्यन्ति.
Nandi in A.D. 470—a Jaina organization. The Manimēkalai refers to a certain Saṅgha as distinct from the Bauddha Saṅgha. In the first instance the term means an assembly of poets.

If it is granted that the Tamil Saṅgha or Saṅgam is an imitation of the Bauddha Saṅgha, there is the possibility of its being known to the South Indians in the third and the fourth centuries before Christ, since history teaches us the advent of the Buddhists into the South of India and Ceylon during these early centuries. Further it is no alien word to the Sanskrit literature of this time. It was used both in its technical and general sense in the Dharmaśāstras, Epics and Arthaśāstras. There is no force in the argumentum silentium, namely, that the designation does not find mention in the Saṅgam literature so-called. The Saṅgam works do not mention the term Saṅgha but mention terms like tokai, kūḍal, avai, kaḷakam which mean Saṅgam. In the Manimēkalai the term Saṅgam, as we have already seen, is used in the sense of an assembly. Granting again that the term came into use long after the commencement of the Saṅgam as a literary Academy, still the existence of like institutions,—call it what you will—in centuries before Christ cannot be questioned in the face of a strong tradition which is almost the only source of information of undated history.

Recently an attempt has been made to interpret the term in quite a different light utterly disregarding the voluminous data in the shape of tradition. The suggestion amounts to this: that the term
means a collection, a group, an anthology, and that the Sanskrit word ‘Saṅgha’ was adopted in a curtailed form as a ‘Saṅga’ or it was a Sanskrit variant for ‘Saṅghāta’. This term is translated as tokainilar or simply tokai in Tamil Daṇḍi Alaṅkāram. No doubt the interpretation is ingenious and sets aside the learned views of the great scholars commencing from the commentator of the Kalaviyad down to the present day. Unfortunately there is not sufficient proof to support it. The verse in the Kavyadarsa means ‘there exists that detailed classification of poetry, into Mukta, Kuḷaka, Kośa, and Saṅghāta; but it is not mentioned here as it is included within sarga-bandha (or composition in cantos).’

In commenting on the term ‘Saṅghāta’ Tarunavācaspati says: सङ्खात: एकाधिविषयः एककालः पथसङ्खातः, शास्त्रसङ्खात्तदविविदसङ्खातादिविवः || This means Saṅghāta is that classification of poetry which deals with only one topic and which is the work of a single author, as per example, the works entitled

\[\text{\textsuperscript{7}}\text{In the commentary on the word Saṅgam in verse 714 of the Takkayagapparani two alternative meanings are suggested; either it refers to chank shell or to the collection of poetry, Iyal, Isai and Nāṭakam. In a special commentary tacked on at the end of the book the learned editor of the work observes that there were three separate Saṅgams in respect of these three sub-divisions of Tamil poetry. Iyal refers to literary Tamil, Isai refers to that division of Tamil literature which consists of verses set to music as distinct from poetry or drama. (See Tamil Lexicon, vol. i, part ii, p. 301 and p. 273). Nāṭakam refers to dramatic literature. For details of this literature, see V. Swaminātha Ayyar’s Saṅgattomium Pirkalattomium, pp. 45-52 (Madras University, 1929). These three constitute what are known as Muttamil and have nothing to do with the traditional Saṅgams. See chap. iii of V. G. Sūryanārayaṇa Sāstri, History of Tamil Language.\]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{8}}\text{\(Q\)\textsuperscript{\text{\textcopyright}}}\]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{9}}\text{मुत्तके सुलुकक कोष: सङ्खात इति ताहिः \|} \]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{10}}\text{गर्भबन्धस्तास्तवादतुकः पवित्तर: \| I. 13} \]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{11}}\text{Trans. by S. K. Belvalkar, Poona 1924.} \]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{12}}\text{P. 10 of the Kavyadarsa, edited by M. Rangācārya, Madras 1910.} \]
Sarat Saṅghāta and Dramīḍa Saṅghāta. Let us again see what another commentator Hṛdayaṅgama has to say on this. His gloss runs thus: एकसमेत प्रयोजने प्रवृत्ता: नानाविधा: कोका मबेयुक्षेतू तथाविधानां समूहः सह्यत।

A number of different ślokas which are concerned with a single definite object constitutes a Saṅghāta. From the above explanations it can be gathered that Saṅghāta is but a classification of poetry. The word Saṅghāta may correspond to Padikam and Kalambakam which are sub-divisions of the Tamil poetry. These Padikams and Kalambakams are the works of single authors and deal with a single topic. The Saṅgam poems, on the other hand, deal with a number of topics and are the works of many an author. Besides, Dramīḍa Saṅghāta, one of the examples given above, seems to refer to a particular composition rather than to the Tamil anthologies. It would thus be difficult to interpret the term in any other light, and such conjectures would in no way stand the test.

Sec. IX. THE EXTANT ŚAṄGAM WORKS

According to the tradition which finds a mention in the famous commentary on the Tpriyaṅar Ahapporuḷ the following are given as the accredited works of the first Saṅgam: Paripāḍal, Mūḍunāraī, Mūḍukurugu, and Kaḷariyāvirai. The works attributed to the second Saṅgam are Kali, Kuruḥu, Vendi, Viyālamālai Ahaval, Agattiyam, Tolkāppiyam, Māpurāṇam, Isaimunukkam, and Būdapurāṇam, the last five being grammatical compositions. The compositions of the third Saṅgam are Neṭunftogai four hundred, Kuruntogai four hundred, Narṟinai four hundred, Puram four hundred, Aiṅguruniṟu, Padiṟṟuppatu, Kali one hundred and fifty, Paripāḍal seventy, Kuttu, Vari, Sīrriśai, Periśai, etc.
It is generally believed that the works of the first Śaṅgam are lost perhaps beyond recovery. The extant Paripādal may be the composition of the third Śaṅgam rather than that of the first. Since nārai and kuruheat are suffixed to the titles of works, it is reasonable to conclude that they were musical treatises, and ancient Tamil land developed the arts of music and dancing besides literary activities. From the works of the second Śaṅgam, the synchronism of Agastya and Tolkāppiyanaṟ is pointed out. No task is more intricate than to get at the real facts from the legends that have gathered round the sage Agastya. Agastya figures in all the Śaṅgams and this is to be explained by the fact that members of the same family bearing the name Agastya continued to flourish. With regard to the compositions of the second Academy, we have to take it that all of them have been lost. The Tolkāppiyam was the grammar during the period of the so-called second and third Academies. Like every ancient writer of repute, legends have gathered round this notable figure, some of them inconsistent and absurd. These legends, whatever their basis be, illustrate the greatness of the writer and the extraordinary influence wielded by him over his contemporaries.

The Tolkāppiyam is divided into three adikāras or books—the eluttadikāram dealing with phonology, the sollandikāram dealing with accidence, syntax, and the Poruḻadikāram dealing with Puṟam, Aham, Prosody, etc. The whole contains 1,276 sūtras. Every book

1. An endeavour in this direction has been made in a recent publication of the Madras University entitled Agastya in the Tamil Land, by K. N. Sivarāja Pillai.

2. Cp. the explanation offered to the repeated mention of Vasistha, Viśvāmitra and others in the Purāṇas by Pargiter in his Ancient Indian Historical Tradition.

3. About his religion see S. Vaiyāpuri Pillai's Critical Essays in Tamil, pp. 76-83.
is divided in its turn into nine iyals. While the eluttadikāram and the solladikāram are interesting from both linguistic and philological points of view, the Porunṭadikāram is valuable as it gives us a glimpse of the political, social and religious life of the people during the period when Tolkāppiyānār lived.¹ The importance of the work is further enhanced by several commentators among whom figure 1. Ilampūraṇar, 2. Pēr-Asiriyar, 3. Śēnāvarayar, 4. Naccinārkkiyiyar, 5. Daivaccilaiyār, 6. Kallādar. In addition to the tradition transmitted in the commentary on the Iraiyanār Ahapporu, we have other traditions all of which mark the following as the accredited works of the Śaṅgam:—the Eṭṭuttogai, the Pattup-pāṭu and the Padinen-kilkkanakku. To these may be added the Silappadikāram and the Manimekalai, the two among the five epic poems.² The Eṭṭuttogai consists of eight collections which are as follows: Narrinai, Kuruntogai, Aṅgurumurū, Padiṟṟuppatu, Pariṉad, Kalittogai, Neṉuntogai, and Puranāṇurū.

1. The Narrinai (edited by P. Nārayanaswāmi Ayyar with his own commentary), contains 401 stanzas, each ranging from nine to twelve lines. In it we find the hands of 175 poets. The verses deal with the five

¹ The Eluttadikāram has been published with commentary of Ilampūraṇar by Vidvān Subbarāya Chettiar and the gloss of Naccinārkkiyiyar is a Saiva Siddhānta publication.


Poruladikāram has been edited by Diwan Bahadur S. Bavānandam Pillai with commentaries.

A notable contribution on the Poruladikāram is by Pandit M. Rāghava Ayyangar of the Tamil Lexicon Office. Compare also Sen Tamil, vol. 16, p. 202 ff.; vol. 18, p. 381 and f.; vol. 19, p. 113 f. and p. 219 ff. To these may be added the scholarly work entitled சின்னநியம் சுவவியர் சிவுலி by Dr. P. S. Subrahmania Sāstri, M.A.

² The other epic poems are Cintāmani, Vajayāpati and Kundalakēti.
tinais,¹ 28 on mullai, 32 on marudam, 107 on pālai, 103 on neydal and 120 on Kurinji. Its general theme is love and its compilation was at the instance of a Pāṇḍyan king, Paṇṇāduṭanda Pāṇḍiyar Māraṇ Valudi.² We do not have at present any ancient commentary for this work. A significant fact about this anthology and some others is the Perundēvaṇār’s panegyric verse on God in the introduction. Perundēvaṇār, it is well known, is the translator of the Mahābhārata and probably flourished in the eighth century after Christ.

2. The Kuruntogai³ literally means a collection of short-poems. In this work is brought together a number of verses attributed to as many as 205 poets. This collection contains 402 verses in the Ahawal metre, each verse ranging from four to eight lines. As in the Nāṟṟīṇai the theme of the work is love and the verses can be brought under the category of the five tinais. It would appear that the compilation of the extant work was effected under the patronage of the chieftain of Pūri (identified with North Malabar) by name Pūrikkō.

There was an ancient gloss on the work by the well-known commentator Pēr-Āsiriyar which has since become lost. From the fact that Naccinārkkiṇiyar chose to write a gloss on twenty verses, and from the circumstances under which he wrote on these select verses, it is obvious that in his age Pēr-Āsiriyar’s commentary existed except for the twenty stanzas commented upon by Naccinārkkiṇiyar.⁴

¹ These five tinais are regions of hills, of river valleys, desert, of seacoast and of forests. The evolution of literary conventions denotes the passage of man from one culture to another. For an able study on the subject, see History of the Tamils, p. 63 ff.
² See also Sen Tamil, vol. xiv, p. 185 ff. and p. 338 ff.
³ Edited by Paṇḍit Rangaśwāmi Ayyangar of Vāniyambādi with a commentary of his own.
3. The *Aingurunūru* means literally the short five hundred. It contains 500 *Ahaval* verses and the whole book can be conveniently divided into five parts, each part consisting of 100 verses. Each verse contains three to six lines. Every part again deals with the five *tiṇais*. The first hundred verses are on *marudam* attributed to the poet Īrambōgiyār. Ammūvaṇār is the author of the second hundred verses dealing with *neydal*. The authorship of the third part of the hundred verses on *kuriṇji* is attributed to the poet Kapilar, and the fourth part on *pālai* to Īdalāndaiyār. The fifth and last part containing the last hundred verses of the work is by the poet Pēyaṇār and deals with *mullaiṭṭinai*. In most cases we have no knowledge of the redactions or editors who compiled these scattered works. In the case of this work however the name of the compiler is known as Kūḍalūr Kīḷār. The full name of this editor is given as Pulattuṟai Muṟriya Kūḍalūr Kīḷār.\(^1\) It is said that Kūḍalūr Kīḷār compiled this *Aingurunūru* at the instance of the king Cēramān Īruppoṟai, whose full name is Yāṇai-k-kaṭśey-māndaran-Cēral-Īruppoṟai. No commentary on this work is available at present. We do not know whether there was any ancient commentary on this.

4. The *Padiṟṟuppattu* (the Ten Tens) is an anthology of enormous importance. Here we are introduced to a number of kings of the Cēra dynasty, with a splendid record of their deeds and achievements thus enabling us to get at a true picture of the political conditions of Tamil land about two thousand years ago. Of the ten books into which the whole work is divided, the first and the last are not available to us. Each of the

\(^1\) *குடலூர் கிளார்*.
remaining eight books consists of one hundred stanzas. The following names of kings among others occur in this collection. They are Imayavaramban Neḍun-cēralātaṇ, Palyāṇaiccelkelu Kuṭṭuvaṇ his brother, Kaḷāṅkaikaṅṇi-nārmuḍiccēral, Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ, Kuṭṭuvanvaicēral his son, Ādukōṭpāṭṭuccēralātaṇ, Selvakkaḏuṅ-gōvāliyātaṇ, Tagaḏūr-eṛinda-Perum Cēral Irumpoṇai, and Kuḍakkō-Iḷaṅcēral Irumpoṇai. Some more details about this monarch are also found. In the Second Ten we find Imayavaramban reigning fifty-eight years and in the Third Ten his younger brother Palyāṇai Kuṭṭuvan ruling for twenty years, who helped Pālai Gōtamaṇār in his performance of a great yajña. According to the Fourth Ten Nārmuḍiccēral ruled for twenty years. The Fifth Ten mentions the reign of Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ as fifty years and the Sixth Ten of Cēralātaṇ as thirty-eight years. The Seventh Ten mentions Selvakkaḏuṅgō’s tenure of rule as twenty years. Irumpoṇai ruled for seventeen years according to the Eighth Ten, and Kuḍakkō for sixteen years according to the Ninth Ten. Thus a close study of the Padiṟṟuppattu is invaluable to a student of Cēra history. Neither the compiler nor the patron of the work is known to us.¹

5. The Paripādal² (literally stanzas of strophic metre) is according to tradition a composition of the first Academy as well as the third Academy. If both are different works, the first Saṅgam work is lost. The Paripādal of the third Academy is said to consist of seventy stanzas attributed as usual to multifarious poets. It is unfortunate that as many as forty-six verses of this important work are lost. The only available portion of the Paripādal consists of twenty-four stanzas.

¹ There exists an old gloss on it which has been printed in his edition of the text by Paṇḍit Swāminatha Aiyar.
There is an ancient commentary of Parimēlaṇagar which has been printed with the available texts by Mahāmahōpādhyāya V. Swāminātha Aiyar.

6. The Kalittogai, otherwise known as Kurunkalittogai or simply Kali, is yet another important work of this category. It contains one hundred and fifty stanzas in the kali metre dealing with the five tinai. Its theme is love but it also contains a number of moral maxims. Incidentally it furnishes us with some peculiar marriage customs current in those ancient days. Kaṟunṭoṉ, Kapilar, Marudan Iḷanāgaṉār, Cōla Nalluttiran and Nallanduvaṉār are the poets who composed the various songs in the work. We have no prima facie evidence as to the name of the compiler and the patron at whose instance the work was compiled. But it is generally believed that one of the five poets Nallanduvaṉār was the compiler. The celebrated commentator Naccinārkkiṉiyar has written a gloss on it.

7. The Neduntogai, otherwise known as ahappāṭṭu and popularly known as ahanāṉūṟu or simply aham is an anthology of sufficient importance and value to a student of ancient Tamil culture. It contains 401 stanzas in the Ahavai metre and is divided into three sections,—Kaḷirṛiyāṉai-nirai of 121 verses, Maṉimidoipavalam of 180 verses and Nittilakkōvai of 100 verses. Its general theme is love. The length of the verses varies from thirteen to thirty-seven lines. As many as 145 names of poets are given in this collection whose compiler was Uruttiraṉarman, the son of Uppūrikuḍī.
Kilâr of Madura. It was accomplished under the distinguished auspices of the Pândyan king Ukkirapperuvalūdi.¹

8. The Puranâgûru otherwise known as Purappâṭṭu or simply Puram is a valuable anthology of 400 stanzas in Ahâval form.² It is the counterpart of the preceding work the Ahanânîru, and deals with aspects of ancient Tamil culture and forms a good record of the Tamil civilization in ancient times. There is a view that the work is a later compilation inasmuch as the name of Poygaiyâr, a poet of Post-Śaṅgam days is mentioned among the poets referred to in the Puram. It also contains the poems of Murañjiyûr Muðinâgarâyar, Vânmîkiyâr and others who, according to the legends, belong to the first Academy. Thus the anthology contains odes ranging from the epoch of the so-called First Śaṅgam to that of Post-Śaṅgam. Whatever may be the date of its compilation, the events it treats of are ancient and hence invaluable to an antiquarian.

Sec. X. THE PATTUPPÂṬTU

The Pattuppâṭṭu is a collection of ten poems, the composition of which is assigned to the epoch of the third Śaṅgam. Against this may be advanced that it does not find mention in the list of works given in the gloss on the Iraiyanâr Ahapporuḷ dealing with the traditional age of the Śaṅgam. How this argument is only a frail reed to lean upon can be proved by other reliable testimony. The chief and unassailable points which lend strong support to the view that they are also to be styled among the Śaṅgam works can be categorically stated. There is, first, the fact that the poets who are the authors of these verses are all Śaṅgam poets.

¹Edited by V. Râjagôpala Ayyangar with introduction by Pañdit R. Raghava Ayyangar.
²Edited by Pañdit Swâminâtha 'Ayyar.
the celebrated names found in the *Etputtogai* collection including Māṅguḍi Marudaṇār, Nakkirar, Kapilar, etc.

Secondly, the kings celebrated in these poems like Karikārćōlaṅ, Tondaimāṅ Iḷandiraiyaṅ, Pāṇḍīyaṅ Neḍuṇi-jeliyaṅ are kings who were patrons of the Śaṅgam poets as testified to by accounts in other works of the Śaṅgam.

Thirdly, the theme of the poems is predominantly of the nature of *aham* and subordinately of the nature of *puram*, the subjects largely relating to the five *tiṇais* or the literary conventions according to the explanation furnished by the great grammarian Tolkāppiyaṅār.

Fourthly, there is the literary style of the poems themselves. The language, the classical style, and the metre peculiar to that style are all in evidence to point out the authenticity of these poems as belonging to the category of the traditional Śaṅgam.

It is then obvious that the *Pattuppāṭṭu* is to be included in the Śaṅgam works proper.¹ The ten poems of which the work consists are the *Tirumurūhārrruppaḍai*, the *Porunar-āṟṟuppadaḷai*, the *Śirupāṇāṟṟuppadaḷai*, the *Perumpāṇāṟṟuppadaḷai*, the *Mullaippāṭṭu*, the *Maduraikkāṇci*, the *Neḍunalvāḍai*, the *Kuriṅjippāṭṭu*, the *Paṭṭinappāḷai*, and the *Malaiṇḍukadām*. We shall briefly examine each of these poems.

1. The *Tirumurūhārrruppaḍai* is a poem of 317 lines and is the composition of poet Nakkirar. It is a poem on the different manifestations of God Muruha or the War-God as presented in the different shrines of Tamil India. The shrines referred to in the poem are Tirupparaṅkuṇram, Tiruccīralaivāy (Tiruccendur), Tiruvāvināṅkuḍi (Paḷni), Tiruvēragam (Swāmimalai) and Paḷamuḍirśōlaḷai. One characteristic feature of the

¹ See the article on ‘The Age of Pattuppāṭṭu’, by T. A. Rāmalṅga Chettiar in the *Tamilian Antiquary*, No. 9, pp. 49-72.
whole is that these are all hill shrines. There is a legend that has gathered round the origin of the composition of this poem. A short notice of this will be made later on in the life sketch of the poet Nakkïrarr. Suffice it to say here that it illustrates that Nakkïrarr was an ardent devotee of the Subrahmanya cult. The poem has assumed a sacred character about it and is got by rote by every follower of the War-God. The value of the poem lies in its depicting the social life of the people in ancient Tamil Nâdu. Naccinärkkinîyar has written a valuable commentary on it.

2. *Porunar-ãṟruppadâi* is an important composition of this category. Its value lies in affording rich materials to a student of the political history of ancient Tamil India. It is a poem sung by the poet Muḍattâ-makkâññiyâr. The king celebrated by the poet is no other than the famous Karikârcôlan, the son of Ilaünjëtsënni. Here we are introduced to the life of the king Karikâla under the respective heads of his birth, heroic deeds and administrative capacity. Incidentally the poet gives a description of the then Cöla kingdom, its richness and fertility due to the unfailing waters of the Kâviri, its agricultural and economic prosperity, the result of true statesmanship on the part of the ruling sovereign. Though it is natural for a poet who expects munificence from a patron like the ruler of the land to exaggerate his character and genius as well as the conditions of the kingdom under his sway, still the work under notice is a valuable contribution and can in one sense be regarded as an historical composition. The poem consists of 248 lines in all.

3. The *Sirupâñâṟruppadâi* is as valuable as the preceding work the *Porunar-ãṟruppadâi*. The authorship of this composition is attributed to one Idaikâlnâṭṭu-
The king celebrated by the poet is Nalliyakkōḍaṅ of Oymāṇāḍu, a chieftain of the Oviyar clan. In narrating the exploits of this chief, the poet makes mention of several chieftains who were liberal in gifts. These chiefs are Pēhan, Pāri, Kāri, Ay, Adigamāṅ, Nallī and Ĭri. In addition, light is also thrown on the three capital cities of the triumvirs the Pāṇḍya, Ėra and Cōla. There is a special reference to the Ėra king Kuṭṭuvan planting the emblem of the bow on the lofty Himalayas (ll. 47-50). Other cities mentioned by the poem are Vēlūr, Āmūr and Eyil. Thus we have here an elaborate description of the political conditions of South India, invaluable to a student of history. This poem contains 269 lines.

4. The Perumpāṇāṟṟuppadai is not inferior in importance and value to a student of political history of ancient South India. Its author is Kaḍiyalūr Uruttiran Kaṇṇanār who is also the author of the Paṭṭinappālai which we shall examine presently. The Porunar-āṟṟuppadai describes the Cōla kingdom and its ruler whereas the Perumpāṇāṟṟuppadai describes the kingdom of Kāṇci and its ruler. The king celebrated is Toṇḍaimāṇ Īlandiraiyāṇ. Some aspects of his administration are given in an elaborate manner as well as the origin of Kāṇci, and its description, the conditions of trade and commerce. It contains sufficient materials for writing an historical geography of South India. The poem contains 500 lines.

5. The Mullaippāṭṭu, the composition of which is attributed to Nappūdanār of Kāvirippūmpaṭṭinam contains 103 lines and is supposed to have been sung in honour of Neḍuṅjeliyāṇ of Talaiyālaṅgāṇam. Its general theme is love and it gives a vivid description of the feelings of a lady separated from her lover who had
gone to the battle. Incidentally we are introduced to factors determining the battlefield, encampment, etc.

6. The poem Maduraikkāṇci is a long poem in those constituting Pattuppāṭṭu. Māṅguḍi Marudaṇār is the author of this celebrated work. We have just seen two poems, one dealing with the Cōla kingdom and the other with Kāṇci. In this poem there is a description of the Pāṇḍyaṇ kingdom. The king celebrated by the poem is the Pāṇḍyaṇ Talaiyālaṅgāṇattu-c-uceruvenra Neḍunjielīyaṇ. From this it may be inferred that the author of this poem was a contemporary of the author of the Mullaippāṭṭu, Nappūdaṇār, who refers to the same monarch. In this poem there is a detailed description of the Pāṇḍyaṇ capital, the army, trade centres, seaports, festivals, and administrative institutions, thus enriching the materials for the cultural history of Tamil Nāḍū. It contains 782 lines.

7. The Neḍunvalāḍai is a poem attributed to the famous poet Nakkīrar. The king celebrated is again Neḍunjielīyaṇ of Talaiyālaṅgāṇam fame, thus pointing out the contemporaneity of Māṅguḍi Marudaṇār with Nakkīrar. The theme of the poem is more or less the same as that of the Mullaippāṭṭu. In other words it is an expression of the feelings of the lady love for the king absent in the field of battle and of consolation by her maid who testifies to the great valour of the lord and his victorious return. Incidentally it refers to some aspects of warfare in Tamil India. There is an excellent description of the winter season in seventy lines. The whole poem contains 188 lines.

8. The Kuriṇjippāṭṭu is yet another composition of this category bringing out the social conditions of the Tamil land in prominent relief. It is the work of Kapilar, a contemporary of Nakkīrar as we shall see in
the sequel. There is a legend grown round the origin of the composition of this poem, viz., to introduce a northern king Pirahattan to the beauties of Tamil literature. In this poem Kapilar\(^1\) essays to depict love and village life with its natural and mountain sceneries. The theme of the poem is simple. A fair maiden with a maid was sent to watch the millet field. Once a mountain chief in the course of his chase happened to come there. He fell in love with the lovely girl and married her according to the *Gândharva* system. From that day, they met daily but the knowledge of their wedlock was not brought to the notice of her parents. Seeing her get emaciated, her mother was told by the maid of what had taken place so as to bring about the indissoluble embrace of the girl with her lord. The poem consists of 261 lines.

9. *Paṭṭinappālai* is yet another composition of much value. Its author is Uruttiran Kaṇṇaṇār as was stated above. The king celebrated by this poem is Karikāra-cōlaṇ. It is said that he was so much moved by the high literary merits of the composition that he awarded sixteen lakhs of *pous* to its author. It testifies to the growing prosperity of Kāvirippaṭṭinam under the benevolent rule of Karikāla. The real value of the poem consists in giving us an idea of the trade relations of Tamil land with foreign countries, its busy mart and some administrative details of importance. It is a poem of 301 lines.

10. The *Malaiṇadukadām*, otherwise known as *Kūṭtarāṟṟuppaḍai* is attributed to poet Perun-Kauśikaṇār of Perunkuṇṭur. The poem which is in 583 lines celebrates the achievements of the chieftain Naṇṇaṇ, as well as his ancestors and his Court. There is reference to the

\(^{1}\)See *infra* a study of Kapilar.
Siva shrine in the Naviram hill in the kingdom of Nannan, and also to the agricultural products, mountains, and gardens found therein.

Sec. XI. THE EIGHTEEN MINOR WORKS

The next collection of the Śaṅgam works comes under the general heading—the Padinen-kilk-kaṇakku, the eighteen poems dealing primarily with morals (Tamil aram, Sans. dharma). ¹

The term kilk-kaṇakku implies that there was a classification like mēr-kaṇakku. The works that contain less than fifty stanzas, composed in different metres, generally come under the kilk-kaṇakku. But if the venbā metre is pressed into service, the poem can be of any length and can still find a place in kilk-kaṇakku. The mēr-kaṇakku ranges from 50 to 500 stanzas and is in the ahaval, kalippā, and paripāṭal metre. The Eṭṭut-tohai and the Pattuppāṭṭu come under the category of mēr-kaṇakku. Two works like the Nālaḍiyār and the Tirukkural which come under the category of kilk-kaṇakku deal with the three puruṣārthas or objects of life, dharma (aram), artha (porul) and kāma (inbam). The remaining sixteen deal both with aham and puram, the object aimed at being practice of dharma or morals. One may question whether these eighteen poems may legitimately claim a right place in the realm of the classical works (Śaṅgam). Apart from the fact that traditional lore associates these works with the third Academy, some of the tests which we applied in the case of Pattuppāṭṭu hold good here. For instance, the authors of these productions and the chiefs celebrated therein, in addition to the nature of the themes discussed,

¹ அஷ்டி பிதா சுமார் சொம் மகாதி
பாரதோர் கிதா மீற்றி மாகை
சிபுங்கா மாசஙகா கிட்டிய கா
(Payyirupāṭṭiyal)
occur also in most of the poems of this list, thus corroborating the traditional view now generally accepted. These poems which are of different lengths are the following: the Tirukkural, the Nālaṇḍiyār, the Kaḷavali-nāṟṟpadu, the Kainilai, the Iniyyovai-nāṟṟpadu, the Iniṉā-nāṟṟpadu, the Nāṉmanikkadikai, the Kāṁnāṟṟpadu, the Aintinai-iambadu, the Tiṉaimolī-iambadu, the Aintinai-ēḻpadu, the Tiṉaimolī-nūṟṟaiambadu, the Tirikadukam, the Elādi, the Ācārak-kōvai, the Palamoli-nāṉūṟu, the Sīṟupakamālām, the Mudumolikkānci. We shall notice in brief each one of the above eighteen poems.1

1. The Tirukkural (popularly known as the muppāḷ) is the famous work of the celebrated Tiruvalluvar who, according to one version, lived in the early centuries before Christian era and according to the other as late as the sixth or seventh century A.D. The poem is in the form of couplets and deals with the three aims of human life—dharma, artha and kāma. It consists of 133 chapters, each containing one hundred kural-venbās, or couplets. Each couplet is a gem by itself and conveys lofty thoughts couched in terse language. Though the scholarly commentary of the illustrious Parimēlaḷagar—a happy consummation of Tamil and Sanskrit culture—is largely in use, there were nine equally well-known commentaries of which Maṇakaṭuṭavar's gloss which is available is one.2

2. The Nālaṇḍiyār3 comes nearer the Kūṟṟai in point of subject-matter including the division of the subjects. It also deals with the three pursuits of human life. It contains forty chapters, each consisting of ten stanzas. This

1 I have slightly altered the generally-accepted order of these poems. See G. S. Duraisamy, Tamil Literature, pp. 163-77.

2 There are a number of editions of this treatise, some with commentaries and some with mere texts. The edition followed here is the eleventh edition by Arumuga Nāvālar. For a detailed study on the subject, see below the chapter on Tirukkural.

3 Edited by V. Rājagarvā Ayyangar, Madras.
anthology, the composition of which can be attributed to different hands, owes its compilation to one Padumañár. It has been contended that, as it refers to the Mutta-rai-
yars (ll. 200 and 296), the lower chronological limit should be the eighth century. ¹ This question which is discussed by the editor in his preface points to a number of data which afford proof as to the antiquity of the poem. ² In the opinion of the learned editor, this work must be contemporaneous with the Mañimekalai and not later than that. Anyhow it cannot be earlier than the Kural.

3. The Kalavali-Nāypadu (literally forty stanzas dealing with the means and methods of war) is a war-poem the authorship of which is attributed to Poyhaiyār. From a sūtra ‘කළාෂළි’ in the Purattinai of the Tol-kāppiyam, we find that Kalavali is of two kinds,³ one referring to agriculture and the other to war. Hence Kalam means a threshing floor or a battle-field. The king celebrated in this poem⁴ is Cērañ Kanaiikkāl Irumporai who had been defeated by the Cōla king Śeṅganān at the battle of Kaḷumalam and cast into prison at Kuḍavāyil. The use of elephant corps is prominently mentioned. It has been sought to identify the author of this work with Poyhai Alvār. But the Cēra and the Cōla kings referred to in the poem are not contemporaries of the celebrated Alvār and belong to more ancient times as is evident from the colophon at the end of the Puram, 74. The value of the work consists in giving us details on the art of war as was then understood. There are two commentaries to this—one

¹ See Sen Tamil, vol. x, 4.
² See p. 11 ff.
³ ‘කළාෂළි කාපාදු විදත සාදමු,’ Sūtra 76.
⁴ See the edition of this poem by Pāṇḍit Vēnkaṭasvāmi Nāṭṭār (South Ind. Saiva Siddhānta Works Society, Tinnevelly 1924).
ancient and the other modern.

4. Kainilai and not Innilai is another poem of Padinen-kilkkanakku. The work is in M.S. and is not yet published.

5. The Iniyavai-nārpadu (also Iniyatu-nārpadu) is a poem consisting of forty stanzas in venbā metre. Pūdana Śēdayaṅar is said to be the author of this extant work. Each of the forty verses treats of three or four objects to be achieved in the world. Iniyavai literally means 'pleasant things.' According to the poem there are 126 such things in the world which deserve to be wished for by every person. It is a poem on aram dealing with niti or maxims.

6. The Innā-nārpadu is a poem of greater interest, and as was already stated its author was Kapilar. It is also a poem of forty stanzas in the venbā metre. Innā literally means 'not pleasant.' Each verse treats of four evil things and on the whole we have a catalogue of 164 such things which ought to be avoided by every right-thinking person. This work also comes under the category of poems dealing with niti or maxims. The practical application of what ought to be done and what ought not to be done dealt with in these two small poems will lead to the progress of mankind.

7. The Nāṃmanikkadikai is the work of one Vilambināgaṇār. The available materials do not afford any proof as to his native home, his caste or the date of his birth. Internal evidence of the poem shows that he was a Vaishnāvite by religion. It contains 104 stan-
zas in venbä metre, each venbä dealing with four things which one ought to do or ought not to do. The author speaks highly of the value of education and educational discipline (st. 70 and 94). There is an ancient commentary to this work, but the authorship of this celebrated commentary is highly doubted.

8. The Kärnpdpd:—The author of this poem is Maduraikkaññañ Kuttañña. It consists of forty stanzas in venbä metre. The theme of the poem is aham or love. The poem describes the desperate feelings of a lady love who has been separated from her lover by force of circumstances, and who eagerly awaits his return in the rainy season (kär-Tamil, varsākāla Sanskrit). The poem reminds us of the Sanskrit work MeghasandESA of the immortal Kālidāsa. Apart from the fine sentiments relating to love affairs, the description of nature and natural scenery is vivid. What is of more significance is the reference to the yajña-agni of Vedic followers (verse 7).

9. The Aintinai-aimpadu is yet another love poem whose authorship is attributed to Mārañ-Pōraiyanār. Unfortunately no details are available either with regard to the author or to the compiler. It contains fifty stanzas in venbä metre. We find five tinais or literary conventions mentioned in the Tolkāppiyam, described by way of illustration, in the works of mēr-kanakku. The five tinais of love as depicted in this poem are the feelings of company, meeting, embrace, separation and desire for reunion.

10. The Tiñaimoliyaimpadu is the work of Kaññañ Sēndanār, son of Sattandaiyār. No more detail is

---

1 Edited by Paṇḍit Vēnkaṭaswāmi Naṭṭār with commentary (Saiva Siddhānta Works, 1925).
2 Edited by Paṇḍit Tirunāvukkarasu Mudaliar and published by the S. I. Saiva Siddhānta Works Society, Tinnevelly.
known about this author. But from literary style and the method of the treatment of the subject, there is no denying the fact that the author must have flourished in the beginnings of the Christian era. It contains fifty stanzas and deals with the five tīnais of love poetry like the Aintīnai-aimpadu, ten stanzas being devoted to each of the tīnais: Kurinji, Pālai, Mullai, Marudam and Neydal. There is an ancient commentary to this poem, but the author is not traceable.

11. The Aintīnai-elupadu is a poem exactly in line with the above two works which come under the subdivision of Tīnaiic-ceyyul or ain-tīnaiic-ceyyul. The author of this poem is one Muvādiyar about whom no reliable data are available. It is a poem of seventy verses and deals with aham or love conventions. The same five tīnais are mentioned in connection with this subject, each tīnai consisting of fourteen verses. The poems of this class throw light incidentally on some of the customs and habits of the people of those days.

12. The Tīnaimālai-nūṟṟaimpadu is still another poem treating of aham corresponding to the above three works. The author of this poem is said to be Kanimēdāviyar. As the title of the poem indicates, this poem consists of 150 stanzas divided into five tīnais relating to the subject of love. Thirty stanzas are devoted to each of these five tīnais in the accepted order of Kurinji, Pālai, Mullai, Marudam and Neydal. There is not enough material with regard to the life of the author. He seems to have been also an ancient poet.

13. The Tirikadugam literally ‘three drugs’ is a poem containing one hundred and one verses including the first prefatory stanza addressed to Tirumāl. The
author of this work is Nallādanār. Each venbā refers to three things which are compared to the three indigenous drugs. As these medicinal articles would effect speedy cure of physical ill, things referred to in the venbās would be a cure for mental ills and will lead to a mind at ease. There is a commentary to the poem, whose authorship is attributed to one Rāmānujācāriyar of Tirukkōṭṭiyūr.

14. The Ėlādī is a poem in line with the above work Tirikadugam. While in the latter every venbā mentions three wholesome things, in the former a compound of six medicines is given. These six medicinal articles are compared to six worldly truths pertaining to the life of householders and ascetics. The author of this poem which consists of eighty-two verses in venbā metre including the prefatory stanza of prayer is Kaṇimēdāviyār. It is believed that this poet was a Jaina by conviction from the introductory verse. But this admits of different interpretations. The positive reference to the four Vēdas shows that the author's religion was orthodox Hinduism. It may be remembered that he was also the author of Tiraimālairurraippadu of which we have already spoken.

15. The Acārak-kōvai is the work of Mulliyār of Peruvāyil and reminds us of the ācāra-kāṇḍa of the Dharmasūtras and the Dharmasastrās. It is a treatise on the rules of conduct to be observed by members of the Hindu household. It is apparently a collection of verses which have been promulgated by seers and sages of old. The theme is so identical with the Sanskrit religious

---

2 Dry ginger (केळ), pepper (चिंचर), and piper longum (पुल्लवल).
3 തുമ, തിറുവരന്ത്, മീസില്‍പൊരമ്മ, പൊള്ളം, പൈല, കപ്പ്.
4 Edited by Paṇḍit Gōvindārāja Mudaliar with the available gloss of Vidvān Rājagopāla Pillai, Madras (1924).
works that one is tempted to regard it as a later work and perhaps a composition of the last period of the third Academy. It contains one hundred and one stanzas including the prefatory verse attributed to God Śiva. Apparently the author was a Śaivite by religion.

16. The *Paḷamoli-nāṇūru* is the work of Muṇṟuraiyaraiyar, apparently a Jaina by conviction. The work contains four hundred stanzas in *veṇbā* metre, each embodying a proverb in the end. Some of the proverbs convey lofty ideas and are popular even to-day. The chief merit of the poem lies in its references to old stories, thus affording rich food for the antiquarian.

17. The *Sirupaṇcamūlam* or the little five medicinal articles is a poem in 98 stanzas in *veṇbā* metre. As the *paṇcamūlam* or the compound of five drugs would go a long way to cure a man's ills, so also the maxims contained in each of these *veṇbās* would, by proper application, relieve one of the cycle of birth and death. Each *veṇbā* contains five things. The author of this poem is one Kāriyāśāṅ. The style and theme of the poem warrant us to confirm it to be an early work. From the second stanza it is seen that the work aims at *svadharma*, *ahimsā* or non-injury to living beings, truthfulness, refraining from meat eating, and also from theft.

18. The *Mudumolikkānci* is the work of Madurai Kūḍalūr Kīḷār and contains ten chapters each consisting

---

1 Edited by T. Selvakēsavārya Mudaliar, Madras. See also *Sen Tamil*, vol. xv, where Paṇḍit Tirunārāyaṇa Ayyangar has edited a portion of it with an old commentary.

2 Edited with the commentary by Paṇḍit Arumugam Servai, Madras, 1923.

3 *॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥॥��
of ten niti maxims in sūtra style. The term Mudumoli̇kkāñci is interesting. Kāñci is one of the seven Purattinais and Mudumoli̇kkāñci is one of the Kāñcittinaī. The nature of this tinai is to find a stable basis for the unstable things of the world.¹

The poem relates to different aspects of aram and porul. Inbam is not included in that category. The author of the work, Kūḍalur Kilār, is a well-known poet in the collections under the category of mērkanakku. He is the author of some poems in the Purandarāsu and the Kuruntogai. He was apparently a native of Toṇḍaimandalam though according to one version he is said to have belonged to Madura.

In the above brief survey of the eighteen poems traditionally assigned to the epoch of the third Saṅgam I have tried to utilize as far as possible the available editions and their learned introductions. A mere glance at these editions will convince every one that there is need for getting them well edited and their materials, some of them being very old, well exploited. It is now for an earnest student of Tamil culture to tackle this source of information. From what we know, none of them excepting the Kural and the Naladiyar has occupied the critic’s attention in such a degree as it should. It seems desirable and even imperative that a chronological study of these works should immediately be undertaken so as to utilize the materials for an authoritative study of the evolution of the Tamil people and the progress of their culture in a certain period of their history.

¹ தொண்டாய்மங்கடலம் என்பன அரசிகளான் கல்வி வளர்ச்சி மற்றும் கல்வியாளர் உறுதி (Divakoram).
CHAPTER II

SOME ŠAṄGAM POETS—A STUDY

Sec. I. NAKKIRAR

The Name.—If there is any force in the theory that tradition as transmitted in literature is a fairly reliable source of information for the undated period of India's history, it is but reasonable to assume that the ŠaṄgam existed as an institution well patronized by kings and poets. Among the notable celebrities who constituted the so-called third great Academy at Madura, Nakkirar was pre-eminent.¹ That he was a contemporary of Kapilar and Paraṉar, is testified to by the Tiruvilaiyādal Purāṇam of Nambi,² though a late work. He is known in literature by different names, such as, Kīrar, Nakkīrar, and Naṅkkīrar. The word gīr in Sanskrit means speech or Goddess of Learning and it may be that he was so highly learned in his time that people called him Kīran. Nakkīrar is the great Kīrar and Naṅkkīrar is the good Kīrar. But after all there is nothing in the name. We are just reminded here of the controversy whether the great author of the Arthasastra is Kauṭalya or Kauṭilya. We are not here concerned with the name of the poet but with his personality as exhibited in his writings at once inspiring and thought-provoking.

His Caste.—To what caste this poet gem belonged is still a moot point. There are two views. One is that

¹ Iraiyanar Akkappolu, see the commentary on the first Sātra, p. 7, Edition by Bavānandam Pillai.
² Ed. by Swāminātha Ayyar, ch. 15, st. 4.
he was a Brahman, and the other, that he was a Vēlāla, by caste. The first is based on the authority of the Aham.¹

But there are scholars who regard him as a Vēlāla, by caste, belonging to the sub-community of Kaṇakkar or Karunikar taking as their authority the Sirkanunikar Purāṇam popularly attributed to Nakkīrar.² In the commentary on the Iraiyanār Aḥapporul, Nakkīrār is referred to as the son of Kaṇakkāyaṇār. According to the Divākaram the word Kaṇakkāyar means Otturaippōr, a teacher of the Śāstras. This interpretation is supported by the Maṇimēkalai where the term Samayakkaṇakkar is rendered as a teacher of religion.³ Again the term is used in this very sense in the Nālaḍiyar.⁴ It is highly doubtful whether any definite conclusion can be drawn from such slender evidence. Whatever caste he may have belonged to, need not prevent us from giving a sketch of his life with which we are now concerned.

His Date.—No task is more difficult than an attempt to fix the chronological limits of this celebrated author. In fact we meet with this difficulty with regard to every ancient Tamil writer. There is again a view that there were two poets by name Nakkīrar in the Saṅgam epoch itself. This is yet to be proved. A close examination of the internal evidence of his writings and of the contemporary

¹ See Paṇḍīt Vēṅkaṭaśāmi Nāṭṭār's, Nakkīrar.
² See Paṇḍīt Vēṅkaṭaśāmi Nāṭṭār's, Nakkīrar.
³ Canto xxvii, 1. 2.
⁴ Anayam Bālamūrathu Amrīm Tēppam
   Cippukkāṟṟam Māṟṟukkām—Tēppam
   Kānta Kēḻippukkal Māṟṟukkām Pēṟṟēṟṟam
   Pēḻḷippuṟṟu Māṟṟukkām.
literature bears out the fact that the author must have flourished sometime in the middle of the second century A.D. His profound scholarship and the depth of his learning won for him many a laurel from his colleagues.

*Nakkirar and the Saṅgam.—* During his age was flourishing the Third Saṅgam of traditional fame. It was an assembly of learned men of a high order. Nakkirar was invited to preside over the deliberations of this august assembly of poets and poetesses. The Pāṇḍyan king Vaṅglya Cūḍāmaṇi, the Tamil form of ‘Varaṇsa Cūḍāmaṇi’ who was ruling at Madura¹ was attracted to this prince of poets, and he dully honoured him by conferring on him the highest honour which could be accorded to scholars of his standing. Nakkirar got an enviable position in the Saṅgam and enjoyed the love and esteem of the king so long as he held that office.² The place of honour, therefore, is rightly given to his work, namely, *Tirumurugāṟṟuppāṭal* in the well-known collection of *Pattuppāṭin³* which forms an invaluable portion of the vast treasures of Tamil classical literature.

*The Legend of open contest.—* The following story⁴ is narrated of him:

One evening when the Pāṇḍyan king with his queen was enjoying the soft and cool breeze, high on the flat of his palace buildings, he felt an overpoweringly sweet fragrance. He thought that it evidently proceeded from

---
¹ G. S. Duraiswamy, *Tamil Literature*, pp. 52-6.
² G. S. Duraiswamy, *Tamil Literature*, whole of Paṭalam, 52.
³ Ed. by V. Swāminātha Ayyar, Second Ed. (1918).
⁴ See Paraijōttimūṇivar, *Tiruvilaiyādai*, 52, st. 2.
the queen's tresses of hair. But he was not sure of this for he knew that she was not decked with any flowers. Still he could not trace the source of the odour which continued to sweeten the whole atmosphere around. He grew inquisitive and resolved to refer the matter to the all-wise scholars of his Academy and ascertain the truth, if possible, from them. For this purpose he ordered a bag, containing a thousand pieces of gold, to be hung on the wall of the Saṅgam hall and made it known to the public by beat of *tom tom*, that whoever should enlighten him as to what he had in his mind and resolve his doubt, would be entitled to that bag of gold. The news spread like wild fire in all parts of the city, not excluding its suburbs. Day after day poet after poet flocked to the hall of the Academy, each anxious to win the prize. Every one had his say, but no one could correctly spot what the king actually had in his mind. They all went away disappointed, as none of these poetical conjectures satisfactorily solved the king's doubt.

Thus several days passed by and the bag of gold was still found hanging in the same old place. There was at this time living in Madura a poor Brahman youth named Darumi, belonging to a family hereditarily entitled to perform the daily worship (*pūjā*) in the temple of Śrī Sundarēśvarar. He was so poor that no one offered his daughter in marriage to him though he much wished for it, because only thus could he become fit to perform the regular *pūjā*. He hoped that with the grace of Śrī Sundarēśvarar he would get at the correct solution which would satisfy the king and thus he might acquire the coveted prize which would secure for him a good social standing in his community. Engrossed with such ideas Darumi entered the temple, stood before the deity, and prayed earnestly for grace. No wonder, the
Lord was moved by his unflinching devotion and steadfast love, and spoke out in such a manner that he could hear the verse which he longed for. He anxiously and carefully took down what came out from the Lord’s lips. His joy knew no bounds. He ran in breathless haste to the Saṅgam Hall, repeated the verse before the august assembly, and the king was quite satisfied with it. In substance it amounted to this, namely, that the sweet fragrance emanated from the locks of the queen herself. The king immediately ordered that the reward might be granted to him, subject, however, to the approval of the same by the learned members of the Saṅgam. All of them except Nakkīrar highly extolled the verse and agreed to the award of the prize to Darumi. But Nakkīrar did not agree.

His Obstinacy.—He boldly challenged that the verse was faulty in ideas. This was, indeed, a bolt from the blue for the poor Darumi. He could not certainly believe his own eyes or ears, for he was greatly puzzled and perplexed as to how the Lord’s own verse could be wrong. Yet he dared not question the verdict of the poet, for he was not himself a man of letters. When he was told that the prize could not be given to him, all his great hopes crumbled to pieces. He had no other course than to approach the Lord once again and report what had occurred, and solicit his help by more earnest prayers. Hearing his piteous plaint the Lord assumed the guise of an ordinary Paṇḍīt, entered the assembly, and questioned the challenger about the raison d’être of his

1|  கருணையில் ஆன்கரம் மான்கரும் குல்லேரி காணும் பார்வுற்று குமம் | Kurumattam, st. 2. |
objection to Darumi's verse. Nakkirar replied that the statement therein that there was no flower so fragrant as the tresses of a high-born maiden, was opposed to truth. The God-poet asked if the objection stood even against the tresses of divine damsels. Nakkirar readily replied that it was even so. The God, in a wrathful tone, then, asked if there could be no inherent natural fragrance even in the raven locks of the Goddess Pārvatī. The cantankerous critic undauntedly retorted that even the fragrance of Her locks was only acquired. The God-poet throwing off His disguise stood before him in His true form. Infatuated with the pride of learning, our poet would not even then yield, and reiterated fearlessly that, whoever he might be, the mistake was a mistake.

_Nakkirar Humiliated._—The Lord wanted to teach him the lesson of humility and in the expression of the _Bhagavadgītā_ to make him _Vidyāvinayasampāṇa_. There was certainly _vidyā_ but there was no _vināya_. Such overwhelming self-conceit is the great blot of learning. The Lord in an outburst of anger opened His fiery eye on poor Nakkirar. It caused him such unbearable agony that he drowned himself in the temple-tank in order to assuage the heat of his burning body. Soon he was rescued but got stricken with an incurable disease. The pride of Nakkirar was thus humbled, and then alone did he realize his foolish obstinacy in throwing out a challenge even to the Lord. He stood a suppliant before the Lord, confessed his guilt and sincerely repented for his fault. The Lord who is a _ṣanāṇāgatavatsala_ readily forgave him and blessed that he would be rid of his malady if he would but pay a visit to the Kailāsa hills.

_Tiruvilaiyadal_, Paṭalam, 53.
He received this order with bowed head and proceeded fast towards the sacred hills.

Another Legend.—On his way thither another strange incident occurred. Once while he was engaged in offering worship to the Lord on the bank of a tank under the shadow of a tree, down fell a leaf, half of it touching the water and the other half, the earth. Soon the former became transformed into a fish and the latter into a bird. This distracted his attention. When he was looking on this strange phenomenon, there appeared a huge monster who had been authorized to devour a thousand guilty souls. It had already secured 999 men and secreted them in his cave and had been long eagerly waiting for the last. It at once carried him off to the cave and having immured him along with the others, went out to bathe before taking his unholy dinner. To effect their release Nakkirar sang a poem—invoking the help of Lord Subrahmanya—well-known as Tirumurugāṟṟuppadaī consisting of 315 lines pregnant with meaning. These are to-day read and re-read and committed to memory by all true devotees of the War-God. Śaṁmukha appeared, killed the monster, and released them all. Then, blessed by Subrahmanya, he proceeded to Kālahasti where the disease left him for good. Afterwards he returned to Madura and was more honoured than ever before.

Sometime afterwards it is said that the Lord in order to perfect his knowledge of Porul Ilakkaṇam asked Agastya to teach him the same. Thus taught and having acquired thorough proficiency therein, he was able later on to write his celebrated commentary on the Iraiyāṉār Ahapporuḻ, a prose work of outstanding literary merit. Loved by the king and esteemed by his

1 Sikāḷattipurāṇam, Nakkiṟaccarukkam, st. 98 ff.
colleagues as a great poet and critic, he seems to have
died full of years and honour.\(^1\)

The life of this poet conveys this important message
to us. However much men may be learned, learning will
not be fruitful if it is not accompanied by humility or
\textit{U\'pa\'sama} to use the expression of \textit{Sri Sa\'nkar\'ac\'arya}.

\textit{Sec. II. KAPILAR}

\textit{A Popular Poet.}—Kapilar is yet another celebrity of
the \textit{Sa\'ngam}. What is remarkable about him is that Nakk\'irar
with all his overweening pride speaks in eloquent
terms about him. He says\(^2\) that his powers of speech were
so great and instructive that he evoked esteem and
praise from the whole Tamil world. Kapilar seems to
have been a poets’ poet. Poets who wielded much
influence in the \textit{Sa\'ngam} have given due praise to his
great parts. Besides Nakk\'irar whom we have already
mentioned, others like Perum\'kun\'\'ur Kil\'ar,\(^3\) Nappacalaiy\'ar,\(^4\) and Avvaiyar\(^5\) speak in respectful terms about
him. It would thus appear that he was a very popular
poet in his days, and perhaps as popular as Tiruva\'l\'l\'u\'var. There is further evidence to show that he
was a great friend and companion of Para\'\'\'\'ar of whom
we shall speak next. The names of Kapilar and Para\'\'\'\'ar
often occur side by side in the Tamil literary texts.

\textit{His Caste.}—That Kapilar was a Brahman by caste
is clear from two verses in the \textit{Puram}.\(^6\) He was

\(^1\) See Pa\'talal, 54.
\(^2\) \textit{Padi\'ru\'ppattu}, 85. ‘\textit{k\'\'al\'\'a\'\'\'\'\'a\'\'\'\'}\(a\'\'\'\'\'\'\'\'\'\'\'\'\'\’\’\’\’\’\’) of Pa\'talal, 76, 11. 15-16.
\(^3\) \textit{Puram}, 174.
\(^4\) \textit{Aham}, 303.
\(^5\) \textit{Puram}, 200, 1. 13.
\(^6\) \textit{Ibid.}, 201, 11. 6-7.
born in Tiruvādavūr in the Pāṇḍyan Kingdom.¹

Before we proceed further in the sketch of his life it would not be out of place to refer to the account contained in what is known as the Kapilar Ahaval said to have been written by Kapilar himself. This is clearly a spurious work of very much later times and could not be credited with much authority since it is said there that he was a brother of Tiruvalluvar and Avvaiyār and that the latter had three other sisters, Uppai, Uruvai and Vāḷḷi. There is nothing to corroborate this.

*The Date.*—The age of this poet is still a puzzle. But we may approximately fix it towards the close of the first century and the beginning of the second century A.D. He was at least a contemporary of Nakkīrar.

*Royal Patronage.*—It would appear that he underwent education and discipline under a learned ācārya who seems to have been much struck by his quick grasp and sparkling intelligence.² When the course of his studies was over, Kapilar entered the royal Academy of learning under the distinguished Pāṇḍyan patronage. He soon won the love and esteem of his brother poets and became a friend of the king himself who was much pleased with the display of his striking originality, his verses containing lofty thoughts and noble ideas couched at once in the most subtle and wonderfully facile expressions.

*The story of Pirakattan.*—When he was thus spending his time happily in the royal Court, there came to Madura a northern King Pirakattan or Brahmadatta by name.³ It seems that Pirakattan had no high regard for Tamil poetry. This Kapilar noticed and wanted to introduce him to the beauties and glories of this ancient

¹ Old Tiruvilaiyadal 27, 1, 4.
³ See Preface, p. 22 of Pattuppattu, edited by Śwāminātha Ayyar.
literature. This he did by composing and singing to him the poem known as *Kurinjippattu*, the eighth in the *Pattuppattu* collection. Pirakattan was so much taken up with it that he soon became a devoted student of Tamil as is evident from a poem of his found in the collection known as *Kuruntogai.*

*With Pari.*—Sometime afterwards Kapilar seems to have left the Pandyyan capital and gone on an extensive tour to the other parts of the country where lived chieftains of small territories enjoying absolute independence. Of these the most prominent and the most learned was Pari. Having heard of his learning and his regard for learned men, Kapilar proceeded towards his city which was protected by an impregnable fortress surrounded by high and un scalable walls. Pari's rule extended over nearly three hundred villages. With him he spent a few days composing songs in praise of his achievements.

*With Peka.*—The next royal chieftain visited by our poet was Veli Peka, by name, the ruler of a mountain tract known as Kalnada. This chieftain of the Aviyar clan was not leading the proper life of a householder. He was in love with a dancing girl of the place, caring little for his virtuous wife. This lady was a *pativrata srnmani*. Public sympathy went towards her; but none dared to approach Peka, the ruler of the place. There was only one privileged class of people, namely, the bards and poets who could speak to him without any fear or favour.

Hers was a sacred cause. It was a deserving case. So some influential poets under the powerful leadership of Kapilar managed it in such a manner that Peka

---

1 St. 184.
2 Puram, 105-109.
3 Quamalj Quan Sirupanappadai, 1. 87.
4 Aham, 262.
began to realize his folly and evinced a desire to pursue the righteous path. From that day forward Pēkan became the most devoted husband of the queen. This service of Kapilar to advance righteousness is highly commendable.

With Kāri.—Leaving Pēkan, Kapilar went next to Malayamān Tirumuḍikkāri, the chieftain of Tirukkōyilūr, on the river Peṇṇaiyār. He was a great soldier and a sound statesman. His war-horse was also known as Kāri. It is said that he killed in battle, Ĭri, an equally well-known chieftain. He won the love and esteem of the learned and the poor by his liberal gifts and presents, and is justly celebrated as one of the seven great chieftains noted for their munificent liberality. Need it be said that Kapilar was accorded due welcome and given rich presents by Kāri?

Back to the Court of Pāri.—Sometime later he seems to have returned to Parumbunāḍu, the kingdom of Vēḷ Pāri. And Pāri was naturally overjoyed to see his revered master once again. Kapilar was so much enamoured of the great qualities of his head and heart that he resolved to spend the rest of his life at his Court. To the great joy of Pāri, both of them continued to spend their time together on useful purposes. Once it happened that some three kings, perhaps his own neighbours, wanted his daughter to be given in marriage to one of them and on his refusal attacked him by besieging his capital. The siege dragged on for several months and yet there was no prospect of the fortress falling. Pāri’s soldiers who

1 Puram, 143: 144-7; see also Vēḷir Varalāryu, pp. 40-44.
2 Sirubāṇārrappadai, Il. 110-11; Nāṟṟinai, 291.
3 Nāṟṟinai, 320.
4 Sirubāṇārrappadai, 1. 113.
5 Puram, 121-4.
garrisoned the fortress resisted with persistence and with success, all the time encouraged by the spirited words of Kapilar. 1 The poet devised ways and means for ensuring an unfailing supply of food for the inhabitants inside the fortress. Kapilar himself appeared before the besiegers and spoke to them of their fruitless attempts to take the city by storm, and persuaded them to desist from further endeavours. When the enemy kings learnt that Pāri was then the lord of only Paraṁbu hill, having already given the rest of his kingdom away, they surrounded and attacked the Paraṁbu hill, his last remaining territory and killed him and took possession of it. 2 Pāri’s death brought darkness to Kapilar’s mind where once reigned the illustrious sunshine. For, as a loyal friend of Pāri, a new and heavy responsibility now fell on his shoulders. Pāri had left two daughters who were yet unmarried. 3 Those were days when a special sanctity was attached to the institution of marriage. The marriage problem is always a knotty one, and poor Kapilar was faced with it. The real difficulty was to find suitable husbands becoming the status of the young ladies. Still he was not discouraged. In the first instance he took them to the royal chieftain Viccikkōn 4 and proposed their marriage. On his refusal, he next took them to

1 Puram, 105 ff.
2 Ibid., 110-12.
3 "निकूलस, प्राकृतिक आंदोलनम् उपलब्धि
मर्मर अजैतार्कनिकतो बुद्धित्व
परमाक वृद्धि विविधानिल पुंपासोत
अत्यंतर मात्रेण मात्रालोकीम""
परीम परमात्मानं विद्याकं कल्यंते
हिरणां अवध विद्याकं विद्याकं विद्याकं
उपास्य अत्यंतर अत्यंतरपुष्पविविधानबुद्धित्व
परमात्मानं विविधानं विविधानं विविधानं
परमात्मानं विविधानं विविधानं विविधानं।

4 Puram, 200.
5
Iruṅgōvel. He also did not countenance the proposal and this threw him into a state of wrathful disdain against him.\textsuperscript{1} Perhaps after similar other attempts he reached Tirukkōyilūr where it is believed he placed the royal maidens under custody of a member of the Brahman community.\textsuperscript{2} Again according to the account given in the Tamil Nāvalar Caritam, it was the poetess Avvaiyār who effected the marriage of Pāri’s daughters to one Daivikāṇ, possibly son of Malayaṅṅān Tirumuḍikkāri in Tirukkōyilūr.\textsuperscript{3} The Tirukkōyilūr Inscription of Rājarāja Cōla I throws some light on this.\textsuperscript{4}

\textit{With the Cēra King.}—It would appear that Kapilar then went to the Cēra King Selvakkaṅṅō-vāḷiyātan. The Seventh Ten in \textit{Padiṟṟippattu} is said to have been sung in the immediate presence of the king who rewarded him with lands and gold.\textsuperscript{5}

\textit{His last days.}—Kapilar lived there for sometime, but the death of his much-lamented friend Pāri so grieved him that he made up his mind not to survive him. It is said that he starved himself to death on this account,\textsuperscript{6}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{1}] Puram, 201-202.
\item[\textsuperscript{2}] See colophon to Puram, 236 and 113.
\item[\textsuperscript{3}] P. 20 edited by T. Kaṅkasundaram Pillai (1921). Cf. Puram, 337.
\item[\textsuperscript{4}] \textit{S.I.I.} VII. No. 863: A.R. No. 236 of 1902, P. 64, see also Puram, 8 and 14.
\item[\textsuperscript{5}] in the colophon to the Puram, 236—prāyōpavēsam in Sanskrit.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
reminding us of the peculiar Jain custom of giving up one's life. According to the Tirukkõyilûr inscription, he entered fire and thus brought about his own death.

His Works.—The various poems attributed to this great poet are mostly found scattered in the well-known collections such as Ahanânûru, Puranânûru, Kûrûntogai and Naṟriṇai. Further his writings form an important portion in the Padîṟṟuppattu known as the Seventh Ten. In Padinenkilkkănakkku, the work known as Innâ Nâṟpadu is ascribed to him. There are several other poems such as Kuriṉjippâṭtu, consisting of 100 stanzas being the third section of Aiṅkurnânu attributed to him. Of these the Kuriṉjippâṭtu forms the eighth of the collection called the Pattuppâṭṭu. It has already been pointed out that it was sung in order to introduce the Aryan King Pirakattan to the beauties of Tamil literature. The Kuriṉjikkali forms the second section of Kalittogai, one of the eight collections (Etţuttogai). If the greatness of a poet can be judged by the extent of his original writings, surely Kapilar is entitled to the foremost place in that category.

Sec. III. PARAṆAR

A Contemporary of Kapilar.—There are unquestionable pieces of evidence to demonstrate that one of the great luminaries that shone in the famous academic assembly hall of the Pâṇḍyas was the great and highly distinguished poet ParaṆar. That ParaṆar enjoyed that rare place of honour and distinction which but a very few enjoyed, is undoubted. Whenever Kapilar is mentioned, especially with regard to his activities in the Pâṇḍyyan capital, ParaṆar is also mentioned.¹ This shows that ParaṆar occupied a place

¹ See supra, p. 53.
equal to, if not, superior to, that of Kapilar. This also bears out the fact that Paraṇar was a contemporary of Kapilar and whichever date scholars deem fit to assign to this poet is equally applicable to Paraṇar.¹ That Paraṇar lived with him, moved with him and composed some of his writings in his company, no one can deny.

His Relations with Pēkan.—Mention has already been made in our sketch on the life of Kapilar of a chieftain named Vaiyāvikkōp-Perum-Pēkan, or simply Pēkan, who treated with contempt his virtuous wife Kaṇṇaki and bestowed his love on a dancing girl. To wean him from this evil conduct the services of Kapilar were requisitioned as was already said.² Paraṇar was among the poets who waited in deputation on this king. Both these poets are said to have addressed him some verses found in the extant Puranāṇūpa. Of these, the verses 141 and 142 are ascribed to Paraṇar as well as verses 144 and 145. These are in the form of advice to Pēkan especially with regard to his duty towards his devoted wife.

His reference to Nedumān Aṇji.—From a verse³ ascribed to Avvaiyār the great poetess of the Tamil land, Paraṇar appears to have spoken very highly of Adigamaṇ Nedumān Aṇji, the powerful chieftain of those times. It is well known that Avvaiyār spent the best part of her life in the Court of this prince and hence what she says about him could be utilized even for historical purposes, for she certainly speaks with first-hand knowledge. Therefore there is reason to think with Mr. Kanakasabai that Paraṇar must have been present when Kövalūr, the

¹ For a full discussion of the Age of Paraṇar, see Dr. S. K. Aiyangar, Beginnings of S. I. History, Ch. v.
² See supra, p. 55.
³ For a full discussion of the Age of Paraṇar, see Dr. S. K. Aiyangar, Beginnings of S. I. History, Ch. v.
capital city of Kāri, was attacked and stormed by Neḍumāṉ Aiṉji.¹

The battle between the Cēra and the Cōla described.— There is besides evidence to indicate that Paraṉar was a wide traveller and especially visited the royal Courts of the Cēra, Cōla, Pāṇḍya and the independent chieftains of smaller Kingdoms. He seems to have witnessed many a battle-field both during the course of an action and after it. Once there was a battle between Kuḍakkō Neḍuṉcēralāṭan, the Cēra king and Vērpaṭraṭakaip-Peruviṟṟi killi, the Cōla king. To this Kaḷāttalaiyar has referred in verse 62 of the Puram. In the next verse² we find Paraṉar describing the battle-field. The description gives us an idea of the military operations in the Tamil land in very early times. It is said that a large number of elephants wounded by sharp arrows lay dead or disabled. Well-trained horses with soldiers on them were found dead in large numbers. Those who fought from chariots were killed, and the chariots themselves

¹ Puram, 99; see also Aham, 372; Tamils 1800 Years Ago, p. 108.
² Puram, 63; see also 141-2.
shattered to pieces. The commanders and soldiers were all arrayed in military equipment for both offensive and defensive purposes. The kings met heroic death with their chests pierced by long lances. On all sides were found scattered big war-drums. This is a digression introduced to show which instruments of war were used and how the battle was fought.

Some princes sung by him.—To pass on to the subject proper, from the various verses found in the collection of Puranāṇūṟu, it seems that Paraṇar had visited a number of kings and sung in their praise. To mention a few of them would not be out of place here. He has sung in praise of Uruvappahṛṛ Ḫḷañjēṭ Ceṇṇi, the father of Karikārcōḷan,¹ Neḍuṅcēralāṭan the king of the Ĉēras² as well as Peruviṟaṛkkiḷḷi the Cōḷa to whom we have already referred, Perumpēkan³ and Velkēḷukūṭṭuvaṇ (Senguṭṭuvaṇ).⁴ Velkēḷukūṭṭuvaṇ seems to have been a great warrior winning laurels wherever he fought. Paraṇar pays a well-deserved tribute to his feats and in a particular verse⁵ asks for elephants as presents from him. Paraṇar has a wonderful facility of expression couched in metaphorical language. He is as much a man of the country as of the city. In describing the battle-field he compares it to a corn-field. The elephants are the sable clouds; the swift-footed horses are the winds; the chariots are the ploughing machines; the rain drops are the showers of arrows; the muddy water is the

¹ See also Porunarāṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟ禄Formats and their various occurrences. Puram, 4.
² Ibid., 63.
³ Ibid., 141-5.
⁴ Ibid., 343 and 369.
⁵ GtuirQiu. Puram, 369.
river of blood and flesh in the field of battle; the weeds that are ploughed off are the chopped-off heads of the soldiers, etc. The power of thus vividly describing a thing with a wealth of detail is one of the characteristics of Parānar and this he has exhibited here splendidly. The same kind of description is given about Muṣiri (Mouziris of Pliny) the great trading centre belonging to Kuṭṭuvaṇā.

His reference to Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ. — Again he seems to have enjoyed the favour of Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ about whom he is said to have sung the ten stanzas of the Fifth Ten in Padirruppatu, one of the eight collections known as the Eṭṭuttogai. This is clear from the colophon at the end of the Fifth Ten of the above work. Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ seems to have been a great king. He possessed a huge army and a naval force. He had extensive commerce both by sea and land. Parānar sang these verses in his honour and in return got from him as present Umbarkāṭṭuvāri (the revenues accruing from a particular territory known as umbarkāṭḍu, literally, elephant forests, included in the Malaināḍu), as well as his son Kuṭṭuvaṇcēraṇ. To hazard a conjecture, the presenting of the royal prince means that the king entrusted his son for instruction and education to the poet Parānar on whom he seems to have bestowed great confidence and

1 Puram, 343.
2 Cēran Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ, pp. 29-30.
3 Padirruppatu, pp. 60-79 (1920). Dr. S. K. Ayyangar identifies this Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ with that name in the twin epics, Silappadikāram and Manimekalai (see Beginnings of S. I. History, pp. 213-4). See also Cēran Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ, pp. 29-30.

4 Cēran Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ, pp. 60-79 (1920). Dr. S. K. Ayyangar identifies this Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ with that name in the twin epics, Silappadikāram and Manimekalai (see Beginnings of S. I. History, pp. 213-4). See also Cēran Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ, pp. 29-30.
love. Such has been the powerful influence wielded by this poet. Both the old and the new *Tiruvilaiyādals* make distinct references to him.¹ His works other than those found in the *Puranāṇūru* and the *Padippuruppattu* are twelve verses in the *Narraṇai* and fifteen in the *Kuruntogai*.

References to other Kings.—Paranar refers to the defeat of nine kings by Karikārcolān.² Further in the *Aham* (396) the exploits as well as the victory of Śeṅgūṭṭuvaṇ over certain Northern kings are mentioned. There is also in it a reference to Tittaṇ the chieftain of Uraiyūr surrounded by poets³ especially on account of his liberality and valour.⁴ From these it can be safely concluded that Paranar must have been a great power in the realm of literature in the heyday of the so-called third Śaṅgam.

His Caste and Religion.—The materials available are too scanty to attempt anything like a history of this poet. We are not in a position to ascertain the caste or community to which he belonged. There is evidence to show that he embraced Śaivism as his religion. Scholars opine, says Paṇḍit Swāminātha Ayyar, that he may be identified with Paraṇādēvanāyanār, in Śivaperumāṉ *Tiruvantāti*,⁵ one of the works included in the eleventh *Tirumurai*. From the fact that certain works of Nakki-radēvar, Kapilardēvar, and Paraṇardēvar are included in this work in the above order, the surmise ventured upon by the learned Mahāmahopādhyāya seems almost tantamount to a certainty. But this is left for future research to determine.

¹ Ch. 15, st. 4; ch. 59, st. 27.
² *Aham*, 125; see Kanakasabai, *Tamils 1800 Years Ago*, p. 67 (1904).
³ Ibid., 122.
⁴ Ibid., 6; also 152, ll. 5-7; 226, ll. 14-17.
AVVAIYÄR

Sec. IV. AVVAIYÄR

A Saṅgam Celebrity.—Tamil Nādu was not lacking in eminent poetesses who were widely celebrated for their learning. The country could count with pride a number of poetesses who were equal in influence and fame to the distinguished poets in this part of the Bhāratavarṣa. Among them Avvaiyār was an honoured Saṅgam celebrity. In our study on Kapilar¹ we had occasion to refer to what is now current as Kapilar Ahaval. It has been already said that there is no foundation whatever to identify the work with the great name of the Saṅgam poet. The account given there is that Avvaiyār was a sister of Kapilar, Tiruvaḷḷuvār, and Adigamāṉ and this does not fit in with the references found in classical Tamil literature. As already pointed out Kapilar was a Brahman by birth, Vaḷḷuvār an agriculturist, and Adigamāṉ, a Malava warrior and hence they belonged to separate communities. Lines of demarcation are clear among these. That she belonged to the Pāṉar caste and was a Virali by profession is clear from the Puram.² A Virali is a female singer versed in the art of bringing out the underlying emotion and feelings of a song by means of appropriate gestures.³

Her Early Life.—Paṇḍit R. Rāghava Ayyangar, sometime editor Šen Tamil, (a monthly published in Madura) has written a short life of Avvaiyār in Tamil in Vol. II, (6) of that Journal. There is also an able and critical study of her life by Mr. S. Anavaratavināyagam Pillai.⁴

¹ See supra, p. 54.
² Verse 89.
³ For the meaning of the term viral see Adiyärkkunallār's comment on the Silappadikāram, pp. 106 and 110.
⁴ Published by C. Coomaraswami Naidu and Sons, Madras (1919).
At the outset it may be pointed out that there was not merely one poetess by the name of Avvaiyār but that there seem to have been several who bore that honoured name. Whatever be the number, the fact of the matter is that there was an Avvaiyār, a celebrated Śaṅgam poetess living two thousand years ago roughly, who was very possibly a contemporary of Kapilar. The term Avvaiyār is a significant term and means an old lady, a venerable and aged matron. Tradition says that this accomplished poetess led a life of peace and happiness living as a spinster throughout her life. At least there is no evidence to show that she was ever married. From her girlhood she seems to have devoted her full attention to deep study and high thinking with its necessary accompaniment of plain living according to such standards as then obtained. Her writings are varied and many, scattered throughout the voluminous pages of Nāṭṟṟiṇai, Kuruntogai, Puranāṇūṟu and Ahanāṇūṟu.

With Adigamaṉ Neḍumāṉ Aṉji.—Avvaiyār seems to have spent a good portion of her life in the Court of Adigamaṉ Neḍumāṉ Aṉji who was the reigning chief at Takaḍūr now identified with Dharmapuri in the Salem District. Aṉji was a great warrior.¹ He was related to Cēramāṉ, the king of the Cēras. He was such a powerful and great chieftain that he was able to inflict a crushing defeat on the combined forces of seven princes of seven principalities. These seven kings were the Cēra, Cōla, Pāṇḍya, Titiyan, Erumaiyūraṇ, Iruṅkövēṇmāṉ, and Porunāṉ.² But he was defeated in his turn by his relatives and the king Cēramāṉ,

¹ Puram, 87-9, and 90 (vol. 5, p. 166) pp. 166 and 168.
² See p. 57 Into. Puranāṇūṟu, edited by V. Swāminātha Ayyar.
as will be seen from the colophon at the end of the Eighth Ten in the Padirruppattu.¹

With Adigamān Aṇji.—It is seen from the Purānapāṇiṇyũ that she was greatly attached to and was well beloved of Adigamān Aṇji in whose praise she has sung a number of poems. The king was so much pleased with her performances that he once presented her with the nelli fruit (emblic myrobalan), a fruit that would endow one who took it with long and healthy life. Such presents were rare and given only to select persons. Avvaiyār ate this fruit of rare virtue and became very happy. She has given vent to her feelings of extreme happiness on this.² It is also referred to by Parimēlalagar in his much celebrated commentary on the great work of morals.³ Further her inspiring intelligence and keen grasp struck Aṇji so much that he entrusted her with important missions to alien courts. Once she was sent as an ambassador — of course in the wide sense of the term — to the Court of the Tondaimān, king of Kañci.⁴ This, the late Kanakasabai thinks⁵, may have been for the purpose of soliciting his assistance against his enemies.

¹ See the note on the Kural vēmba, 100.
² Puṟam, 91.
³ See the comment on the Kural vēmba, 100.
⁴ Puṟam, 95 colophon.
⁵ Tamils 1800 Years Ago, pp. 204-5.
With Elini.—But soon the sun of Adigaman set. After his death perhaps as the result of a mortal wound received in a battle, referred to by the poetess in Puram 93, sorrow completely clouded her heart. She bemoaned the loss of her warm and generous patron who esteemed her at once for her wide scholarship and skill. She left the place in great sorrow, wandered far and wide in the Tamil Nadu, and finally returned to Takaḍūr where Pokuṭṭelini, the son of the late chieftain Afiji, accorded her a right royal welcome. As his father was devoted to her, so also was Elini because he full well knew her great parts. No wonder he respected her accordingly. He presented her with new clothes, old liquor, and treated her to a sumptuous feast worthy of a great poetess. In this connection a word may be said about the social condition of the age of Avvaiyar. It is obvious that kings and princes were addicted to liquor and the same was even offered to worthy guests like Avvaiyar. It must have been a common practice among only certain classes of peoples to drink liquor.

Other Chiefs and Patrons.—From a stanza (367) of the Puram and the colophon at the end of it we find that she has sung of Ceramān Mārivēngō, Pāṇḍya Ukkirappermanvaluti, and Colan Perunārkkīḷi who had evidently congregated together on the occasion of the Rājasūya sacrifice performed by the last of them. Thus though

1 *Puram*, 231-2 and 235.
2 Ibid., 392.
3 *Puram*, 231-2 and 235.
4 *Puram*, 231-2 and 235.

The ancient Kṣatriya kings were expected to perform among others the Aṣṭamaṁḍha and the Rājasūya sacrifices. Ancient Indian kings had been performing them ever since the Vedic times. This practice however fell into desuetude with the extinction of the true Kṣatriya caste. The
she spent many of her days in the Court of Takadür still she frequented the courts of the great Pāṇḍya, Cōla, and Cēra kings. It would appear that she was patronized by them.

A Popular Poetess.—Avvaiyār thus enjoyed great repute in all the Courts of the then kings in the Tamil land. Her poems simple but full of lofty maxims and practical wisdom caught the popular mind and she became thus a friend of the masses. And we must carefully make a distinction between this Avvaiyār and the other who flourished in the later centuries, as found in the Tamil Nāvalar Caritam.

The Editor of the Tamil Nāvalar Caritam on the account.—The account given in the above book is so conflicting that the Editor in his well-written introduction points out the different errors in a categorical list. First, in these verses there are lots of words beginning with the letter 'ca'. But in the Śaṅgam period such words were rare. According to the great grammar Tol-kāppiyam such expressions were prohibited. And the use, therefore, is distinctly modern and could not at any rate belong to the Śaṅgam period. Secondly, Avvaiyār had nothing to do with the marriage of Pāri's daughters if the account given in Puranāṇūru could be treated as trustworthy. Thirdly, her Vināyaka Pūja and her being taken to Kailāsa by Vināyaka belongs to the realm of mythology. Fourthly, the Cēran who went to Kailāsa and whom Avvaiyār is said to have followed is quite different and this statement contradicts the account given in the Periyapurāṇam, roughly eleventh century A.D. Lastly, in point of style, very fact that the Cōla King performed this sacrifice shows that he must have been a powerful king enjoying a great and vast dominion besides immense wealth.

1 P. 5 ff.

3 For a critical study of the life and date of Śekkilār, the author of the Periyapurāṇam, see Somasundara Dēśikar's Saiva Sikāmanikal Irivar (1930).
diction, and metre, most of the verses attributed to Avvaiyār must have been composed by another of the same name about the tenth century A.D. These differences are enough to show that the Śaṅgam poetess is different from the later Avvaiyār about whom the Tamiḻ Nāvalar Caritam speaks.

Sec. V. ĪLAṆKŌ-ADIGAL

A Prince Poet.—Īlaṅkō-adigal is the celebrated author of the Silappadikāram belonging to the category of the great Epics (mahākāvyas). He was not the ordinary bard wandering from Court to Court singing miscellaneous verses now in honour of this prince and then in honour of that. Īlaṅkō was the son of a king. He was the second son of king Cēralātan reigning in the city of Vaiṇji (Karuvūr), the capital of the then Cēranādu and the younger brother of the famous king Cēraṅ Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ. On this account he was called Ilaiṅkō or the younger prince and he was known as Īlaṅkō-adigal after his renunciation of royalty and assumption of holy orders.

His Conversion.—This young prince coming from such a distinguished family connected with the Cōlas by marriage alliances, gave up the joys of life in the palace even when comparatively young and became an ascetic. It would be interesting here to narrate why and how he turned out to be a monk. This has been excellently answered in the text itself.¹ There once came to the Court of

¹ References are to the third edition (1927).
² ojiraSp uu^QujTtr pu>(tp
Cēralātana an astrologer who predicted the immediate death of the king and the passing of the throne to Īlaṅkō, the younger son. This was uttered in the presence of both the royal princes. The elder received the news with great disappointment and the younger noticing his brother’s sorrow wanted to get rid of the stumbling block which was himself. Hence he at once took to a life of asceticism, renouncing worldly pleasures in order to satisfy his brother’s hopes and aspirations. Having thus assumed the role of what we would call a Sannyāsin, Īlaṅkō thought it improper to live in the palace in the midst of his kith and kin. So he left the palace and took up his residence without the city gates in the temple of Guṇavāyir-Kōṭṭam on the eastern side of the Capital, devoting his whole life to art and literature. And no wonder his secluded life afforded him a good opportunity and paved the way for his becoming an accomplished scholar as is clearly seen from this great epic. When his scholarship had reached such a high state of perfection that he considered himself competent to write out a classical work, he took the theme and the plot from real life. Unlike other poets of his age who looked for patronage to a king, Īlaṅkō confined himself to writing an epic. Probably he conceived at first the plan of writing two works, the Silappadikāram and the Maṇimēkalai. Learning, however, from his friend and companion

Varantarukkādai, 30, ll. 174-85.

1 See the Padikam which is a prefatory poem forming an integral part of the work. The attribution of this prefatory part to Īlaṅkō himself is doubtful. It may be from the pen of Sāttanār. At the least it is earlier than the commentaries of Aḍiyārkkunallār and Arumpadavurai-āsiriyar.
Kulavanikan Āṭṭanar that he had taken up the *Maṇi-mēkalai* and even completed it, he gave up his original idea. From this it would appear that Ilaṅkō was in constant touch with the scholars and writers of the day. He advised them and was advised by them in turn. In this way it is evident that Ilaṅkō spent his days in the monastery.

*His Religion.*—It is equally interesting to examine what was his religion and the age when he might have probably lived. As to his religion there are conflicting opinions. Mr. Kanakasabai has written that Ilaṅkō-ādīgal became a monk of the Nigrantha sect.¹ The view that he was a Jain and belonged to Jainism is supported by the fact that he has elaborately referred to Jainism, its tenets and institutes. Further he was called Ādīgal. Again the great commentator Aḍiyārkkunallār interprets Kōṭṭam in the line as *Arukan-kōil* which is generally the name given to Jain temples. Against this it may be argued that the title Ādīgal is common to all sects of the Hindus, and Kōṭṭam may mean any temple not necessarily the Jain temple. Paṇṭit Swāminātha Ayyar favours the view that Saivism was his religion.² He quotes several texts from the work to show that both Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ and his brother must have been Śaivaites only. Wherever deities are mentioned, God Śiva is given the foremost place.³ Again he says that his brother

¹ See *Tamils 1800 Years Ago*, p. 208; cf. *Educa, Review*, April 1929, Prof. Rangācāriyar’s article. From a frequent mention of a number of deities like Durgā, Indra, Balarāma, Śāttan, Murugan, etc., and of a system of image worship so commonly mentioned in the work and on the assumption that the system of worshipping images in temples was a feature of the post-Gupta period, Prof. Rangācāriyar concludes that this work was a composition of about A.D. 500, sometime before the epoch of the Nāyanmārs and the Alvārs, and sometime after the cessation of the third Academy.

² See his Intro., p. 17.

³ Canto v. 169; Canto xiv. l. 7.
Seṅguntaṇaḥ's birth is due to the grace of Śiva. These bear unmistakable testimony to the fact that their religion must have been Śaivism. There are again elaborate references to legends gathered round Viṣṇu in regard to his avatār and other heroic deeds. The fact that Seṅguntaṇaḥ offered worship to both Śiva and Viṣṇu before his military expedition would bear the weight of testimony to conclude that the monarch was not necessarily a Śaivaite but a tolerant Hindu. But to conclude that he was a Jain from the mere fact that he elaborately treats of Jainism in his work is unconvincing. It may be that the wave of Jainism was spreading wide in his time and that a poet who was engaged in narrating contemporary facts could not but refer more than once to one and the same thing. What is remarkable is the author's tolerant attitude to the other sects in the land of his birth.

Date.—Much controversy has raged round the question of his date, and much has been written on it, and yet no general agreement has been reached. Without entering into the details, suffice it to say that from a careful study of the names of the kings and also of the names of the states mentioned therein, one cannot lend support to the opinion that it was the work of the seventh and the eighth century A.D. or even later. The following are some of the facts which go to assign an earlier date.

There is first the evidence of the Mahāvaṁśa which speaks of the King of Ceylon, Gajabāhu who is said to have been present in the Court of Seṅguntaṇaḥ when he established a temple dedicated to Kaṇṭakī, the celebrated wife of Kövalan.

1 XXVI, II. 98-9; XXX, II. 141-2.
2 See the learned discussion on the subject by Prof. V. Rangācāriyar in the Educa. Review (February 1929).
No doubt the Buddhist books mention two Gajabāhus and one of them may be taken to have lived roughly in the first quarter of the second century A.D. somewhere about A.D. 113. The other Gajabāhu belongs to a very late century,—the twelfth century, and it would be nothing short of absurdity to take the composition of the work to such a late period. At least neither historical data nor religious nor even literary data would warrant such an assumption. A question has been raised: Could there not have been a Gajabāhu later than the one of the early second century who might have lived, say, in the fifth century or the sixth? Professor Rangācāriyar opines\(^1\) that this is probable and draws attention to the minor Ceylon chronicles, the Rājōvali and Rājaratnākari which refer to a Gahaba whose successful expedition to the Tamil land is mentioned, with the assumption that Gahaba is a corruption of Gajabāhu. It seems to me that there is not much force in this argument because the chronicler of the Mahāvamśa unmistakably refers to the term Gajabāhu which is certainly different from Gahaba a quite different name.\(^2\)

Secondly, Šēnguttuvan is mentioned as the ally of Nūṟruvar Kaṇnar identified with the Śātakarnis\(^3\) of the Dekhan. The arguments of Mr. K. V. Subrahmanya Ayyar against this identification are not convincing.\(^4\) K. G. Śēṣa Ayyar, on the other hand, identifies\(^5\) this Nūṟruvarkaṇṇar with Yajñāṣrī and holds that the poem was probably written about A.D. 171.

Thirdly, Sāṭṭaṇār is a Śaṅgam celebrity. Tradition narrates his friendship with Iḷaṅkō and his being the

---

3. See Kanakasabai, *Tamils 1800 Years Ago*.
inspirer of the *Silappadikaram*. There is no warrant for the assumption that Sättañār, the author of the *Maṇimēkalai* is a different person from the Saṅgam poet bearing the same name. Hence both Sättañār and Iḷaṅkō were contemporaries of Saṅguṭṭuvan. Saṅguṭṭuvan figures prominently in the Saṅgam works. The reference in the *Padiṟṟuppattu* has already been mentioned. So also the reference in the *Aham*. Therefore it stands to reason that Saṅguṭṭuvan flourished in the heyday of the so-called third Academy. If we are to believe the authorship attributed to the twin works *Maṇimēkalai* and *Silappadikāram*, there is every justification to classify these works under the Saṅgam category. This tradition of contemporaneity with the Saṅgam period, it may be noted in passing, is accepted by later commentators.

Against this early date, astronomical data were pressed into service and a tentative date in the seventh or eighth century was arrived at. The late Swāmikaṇḍu Pillai relying chiefly on the evidence of the commentary of Adiyārkkunallār on a passage, arrived at this date. But this is questionable data in the light of other facts. For, first, the original on which the commentator bases his elaborate astronomical knowledge contains not the slightest reference even to concede the possibility of the view. Secondly, the calculation of figures, nakṣatra, etc., as given by the commentator is

\[1\] See *supra*, p. 29.

\[2\] see also the Appendix to ch. vii of S. K. Ayyangar’s *Beginnings of South Indian History*, pp. 331-41.

\[3\] *Contra*, K. G. Śeṣa Ayyar: *The date of Silappadikāram*, *Madras Christian College Magazine*, September-October (1917). Mr. Śeṣa Ayyar proves Swāmikaṇḍu’s arguments to be unsound.
faulty. Thirdly, the evidence of the commentary would enable us to fix Monday, the 17th May, A.D. 756 as the date, and this is not at all likely, considered from any point of view whatsoever. Fourthly, there is the mention of the week-day in the work. The destruction of Madura by the curse of Kaṇṇaki was on Friday.\(^1\) The assumption is that the week-day names are used earliest in India in Budhagupta's inscription of A.D. 484.\(^2\) It is difficult to say when the week-day as an item in the Tamil calendar made its appearance though the fifth century A.D. is generally assigned to this. If this date were to be accepted, the mention of the week-day in the Silappadikāram must be a later interpolation. Lastly, the astronomical data of the poem do not seem to be capable of being adduced as a serious argument to propound an important theory.

**Literary Data.**—Equally weak is the evidence afforded by the literary data in the Silappadikāram. The author seems to be familiar with Sanskrit works like the Bharata Nātya Sāstra, the Pañcatantra and with the work Karavaṭa of Mūladēva on the science of theft. The date of these works is still a bone of contention among scholars. From one unknown to another unknown will be no serious argument. The use of a large number of Sanskrit words cannot be the last word on the subject as a good number of such words occur in the stanzas of the Purāṇam and the Aham, the accredited works of the Saṅgam.

\(^1\) [See K. G. Saṅkara's article *Studies in Indian History*, *QJM.S.*, October, 1920, esp. p. 72.]

\(^2\) [Katturai-Kādai, XXIII, 11. 133-7.]
From these facts it is reasonable to assume that these two epics might possibly belong to the epoch of the Śaṅgam.

*The Story as contained in the Epic: The Legends.*—The story contained in the epic is simple and is as follows. In Kāvirippūmpattīnām, the capital of the Cōlas, there lived a wealthy merchant named Māśāttuvān. He had a son Kōvalan to whom was married a virtuous and devoted lady Kaṇṇaki by name, the daughter of Mānāikan. Being a wealthy young man Kōvalan moved in high social circles and took an active interest in the amusements of the day. Once his eyes fell on a beautiful young dancing girl Mādavi by name, on whom he directed his love. He wasted all his wealth and money on this dancing girl and did not care for his devoted wife. When at last he had lost all his riches, he thought that Mādavi’s love towards him had cooled and he became disgusted. Returning home he realized his past mistakes and resolved on a commercial career. The same night he left for Madura with his wife Kaṇṇaki. He had nothing to fall back upon except her jewels. She placed one of her costly jewels (Silambu-anklet) ungrudgingly and willingly at his disposal. He took it to the market there to effect a sale. As misfortune would have it, he was

---

1 The book is divided into three sections (Kāndams) the PūEK Kāndam of 10 chapters (Kādai, Sans. Gātha) the Maduraikkāndam of 2 chapters and the Vaiṇjikkāndam of 7 chapters. It may be noted that PūEē, Madurai, and Vaiṇji were three royal capitals at that time.

2 The two terms Mānāikan and Māśāttuvān, though here used as proper names, are of great significance. They indicate that the merchant class of the city which engaged its time and energy in maritime commercial ventures became known as Mānāikan and that a portion of the community which was busy in active trade by land by means of caravans became Māśāttuvān. This is seen from the canto ii, ll. 7-8.
arrested as a thief of the royal jewels. The king without inquiring into the facts of the case impatiently ordered his execution. It was done. Poor Kaṇṇaki, when she came to know of this, became bewildered as it were. She went before the king and proved his innocence beyond the shadow of a doubt. The Pāṇḍyyan King Ne đuñjelīyan realized his guilt and could not bear it. He fell down from his seat broken-hearted and died immediately. Still Kaṇṇaki could not control herself and in a fit of great anger cursed that the whole city be consumed by flames. And so it happened. Kaṇṇaki then proceeded westward to the Malaināḍu and continued to do penance at the foot of a Vēṅgai tree in the Ne đuvelopment, a hill near Koḍungōlūr (Cranganore) according to Aḍiyārkkunallār.

_A Source of Information._—Barring the legendary portions the twin epics, the _Silappadikāram_ and the _Maṇimēkalai_ which can be likened in certain respects to the _Mahābhārata_ and the _Rāmāyana_ are the unfailing sources of information for writing out the history of the ancient Tamil land. The first is a contribution by a royal author and may be relied upon for details as regards the life in courts, and the accounts of the kings given. It is indeed a valuable mine of information for re-writing the history of the early Pāṇḍya, Cōla, and Cēra Kings. It shows the relation of the states with one another, not excluding North Indian states like Avanti and Magadha. It gives us a true picture of the social and religious life led by the people of those days. The various fine arts, such as music and dancing flourished on an extensive scale as literature itself did. It gives us also types of good and bad womanhood and the ruin of the innocent by the seduction of the latter. It shows how justice was ren-
dered, besides other details of administrative interest. These and several other things found mentioned are indeed valuable as throwing sufficient light on the history of the Tamils in the early centuries of the Christian era.

Sec. VI. SÄTTANÄR

The name Sittalai Sättanär.—One of the great epic writers belonging to the age of the so-called Third Śaṅgam was Sättanär. He was known also as Kūlavānikaṇ Śättanär and Śittalai Sättanär in literature. Why he was called Kūlavānikaṇ may be due to the fact that he was himself a dealer in corn or that he was the son of a corn merchant in Madura. He was also known as Sittalai Sättanär. It must be remembered that it was a custom in that golden age of Tamil literature that every work should before its publication receive the seal of approval of the Śaṅgam members among whom Sättanär was a shining light. It is natural that some of these works contained errors in language besides mistaken ideas. Whenever such glaring defects met his eyes, it is said that he would resent it rather than find fault with the poor writer. But the mode of resenting seems to be peculiar and unbelievable. He used to strike himself on his head so often that it became full of sores and hence this epithet to his name. Whatever his hereditary profession and whatever his peculiar characteristics, it is undoubtedly that he was a ‘master of logical subtleties and metaphysical cobwebs’ as the late Mr. Kanakasabai has rightly remarked.¹ As regards Sittalai again, Paṇḍit Swāminātha Ayyar has indicated an unmistakable reference of Maruttuvān Dāmōdaraṇār in his appreciation of the Tirukkurai.²

¹ Tamilis 1800 Years Ago, p. 207.
² ஸித்தாலை சத்தனார் மார்த்துவன் தமிழ் 1800 ஆண்டுகளுக்கு முன்னர், பாண்டிட் சவுமிநாதா அய்யர் தமிழ் 1800 ஆண்டுகளுக்கு முன்னர் மார்த்துவன் சவுமிநாதா அய்யர் தமிழ் 1800 ஆண்டுகளுக்கு முன்னர் குரோள் கிரோகில். தீன்கு சித்தாலை.
The great physician Dāmōdaraṇār says as the smelling of a mixture of the juice of cindil, dried ginger, and honey would put an end to the crucial pain in the head, so the muppāl, constituting Dharma, Artha and Kāma of Valluvar put an end to the prolonged suffering from which Śāṭtaṇār ailed. There is here warrant for the assumption that bad and faulty compositions always caused unbearable headache to the poet. That headache ceased with the composition of the Kural. Again Śittalai like the modern Kuḷittalai may be the name of the village of Śāṭtaṇār, and only later ingenuity invented some plausible interpretation for the term.

*His Writings.—*Leaving aside this question, it is abundantly clear that he was a native of Madura, and a corn dealer by profession before he made his mark in the distinguished Academy of the ancient Tamils. It is also clear that he won a position and rank equal to that of a poet-prince like Iḷaṅkō-aḍigal. Śāṭtaṇār figures in the pages of the Silappadikāram in more than one place and Iḷaṅkō always refers to him in terms of reverence and esteem. And no doubt such an author must have been a powerful personality and wielded extraordinary influence. As a poet he seems to have been an accomplished writer. Simplicity of diction, easy flow of words, and a clear and perspicuous style, fecundity of thought, fineness of imagery, and richness of imagination, are the chief characteristics of his writings. Besides the classical work Manimekālai, his contributions are to be found in the Nātrinai and other works comprised in the well-known collection of Eṭṭuttogai.

1 Pāṇḍit P. Nārāyaṇaswāmi Ayyar identifies this Śittalai with Śittali in the Perambalūr Taluk, Trichy District. *Nātrinai*, p. 38.

2 *Paṇḍit P. Nārāyaṇaswāmi Ayyar* identifies this Śittalai with Śittali in the Perambalūr Taluk, Trichy District. *Nātrinai*, p. 38.

3 *Paṇḍit P. Nārāyaṇaswāmi Ayyar* identifies this Śittalai with Śittali in the Perambalūr Taluk, Trichy District. *Nātrinai*, p. 38.
A source of information.—Since the discovery and publication of the Manimekalai by the Mahāmahopādhyāya, scholars have been at work on the subject. For, apart from its great literary value to students of Tamil literature, it is an invaluable source of information to the historical student as it contains a wealth of details regarding the political, social and religious conditions and institutions prevalent about the beginning of the Christian era, when it is generally accepted this work was composed. That a mass of useful material lies buried in its pages is accepted even by acute critics.

The story—a continuation of that in the Silappadikāram.—It would not be out of place here to give the story in broad outlines. The scheme as well as the plan are simple. These demonstrate fully that it is an offshoot or rather a continuation of the theme of the Silappadikāram. Like the latter it also contains thirty Gāthas or cantos. But while the story of the Silappadikāram is of such varied interest and is presented vividly like a dramatic representation, the story of the Manimekalai is narrowed down to the aimless adventures of a Buddhist Bhikṣunī, sectarian in outlook.

The Legend.—The story is as follows:—When Madavi the dancing girl, on whom Kövalan had bestowed his love, heard of her lover's execution in Madura, she became disgusted with the world and joined the Buddhist sect of monks and nuns to spend the evening of her life in prayer and meditation. It would appear that Madavi had a daughter named Manimekalai by Kövalan. This girl also had joined the nunnery under the influence of her

1 A notable contribution on the subject is Dr. S. K. Ayyangar's Manimekalai, in its Historical Setting (Luzac & Co., 1927).
mother assuming the role of a Buddhist nun. She used to go to the flower gardens to cull flowers therefrom. On one occasion it so chanced that the prince of the reigning king named Udayakumaraṇ saw her and became enamoured of her beauty. Struck by the shafts of Cupid, the prince pursued her, but in vain. She then went to Manipallavadvīpa where were enshrined the feet of the Buddha. Here she was told that the prince was her husband in a previous birth. Through the grace of the deity she got possession of a begging bowl which would be ever full and never empty.

She then returned to Kāvirippūmpaṭṭīnaṁ and became fully engrossed in doing selfless social service. She supplied the thirsty and the hungry with drink and food assuming the disguise of one Kāyasāṇḍikai. But Udayakumaraṇ, who was always on the look-out for her, came to know of this her new disguise, and was waiting for an opportunity to win her. One day the real Kāyasāṇḍikai herself was seen in the garden and the prince ran after her. This was noticed by her husband, who in a fit of jealous fury murdered the prince. When Maṇimēkalai heard of this, she did not know what to do. She was really responsible for this mishap and she was conscious of her guilt. The king had her arrested and imprisoned but at the request of the queen, she was soon released. She then wandered throughout the land visiting several holy places. At last she settled at Kāṇci performing penance and meditating on the righteous laws promulgated by the great preacher and teacher, the Buddha. The last years of her life were spent in that city.

Date.—The fact that the story is a continuation of that in the Silappadikāram and the tradition that the authors of the twin epics were contemporaries lead us on
to assign to it the same epoch determined for the Śilappadikāram, namely, the second century A.D. Among other arguments for the later date, two may be mentioned here. One is the occurrence of the term Kućcarak-kutikai. The Mahāmāhāpādhyāya interprets it as a small temple built in Gūrjara style of architecture. On this a theory is built. The Gūrjaras seem to have entered India after A.D. 450 and hence the second century assigned becomes valueless. But it is argued that the Gūrjaras belonged to the stock of the Šakas who settled in India before the break-up of the Mauryan empire. What is more plausible is that the expression has nothing to do with the Gūrjaras but means a rock-cut shrine.

The other argument is the fact of Maṇimēkalai going to the island of Śāvakam, identified with Sumatra and her interviews with the king of the land Puṇṇya Rāja and a preacher of the law (Dharma Śāvaka). Fa Hien (399-414) A.D. seems to have found not very much of Buddhism in the island, but I-tsing 671-95 A.D. notices the wide prevalence of the Buddhist religion. From this it is argued that as the reference in the Maṇimēkalai shows advanced Buddhism in Sumatra, it is reasonable to place the work after the fourth century A.D. Against this view it is advanced that though there was no dominance of Bud-

1 Contra, Jour of Or. Research, Vol. ii, pts. iii-iv the article on the Age of Maṇimēkalai, wherein it is argued that it cannot be earlier than the sixth century A.D., pp. 220-22.
2 [Translation not provided due to the nature of the text.]
6 Cantos 24 and 25.
7 A Record of Buddhist Kingdoms by James Legge, Oxford 1886, p. 113.
8 A Record of Bud. Religion Tr. by J. Takakusu Intro. pp. xi-xii.
dhism when Fa Hien visited the island, it cannot be denied that there was Buddhism. For the earlier form of Buddhism, it may be noted, was not very different from the Brahmanical religion, and hence an early foreign traveller of the type of Fa Hien could not differentiate the one from the other.

Buddhist Philosophy.—Apart from the story the chief importance of the book lies in its elaborate exposition of the philosophical doctrines of the Buddhist religion.\(^1\) It is in this connection that the poem is invaluable. It proves the fact of the development of the Buddhist religion and its great power and influence during that period. The various tenets, sects, and principles thereof, as well as the chief places where the religion struck firm roots, and other such valuable items of information are extensively given especially in the latter portion of the work. The six systems of philosophy as found here are the Sāṅkhya, Nyāyā, Vaishēśika, Mīmāṃsa, Lōkāyata, and Bauddha.\(^2\) From such an elaborate, critical, and clear study of the Buddhist religion and philosophy it is natural to conclude that the great and celebrated author must have himself embraced the tenets of Buddhist doctrine. This means in other words that Śāttaṅār was a Buddhist by conviction. Otherwise he would not have given us such an exhaustive and appreciative study of the great religion. The

1 A comparative study of the principles of the Buddhist logic in the Maṇimēkāla has convinced the learned Mahāmahopādhya S. Kuppuswāmi Sāstri that they are based on ācārya Dinnāga’s Nyāyapravēśa and on his other works. He would therefore assign the Maṇimēkāla to a period between Dinnāga and Dharmakirtī Jour. of Or. Research, vol. i, pp. 191-201. See the introduction of Dr. S. K. Ayyangar to his work Maṇimēkāla, In its Historical Setting.

2 There is another classification of six systems, Pūrva Mīmāṃsa, Uttara Mīmāṃsa (Vedānta), Sāṅkhya, Yōga, Nyāya and Vaiśēśika. The latter account does not include the Lōkāyata and the Bauddha systems.
book extols the lofty maxims and principles that are the
guiding factors of that religion. From this work we
cannot but regard Śattanār as a poet theologian of the
first order.

As a Courtier.—At this time the Cēra king was Śēn-
guṭṭuvaṇ, a great patron of arts and letters, reigning in his
great capital Karuvūr. It would appear that Śattanār once
visited his royal Court and was even a venerable courtier
of the great Śēnguṭṭuvaṇ for a pretty long time. It was he
who first gave the full details of the story of Kōvalan and
Kaṇṇaki to the King and his brother the poet Iḷaṅkō-
aḍīgaḷ,¹ laying special emphasis on her greatness and on
her chastity that was the invaluable ornament adorning
both her physical and mental body. Moved by this soul-
stirring account, Śēnguṭṭuvaṇ expressed a wish to perpe-
tuate the glorious memory of that great lady and heroine.
On the Queen’s advice the erection of a temple and the
installation of Kaṇṇaki therein as the deity was decided
upon as the most fitting memorial and monument.² To
this proposal the king readily gave his assent and soon
the temple was built and was provided with all the
necessary equipments. Iḷaṅkō thought fit to perpetuate
her memory by means of a more imperishable memento
and wrote the undying Silappadikāram. Thus it is evi-
dent that Śattanār was a contemporary of Śēnguṭṭuvaṇ
and his brother Iḷaṅkō-Aḍīgaḷ.

¹ See the Podikam, pp. 1-10 attached to the extant Maṇimekkalai, second
ed., 1921.
² Canto xxv, ll. 114-5.
CHAPTER III
SOME TAMIL MYSTIC POETS

Sec. I. INTRODUCTORY

We are in an age of growing materialism. The advancement of science with its rapid strides increases our sense pleasures and sense enjoyments, nay, creates a thirst for them even in the minds of the man in the street. Life is to many thinking students a riddle and a mystery. Life after death is still more a mystery. The quest after the highest reality which is the ultimate reality, and the effort to gain an experience of that reality is easily consigned to the realm of oblivion. This is philosophy and religion to which attention could be given only without prejudice to our mundane comforts. But it must not be confounded with philosophy. Philosophical speculation is the result of deep thinking which finds no place in mysticism. Mysticism is the result of a vast experience. From this life of struggle and never-satisfied wants it is a relief to turn to the pages of our ancient literature, whether it be the classical Sanskrit or the vernaculars, and find how our ancients realized the philosophical quest after truth as far more important, and preferred it, as is illustrated by the story of Nacikētas, in the Upaniṣads, to a life of illusory and fleeting enjoyments.

In this line of development though India can claim more honours, yet she is not an exception. Parallel developments of mystic views and beliefs in the history of other countries of the world there have been, since the dawn of history. Nay every religion recognizes in

1 See Preface, Mysticism in Bhagavad Gītā by Māhendranāth Sircār—(Longmans 1929).
mysticism an elevating and awe-inspiring principle which would tackle problems of life more effectually and truly, than logical argumentations and scientific reasonings. But it is not all the same blind faith born of credulous belief. Just as India can speak of her own mystics, we have Islamic mystics and Christian mystics. Everywhere there is a variety of types, each bhakta pursuing his individualistic method of attaining ecstatic communion with God.

Taking India, for example, every school of philosophy developed a type of mystic beliefs and views, so that we can speak of sacrificial mysticism, mysticism of the Upaniṣads, Yōga mysticism, Buddhistic mysticism, and devotional mysticism.

With this preliminary explanation we may now proceed to examine the mystic views of some of the South Indian Tamil saints and bhaktas. At the outset it may be remarked that their mysticism can broadly be designated as devotional mysticism. In the story of the development of the mystic principle, the devotional type which is undoubtedly the latest one, seems to have been the special type we come across in the Tamil sages and saints.

Mysticism, then, is a state of religious feeling marked by supreme effort or efforts to attain direct communion with God. It is also the understanding of things divine by an unceasing process of deep spiritual insight and ripe spiritual experience. According to Goethe, 'it is the scholastic of the heart, the dialectic of the feelings'. And mystic poetry is that kind of literature which contains a sacred and also a secret meaning incomprehensible to the ordinary reader but well cognizable by

1 See W.R. Inge, Christian Mysticism.
2 In this classification I have followed Das Gupta's learned work, Hindu Mysticism, London, 1927.
the spiritually-minded persons. This may be material, namely, the matter it treats of is mystic, but the language may be clear, perspicuous and quite distinct. That means that it involves an altogether different meaning and significance realizable only by master minds. Or it may be formal. This kind deals not with the matter but with the manner. That is, the subject-matter is quite comprehensible but is couched in mystical language. Mystical also means 'allegorical'; but all allegory is not mystic. For there are allegories from which mystic interpretations are conspicuously absent. To this last category belong the works generally of all the eighteen Siddhars.

Sec. II. ŚAIVA MYSTICS

Judged by the above standards, Tamil literature contains yet unfathomable treasures of such wisdom and knowledge, born of great experience which are the melodious outbursts of highly spiritual souls in moments of supreme rapture. To this class belong, among others of which we shall speak in the sequel, the works of the four great teachers and preachers who go by the name of Śaiva Samayācāryas—Tirujñāna Sambandar, Apparsvāmīgāl, Sundaramurtināyaṉār and Māṅikkavāsakar. The first three are the renowned authors of the collection of devotional songs and lyrics known as the Tēvāram. These four great ācāryas had full conviction and faith in their own religion. They began a preaching crusade against the disintegrating influence and the destructionist spirit of the rival religious sects. The Samaṇas or the Jains and the followers of the Buddha were the chief objects of their attack. They denounced their doctrines, and condemned their preachings in public. It was they who firmly planted the banner of their faith in Tamil land, if not, in the whole of South India.
TIRUJÑĀNA SAMBANDAR

We will now deal briefly about these mystic writers—the great authors of the Tēvāram. The Tēvāram is generally recognized as a text on mysticism though it occasionally lapses into newer elements and tendencies which cannot be characterized as mystical either in spirit or matter. Here a serious student comes across allegories of a higher order, viz., allegories which are mystical in character and extent. Tirujñāna Sambandar entitled Dravida Śisu by Śaṅkarācārya occupies a prominent place among the distinguished Śaiva Samayācāryas.

The Legend.—The town of Śiylī in Tanjore District is recorded by tradition as a Noah’s Ark. When the whole world was submerged under a great deluge, this was the only spot which was not affected by the waters of the flood. Hence its well-known name Tōnipuram (literally Boat city). Besides, other names are given to the same city. In this ancient town of Śiylī was born Tirujñāna Sambandar. He was a Brahman by caste. When he was three years old, his father took him to the temple-tank, placed him on the bank and went for a bath. Perhaps feeling lonely the child cried ‘mama’, ‘papa’, when Lord Śiva and His Consort appeared before him and consoled him, Pārvatī giving him milk of wisdom. When his parent saw him thus drinking milk out of a golden bowl and questioned the child as to who gave it to him, the boy pointed to the distant temple, and sang in praise of the Lord.

Thenceforward he became a great and devout bhakta. It was the desire of the youngster to visit places sacred to the Lord Śiva. His father yielded to his wishes and took him from one place to the other always carrying him on his shoulder. As befits a dvija, his upanayanam
ceremony was performed. He then visited many a place of pilgrimage and established his reputation by miracles. In the course of his religious tour, he met Appar at Tiruvilimilalai near Mayavaram and helped to relieve the famine-stricken people there. Both Svāmijis then proceeded to Vēdāraṇyam where an invitation came to them from the Pāṇḍyan Queen and Minister to visit their capital Madura, especially as the king was under the influence of the Samānas. Leaving Appar at Vēdāraṇyam, Sambandar repaired to Madura. With the connivance of the King, the Samānas set fire to the residence of Sambandar with no effect. When this was brought to the notice of the Svāmiji, he cursed the Pāṇḍyan king to be attacked with burning fever. The Samānas tried all their resources to effect a cure, but with no success. At last the king prayed to Sambandar to relieve him of his fell disease, which he immediately did. Then an assembly of both Śaivas and Samānas was convened to establish the superiority of either sect. After a number of tests in which the Samānas had an inglorious defeat, Śaivism was accepted as the true religion by the king. After this, Sambandar set out on pilgrimage and visited many places preaching and singing and working miracles until he came back to his native home. There he responded to the wishes of his father and consented to get himself married in the old Vēdic style. But at the very early age of sixteen the revered Svāmiji became one with the Holy of Holies. This ācārya is generally taken to have flourished in the first half of the seventh century. To the same period belongs Appar Svāmigal who was a contemporary of Sambandar. While the latter's collection of hymns forms the first three Holy books (Tirumurai), Appar's are the next three Holy books
of the Tevāram. The compiler of the Tevāram is Nambi Āṇḍār Nambi.

His Mysticism.—Sambandar praises the little town of Tōṇipuram by twelve different names. For every name he sings one stanza, each one of these stanzas consisting of the same lines repeated four times. The ordinary reader who sees only the surface is apt to think that this repetition is but for the sake of greater emphasis and nothing more. But it should be understood that the whole thing is pitched in a high key and the repetition has a mystic force and hidden meaning and produces a wonderfully powerful effect.

The four lines of each stanza which admit of different interpretations would not produce the intended effect, namely, to bring out the full force and significance, if rendered in any other medium than the ancient Tamil language, and hence would not be of much interest to the common reader. Under these circumstances we refrain from any elaborate exposition of these stanzas. But it may be noted here that the language is mystic or as

1 For fuller details, see Periya Purāṇam of Sēkkilār, Tirujñāna Sambandamurti Nāyakār Purāṇam.
2 For a critical study of Nambi Āṇḍār Nambi, see Sōmasundara Dēśi kar's Saivaśīkāmanikal Iruvar (1930).
3 Tirumūraí I. Padikam 127, p. 266.
4 Ibid., p. 267.

stated at the outset, mysticism here is of the formal kind.

**Date of Sambandar.**—After ably refuting the hypothesis of Dr. Caldwell¹ and of Nelson² as to the age of Sambandar, the late P. Sundaram Pillai proves that the saint must have lived before the celebrated Śaṅkarācārya and concludes that Sambandar could not have lived in any period later than the early years of the seventh century after Christ.³ That Sambandar is a contemporary of Appar and Śiruttōṇḍar, otherwise known as Pāraṇjōtiyar, is evident from the legend in the *Periyapurāṇam*. We know Pāraṇjōtiyar was the Commander-in-chief of the Pallava King Narasimha Varman I who distinguished himself against the Chālukyas.⁴ According to inscriptional evidence, Narasimhavarman I succeeded Māhēndravarman I in A.D. 630 and continued his rule to A.D. 660.⁵ Thus the age of Sambandar must be looked for sometime in the middle of the seventh century A.D.

**APPAR SVĀMIGAL**

*The Legend.*—Contemporary with Sambandar, and Vēlāḷa by caste, Appar was born in the village of Tiruvāmūr near Panruṭṭi Railway Station. He had a sister by name Tilakavati. When young it was resolved to get her married to the commander of the chieftain

¹ *Comparative Dravidian Grammar*, Intro., pp. 137-43.
² *District Manual*, pt. iii, pp. 54-70.
³ See his article ‘Some Milestones in the History of Tamil Literature’ or ‘The Age of Tirugfianasambandar,’ *Tamilian Ant. Society* Series No. 3.
⁴ See Śiruttōṇḍar Purāṇam (*Periyapurāṇam*), esp. st. 6.
⁵ *Ep. Ind.*, vol. vi, p. 11; *S. I., I.*, vol. i, p. 152. See also R. Gōpālan’s *Pallavas of Kaṅchi*, p. 97 and f; K. A. Nilakaṇṭa Śastri—The *Pauḍyan Kingdom*, pp. 53-4.

Pallavarāya. Unfortunately before marriage the valiant commander died heroically in the field of action. The parents of Tilakavatī also had in the meantime died and Tilakavatī resolved to lead a life of celibacy and be of help to her brother, the future Appar Svāmiji. Meanwhile Appar got into contact with the Samanas of the place and became a convert to their faith. This pained his sister very much. She prayed night and day to Lord Śiva that her brother might be brought back from the Samana fold. The prayer was heard and the Lord struck Appar with a fell disease which was found incurable by the Samanas who left him helpless. Then he thought of his sister and betook himself to his residence. She prayed to the Lord to relieve him of his pain. Soon he was himself. Unshakable faith in Saivism re-dawned in his mind. This greatly put out the Samanas, who reported to their king at Pāṭalipuram how Appar had cheated them and left their camp unknowingly. The king sent for him and subjected him to all sorts of cruel tortures, feeding him with poison, slaking him in a lime kiln, placing him before a mad elephant, and throwing him into the sea. But out of all of these he emerged unscathed. The king became surprised and found out the truth of the Śaiva faith. He himself became a convert. Appar carried the message of his faith throughout the Tamil Nādu, cultivated Sambandar’s acquaintance, and carried on the propagandist work sometimes in collaboration with him and sometimes single-handed. Thus he visited many places of pilgrimage, built several outhouses, mathas, then and there, and at last attained his salvation in the village of Pūmpukalīr about four miles to the east of Nāṇnilam Railway Station.¹

¹ See Tirunāvukkuarasundaryār Purāyam (Periya-Purāṇam).
The Miracle of reviving to life Appūdiyadikal’s dead son.—Appar was so widely known and so much revered that a certain Brahman Appūdiyadikal by name, in the village of Tiṅgalūr in Tanjore District, who had never seen him nor known him personally, named his sons, daughters, servants, and even the animals which he reared, after this well-known saint Tirunāvukkaraśu, which literally means ‘supreme in speech’.

It happened that Apparśvāmi came to Tiṅgalūr in the course of his religious tour. He inquired where he could get hospitality. This Brahman’s name was mentioned and he went to his house. As he was clothed in the garb of a Sannyāsin and as it is one of the duties enjoined on the Hindu householders to entertain such ascetics in a spirit of utmost reverence and worship, Appūdi welcomed with great pleasure the Svāmi who, it must be noted, was not a Brahman. All his sons, daughters, servants and even the domestic animals were introduced to him one by one as Tirunāvukkaraśu Nos. I, II and III and so on. The Svāmi was so struck at this that he asked the Brahman why he had named them thus. He answered that it was out of love and reverence to the great Appar Samayācārya who had done and suffered so much for Śaivism little knowing that the Sannyāsin standing before him was no other than the revered Svāmiji himself. When the latter mentioned that he was the personage whom he had thus revered and loved, his eyes were filled with rapturous and joyous tears, for he could not contain himself. A dinner in his honour was soon arranged.

Meanwhile his eldest son who had gone to fetch some plantain leaves from the backyard was bitten by a big cobra and died of blood-poison instantaneously. Having kept the dead body hidden in a corner, the Brahman did
not inform the Svāmi of this lest he should decline to
dine on account of the pollution in the house. All the
arrangements over, leaves were spread and the Svāmi
was served. The Svāmi expressed a wish that all his
children should dine with him. All the Tirunāvukkarā-
śus excepting No. 1 came. The Svāmi missing the
eldest enquired after him. The man could no more hide.
He dared not speak an untruth before the great saint.
So he gave out what had happened. The body was
brought at his command before him and the Svāmi burst
into melodious prayers to the Lord Śiva in ten successive
verses, the first giving the one element of His body limbs
and ornaments, the second the two of His, the third the
three of His and so on, until the tenth describing the
ten elements. To the inexplicable wonderment of the
poor Brahman and his family, the boy showed signs of
life returning to him. He soon opened his eyes, sat up
and was quite alive. This incident is found in the
Tēvāram in the Viṣṇumārttta Padikam.¹

Mystic Interpretation.—The mystical interpretation
that is usually given is that there are ten stages by which
the poison gets ultimately into the head, and only slowly
and by degrees could this poison be removed from the
system. For every stage one stanza was sung and the
peculiar kind of chanting added a mysterious and mag-
netic force with the consequence that the effects of the
poison were removed and the boy was revived. This is
still considered a powerful mantra for healing the
poisonous bite of the serpent.

Date of Appar.—Appar was a contemporary of Tiru-
jñāna Sambandar. That he flourished in the first half of
the seventh century A.D. is evident from the fact that he

¹ Tirumurai IV, Padikam 18, p. 41, Tēvāram (Tirumurai 4 to 6), ed.
by K. Sadāśiva Chettiar, Śaiva Siddhānta Works (1928).
was a contemporary of Guṇabhara, known to history as Māhēndravarman I who ruled from A.D. 600 to 630. According to K. S. Srīnivāsa Pillai, the probable date of his conversion to the Śaiva faith from the Jaina may be before A.D. 613-4. Perhaps Appar belonged to the latter half of the sixth century and continued to the seventh century.

SUNDARAMŪRTI SVĀMIGAL

The Legend.—In the village of Tirunāvalūr, now known as Tirunāmanallūr, about eleven miles west of Panrūṭṭī Railway Station, was born the saint Sundaramūrti. He belonged to the Brahman caste. The chieftain of that place, who was Narasiṅga Muṇaiyar, took a fancy to the child and brought him up in his place with the permission of his parents. When he became of marriageable age, the father Śaḍaiya ṇār selected for him the daughter of one Śaḍaṅkavi Śivācāri of Puttūr. The wedding day came on and the ceremonies were proceeding, when the Lord Śiva appeared in an old man’s guise and laid a ban on the marriage as he claimed that Sundara was his bond slave and as such could not marry without his previous permission, according to the bond executed by the boy’s grandfather, and that he therefore objected to the marriage. The bond was denied, and the boy in a fit of rage seized it and tore it to pieces. The old man insisted on his claim and they all repaired to the assembly of the learned men of Nallūr to have the matter properly adjudicated. The members were satisfied with the veracity of the bond, and adjudged Sundara as a hereditary bondsman to the old man.

1 See the Pallavas of Kōṭhī, p. 88.
3 See K. S. Rāmaswāmi Śāstri, Śaiva Samayācāryas, p. 47.
Sundara went along with the old man who entered the temple and suddenly disappeared proving to all that he was no other than the Lord enshrined in the temple.

Our Svāmiji’s joy knew no bounds. From that day he became an ardent devotee of the Śiva cult and wandered from place to place. In the course of his tour he came to Tiruvārūr temple where he met Paravaiyār, a virgin devotee of the Lord, and took her to wife and lived happily with her. Then he went on to a number of other places sacred to Śiva, working miracles here and there. One such place was Tiruvoṭṭiyūr, north of Madras, where he met another female devotee Saṅgiliyār, whom also he married after promising to live with her for a fixed period. But as he forsook her before this period, he lost the sight of his eyes which, however, he regained through the grace of God.

Sundara became a friend of the Cēra king—Cēramāṅ Perumāḷ Nāyaṇār, who invited him to his place and duly honoured him. While he was in his capital Mahōdai, otherwise known as Koḍuṅkōḻūr (modern Cranganore), the term of his stay in this world was ended; and he began to proceed to Kailāsa, there to join the Lord and abide with Him for ever. This was noticed by Cēramāṅ who also prayed to follow him and was permitted. His hymns form the seventh Tirumurai of the Tēvāram. The age at which he attained salvation is said to be thirty-two.¹

The date of Sundaramūrti.—According to the tradition transmitted by the Periyapurāṇam, Sundaramūrti was a contemporary of Cēramāṅ Perumāḷ. Again the legend contained in the Tiruvilaiyādal

¹See for full particulars: Periyapurāṇam, Taduttǎkonda Purāṇam and also Eyarkōṅ Kalikkāmanḍonyōṅṅ Purāṇam and Vellānaiccamukkam.
of Paranjotimunivar bears out that the Pândyan king who reigned during that time was Varaguṇa. But the difficulty arises from the fact that there are two kings by that name.¹ The king Varaguṇa whose name occurs in the Aivarmalai record must have ascended the throne in A.D. 862-3, and must have been the grandson of Varaguṇa Mahārāja.² According to Mr. Śrīnivāsa Pillai, Sundaramūrti died in A.D. 825 which is also reckoned to be the last year of the rule of Cēramān Perumāḷ.³ If this assumption is correct, Sundaramūrti must have been a contemporary of Varaguṇa Mahārāja. According to Professor Jouveau-Dubreuil⁴ the Pândyan king Varaguṇa Mahārāja led an invasion into the Pallava kingdom in the reign of Dantivarman. Dantivarman’s rule seems to have extended to fifty-one years, commencing roughly at 775 A.D. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that Sundaramūrti lived in the latter half of the eighth century and the first quarter of the ninth century. According to M. Rāghava Ayyangar, Sundaramūrti was a contemporary of Rājasimha Pallava and hence must have flourished in the first quarter of the eighth century.⁵ But if we accept the view that Cēramān Perumāḷ was the royal patron of the saint, and that his death marks the beginning of the Kollam era,—the Kollam era began on the 15th August, A.D. 825,—Sundara must be said to belong to the beginning of the ninth century A.D.⁶

¹ See for the genealogy and identification, the Pândyan Kingdom, p. 41 ff.
² Ibid., p. 45.
³ Tamil Varalam II, pp. 72-3.
⁴ The Pallavas, p. 77.
⁵ See note on pp. 135-6 of Aśvārkalkālanilai.
The Date.—The life of this South Indian saint who bears a favourable comparison with St. Augustine, St. Paul, and St. Francis of Assisi and other learned saints of the West, is to be traced from poetical legends which have grown around that notable figure. It is even difficult to definitely assign to him a particular period, but still it is reasonable to fix it as the ninth century A.D. Lassen's theory of the sixth century and Pope's theory of the seventh or eighth century are not supported by authentic evidences. Prof. K.A. Nilakaṇṭa Śāstri is of opinion that the Varaguṇa mentioned by the Saint is neither of the two Varaguṇas known to history but a Varaguṇa of legend about whom we are yet to know anything and he concludes that Māṇikkavāṉar must have preceded the Tēvāram Trio.¹ K. S. Śrīnivāsa Pillai² and S. Anavaratavināyakam Pillai arrive at the conclusion that he lived after the Tēvāram Trio. K. G. Śēṣa Ayyar discusses at length this problem and fixes the age in the latter half of the fourth century. It is contended that by the term Poyaadimai-illāta-pulavar Sundara refers to Māṇikkavāṉar. Again the reference by Appar to the legend of purchasing horses for royal use and their transformation to jackals is adduced.³ Against this it is pointed out that there are unmistakable references to Sambandar⁴ and Sundaramūrti⁵ in the Tiruvāṉamai.

1 The Pāṇḍyan Kingdom, pp. 66-7.
3 See the Tamilian Antiquary. See in the same journal T. Ponnambalam Pillai's article 'Māṇikkavāṉar and Christians of Malabar.'
4 சந்தார் சந்திர தமிழ்ச்சுருசியர்
5 சூரியன் சந்திர எழுத்தாளர்

Also see K. S. Rāmaswāmi Śāstri's Saiva Samayachāryas, pp. 12-27. His conclusion is that the saint belonged to the fourth or fifth century A.D. (Vasanta Book Depot, Madras), 1927.
The Legend.—During the epoch when King Arinart-taṇan was ruling at Madura, Māṇikkavāśakar was born in a place called Tiruvāдавūr. He was a Brahman by caste and grew up to be a promising young man of parts. The king appointed him as his minister. A devout student of the Āgamas, this young minister was in quest of a teacher who would initiate him into the mysteries of the Āgama literature.

Once it happened thus. The king, whose cavalry arm was deficient, was told of horses landed for sale at his port town by a merchant from Arabia, and he deputed his minister to buy them for him. On the way he met a Šaiva saint, the Lord Śiva himself with his attendants, and became a convert to His Grace and remained there as His disciple, spending all the king’s money in building a temple there. On hearing this, the king ordered him to return to the court immediately. He returned accordingly, permitted by the Lord who promised to send the horses on a fixed date. The minister was suspected of embezzlement and imprisoned. The Lord converted the jackals of the forest into horses and drove them before His Majesty. He became well pleased and also satisfied, and released the minister from bondage.

But at night the horses all turned into jackals and ran away. This highly enraged the king who inflicted on his minister further tortures and punishment. But soon coming to know of his real innocence and true devotion, the king repented and reinstated Māṇikkavāśakar in his place and thenceforward held him in high respect. But the sweets of office had no longer any charm for our saint and his longing for the Sacred Presence deepened. He took a pilgrimage to Cidambaram, and by a miracle
vanquished the Buddhists, and soon became one with the Lord. From this it would appear that this sage lived in an age of decaying Buddhism and rising Śaivism.

His chief works are the *Tiruvāsakam* and the *Tirukkōvai*. Of these the *Tiruvāsakam* seems to tell an autobiographical tale of the different stages of his spiritual life and experience which ultimately enabled him to attain enjoyment ineffable and eternal. It is a torrential outflow of ardent religious feelings and emotions in rapturous songs and melodies. This work may be regarded as a convenient handbook on mystical theology. It is the spontaneous outpouring of his ecstatic feelings, under the stress of strenuous spiritual impulses. Among the accredited devotional works in the Tamil tongue it takes the foremost rank. The other equally remarkable work of his is the *Tirukkōvai*. Superficial readers devoid of true spiritual acumen are apt to treat this supreme mystic work as an ordinary text of love-poetry. True, what is known in Sanskrit as the *Śṛṅgārarasa* seems at first sight to dominate the whole poem. But it must be remembered that it is only a thin veil covering grand and beautiful religious truths and conceptions.

It would not be out of place here to give the sum and substance of the story contained in this poem as a layman finds it. A lover accidentally meets a maid in some solitary mountain glade, is enamoured of her, approaches her and both become fast attached to each other by the silken bonds of love. Then they marry in public and settle down to the life of householders.


2 Published by Śendilvēlu Mudaliar, Madras.
Shortly after, one business or other necessitates the husband's absence in foreign countries for a shorter or longer period according to the nature of the business. Both feel the separation keenly, and look forward rather eagerly to the day when both of them should meet for an indissoluble union as it were. But the grief of the forlorn wife in her solitary home ever thinking of her absent lord, daily becomes more and more unbearable, and she breaks forth in piteous wail, expressive of the various phases of her grief. It is this grief of the lonely wife yearning to join her husband in warm, indissoluble embrace that allegorizes the earnest efforts of the individual soul seeking re-union with the Universal Soul.

Such a simple theme as this need not require a Māṇikkavāśakar to expound and illustrate it. So there is an altogether different interpretation that should be read into this supreme work. The story goes that this gifted Acārya, during his pilgrimage from one place to another, came to Cidambaram, one of the holy places of Southern India, stood before the shrine of the Lord Naṭarāja, and sang these verses. And the Lord, it is said, himself took them down in his own hand to show his appreciation of this poem and the deep devotion by which it was inspired.

Men of deep intuitive insight perceive and perceive rightly, the highly spiritual meaning underlying this story. The Lord was the eternal object of his love, and Māṇikkavāśakar himself, a lover from the earliest days of his life. But by some accident, he has been long separated from the object of his love. He feels this separation intensely, realizes this well, and yearns for an indissoluble, inviolable, and irreproachable union or oneness with God.¹ The usual practice with other mystic poets is just the

¹ See Tirukkovaiyar Umnai, ed. by Swāminātha Paṇḍitar.
opposite. In other words, the Lord is generally invoked as lover and the devotee as the object of love.

The opening stanza¹ of this valuable work, entitled "nūrcirappu", apparently written by an ardent admirer of this great saint, which I cannot help quoting, furnishes a gist in four lines of the various aspects in which persons of different kinds of temperaments would view it.

'When speaking of this, the Brahmins will say this is the essence of the Vēdas: the Yōgins, that of the Āgamās: libidinous persons, that it is a treatise on erotics: the logicians, a work on dialectics, etc.' Thus, the Tirukkōvai will be found to be a splendid example of the purely material kind of mystic poetry.

Sec. III. THE VAISHNAVA SAMAYACARYAS

Before we proceed to speak of the later and the more recent mystic poets, it is necessary to state the great part played by the eminent Vaishnava Samayacaryas. These were equally distinguished and renowned teachers and preachers of the Vaishnava cult. Some of them were even contemporaries of the Śaiva Samayacaryas. These Vaishnava Acaryas and saints go by the name of Ālvārs, and they are twelve in number. They were the famous authors of the great and well-known collection of the Nālāyirappirabandam or Divyappirabandam. This, it may be said without any fear of contradiction, stands on the same footing of sanctity as the Tēvāram of the Śaiva saints, to which

¹ Beṣṭakēśarī Āḷvār, Gāvām, 211

Ed. by Arumuga Nāvalar (fourth edition).
we had occasion to refer. These Āḻvārs were also religious mystics of the same type. Every one of them had personal, intuitive experience of the Divine Presence. They also preached in season and out of season against the doctrines and the practices of the Samanās as well as the Buddhists, who were regarded as the common enemies of the Hindu religion. Among these high spiritual souls, Nammāḻvār, Kulaśekarāḻvār, Tirumaṅgaiyāḻvār and Āṇḍāḻ figure prominently. This work would not be complete without at least a brief reference to each of these four, if not to all the twelve.

1. NAMMĀḻVĀR

The Legend.—The greatest of all Āḻvārs and a born saint was Nammāḻvār. He is known by different appellations which show his universal popularity. He is popularly known as Śaṭakōpan and Māran. According to orthodox Vaiṣṇava tradition, unlike other Āḻvārs who were incarnations of Viṣṇu’s weapons or ornaments, Nammāḻvār was the avatār of Viṣvaksēna, or Gaṅanātha, the head of the Gaṇas of God Viṣṇu. Nammāḻvār was the son of Kāri, who held a high post under the Pāṇḍya king and afterwards became a petty chieftain known as Kāriyār of Vaḻutivaḷanāḻu, tributary to the Pāṇḍyas. Its chief place was Tirunagari on the Tāmbraparṇi in the Tinnevelly District. Mythology clouds the life of the saint from his childhood. The child was born, but did not exhibit signs of hunger or thirst for ten days, to the despair of the parents. On the eleventh day the baby was left under a tamarind tree in the local temple. From that time the baby entered into Yōgic contemplation up to

1 See the Guruparamparai both Teṅgalai and Vaḍagalai versions: See also A. Govindācārya’s The Holy Lives of Āḻvārs or Dravida Saints, p. 191 ff., Mysore, 1902.
his sixteenth year. About this time another Alvar, Madurakavi, a Brahman of Tirukkōlūr, who had dedicated his life early to the service of God, heard of the illustrious Nammālvār and became his disciple. At this stage the Lord Nārāyaṇa appeared and initiated Nammālvār into the mystery of the great mantra—OM NAMO NĀRAYA-NĀYA. This was the sumnum bonum of his life. He became a great teacher and included among his disciples, Madurakavi, the author of Kanṭīnun-śiruttāmbu. It is generally believed that this saint lived thirty-five years and his inspired utterances, the Tiruviruttam, the Tiruvāsiriyam, Periya Tiruvandādi and Tiruvāymoli, correspond to the four Vedas, the Rik, Yajus, Atharva and Sāma. Those who follow the Vaiśṇava cult look upon his intensely religious works as containing the very pith and marrow of the sacred Vedas. Of these the Tiruvāymoli which contains a thousand poems and which forms nearly one-fourth of the Divyappirabandam, deals in an excellent and masterly way with the various and varied aspects and attributes of the Lord Nārāyaṇa. The Tiruvāymoli and especially Tiruviruttam deal with ecstatic love of the Lord. The God is represented as Nāyaka (Lover) and himself Nāyaki or the object of love. Nammālvār thus holds an honoured place in the history of Vaiśṇavism in South India.

Date.—As has been said already, he is the great Ācārya who yearned for the living presence of Lord Viṣṇu and succeeded in realizing that sacred and holy Presence. An examination of the Anāmalai inscriptions1 has led the late Gōpinātha Rao to the conclusion that Nammālvār lived in the first half of the ninth century.2

1 See Sen Tamil for 1906, Gōpinātha Rao’s articles; also his History of the Śrī Vaiśnavas, Madras University, 1923, pp. 18-21.
2 See for a fuller discussion on the subject Early History of Vaiśṇavism, p. 42 ff.
There are two other opinions with regard to the date of Nammālvar. One is that he belongs to the fifth century A.D., and the other to the tenth or eleventh century A.D. Arguments in favour of both these theories are examined by Śrīnivāsa Pillai, but it is not possible to arrive at a definite conclusion. From the surnames Māran and Parāńkusuṇ, and from the fact that he was the predecessor of Tirumangaiālvar, according to the Guru-parampara, he may be placed in the reign of king Māran, great grandfather of Parāntaka Neţunjađaiyān of Vēlvikudi grant, roughly in the latter half of the seventh century.

2. KULAŚEKARA ĀLVĀR

The Legend.—Kulaśekara is another of these deeply religious mystics. His transports of religious emotion are, as we shall presently see, peculiarly his own. It is said that Kulaśekara was born as the incarnation of Viśnu's Kaustubha. He was the son of Dr̥dhavrata, king of Kērala. Before he was sixteen he learnt the trayi, the purāṇas, the itihāsas and other allied literature. After his marriage Dr̥dhavrata had Kulaśekara crowned king and retired to the forest to lead the life of a Vānaprasta. Kulaśekara as a king discharged his duties by protection and extensive conquests in the Cōla and Pāṇḍyan kingdoms. Like the illustrious Asoka of ancient days, Kulaśekara utilized his position to do moral and religious propaganda.

Date.—This Vaiśṇavācārya is, according to tradition, the next after Nammālvar in point of time. It is said that he must have lived before the ninth century, before Vijayālayaṇ, the Cōla king, who made Tanjore his capital

1 Tamil Vāraḷaṭu II, pp. 148-72.
2 Dravida Saints, p. 117.
Divyaśāri Caritram, pp. 33-6.
in A.D. 849. There is no reason to assign to him the eleventh or twelfth century A.D.¹ Other evidences point out that he must have flourished at the commencement of the eighth century.²

**His Mysticism.**—He lived in a world of his own creation. The one outstanding feature in him was that he retired into himself from the world without. It would appear that his soul lived apart from his surroundings and environments. The fourth *daśakam* of his songs designated *Perumāl Tirumoli* and addressed to Śri Tiruvēṅkaṭa, Lord of the Tirupati hills, beginning with the word *unēnu.*³ A perusal of his writings makes these things evident, nay quite obvious. Kulaśēkara, it must be noted at the outset, was one of the distinguished Cēra kings. He was a Paṇḍita Cēra. Himself a great scholar and author, he was a devoted patron of learning and learned men. He was an ardent devotee of Śri Rāmacandra. The tenth *daśakam*⁴ is addressed to God Viṣṇu of Tillainagar Tiruccitrakūṭam (Cidambaram).

It is a peculiar custom in India that it is not enough if one goes through the religious works, but one should discipline oneself before this by hearing the story from a *guru* or from one versed in that particular branch of study.

Kulaśēkara was a great believer in the observance of such customs and traditions. So he used to hear the

---

¹ See also M. Rāghava Ayyangar’s *Ālvārkal Kalanilai*, pp. 177-200.
story of the *Rāmāyana*. When he was engaged in hearing the story,\(^1\) and reached the portion known as the *kharavavadha*, where Śri Rāma fought single-handed against myriads of Rākṣasās, he could not contain himself. He burst out, put on the armour, and went forth to the help of Śri Rāmacandra. Again when hearing the narration of Rāma’s army crossing to Laṅkā, he armed himself and got down into the sea with his retinue of soldiers thinking of rendering assistance to the great Daśaratha’s son.

These two incidents in his life are referred to here, to indicate how Kulaśēkara was moved by intense and deep religious faith in the object of his love and devotion who was Śri Rāmacandra himself. Thus, mysticism to him is conscious, something real, and a living presence.

This intense religious life on the part of the king did not appeal to his ministers. The latter resolved to get rid of the Vaiṣṇava devotees who were hangers-on of the king by fair or foul means. After many an attempt, they removed a costly jewel from the image of his tutelary deity and attributed the theft to these devotees. The royal saint pleaded their innocence by offering to put his hand into a pot containing cobras. If the cobras did not bite, it was a monumental proof of the innocence of the devotees and the criminal offence of his ministers. The cobras refused to harm the noble soul. The ministers realized his sincerity and greatness and conducted themselves rightly thenceforward. Still the charm of the throne did not weigh with him. He had his son crowned, and retired to lead a life of penance and prayer. He made an extensive pilgrimage from Śrīraṅgam to Tiru-pati until at last he reached Mannārkōyil in Tinnevelly District where his soul departed from his body. It is said that he was then about seventy-five years old.

\(^1\) See the *Guruparamparais*. 
His other work which is in Sanskrit, is the well-known *Mukundamālā*. Here is a picture of the grief-stricken king exhibiting his keen longing for re-union with Him, thus justifying our conception in regard to his mysticism.¹

3. TIRUMAṆGAI ĀLVAR

*The Legend.*²—In Tiruvāli Tirunagari near the modern Śiyāḷi was born Tirumaṅgai maṇṇaṇ. He is considered as the incarnation of Viśṇu's śāraya. When young he was known as Nīla. His father belonged by caste to the fourth class and he held the office of a General in the Cōla army. The young Nīla was trained in military science, and he became in time a soldier of much reputation. The Cōla king was pleased with his valour and made him the head of Tiruvāli-nāḍu. In this capacity again he won a name and got recognition by the title of Parakāla, literally death to the enemies. Tirumaṅgai entered into the life of the householder by marrying a pious lady named Kumudavalli, a staunch devotee of Nārāyaṇa. Through her unparalleled influence, Tirumaṅgai became a convert to Vaiśṇava faith and spent all his income on charities. Failure to pay tribute to the Cōla king enraged the latter who had him punished by imprisonment. Then it is said that the Lord enshrined at Kaṅcīvaram offered to pay the dues and got him freed. So it happened. He was always in need of money to be spent on charities. Expediency dictated to him to resort to unscrupulous ways to satisfy his religious thirst. Hence he took to the life of a high-way robber. The Lord who was pleased with his sincerity appeared before him in the guise of a Brahman, when he robbed him of all his possessions. The Lord imparted

to him aṣṭākṣara mantra and disappeared. This threw the pious robber into a transport of real joy. This invested him with all the qualifications of a good poet.

In the course of his pilgrimage to the important Vaiṣṇava shrines he reached Śrīraṅgam where he resolved to improve the building of the temple. But he was short of money. The blind zeal drove him to think of stealing the Buddhist golden image at Negapatam. With this idea he reached Negapatam, effected an entry into the temple with great difficulty, got the image and returned to Śrīraṅgam through the modern villages of Puravaccēri and Tirukkaṇṭaṅguṇḍi. The Buddhist idol was melted and the expenses were met. Once again he set out on a pilgrimage until he spent his last days in the village of Tirukkuṟuṅguṇḍi in the Tinnevelly District.

Date of the Ālvār.—It is not so easy, as one would imagine, to determine the date of this Ālvār. According to the legends, Tirumāṅgaṉai was a contemporary of Tirujñāna Saḥmandrā who met at Śiyāḷi and spent some time with him there. As the date of the Śaiva saint is accepted generally as the middle of the seventh century A.D. and as other references relegate this Ālvār to a much later date, it would be wrong to identify with Saḥmandrā, the Nāyaṇār, who was the contemporary of Tirumāṅgaṉai. If this is to be accepted the Śaiva saint referred to should be Sundaramūrti.

There are of course sufficient materials to determine the age of this Ālvār from independent sources. Of these there is an unimpeachable reference to the drum of Pallavamalla, who is no other than Nandivarman Pallava-malla (circa A.D. 710—75), who was succeeded by Danti-varman. Hence this date is the upper limit of the age of Tirumāṅgaṉai. The Ālvār again refers to Vayiramēga a

1 Gopinātha Rao's History of Śrī Vaiṣṇavas, pp. 24-5.
surname of Dantidurga Rāṣṭrakūṭa, a contemporary of Nandivarman Pallavamalla.

His Works.—The pious robber was a learned poet. He owed his learning to the deep grace of the Lord. His poems are of a highly philosophical type and go by the name of Periyatirumoli, Tirukkuruntāṇḍakam, Tirunetūntāṇḍakam, Elukūṟirukkai, Siriyatirumadal and Periyatirumadal. These six poems form a supplement as it were to the four prabandas of Nammālvār. It may be noticed in passing that while the literary works of Nammālvār are compared to the four Vedas, those of Tirumaṅgai are compared to the six Vēdaṅgas. Hence the Vaiṣṇavas call the joint work of these two ālvārs the Tamil Vēda.

Of these the Siriyatirumadal and the Periyatirumadal are erotic in form like the Tirukkōvai. Whereas the kōvai relates to bilateral love, the madal deals with unilateral love, that is, the love of one to another which however is not reciprocated by that other. The madals in question are erotic in form but in form only. A deep spiritual significance underlies the highly devotional songs of the great Tirumaṅgai. Here the famous saint fancies himself a lady in deep love with the Lord and manifests his intense desire of love towards Him, and even goes to the length of threatening that he would do the last and worst thing, namely, subjecting himself to such severe tribulations and sufferings as would lead to death itself, if the Lord did not reciprocate his heart’s desire which is no less than intimate spiritual union with Himself.

2 See also M. Rāghava Ayyangar’s Āḻvārkal-Kālamalai, p. 89 ff. and 180 ff. Ind. Ant., 1906; S. K. Ayyangar’s article on Tirumaṅgai Āḻvār in his Early History of Vaishnavism, p. 88.
3 See Guruparamparais (Vaṭagalai and Teṅgalai versions).
The Legend.—In the ancient village of Villipputtur, sacred to the memory of Periyālvār, whose unflinching devotion to the Lord Viṣṇu was beyond limit, Āṇḍāl, the jewel among the mystics, was born about A.D. 716. The story goes that when once Periyālvār was engaged as usual in gathering flowers from the local flower-garden he discovered a baby-girl underneath the basil plants. His happiness knew no bounds. He took the baby home and brought up the young Kōdai as he named her. While young she was able to learn the highly philosophical works, and her bent of mind was not worldly but was fully directed towards the Lord Viṣṇu. She is also known as Nācciyār and Śūḍik-koṭuttāl.2

About the latter name Śūḍik-koṭuttāl, there again hangs a story. Her father Periyālvār was in the habit of gathering flowers in the morning and weaving them into garlands to be used for the object of his worship during the period of prayer. It would appear that Āṇḍāl’s devotion to the Lord was so intense that she took herself to be the loving partner of the Lord. Hence, without the knowledge of her father, she used to deck herself with those flowerwreaths intended for the Lord, to satisfy herself whether she was a sufficiently beautiful figure to be attracted by the Lord Himself.

Sometime before her father would offer his worship, she used to remove those flowers, for use in the pūja. This went on, until one day Periyālvār noticed a hair in the garland, hence unfit to be offered to the Lord. He was anxious to know how this came about, and when questioned, the faithful daughter could no more hide the

1 Cf. Divyaśāricāriyam, p. 66 ff., also Dravida Saints, p. 41 ff.
2 குத்துடல்.
fact. He was sorry, and performed the puja without flowers. That night there appeared the Lord in his dream and said that flowers which once adorned Andal would alone be acceptable to Him.

Now Periyālvār recognized the greatness of his daughter. Andal became sufficiently aged to be married. The father was anxious to get for her a suitable husband. When Andal heard of the arrangements which were being made by her father in regard to her marriage, she informed him that she would not marry any mortal being but was going to get herself wedded to the Lord enshrined at Srirangam. The poor father did not know what to do. The Lord appeared to him in a dream and asked him to take his daughter to his sannadhi in the Srirangam temple. As ordered Periyālvār took Andal in wedding dress to the Holy Presence and to the wonderment of all the visitors, the Lord extended His hands and took her in loving embrace, when Andal disappeared as if in the air. Though the father was pleased to secure the Lord Himself as his son-in-law, still he was sorry for her separation from him. To such feelings he has given vent in his Tirumoli.

Date.—According to the Guruparamparais, it is said that Andal was born on a Tuesday, in the year Nala, in the month of Aśadhā, Śuklacaturdasi, Pūranakṣatra. According to the late Swāmikannu Pillai's calculation this date corresponds to June 25, A.D. 776. This date could not be taken as conclusive inasmuch as other authoritative works like the Divyasāricaritam dealing with the lives of Ālvārs do not make mention of this fact, namely, the date of her birth. This omission together with other lines of evidence goes to show, as we have

1 See Periyālvār Tirumoli, 3, 8.
2 See Periyālvār Tirumoli, 3, 8.
already said, that A.D. 716 is the year in which our mystic poetess was born. This date is based chiefly on certain verses in the 13th Tiruppavai of Andal herself.¹

This passage refers not merely to the rising of Sukra (veḷḷi) but also to the simultaneous setting of Guru (viyāḷon). According to astronomical calculations this could have been only on December 18, A.D. 731. This was the date, then, of the composition of Tiruppavai, when Andal must have been aged about fifteen. If this is correct, she must have been born in the year 716.²

Her Works.—The chief works attributed to this celebrated poetess are the Tiruppavai muppatu (30), and Nācciyaṛ Tirumoli (153). The Tiruppavai is an interesting work. It celebrates what is known as pāvai nōṃbu which is the occasion of a vowed observance by young girls in the month of Mārgalī (December-January), the object being to secure good husbands for themselves and the prosperity of their country. The extant work celebrates such a festival indulged in by the maidens of the Yādava caste in honour of Kaṇṇāpirāṇ (Lord Kriṣṇa). In this work again she expresses herself, on having attained womanhood, that she would stand by her firm resolution to wed no human being but only the Lord.³

¹ See for full details M. Rāghava Ayyangar's Alvarkal-Kālanilai, pp. 74-94.
In the other work *Tirumoli*, Andal has decided to bestow her love on Tirumal only and not to seek any other husband. She regards Viṣṇu as the lover and herself as the object of love. She addresses the Lord with such feelings as are natural to one separated from one’s lover, and yearning for spiritual union with Him. The keenness of separation and her consequent difficulties are told with a wealth of detail.¹

In one place she seems to think that the Lord has definitely promised to take her in loving embrace and has either forgotten it or did not take notice of her, a small human being. Whatever it may be, she continues, the Lord cannot so easily deceive her father through whom she has full hopes of realizing her ambition.²

We also know how she realized this to the full extent of her satisfaction. Mysticism in the case of Andal is something more than formal.

Lack of space forbids us to go here into more details of Andal’s works, and also those of the other equally

---

¹ *Nacciyar Tirumoli, 10.10; 11.10.*
reputed Ālvārs. ‘They cover a wide field, ranging from the simple plaintive songs of Toṇḍaraḍippōdi to the thought-laden odes of Nammālvār, from the polished poems of Kulaśēkara Ālvār to the mystical love songs of Āṇḍāl. . . . The songs of the Vaiṣṇava singers taken along with those of the contemporary Saiva poets—both considerably similar and alike in their poetry and spiritual contents—form the earliest and most remarkable religious poetry known to any Indian vernacular.’1 ‘The age of Tamil mystics and poets was also the great age of Tamil art. The theistic cults of Śiva and Viṣṇu which gave rise to high poetry also inspired an art renaissance, the greatest South India has ever seen.’2 Suffice it to say in respect of these Saiva as well as Vaiṣṇava Samayācāryas in general with the English poet:

Blessed are they who peaceably should endure,
For Thou, O Most Highest, shalt give them a crown.

Sec. IV. OTHER MYSTIC POETS

1. TIRUMŪLAM

The Legend.—In the sacred hills of Kailāsa, the abode of Lord Śiva, there are many disciples of god Nandi, all of them being followers of Śiva and Śiva-yōga. Once, one among them set out to the Podiyil hill of Agastya to spend some time with that sage. Having passed through many a place of pilgrimage, he reached Tiruvāvaḍuturai, near the present Kumbakōṇam town. There he heard in the distance the sad bellowing of cattle continuously for a long time. He went to the place and found the cowherd Mūla by name dead on the ground surrounded by the faithful cows and calves, bemoaning the loss of their kind

---

This sight aroused his sympathy and in order to bring solace to the afflicted animals, he entered into the dead body of Mūla and gave life to it. The cattle were pleased, went about grazing and returned home at nightfall as usual followed by Tirumūla. The animals had gone to their sheds. Tirumūla was found standing alone in the street and did not enter his house. His wife who was not aware of what had happened to her husband, took Tirumūla for him and requested him to get into the house. The Nāyaṉār said abruptly that there was no relationship between him and her. The faithful lady became bewildered and passed a sleepless and restless night. Next morning she broke the news to her relatives and neighbours. They found Tirumūla in samādhi in the village matha, unmindful of what was happening outside. The lady fell down unconscious and was removed home by the villagers. It is said that the duration of the samādhi was as long as 3,000 years when he composed the Tirumantiram in¹ four parts cariyai, kiriyai, yōgam and jñānam.

The name of this great author stands perhaps unrivalled in the domain of Tamil writers in general, and of mystic ones in particular. But his mysticism is neither purely formal nor purely material. It may be well remarked that it is a harmonious blending of both the formal and the material. The book which is a masterpiece in itself contains 3,000 stanzas, dealing with a variety of subjects numbering four hundred themes and even more. It speaks of both the possible and the impossible, the practicable and the impracticable, great as well as trivial things. Tradition recounts that this was a work extending over 3,000 years,

¹ See Periyapurāṇam, ed. 1903, pp. 506-9; also Periyapurāṇaavacanam (14th edition).
one stanza being composed every year, the whole year being more or less a period of probation, for the composing of this one stanza.¹ The following out of many could be quoted as typical illustrations of its mystical tendencies. In what is known as the śūnyasampāsaṇāi chapter of the Tirumantiram it is said that 'When the brinjal seed was planted, pākal another species of vegetable of sour and bitter taste, grew out of it. When the earth was dug out, a poosānī (another vegetable of grey colour) appeared. The gardeners ran to fetch them. But it was a plantain that was fully ripe.'² This is the literal meaning of the stanza. But what underlies this is of enormous importance. The brinjal in Tamil is kattiri which also means a pair of scissors. According to the Hindu Yōga treatises, there are two main tubes through which the life-breath passes in and out, running diagonal-wise down, from the toe of the foot up to the nostril. By controlling and regulating the passage of air through these tubes by means of prāṇāyāma, a man is enabled to attain the state of Vairāgya. That is when the mind ceases to function, and is at rest, it is easy to realize God. The plantain fruit refers to the salvation of the soul or mokṣa in Sanskrit, of which the Bible says: 'What if you gain the whole world, but lose your own soul.'

Another stanza³ says:

¹Ibid., st. 25-8.
²‘ஆர்சா தாய் பக்தி நூற்றுடன் பற்றியன் ஒரு மனிதன் துறை வரும் நூற்றுடன் செல்வாக்கியின் பார்வையாளர் ஆளியினே அருள்சுற்று இருந்து புருந்து அமர்வது கறக்கும்.’

³‘மர்மம் வாழ்வில் மாமூக் காண்காலம் மறுமலர்ந்து விளக்கித்திருக்கமல் மாமூக்கால் வாழ்வில் பாதாக அமர்விப்பும்.’

9th tantra, 23, 4.
'There are five cows in the Brahman’s house. They roam astray. If they are controlled by the proper herdsman, then all the five would furnish plenty of milk.' The mystic interpretation is that a mumukṣu or the one who wishes to attain the eternal enjoyment of bliss, should keep his five senses under strict control and watch.

Again it is said that:

'The boat is taken to the shore by the steersman for commercial purposes. If in the middle of the way, the keel gives way, the consequence is easily imaginable.' This poem expounds the great truth contained in what is known in Sanskrit philosophy 'Thou art that.' Here the body is the vessel on which the Jivātman or the Individual Soul travels to the place where the Paramātman or the Universal Soul is, there to become united with it. In plain words the body is the vehicle for the attainment of salvation.

Thus, a careful examination of these three stanzas manifests clearly that the mysticism here is not only formal, but also material. The language is obscure, and the matter also not easily intelligible.

**Date.**—There is not enough material to ascertain his chronology. But from the fact that Sundaramūrti refers to him as one of the sixty-three Nāyaṇmārs in his Tiruttōndattōhai of the Tēvāram, it is reasonable to assume that he must have been Sundaramūrti’s predecessor.

---

1. ‘இரண்டு வேட்டால் ஐபர் விளை வேட்டால் இயங்கி கூம்பியே கூம்பியே வேட்டால் விளை வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் ஐபர் விளை வேட்டால் அந்தாம் பரப்பிற்கு பலர் கூம்பியே ஐபர் விளை வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் வேட்டால் "Ibid., 70."
The Legend.—Among the later Tamil mystic poets and writers, the names of Tāyumānavaṉar and Rāmaliṅga Svāmigal deserve to be specially mentioned. A study of the life of Tāyumānavaṉar is indeed interesting. In the village of Vedārāṇyam (Tirumāraikkādu in Tamil), there lived about A.D. 1700 a Śaiva, Kēdiliyappapillai by name. At that time the reigning chieftain at Trichy named Vijayaraghunātha Chokkaliṅga Nāyakar had him appointed in his service in which he ably conducted himself. He had a son whom he gave in adoption to his eldest brother who was without any issue. But the desire to have another son possessed his mind, and with his wife he went daily to the temple and offered prayers to that effect. He was soon blessed with a son whom he named Tāyumānavaṉar after the Lord enshrined in the temple at Trichy. The child grew into boyhood and became a profound student of Śaiva literature. Meantime, his father died and the king who was attracted by the qualities and qualifications of this boy, appointed him to his father's post. The office had no attraction for him. He thought of temples and gods and how to attain godhood. One day he went to the temple as usual and found an ascetic sitting in contemplation of Him. He understood that it was Maunaguru svāmi of whom he had heard much before. He waited until he would rise up from his yōgic posture, and when he rose up with a book in hand, Tāyumānavaṉar went to him and politely asked for the name of the book and expressed a desire to be initiated into the mystery of ātmājñāna. The Svāmiji was pleased and promised to teach him the divine thing the next time he should meet him. Meanwhile the Svāmiji asked him to look after his official work and to lead the life of a householder.
With great reluctance he returned home and attended to his duties.

It so happened that the king died leaving no heir to succeed him, except his wife Mīnākṣiammaiyyar. The latter invited Tāyumāṇavar and expressed her wish to marry him and to place him at the head of the realm. This did not appeal to him. He advised her the true righteous path and left for Rāmēśvaram. This news reached his people at Vēdāranyam and the elder brother arranged for his marriage at Vēdāranyam itself. Tāyumāṇavar agreed and got married. A son was born to him, but his wife died. The boy was named Kanakasabhāpati and grew to be learned. Now there appeared the Mounagurusvāmi and permitted him to don the robes of a sannyāsin and instructed him in the Śivayoga. From that day he became a wandering ascetic, visited a number of sacred places of pilgrimage and at last got his samādhi in Lakṣmīpuram near Rāmnād.¹

_His Mysticism._—Tāyumāṇavar is mystic in the sense that he speaks from an altogether lofty plane, something transcendental, and hence beyond ordinary human comprehension. Like other mystics, he longs for direct communion with the Lord. While other mystics yearn for a union with particular deities like Nārāyaṇa, Subrahmanya, etc., the conception of our poet-saint regarding the Lord is something formless and void, and shows him to be a devotee of Śiva.² He realizes the whole universe as being permeated by the formless Being.³ His work is full of a number of devotional lyrics dealing with

¹ For detailed information, see Intro., pp. 3-15, of _Tāyumāṇavar Pāṭal with Meykanda virutti_. Published by B. Ratna Nayakar & Sons, Madras, 1927.
² Sec. Sollarkkoriyar, st. 9.
³ See the whole section entitled _ 새었습니다_.
several aspects and attributes of the Universal God.\(^1\) The mysticism, in which his whole work is clothed, has for its objective an impersonal Being. This means that Tāyumāṇavar does not feel the form or presence of God in any definite manner. According to him God is Sat-Cit-Ānanda—the everlasting bliss.\(^2\) He soars high in the air of Advaitic philosophy,\(^3\) and is full of lofty \textit{advaitic conceptions}, though he was by conviction a follower of Siddhānta Śaiva.\(^4\) It is a compromise between Advaita and Śaivism.

3. RĀMALIṆGASVĀMIGAL

\textit{The Legend}.—In this continual and continued succession of mystics, Rāmaliṅgasvāmi of very recent times occupies a fit place. Rāmaliṅga Pillai was the third son of one Rāmiah Pillai and Ciṇṇammaiyr, residents of Marudūr village near Vappuliyūr. Rāmaliṅga was born in the year 1823 and the legend of his birth runs that once when Rāmiah Pillai was away from home, God Śiva appeared to Ciṇṇammaiyr in the form of an aged sannyāsin, and being pleased with her entertainment, the Lord blessed that she would soon get a famous son. So it happened. When young, his father passed away and it was his eldest brother who had him educated. Even as a boy, Rāmaliṅga was attached to Śiva temples and worship. He became master of all literature without being taught. He was sixteen when he had a burning desire to visit the sacred temple at Tiruvottiyūr. From that time he began to think of ātma, its real truth

\(^1\) Sect. entitled \textit{Porinaimādarai}, st. 43 and 44.  
\(^2\) See section entitled \textit{uift}.  
\(^3\) Sec. \textit{Acaiyēnum}, st. 28.  
and nature, and became a teacher and preacher. Noticing an attitude of resignation fast developing in his mind, his elder brother forced him to take to the life of a householder by getting him married to his own sister’s daughter. But his unflinching faith and the devotion to the Lord of his choice did not dwindle. In a place called Vaṭalūr or Pārvatipuram, he built a temple of mystic significance in addition to a dharmasāla and pāṭasāla.¹

His Work.—His great work Aruṭpā is a shining monument of his religious devotion, spiritual insight and poetical skill. The work is a collection of devotional songs uttered out of pure inspiration, yet fully satisfying the rules of prosody. In other words though inspiration is verily stamped on all his verses, yet the metrical tests are completely satisfied. This is only by the way.

The end of the Svāmiji.—The end of the life of the Svāmiji is a little interesting. We already referred to his building a temple at Vaṭalūr. Into a certain chamber in a cottage in the village of Mēṭṭukkuppam, near Vaṭalūr, the Svāmi retired for contemplation. He asked his disciples not to open the door until he returned; sometime after the door was opened and no vestiges of the Svāmiji were found. How and where he disappeared is a mystery even now. At that time he was fifty-one years old.

Sec. V. CONCLUSION

Thus there has been an unbroken and noble succession of religious mystics in the ancient land of the Tamils. By their unceasing and continued endeavours

¹ For a fuller account, see the introduction to the edition of Tiruvarutpāṭtirumurūṭṭattirattu, by V. Namaśivāya Mudaliyar (1896). Besides this old edition which is rare, we have also other editions of the work. Mention may be made of the edition by S.M. Kandaswāmi Pillai (Madras), 1924.
and labours, the lamp of religious faith is still kept burning in the minds of the great masses of the people of this land. The one result of it is that such useful institutions as the great temples are being abundantly multiplied, thus keeping alive the religious life of the masses in this world with the struggle for life and existence, and where people could not find time to stand face to face with the Lord. Thus these great religious mystics have sought by their writings to light the fire of religious zeal and enthusiasm in the minds of the people. Thanks to these mystics, our religion and our religious faith were saved from extinction during many an hour of peril and crisis.

Their writings, besides their religious value, form a good intellectual treat. To study, to understand and to fully realize these, is indeed very difficult. There are still passages that defy even the devoted students of Tamil literature.

A proper understanding and realization of such mystical writings is indeed difficult as it requires high acumen, deep vision, and clear understanding on the part of the ardent student. He should not approach the subject as a layman would. He should, on the other hand, place himself on a higher spiritual plane to comprehend thoroughly the mystical force involved. What is wanted is an approach to the subject in a pure spirit of awe and reverence, so that a correct appreciation of these works could be effected with a greater amount of power and strength.
CHAPTER IV

TIRUVALLUVAR

Sec. I. THE CONCEPT OF MUPPAL

Whatever be the date of the Aryan advent in Peninsular India,\textsuperscript{1} one fact is clear, namely, that Aryan ideas and ideals had become completely popularized in Tamil India sometime during or before the epoch of the Saṅgam. A study of the niti texts in Sanskrit literature bears out that the state came into existence for the progressive realization of the trivarga or the muppāl of Tamil literature.\textsuperscript{2} The conception was that progress of the world (loka-yātra) meant the progressive realization of the chief aims of life and these chief aims of life according to the then prevalent notions and standards were dharma (Araṁ), artha (Porul) and kāma (Inbom). Though the end of this realization is mokṣa (Viḍu) yet neither the Arthaśāstra writers of Sanskrit literature nor the political thinkers of the ancient Tamil land have thus expressed it. The idea was that the Trivarga was the means towards that end, and if once the means were realized, the end would automatically follow. That the importance of this Trivarga was well realized in Tamil India of the Saṅgam period is evident from the Tolkāppiyam and the eighteen poems of Kilkkanaṅkku, traditionally accepted as the Saṅgam works. These eighteen poems among which the Tirukkuṟaḷ claims the first place of importance have for their object how best to realize the trivarga or the muppāl which would lead to the attainment of heaven. In his commentary

\textsuperscript{1} The generally accepted date is 700 B.C.
\textsuperscript{2} See author's Hindu Administrative Institutions, p. 35.
on the *Kural* the celebrated commentator Parimēlalāgār refers to the indebtedness of Tiruvaḷḷuvar to the accredited authorities on *danḍanīti*, such as *Vyālaṇ* (Brhaspati) and *Velli* (Śukra). Unanimous Indian tradition records that Brhaspati and Śukra were the first political theorists to whom other writers including the illustrious Kauṭalya and the compiler of the *Rājadharma* section of the *Mahābhārata* were indebted.

*Alleged indebtedness to Sanskrit.*—In a recent publication in Tamil, an attempt has been made to study the *Kural* from a Tamil point of view. It is contended that there is no warrant for the statements of the commentator Parimēlalāgār in regard to the indebtedness of Valluvar to Sanskrit authors, and that there is a marked difference in the classification of the *muppāḷ*, and that the concept of *muppāḷ* is the result of a slow process of evolution of the Tamil genius, and that the ideas underlying the *Kural* have no correspondence with those of Sanskrit writings. We do not propose to examine here these views which are yet to be proved before they could be adopted as conclusive. It may be that the Tamilian genius developed itself on independent but parallel lines, and the process of such slow but sure development culminated in the genius of the *Tirukkuṟal*’s author.

**Sec. II. SOURCES OF INFORMATION**

Whatever be the decision which future research will arrive at in regard to the above particulars, it is a fact of the utmost importance that the *Kural* and other poems of *Kilkkanakku* deal with the *trivarga* or the *muppāḷ*. Though a cursory examination of the


2 See the chapter entitled *திருக்குரள், திருக்குரள் குறுக்கு பிள்ளை* and especially p. 163 ff.
work has been made already\(^1\), still we shall proceed to examine the same in detail to know whether any facts could be gleaned out of the fiction that has gathered round this notable poet and philosopher. The chief sources of information for the life sketch of this author are the Kapilar Ahaval and the Tiruvalluvamalai, while the Ceylon traditions as transmitted in its chronicles throw some welcome light. Besides, we have multifarious references in Tamil classical literature which go a long way to fix the chronological limits of Va\(l\)\(l\)uvar’s age.

*Legends.*—Of these the story contained in the Kapilar Ahaval belongs to the realm of pure mythology. A reference to this work and its value to the historian of Tamil India has already been made in our study of the Sa\(n\)g\(a\)m poet, Kapilar.\(^2\) The story runs that he was the son of a Brahman, Bhagava\(\tilde{n}\) by name, by his wife, a Pulaya woman, named Adi. The circumstances which brought about their marriage are peculiar and quite incredible. One vow taken by them on the eve of the marriage was to give away their children as presents and retain none. It is said that the marriage was over and as time went by, they had seven children—four daughters and three sons. The four daughters were Uppai, U\(\tilde{r}\)uva\(i\), Avvai and Valli. These were presented to a washerman, a toddy-drawer, a p\(\tilde{\alpha}\)\(n\)an, and a ku\(\tilde{\alpha}\)ava respectively, who brought them up. The three sons were Adigam\(\tilde{\alpha}\), Kapilar, and Va\(\tilde{l}\)\(l\)uvar. While Adigam\(\tilde{\alpha}\) became the adopted son of the chieftain of Va\(n\)ji, Kapilar was brought up by a Brahman. Va\(\tilde{l}\)\(l\)uvar was presented to one Va\(\tilde{l}\)\(l\)uva, a resident of the modern Mylapore. Thus the parents fulfilled the vow which they took on the occasion of their marriage. Tradition further narrates that the adopted father introduced

\(^1\) See *supra*, p. 38.  
\(^2\) See *supra*, p. 54.
Vaḻḷuvar to the profession of weaving in which he spent his time.

**Criticism of the Legend.**—The story is so full of inaccuracies and incredible statements that we are afraid there is no basis of truth in it excepting the mention of the two names Bhagavan and Adi. These names are found in the first *Kural* in the order of the Adi-bhagavan, which means, the God of the Universe and has possibly nothing to do with his parentage. There is no reliable literary evidence, first in regard to his parents, his brothers and sisters, secondly his adoption by a Vaḻḷuva, thirdly his being brought up at Mylapore, and lastly his taking to the profession of a weaver. It seems that the ingenious author of the legend took up the compound word Adi-bhagavan in the first *Kural* and also the name of Vaḻḷuvaṇ, and wove a story out of his fertile imagination. To repeat once again, it is a very late work and the account contained therein cannot be credited with any authenticity whatsoever.

**The Story of the Tiruvalluvamālai.**—The circumstances under which the *Tiruvalluvamālai* came to be written, and the legend that has gathered round this, are of supreme interest. It is said that Vaḻḷuvar was not merely a weaver but also a man of letters and an erudite scholar.¹ His profound scholarship attracted to him Ėlēlasīṅga, a prominent merchant, who carried on overseas trade. Ėlēlasīṅga became much attracted to Vaḻḷuvar and accepted him as his teacher. At his request and for the use of his son, Vaḻḷuvar composed the great *Kural*. What was originally intended for a single individual has become the book of morals to be usefully read.

¹ See *Abhidānacintāmani*.

² See *Abhidānacintāmani*. 
by the whole world. In that golden age when Valluvar had the good fortune to live, it was the custom to get every literary work approved by the Saṅgam Assembly then located at Madura. In accordance with this practice, the book was taken to the Saṅgam Hall. At that time, forty-nine poets were the guiding lights of the Academy. When the work was presented it met with opposition from all sides. It was remarked that it was an inferior composition much beneath the recognition of the Saṅgam. But when it was pressed that it might be placed on the Saṅgam plank and thus tested, it was agreed to. When once this was done, the Saṅgam plank made enough room to be occupied by the book, to the utter surprise of the members of the Academy. They then recognized the great value of the work and placed the author in the first rank of the poets.

This was not all. Every one of the forty-nine realized his mistake in having rejected it in the first instance, and perhaps to make up for it, every one of them hailed it as a first class work by singing a verse in praise of the work, the Kural and its celebrated author. Iraiyānār (God Śiva in disguise) compared the poet’s tongue to the kālpa flower. Goddess Sarasvatī claimed it as the Vēda itself. The king Ukkirap-peru Valūti compared Valluvar to Brahmā himself. Similar panegyrics were uttered by every one of the poets constituting the Saṅgam. A collection of these songs was then made and thence it went by the name of Timuvaluvamālai.

The story in the Ceylonese Chronicles.—Another source of information is the semi-legendary story of Elēlasīṅga as narrated in the Ceylon chronicles. These documents mention various incidents connected with the story of Alāra and the term alāra is only a

---

1 See supra, p. 13.
corruption of the Tamil word ēḷēla, the just and proper ruler that ever ruled the island of Ceylon. It is said that this Alāra or Ēḷēla was a noble of the Cōla kingdom who invaded Ceylon with an army, had the local ruler Asēla defeated and slain, got himself crowned king of the island, and reigned for forty-four years from 145 to 101 B.C.¹ He ruled the island so justly and impartially that he was loved by all classes of people. The details of his administration of justice, such as hanging up a bell of justice to be rung by such as should be in need of justice, killing his son who had accidentally killed a calf, offering his head to be cut off as a penalty for unwittingly damaging a stūpa, need not detain us at present.² Apart from the story, what is of importance to us is, if Alāra or Ēḷēla can be proved to be the Ēḷēla, disciple and contemporary of Valluvar, then there is a clue and a remarkable clue to attribute the author of the Kural to the second century B.C.

Criticism of the Legends.—The following arguments disprove the authenticity of the legends mentioned above. First the reference to semi-Brahmanical parentage is curious and unworthy of the birth-story of a saint like Valluvar. The Adi-bhagavan in the first kural venbā refers to God and certainly not to his parents.

Secondly, Adigamān is a king of much repute who is extolled by poets like Kapilar and Avvaiyār. Thirdly, the adoption of the poet by a Valluva at Mylapore is yet to be proved. Even if this were proved there is the difficulty of interpreting the term Valluva. Was it the name of a caste, or the name of a person, or name of an office, are questions, the answer to which is shrouded in deep mystery. Valluva may

¹ Mahāvēlī, Ed. Wm. Geiger (1912), Intro., p. xxxvii.
mean a member of the Depressed Classes, a priest, a foreteller, a nobleman, and an officer of the State. This interpretation could be sustained if the term could be identified with the Sanskrit term *vallabha*.

Fourthly, there is nothing to corroborate the fact that Valûvar took to the occupation of weaving. What is all known is that Valûvar was a native of Madura. But if we could credit the tradition in the *Tamil Nōvalar Caritam* with any authenticity, there is here a stanza attributed to Valûvar himself where he says that his profession was weaving.

From the fact that this line and the stanza wherein occurs this line admit of other interpretations, we cannot cite this as an authority to hang anything like a theory.

Fifthly, the circumstances narrated for the composition of the *Tiruvalluvamālai* contain an epic interest not quite useful for purposes of historical investigation.

Sixthly, the introduction of Gods and Goddesses like Śiva, and Sarasvatī presupposes a super-human atmosphere far from being believed by ordinary men. The introduction of these deities detracts the value of the document as a reliable account.

Seventhly, the same epic and purāṇic interest centres round the story of the Alāra in the Ceylon traditions. How this story is an authentic one it is not possible to say.

*Probable Historical data of the Legends.*—In spite of such inconsistencies and incredibilities, the legends could not be set aside as affording no value to a student of history. Bereft of the story, the *Tiruvalluvamālai* bears out the suggestion that Valûvar was

---

1 *See The Tamilian Friend*, vol. x, pp. 7-9.
2 See the twenty-first poem of *Tiruvalluvamālai* attributed to Nalkūrvēḷvīyār.
3 வல்லூர் முதல், பாரம்பரிய மதிப்பு.
a member of the so-called third Śaṅgam and a contemporary of some of the celebrated Śaṅgam poets. We can also gather that he bore the name of Valluvar. It may be that the saint belonged to the Valluvakkuṭi, a community whose profession was to publish Government orders by beat of drum. It is the interesting suggestion of Professor Rangācāriyar that the term Valluvar is equal to Rājanya in Sanskrit literature, and that from the political and practical wisdom he displays in the book,¹ Valluvar must have held one of the high offices of the State. We are reminded of the fact that a political theorist like Kauṭalya wrote his treatise, the Arthaśāstra for his Narendra or king Candragupta. In a similar manner Valluvar might possibly have done this as a guide to his friend Elēla or his son. It is also possible that just as Kauṭalya was appointed Chancellor of the Empire, Valluvar might have been chosen for a high office of the State. Though there is nothing impossible in this, yet, there is nothing definite to venture a conjecture like this. If this could be proved, it would falsify the suggestion that the term denoted the caste, and not office or occupation.

Sec. III. THE AGE OF TIRUVALLUVAR

While we are roaming about in a world of conjectures and imaginary pictures basing each on a single word or expression accidentally used or met with, it is preposterous to take up the examination of the date of the composition of the Kural. What is gratifying to note is that there is not such hopeless bewilderment in regard to this particular topic. There are three theories that now hold the field. One is that he was a late writer and his date could not have been earlier than the sixth century.

The other is that he flourished sometime in the first century A.D. The third is that he must have lived in the first or second century B.C. As we shall see subsequently the cumulative weight of evidence is in favour of the last date. The following facts lead on to this assumption:

1. The Ceylon traditions assign his contemporaneity with Êlēla or Alāra of Ceylon who flourished from 144 to 101 B.C.

2. The extant Tiruvalluvamālai, literally the garland of Tiruvalluvar is an anthology of panegyric verses sung by every one of the poets who constituted the Śaṅgam during Vālluvar's time, thus pointing to the universal appreciation of his great work. Most of these poets flourished in the early centuries of the Christian era.

3. If the books dealing with Aṭam and Porul or politics are indebted to Sanskrit Dharmaśāstras and Arthashastras as the didactic nature of the poem warrants, and as Parimēlaḷagar would have it, then, the Porul portion which finds multifarious correspondence with the prescriptions of the Kaṭaliya Arthashastra, must be one or two centuries after the Arthashastra which is generally accepted as a composition of the fourth century B.C.

4. The correspondence to ideas found in the later Sanskrit literature such as Pañcatantra, Hitopadeśa, Kāmandakīya and Bhartṛhari is due to the fact that these works simply incorporated the floating nīti verses and hence could not necessarily be a source of information to Vālluvar's work. The source may be common to all.

5. Māmūlaṇār, an accredited Śaṅgam poet, from the fact of his referring to the flooding of the Ganges on the city of Pāṭaliputra, and his non-mentioning

\[1 \text{History of the Tamils, p. 588.} \]
\[2 \text{See G. S. Duraisamy, Tamil Literature, p. 89.} \]
of the fire which consumed it later on, must have lived at the commencement of the Christian era or even before. His reference to the Kural is valuable as it shows beyond doubt that Valluvar lived before him or at least was his contemporary.¹

6. The Poem has again won the appreciation and approval of Śittalai Śāṭṭaṇār, the author of the Maṇi-mēkalai.² We know that this Śāṭṭaṇār was a friend of Iḷankō-Aḍīgal, the illustrious author of the Silappadikāram. Both were contemporaries of king Seṅguṭtuvan Cēra who is said to have flourished in the second century after Christ. That the Kural must be very much earlier than the author of the Maṇi-mēkalai³ can be gathered from an unquestionable reference to Valluvar. From the circumstance in which this reference occurs, we can claim a far greater antiquity for Valluvar than is generally accorded. The lines are put into the mouth of the deity at the būtaśatukkam, who is reported to have referred it to a Brahmana lady Marudi, on whom the son of the king of the land Kakandaṇ cast eyes of love desirous of sexual union. Kakandaṇ, according to the story, is a king and contemporary of the mythical hero Paraśurāma, the slayer of the Kṣatriya monarchs. It is interesting to note that the Kural is quoted as an authority in narrating the incident of such old times, as the days of Paraśurāma.

It may be noted in passing that this poet called Valluvar Poyyil-pulavan literally the true poet. Śāṭṭaṇār’s appreciation is further confirmed by the poem of his contemporary Maruttuvan Dāmōdaraṇār.⁴

¹ (Tiruvallūvamālai, st. 8). See for Māmilaṇār’s date author’s Mauryan Polity. ² Tiruvallūvamālai, st. 10. ³ "அமையாவர் அமாவ அமராவர் அமராவர் கைக்குழக்க காடு" Kadai, 22, ll. 60-61. ⁴ Tiruvallūvamālai, st. 11.
7. The *Silappadikāram* which cannot be later than the end of the second century A.D.\(^1\) quotes with approval from the extant *Tirukkural*. To quote a work as authority it must have been popular for some time and there is thus an irrefutable testimony to point out that it was a composition much older than the *Silappadikāram*.

8. The literary data and the peculiar veṇbā metre which it employs in the sūtra style of Sanskrit literature of that period afford further proof of the ancient character of the work.

Sec. IV. THE RELIGION OF VAṆṆṆUṆA

The genius of Tiruvalluvar consists in having produced a treatise on pure ethics which is the common property of all religions in the world. The moral code that has been presented to us contains niti gems which would serve the world for all time to come. The maxims promulgated are of such universal application that they have evoked wide appreciation and approval as is seen from English and Latin translations of the book. The *Kural* which claims an age of 2,000 years and more is still young and will be young, for it has been written for practical application for all time and in all places. The beauty of the work lies in its catering to the needs and desires of all religionists and creeds. Despite any serious and detailed study with regard to the religion of VaṆṆuṆa, it is difficult to arrive at some definite conclusion. Rather we are compelled to go back to

---

\(^1\) *Kāda* 21, 11. 3-4.

*Kural*, 319.
where we started and to remain in a state of doubt as to the personal religion of the celebrated author. For, every religion including Christianity claims him.

*Was he a Christian?*—The followers of Christianity identify,\(^1\) without any justification whatever, Elēlasinga with the apostle St. Thomas, and as Elēla is said to be the patron of the poet-moralist, it may be that Valluvar also embraced the same creed. European Tamil scholars of the last century like Fr. Beschi and Pope were specially attracted by that incomparable ethical code and rendered it in European languages, Latin and English. It may be noted in passing that these scholars were mainly Christian ecclesiastics.

*Was he a Jaina?*—It is again argued that he was a Jaina. The epithets\(^2\) *Malarmiśai yēkiṇān, aindavittān aravāliyantāṇaṇ* are generally interpreted as denoting the *Arhat* and the philosophical ideas of the *arhats*. The references to Indra and the doctrine of *ahimsā* are also urged in support of the same theory. How slippery is the foundation of this theory can be gauged from the following. The expression *malarmiśai yēkiṇān* which means, ‘He who stands in the human heart,’ is nothing more than the grand idea expressed in the *Bhagavadgītā* that the Lord God\(^3\) is seated in the heart of all creatures. The *aindavittān* is a common idea of the Hindus that he who conquered his five senses could become a *yōgin*, and attain godhood. The term *aravāliyantāṇaṇ* may mean the law-giver, the law-administrator, or the law-maker. Again, the cult of Indra-worship is again common to all sects of Hinduism including Buddhism and

---

1 See *Studies in Sangam History*, Ed. Review, October, 1929.
2 *Iśvarah sarvabhūtānām hṛddēśe Arjuna tiṣṭati.*
Jainism. In fact Indra is one of the principal Vedic deities invoked in the sacred yajñas. The doctrine of ahimsā does not belong only to the Jaina cult. It is a fundamental doctrine of the Upaniṣads, the philosophical sections of the Vedic literature. As Parimēlalagar points out, we have to interpret his sayings broadly, and not narrow them down as a sectarian work. At the least it is not possible to make out a strong case for its sectarian character.

Was he a Buddhist?—That he was also a votary of Buddhism is again claimed by some scholars whose chief argument is based on the section entitled turavam. The Kural 348 is specially quoted as prescribing renunciation as the cure for all ills. A corroborative clue is said to be afforded by the expression of the same ideas in the Maṇi-mēkalai. But renunciation is the ideal preached in all creeds. For example, the same Kural is quoted as expounding a concept of Śaiva Siddhānta.

Was he a Vaiśṇavite?—That he embraced the Vaiṣṇava creed and was a devotee of Viṣṇu is proved by the first kural venbā which finds a parallel in the Gītā where the Lord says that He was the first letter (अ) among the letters. In another informing kural-venbā more light is thrown on this topic. There is a distinct reference to the Vaikuṇṭha as the abode of Tāmaraik-kaṇṇan literally the lotus-eyed. The idea in this kural-venbā is that righteous people, after death find their home in the.

1 Ch. 35, st. 341 ff.
2 Ṣe as against Ṣa as.
3 Canto vi, ll. 72-3.
4 See being one of the 14 Saiva Siddhānta works, cf. footnote, p. 100 of the Kural, edited by Arumuga Nāvalar, Eleventh Edition.
5 अश्चराणामकारोदितम् ।
6 1103 of the Kural.
abode of Viṣṇu who is said to be the lotus-eyed. Life after death in Vaikuṇṭha is clearly the Vaiṣṇava idea and this, when compared with the first verse of prayer with which the Kural opens, may lend weight to the view that he was a follower of Vaiṣṇavism.

Was he a Śaiva?—There are again some kural-venbās which go to demonstrate that the author was a Śaiva by religion. The phrase engunattān¹ is generally quoted to show his adherence to Śaivism. It is significant to note that Śaiva saints like Appar and Sundaramūrti use the very term in their laudatory stanzas on Śiva. Engunattān simply means the God with eight attributes.² Again the kural-venba (359) is believed to be the Śaiva idea as it has been utilized in an accredited Śaiva Siddhānta work with approval.³ To this may be added the kural-venba (348) which has been used in another Śaiva Siddhānta work as we have seen already.

Conclusion.—The examination of the personal religion of Valluvar does not give us any definite lead in the matter. The fact seems to be that the author, whatever his personal religion, did not wish to give his work a sectarian character.⁴ If we can hazard a conjecture, Valluvar who was acquainted with different creeds and faiths, took up the best in every creed and thus primarily intended to be a moralist rather than a religious teacher. The Kural is like the Bhagavadgītā which appeals to

¹ For a variant classification of these attributes, the reader is referred to the footnotes of the Kural, pp. 7-8, Eleventh Edition.
² See Tirukkoḻṟuppaṭiyār of Tirukkoḻavūr Uyyavanda-Devaṉāyaṉar, cf. footnote on p. 104 of the Kural.
³ See the learned article of Vidvān R. Rāghava Ayyangar in the Sen Tamil, vol. i, p. 4, quoted in the introduction to his edition of the Kural, by Panḍit M. Rāghava Ayyangar.
every faith, and which admits of any interpretation looked at from any point of view. In fact it is the correct estimate of poet Kallādanār who says ‘Among the six religious creeds, the followers of one creed will assert that there is only one eternal thing. The followers of a second creed will speak of another thing. The followers of the third creed will speak of yet another. But it is good that the followers of all creeds accept the pronounced prescriptions of Valluvar’s muppāl.’ As has been already indicated, if Parimēlaḷagar’s views could be adopted, then the author of the Kural must have been familiar with Sanskrit literature and especially the Dharmaśāstra and the Arthaśāstra literature. If this position can be accepted, it is reasonable to assume that Tiruvalluvar follows mainly in his Ārattuppāl the most popular Dharmaśāstra of Manu, in his Porutpāl the well-known Arthaśāstra of Kauṭalya, and in his Kāmattuppāl the Kāmasūtra of Vātsyāyana. To these may be added portions of the Rāmāyaṇa and the Mahābhārata and other allied literature. Whether Valluvar’s muppāl is an independent growth or is indebted to Sanskrit literature, it is for future research to determine conclusively. As it is, there is a remarkable parallelism between the Kural and the Sanskrit books above referred to. We propose in the following pages to give a list of such of the Kural-venbās which have a striking correspondence with those in the Sanskrit works devoted to subjects like Dharma, Artha and Kāma. This list does not, however, pretend to exhaust all the corresponding references.

1 சிறுப்பு போரியர்களிடம் கோசை பொருள் குரல்
செத்தியம் காத்ம குரல்—சுருக்கல்
தலை அரங்கு உடையதை வல்லுவர்
சுற்றுக்கு தருமையாக சுற்றுக்கு.

Tiruvalluvamakai, st. 9.
Coming to the first division of the book Parimēlaḻagar classifies it into two sections broadly Illaṟam or the dharma pertaining to domestic life and Turavaṟam or the dharma pertaining to renunciation of the world. There is another view that the whole book dealing with aram denotes the four āśramas of the Hindu view of life—brahmacarya, gārhaspatya, vānaprasta and sannyāsa. The duties of the first two āśramas apparently constitute the first twenty-four chapters. While the next ten chapters (25-34) deal with the duties of the third āśrama, the following three chapters (35-37) are devoted to the sannyāsa.¹

The Kural says:²

‘A, as its first of letters, every speech maintains;

The “Primal Deity” is First through all the world’s domains.’

The Bhagavadgītā³ expresses similar ideas: I am the letter ‘A’ among the alphabets, the compound among the whole class of compounds; I am the Eternal Kāla and the Creator of the universe.

According to the Kural:⁴

‘His feet, “Who over the fullblown flower hath past,” who gain

In bliss long time shall dwell above this earthly plain.’

¹ See Sen Tamil, vol. i, p. 245 ff.
² I have followed Pope’s translation of the Kural.
⁴ I have followed Pope’s translation of the Kural.
The Gitā says:\(^1\) Arjuna! The Lord lives in the heart of all creatures, making all of them move about machine-like by Māyā.

The Kural says:\(^2\)

‘The world its course maintains through life that rain unfailing gives;
Thus rain is known the true ambrosial food of all that lives.’

The Bhagavadgītā\(^3\) furnishes a parallel: Man depends for his existence on food, and the source of food-stuffs is rain.

The Kural says:\(^4\)

‘He, who with firmness’ curb the five restrains,
Is seed for soil of yonder happy plains.’

The Gitā\(^5\) furnishes a parallel: Having restrained the five senses and brought them under control and having fixed one's mind on me, one attains the divine knowledge.

\(^1\) ḍruṣṭr: सर्वभूतानां हड्डेऍडङ्चन निःस्तिः।
भाषयन् सर्वभूतानि यन्त्रार्थानि मायया || xviii. 61.

\(^2\) आशिनिः मध्यं मुखं अवकाशं
तिलिं गोविधम् वर्णम्। (11)

\(^3\) अज्ञातवन्ति भूतानि पर्जन्यादकर्षणं।
\(\) ||

\(^4\) अवकाशं गोविधम् अधिकारं आपनं
अपकारं आपनकृतं विषम्। (24)

\(^5\) तानि सर्वोष्णं संयम्य युक्त आतीत मतरः।
कचे हि यस्मेऽत्त्वं तत्स्य प्रत्याधिक्ष। ii. 61.
The Kural says:

‘Spotless be thou in mind! This only merits virtue’s name;
All else, mere pomp of idle sound, no real worth can claim.’

The Gitā has the following: Fearlessness, spotless purity, stability of knowledge and yōga, gift, peace of mind, sacrifice and learning constitute real tapas.

The Kural says:

‘The men of household virtue, firm in way of good, sustain
The other orders three that rule professed maintain.’

The Mānavadharmaśāstra rules to this effect: As the members of the three āśramas are maintained by the householder every day by jñāna and food, the āśrama of the householder is said to be the best.

According to the Kural:

‘The manes, God, guests, kindred, self, in due degree,
These five to cherish well is chiefest charity.’

---

1. [Footnote]

2. [Footnote]

3. [Footnote]

4. [Footnote]

5. [Footnote]
In the *Manusmṛti*, he who does not cherish the God, guest, servants, manes and self, is dead though he physically lives.

In the *Kural*:

‘As doth the house beseeem, she shows her wifely dignity;
As doth her husband’s wealth befit, she spends: helpmeet is she.’

The *Dharmasastra* has the following idea: A wife should always be joyous, skilled in domestic duties, helpful and economic in expenditure.

In the *Kural* it is said:

‘There is no lack within the house, where wife in worth excels;
There is no luck within the house, where wife dishonoured dwells.’

Manu gives expression to similar sentiments: where women are honoured, there the Gods dwell: in the houses where they are not honoured, everything done becomes fruitless.

---

1. देवतातिथिमुखानं पितवा मातमनुष्यं यः ||
   न निरेपते विधानानुमुखसम स जीवितं || iii. 72.
2. [Sanskrit text]
3. सदा प्रहुष्यस्य भाष्यं श्रद्धाय देखवा ||
   सुस्तुपत्सासस्य व्ययेचायान्तस्तत्र || Manu, v. 150.
4. [Sanskrit text]
5. यद्य नारिस्तु पूज्यस्य समन्ते तत्र देशताः ||
   यस्मात्स्थु न पूज्यस्य सर्वस्त्रांसात्तावः: कियां || iii. 56; see also ix. 26.
The Kural says: ¹
'Of what avail is watch and ward?
Honour's a woman's safest guard.'

Similar ideas are found in the Mānavadharmaśāstra: ²
those women who are bound by restraints by her own
devoted kinsmen are not truly protected; those who
guard themselves are well protected.

The Kural says: ³
'If wife be wholly true to him who gained her as
his bride,
Great glory gains she in the world where gods in
bliss abide.'

Manu furnishes a parallel: ⁴ she who will not abuse
her rights either by mind, speech or body, attains the
world of pativrataś and is styled sādhuś or the good by
the righteous.

The Kural says: ⁵
'Though food of immortality should crown the
board,
Feasting alone, the guests without unfed, is thing
abhorred.'

¹ திருமந்தரசு கருமந்தரசு வாய்க்க மகளிக
திருமந்தரசு கருமந்தரசு கோட்ட (57)

² அர்கிதா என் க்கா: புத்தைசாகாரிம்: ||
ஆண்மனோமனா யாது ரகைசு: உற்கிதா: || இர். 12.

³ பும்பு பும்புமாவா பும்புமா பும்புமா
பாறாபி அல்ல வேத. (58).

⁴ பதிய யா நாபிசாரத் மனோவாங்கிவந்தா இை
ஷீ மத்தில் கம்போரின் வந் காய்திச சோசையே இை. ' v. 165.

⁵ திரு பும்பு மாரசு மாரசு வநா
மாரசு மாரசு தம்பு பங்க். (82)
Similar ideas are found in the *Dharmaśāstra*¹: A householder is to partake of the food remaining after he has fed the gods, sages, guests, manes, and household deities. He who prepares food for the sake of self, simply eats the sin.

The *Kural*² says:

‘Pleasant words are words with all-pervading love that burn;

Words from his guileless mouth who can the very truth discern.’

The same ideas occur in *Manusmyti*³. Speak the truth, speak pleasant things. Do not speak unpleasant and false words: speak pleasant and truthful words. This is *sanātana dharma*.

According to the *Kural*⁴:

‘Control of self does man conduct to bliss th’ immortals share;

Indulgence leads to deepest night, and leaves him there.’

---

¹ *Deśavādipīṇaḥ* मनस्यांश्र्पितृन् गुष्ठाश्र्पदेवताः: ||

पूजयित्वा तत: पश्चात्दृढः: शेषमुभवेतु || Manu iii. 117.


See also *Ibid.*, 106.

² *कौलिकादिक तिल्लितिः* तिल्लितिः पुराणे वायुम्

पूजयिततः आदिराजः आदिराजः || (91)

³ सत्यं ब्रजात् प्रवेणः ब्रजात् तत्सत्यं प्रवेणम् ||


⁴ *अनुष्ठानं वस्त्राः* आदिराजः आदिराजः

श्रीपर्णो दुम्भेत् श्रीपर्णे || (121)
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Manu says\(^1\) that indulgence of sense organs leads to evil without doubt: having controlled them, one attains salvation.

Again the *Kural* rules:\(^2\)

‘Though he forget, the Brahman may regain his Vēdic lore;

Failing in “decorum due,” birthright’s gone for evermore.’

In the laws of Manu,\(^3\) it is said that a Brahman who is devoid of decorum will not attain the fruits of the study of the Vēdas. On the other hand, one who observes decorum will reap the full reward.

The *Kural* prescribes:\(^4\)

‘How great soe’er they be, what gain have they of life,

Who, not a whit reflecting, seek a neighbour’s wife?’

Manu’s remarks\(^5\) are appropriate: There is no other thing which results in diminution of life than the fact of a person’s criminal intimacy with his neighbour’s wife.

---

\(^1\) हिन्दूवाणा प्रस्थ मोक्षमूल्यः संस्कृतम्।
लोकमा वृक्षायं ततः विज्ञित नियमवित्त। ii. 93.

\(^2\) यथं भूतं रंगतमाला रंगममात्र सम्बन्धम्
रंगममात्र रंगममात्र। (134)

\(^3\) आचारांत्रिकां विमो न वेदसम्बन्धते।
आचारांत्रिकं संयोक्तं संपूर्णसम्बन्धते || i. 109.

\(^4\) विद्वानं विद्वानं समर्थं विद्वानं विद्वानं
समर्थं समसारं नवं। (144)

\(^5\) न हीद्यामानायुष्यं लोकेकं किशो विचते।
वाहं पुष्पवेदम परदारोपवेदम् || iv. 134.
In the Kūraļ:¹

'Like tortoise, who the five restrains
In one, through seven worlds bliss obtains.'

The Bhagavadgītā says² that as a tortoise will restrain all limbs into itself, he who would restrain his senses will attain wisdom.

The Kūraļ rules:³

'Let men relieve the wasting hunger men endure;
For treasure gained thus finds he treasure-house secure.'

The Mānavadharmaśāstra⁴ rules to this effect:
One must not eat oneself without feeding first the guest;
Feeding of the guests leads to wealth, health, fame and heaven.

The Kūraļ asks:

'We eat the slain’ you say, ‘by us no living creatures die’;
Who’d kill and sell, I pray, if none came there the flesh to buy?

¹ अथात् भगवद्गीता तैं पञ्चम अभोजनम्
वर्षीयं वर्षीयं बुद्धयक्षगणम् (126)
² वदा संहरते चायं कृमीद्वान तथ्यात: ||
इन्द्रियाणिन्द्रियायेवम्यक्तस्य प्रशा प्रतिषिद्धा || ii 58.
³ अश्वम् रूपिनः तिष्ठति एकस्यकालसः
गुप्तोऽसः गुप्तांगकालसः पुरा (226)
⁴ न वै स्वयं तद्भवायदिभिः यज्ञ भोजयेत्।
चन्द्रे यशस्मायुष्य स्वस्य वातिसिद्धवनम् || iii. 106.
⁵ न श्वेतस्य यज्ञाय देवो देवाय वस्तुः
विज्ञाय अविज्ञाय वातिसिद्धवनः गीता (256)
Manu says:¹ He who approves of the killing of an animal, who preserves the slaughtered body, who kills it, who buys it and sells it, who cooks it, and who serves it, and who makes a meal of it are to be termed ‘killers’.

The *Kural* says:²

‘With other beings’ ulcerous wounds their hunger may appease;
If this they felt, desire to eat must surely cease.’

According to Manu,³ having learnt the origin of flesh (meat) and the killing of creatures, one will refrain from taking any kind of meat.

The *Kural* prescribes:⁴

‘Than thousand rich oblations, with libations rare, Better the flesh of slaughtered beings not to share.’

Manu’s ruling⁵ is similar: he who would perform a hundred *Aśvamedha* sacrifices year after year and he who would refrain from flesh-eating are equal so far the attainment of fruits is concerned.

¹ अनुमत्ता विशासिता निहत्ता अयविकर्षी।
संस्कृती चोपंदी च खादक्षेति गतिका: ॥ v. 51.

² அணுமெல்தா விசாகிதா நித்தா அயமுக்கிரா; இதிகா வள்ளாக்கர்கள் மண்டம் கார்களாக மாடிகள். (257)

³ ஸ்முலலிது ச மாந்தசு வசவண்யோ ச ஦ேசியம்।
பக்கிரிது நிர்விடே சர்வமாநாசு மத்ராதை ॥ v. 49, *ibid.* 52.

⁴ அவங்களின் குயாளை தள்ளோ மண்குடம்
பாருகிகள் கண்குடம் கண்கள். (259)

⁵ வாய் வேட்சமொண்ட யோ வயின் சாலீ சமா: ।
மாந்தன் ச ந் சடையல்யோ: புண்ணங் சம்மூ ॥ v. 53.
The Kural says:

‘Who gains himself in utter self-control,
Him worships every other living soul.’

In Manu, one should endeavour day and night to conquer the senses; and one who conquers his senses is able to have all people under his control.

In the Kural:

‘Every lamp is not a lamp in wise men’s sight:
That’s the lamp with truth’s pure radiance bright.’

In the Gitā: The Yogi controlled, self engaged, in meditation, is likened to a lamp that is still in a windless place.

According to Valluvar:

‘Who had a loathed life in bodies sorely pained, Are men, the wise declare, by guilt of slaughter stained.’

In the laws of Manu it is said that he who causes the killing of prohibited animals for his own happiness,
is considered to be dead, though living, for he never attains happiness.

Valluvar says:¹

‘Death is sinking into slumbers deep;
Birth again is waking out of sleep.’

The Bhagavadgītā² furnishes a parallel: There is certain death to one who is born, and there is certain birth to one dead.

Book II. PORUṬPAL

Parimēlalagar makes a three-fold classification of the second section of the Kural. He divides it into kingship,³ elements of sovereignty⁴ and common duties.⁵ This section consists of seventy chapters on the whole; and of these, twenty-five chapters deal with kingship and king. The next ten chapters ending with the title avaiaŋjāmai deal with the ministry. Chapters 74-8 are devoted to Porul according to one view, while the succeeding five chapters are concerned with friendship. Twelve chapters from the eighty-fourth chapter come according to the same authority, under the category of tunbaviyal.⁶

The Kural says:⁷

‘An army, people, wealth, a minister, friends, fort:
six things—
Who owns them all, a lion lives amid the kings.’

¹ सेतसाने सृजसन्तिकरसं धर्मि
सूजिनाशन सबसम्बन्धिय. (339)
² जातस्य हि धुचवे मुल्य: धुचवे जन्म मृतस्य च।
तस्मात अपरिहायेतेष न तव शोचिनिधिः ||
Cf. Manu. VI. 63.
³ जागुरुभाषि। ⁴ अगुजावेन। ⁵ जविष्कृति।
⁶ See Set Sen Tamil vol. i, p. 245.
⁷ सैजुप्रत्य सहसोऽस्स नास्स
सूढसम सरस्थ ताम्य. (381)
The *Arthashastra* prescribes: the king, minister, territory, fort, treasury, army, friends constitute the elements of a State. . . . He who possesses these and who follows the righteous policy is able to conquer the whole earth and is never defeated.

According to the *Kural*:

'A king is he who treasure gains, stores up, defends,
And duly for his kingdom’s weal expends.'

The *Kamandaka nitisāra* furnishes a parallel:

The four-fold functions of the king are to acquire wealth by equitable means, to preserve it, to augment it and then expend it on the deserving.

What the *Kural* prescribes:

'Gifts, grace, right sceptre, care of people’s weal:
These four a light of dreaded kings reveal.'

is corroborated by the *Kamandaki*:

Pleasant speech, grace, gifts, protection of the poor

1 स्वाध्यायाचन धन पुरस्कृति धनपत्र: ||
   आत्मवान्तव विदेशोपि पुरस्कृति संपदा ||
   नयन: दृष्टियं ज्ञाते जययें न हीयते ||

2 अप्रामुख्या वन्धनार्यकर्ता पुरस्कृति धनपत्र: ||
   आत्मवान्तव विदेशोपि पुरस्कृति संपदा (385)

3 न्यायिनार्जनस्थिन्य स्वान्तं वर्धितं तथा ||
   सत्याचरान्तितप्रिय राजसवं चतुर्विधम् || i. 20.

4 अपरामुख्या वन्धनार्यकर्ता पुरस्कृति धनपत्र: ||
   आत्मवान्तव विदेशोपि पुरस्कृति (390)

5 वाक्य स्वतं दया दानं चैनोपमकर्तवयेन ||
   इति वाक्यं सत्यं साधु हितं सत्यसमन्तम् || iii. 2.
and the distressed, and association with men of character are recognized by the world as the right thing.

The prescription of the *Kural* is:

'So learn that you may full and faultless learning gain,
Then in obedience meet to lessons learnt remain.'

According to the *Arthasastra*, sciences should be studied under qualified teachers and their precepts duly followed. . . . Discipline is the fruit of learning.

In the *Kural*

'Wealth of wealth is wealth acquired by ear attent:
Wealth mid all wealth supremely excellent.'

The *Kautāliya* says: Hearing opens the door to knowledge, knowledge to right action, and right action to knowledge of one's self. This is what constitutes *vidyā*.

---

1 Ṛṣe kāpam kāpam kṛṣṇa kṛṣṇa
    Ṛṣe kāpam kṛṣṇa kṛṣṇa. (391)
2 विधानां तु यथात्माचार्यप्रामाण्याभिनयो नियमित
बुद्धि विचार विनियति ... || Bk. i 5.
3 अनुभवं विश्वविद्या विद्वानसन्यासैन्यमेत
    अनुभवं विश्वविद्या सैन्यमेत. (411)
4 अनुभव विद्वानसन्यासैन्यमेतिविद्वानसन्यासैन्यमेत
    विद्वानसन्यासैन्यमेत. ||

Bk. i, ch. v.
The Kural\(^1\) says:

'The wise discern, the foolish fail to see,
And minds prepare for things about to be.'

In the Arthasastra,\(^2\) he who possesses the eye of knowledge and science, is able to discern the true thing with a little effort.

According to the Kural\(^3\):

'As friends the men who virtue know, and riper wisdom share,
Their worth weighed well, the king should choose with care.'

The prescription of Bhāradvāja\(^4\) is that companions whose honesty and skill have been put to satisfactory tests shall be appointed ministers.

The Kural\(^5\) asks:

'What power can work his fall, who faithful ministers,
Employs, that thunder out reproaches when he errs.'

---

1. Tamil translation (427)
2. Prashāsalakhaduṁ ṛja apēnāpi pravēn manamāpanāṁ ākkā: ।
   Bk. ix, ch. i.
3. Tamil translation (441)
4. Sahaśāyapīṇośmaṇaṁ kubhīt hpaścchāsamaṁśvēlāṁ itti maṁdaṇā: ।
   Ar. Sās. Bk. i. 8.
5. Tamil translation (447)
The *Arthasastra*\(^1\) prescribes that a king should select such ministers whose loyalty has been tried and who would protect him from risks involving danger to life.

The *Kural*\(^2\) prescribes:

‘With chosen friends deliberate; next use thy private thought;
Then act. By those who thus proceed all works with ease are wrought.’

‘Plan and perform no work that others may despise;
What misbeseems a king the world will not approve as wise.’

The *Arthasastra*\(^3\) says: All undertakings are to be preceded by *mantra* or counsel. . . . Let the king review the works with the ministers present. . . . That which gives fruition and is advocated by the best men must be done.

It is the opinion of Valluvar:\(^4\)

‘The force the strife demands, the force he owns,
the force of foes,
The force of friends: these should he weigh ere to the war he goes.’

\(^1\) य एनमापत्सु प्राणाविषयुक्तस्वनुमहीयः

\(^2\) अर्थसास्त्रम् अथा अधिकारी अस्तिनिधीयः

\(^3\) मन्त्रपूर्वः सर्वरम्मः . . . . . . आसै: सह कार्याणि पघेत

\(^4\) अल्पन्वेन अल्पस्मि अल्पस्मि वेलिवः

Bk. i. 8.

Bk. i. 8.

Bk. i. 15.

Bk. i. 15.
On this Kauṭalya¹ observes: The conquering monarch shall acquaint himself with the comparative strength and weakness, of himself and of his enemy in regard to power, place, time, season for march, season for recruiting the army, consequential advantages and difficulties arising from anger, diminution and loss, and decide on expedition if he would feel assured of superiority in his force.

The title of the Chapter XLVIII in the Kural, viz., expiry equates with शक्तिशानम् of the Kauṭaliya, Bk. ix, ch. i.

The Kural² asks:

‘Who know what can be wrought, with knowledge of the means, on this
Their mind firm set, go forth, nought goes with them amiss. (472)
‘Who daring climbs, and would himself upraise
Beyond the branch’s tip, with life the forfeit pays. (476)
‘With knowledge of the measure due, as virtue bids you, give!
That is the way to guard your wealth, and seemly live.’ (477)

¹ विजिवीरामन: परस्य च बलावलं शाक्तिदेशाकृत्याद्वाकाल्लक्ष्मुत्थानकालप्रभाकरिकविभागादि हात्त्वा विशिष्यबलो यायात्।

²  किंनेत किं विशिष्यबलो शक्तिशानिफळिँ
केषांत्याक्षे त्यग्यवत्सिंि। (472)
कालानिराघिम् विनायतिरिह रतिज्ञिन् जतिं
अनन्तिकशिल्पि ईमि (476)
कालप्रभाकरिकविभागादि हात्त्वा विशिष्यबलो यायात्। (477)
The Kautiliya\(^1\) says: The power of mantra is better. The king who possesses the eye of śāstraic knowledge can press his knowledge into service even with little effort. He can over-reach the enemy with enthusiasm and power by means of conciliation, and application of strategic means. In this way success is due to enthusiasm, power and force of mantra in the ascending order.

The title of the Chapter XLIX of the Kural, \( \text{\$}r \text{\&} \) corresponds to the kāvāśāna of the Kautiliya, Bk. ix, ch. i.

According to the author of the Kural:\(^2\)

'A crow will conquer owl in broad daylight;
The king that foes would crush, needs fitting time to fight.
'The bond binds fortune fast is ordered effort made
Strictly observant still of favouring season's aid.'

Says the Kautiliya:\(^3\) That season is best which is suited to the manoeuvre of one's own army and unsuited

\(^1\) मन्त्रसाधकः अनुसूचीः प्रशाशार्जनःशृण्णिः राजा अत्येनापि प्रमेयेन मन्त्रायाचारः
शक्तिः परासुतःईम्यानवति सामादिकियोगोपनिषदस्त्रां चातिसंधायतमः
एवपुस्ताह-प्रभावमन्त्रशस्वनामुत्तरोत्तराधिकोत्तरिद्वितितत्वं

\(^2\) प्रभावमन्त्रशशक्ति नाते सत्वादि सरणकक्षे द्वितिते प्रमेयेन मन्त्रायाचारः
शक्तिः परासुतःईम्यानवति सामादिकियोगोपनिषदस्त्रां चातिसंधायतमः
एवपुस्ताह-प्रभावमन्त्रशशक्ति नाते सत्वादि सरणकक्षे द्वितिते प्रमेयेन मन्त्रायाचारः

\(^3\) यस्त्रातां दैवय्याहायामानुषः अनुतः परस्य स उच्चमः कालः
विपशीतोध्वमः साहारणेण सम्भवः
"काळेमेवाय इत्येक-" दिवा कालः कौशिकं हृति, रात्री कौशिकः कालम्
हृतिः

Bk. ix, ch. i.
to one's enemy. The reverse is the worst. The ordinary season is the middling one.

'Time alone is better' say some. For on this account the crow kills the owl in the day and the owl the crow in the night.

The title of the Chapter (L) in the Kural is a translation of the term *devashāna* of the Kauṭalīya Arthasastra Bk. ix, ch. i.

The Kural prescribes:

'E' en weak ones mightily prevail, if place of strong defence
They find, protect themselves, and work their foes offence.
'The foes who thought to triumph, find their thoughts were vain,
If hosts advance, seize vantage ground, and thence the fight maintain,'

According to the Arthasastra 'one should endeavour the means to increase the strength of one's own force. That dēśa is the best which is the ground for the manoeuvre of one's own army but disadvantageous to the enemy. Otherwise it is the worst. That which is common is neither best nor worst.'

1 *Kumāra, p. 21, v. 1, 15*  
*Rahadari, p. 6, v. 15*  
(493)

2 *Kumāra, p. 21, v. 15*  
*Rahadari, p. 6, v. 15*  
(494)

2 यासाल्लस्विरि कर्म प्रकृति, यज्ञायम: स्तैय्ययायामानां भूमिः: अयुम्:  
परस्त्, ४ उत्तरो देशः: बिपरीतोऽथमः: साधारणो मध्यमः:  
Bk. ix. ch. 1.
According to the *Kural*:¹

'The crocodile prevails in its own flow of water wide,
If this it leaves, 'tis slain by any thing beside.'
'Save their own fearless might they need no other aid,
If in right place they fight, all due provision made.'
'The jackal slays, in miry paths of foot-betraying fen,
The elephant of fearless eye and tusks transfixing armed men.'

In the *Arthaśāstra*² it is said:

'The ground is better,' some say. On this account the dog on the ground can overreach even a crocodile, and the crocodile in the low ground the dog.

Thus we come across similar ideas both in the *Arthaśāstra* and the *Kural*. While the *Arthaśāstra* has dealt in one chapter all the three means of *sakti*³, *deśa*⁴ and *kāla*,⁵ the *Kural* devotes three separate chapters of ten *kural*-venbās each.

The Chapters LI and LII of the *Kural* entitled 'ँतैपिः निसिष्ठः' and 'ँतैपिः निसिष्ठः' are identical with a chapter in the *Arthaśāstra* उपदामः शौच-शौचशासनमात्यानामः। (Bk. i, 10).

1 उपदा: अत्र: ौत्तरं वेदांतं प्रविश्वति
   कातिकतिकक्षिक प्र. (४९५)
   उपदा: अत्र: ौत्तरं वेदांतं प्रविश्वति
   कातिकतिकक्षिक प्र. (४९७)
   कातिकतिकक्षिक प्र. (५००)

² 'देश; अयातः' प्रेक्षे—खल्वातो वि शानकं विकार्ति। निःश्वाति नः:
   शान्तिः। Bk. ix. ch. 1.

3 असिः। ⁴ देशः। ⁵ कालः।
According to the *Kural*:\(^1\)
'How treats he virtue, wealth and pleasure? How, when life’s at stake, Comports himself? This four-fold test of man will full assurance make.'

Says Kauṭalya:\(^2\) The ministers shall be tested by the *upadhaśas* which are in the nature of temptations. These are of four kinds, the temptation of virtue, wealth, lust and fear.

The *Kural*\(^3\) has the following:
'Trust where you have not tried, *doubt* of a friend to feel, Once trusted, wounds inflict that nought can heal.'

The *Arthaśāstra*\(^6\) says: The ācāryas have prescribed that the king should appoint government servants in their respective posts after the four-fold test and according to the satisfaction afforded by such test.

---

1. सुभाषितं सिद्धि सुसङ्ग कस्मिन्नः
   परिवर्तनं व दृष्टं (501)
2. अमालापुपपश्च: सौचयेत्। धर्मोपप, अर्थोपप, कामोपप, भयोपप।
   Bk. i, ch. 10.
3. ओऽशर्को ओऽशर्को ओऽशर्को ओऽशर्को ओऽशर्को
   ओऽशर्को ओऽशर्को (510)
   I render this *Kural venha* thus: 'Having put one to the four-fold-test of dharma, wealth, pleasure and fear, a selection must be made.' There is a learned gloss of Parimelalagar on this.
4. निवर्गवससांख्यानमात्यान, स्वेदु कूम्भ]
   अभिकर्षिंनास्याशोचिमल्याच्याः ब्यवस्थिताः। ||
   Bk. i, ch. 10.
What the *Kural* rules:

>'As each man’s special aptitude is known,
Bid each man make that special work his own.'
>'Let king search out his servants' deeds each day;
When these do right, the world goes rightly on
its way'

is corroborated by the *Kautaliya*.

Those who have come out successful from the *dharmopadha* are to be appointed as judges and commissioners, from the *arthopadha* to offices of treasurer and collector-general, from the *kamopadha* to guarding frontiers, harem and sporting grounds, and from the *bhayopadha* in the king’s household.

Those who have gone through the four ordeals are to be chosen as ministers.

Having thus chosen his servants by the four-fold tests, the king shall endeavour through his spies to get at their loyalty or otherwise.

---

1 'நிகந்தரில் தமது முண்டும் முதலிச்ச
முற்கின்ன அதற் முன்னிட். (518)

'ஸஸ்ஸஸ் சிவன் தமிழ்கள் அதிகாரிப்பாளர்
ஒருமைச் செய்ய முடிக்கு. (520)

2 தம் புரோமபாயுக்கா| பர்மூகாயகாக்கொரியறு ஸ்பேடெட்|
அரூபபாயுக்கா| சமாகாய்ஸ்திரை்ப்பருநா|செய்யறு |
காமூபாயுக்கா| பாகாய்முதுரைப்போருநா|செய்யறு |
மாமாயுக்கா| ஆளாகொரியறு ராண் |
சரௌமபாயுக்கா| மாணிரிய: கறுண்ட்... |
தலமாய்க்கணித்தியூ குள காய் சுருக்கிர்கிரிகு |
சிச்சாராசிசுமானா ராஜ மாணித சுமிரிய: || Bk. i, ch. x.
The ruling of the *Kural* is as follows:

“This man, this work shalt thus work out”, let thoughtful king command;

Then leave the matter wholly in his servant’s hand. Kāmandaka says:

He whose capacity is too well known for a particular job is appointed to it, just like the different senses which are employed to perceive particular objects.

To the *Kural*:

‘Search out, to no one favour show, with heart that justice loves,
Consult, then act; this is the rule that right approves,’

the *Rāmāyana* furnishes a parallel: If the punishment accorded to the offenders is meted out according to the laws of the land, it leads the monarch to heaven.

The *Kural* observes:

‘Learning and virtue of the sages spring,
From all-controlling sceptre of the king.’

---

1 निजिक प्रकट विद्युक्तो अपक्वणपिल भरतकालम्।
निजिक भवसमर्पयति॥ (517)

2 यो यदेऽ विजानाति तं तत्र विनियोजयति।
अघोषविषयप्रातार्भिःबिचविचित्रियम्॥ v. 75.

3 कं तु नृसौ कृपातः विद्युक्तो विनियोजयति।
नृसौ कं नृसौ विद्युक्तो अपक्वणपिल॥ (541)

4 अपराधिषु यो दण्डः पालऽऽ मानवेऽ न दै।
व दण्डो विचित्रयुक्तः स्वर्गः नयति पार्थिवस्॥ vii. 79. 9.

Cf. *Apastamba* ii. 5, ii. 3

नुविचित्रं विचित्रः तैवप्रसेन्यो राजा दण्डाय प्रतिपचते।

5 नां क् कुमारं ज्ञातः अपक्वणपिल
अभिमन्युभिः दण्डाय॥ (543)
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According to the *Arthasastra*:¹

That state which is disciplined by the established laws of the Aryas, which is rooted in the organization of castes and orders, and which is protected by the three Vēdas, progresses and never deteriorates.

To the *Kural*:²

‘Where king, who righteous law regards, the sceptre wields,
There fall the showers, there rich abundance crowns the fields,’

a parallel is furnished in the *Rāmāyana*:³

The fields are rich with crops, the rains shower in proper seasons, and the soldiers are free from disease during Śatrughna’s rule.

Similar to the *Kural*:⁴

‘Whose rod from right deflects, who counsel doth refuse,
At once his wealth and people utterly shall lose,’

the lawgiver rules:

That king who allows the kingdom to deteriorate owing to sheer neglect and lethargy will soon fall from his position and life with all his relatives.⁵

¹ न्यायरितायः प्रत्येकः तत्ववर्णस्मर्थिति: ।

चया दि राज्यते लोकः प्रतीदिति न सीदिति || Bk. i. 3.

² अनान्तरित वर्णादिकायं वर्णस्मिति ययः

धर्मायं सीताय धर्मस्मिति ययः. (545)

³ क्षेत्राणि सत्त्वयुक्तानि काले वर्षिति वाकवः ।

अरोगीयस्य सांस्कृतिका यत्समुदयतिति || vii. 70. 10.

⁴ कुलम् तेजस्य तथा तत्वादिकायं तथा तत्वादिकायं

वर्णस्मिति वर्णस्मिति. (554)

⁵ श्रीबालाञ्जल त्वराणी यं क्षेत्रयुक्तमायः ।

होर्यश्रीकृत्य प्रस्तेत राज्याधिनिधिष्ठ वसान्यवः || Manu, vii. 111.
To the *Kural*:¹

‘Where guardian guardeth not, udder of kine grows dry,
And Brahman’s sacred lore will all forgotten lie,’
the *Mahābhārata*² furnishes a parallel:
When *dandaṇīti* is given a death-blow and when the ancient *rājadharma* of the *ksatriyas* becomes lost, the sacred lore gets extinct, as also all the *dharmas* including those *dharmas* pertaining to the *āśramas*.

To the ruling of the *Kural*:³

‘For length of days with still increasing joys on heaven who call,
Should raise the rod with bow severe, but let it gently fall.’

*Mami*⁴ furnishes a parallel:

The king should be harsh and mild according to the nature of the work. He endears himself to the people, being harsh and soft.

The *Kural* says:⁵

‘Who builds no fort whence he may foe defy,
In time of war shall fear and swiftly die.’

---

¹ शास्त्रीय *कालमण्डली* नेपाली *कालमण्डली* नेपाली. (560)

² मार्ग अयो दण्डनीती हञ्जायतः

सत्यं धर्मं प्रत्येकयुज्ञमः ।
सत्यं धर्माभासमानं हतः स्वः

शान्ते नाते राजसमः पुरासे ॥

Sānti. ch. 112. 28.

³ अनुभागी अनुभागी अनुभागी अनुभागी

हिंदुःसंस्कृतः विद्वानः ॥ (562)

⁴ तीव्राभिषेक सङ्कुच्य स्यात् कार्य बीत्य महीनतिः ।

tīvra-bhīṣaḥ sāṅkucya rajā mabati śanāt ॥

vii. 140.

⁵ अनुभागी अनुभागी अनुभागी अनुभागी

अनुभागी अनुभागी अनुभागी. (569)
Manu\textsuperscript{1} gives expression to similar sentiments:

The enemies do not wrong those resident in fortresses, as they do not attack the king who shelters under a fort.

The Chapter LIX in the \textit{Kural} entitled \textit{இயு} can be equated with the title \textit{நூத்துறைப்பல்லி}: the eleventh chapter of Book I of the \textit{Arthasastra}. While the latter prescribes sending \textit{cāras} to the eighteen departments of the State as well as the enemy, the friend and the neutral, the \textit{Kural} chapter is apparently concerned with the enemy, the neutral and the ally.

In the \textit{Kural}\textsuperscript{2} it is said:

\begin{quote}
'As monk or devotee, through every hindrance making way,
A spy, whate'er men do, must watchful mind display.
A spy must search each hidden matter out,
And full report must render, free from doubt.
Spying by spies, the things they tell,
To test by other spies is well.
One spy must not another see: contrive it so;
And things by three confirmed as truth you know.'
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{1} மணு வேணாபிர்ில் தொல்லியல்லி செய்வல்:  

tொஸ்ரோ ஓ நிலகன் நூல் புராணாநிலாக

\textsuperscript{2} குரால் மாதுகை வதி பெரும்பற்றியார்

\textit{பயர்} பெரும்பற்றியார் \textit{பயர்}. (586)

\textit{மெய்வேளை பெரும்பற்றியார் மெய்வேளை} \textit{மெய்வேளை}. (587)

\textit{குரால் மாதுகை வதி பெரும்பற்றியார்} \textit{குரால்}. (588)

\textit{குரால் மாதுகை வதி பெரும்பற்றியார்} \textit{குரால்}. (589)
The *Arthasastra*¹ has the following:

The king shall send fraudulent and ascetic spies who have been tried for their loyalty and skill.

The class of officers who went by the name of *tikṣanās* ascertained their outward conduct. The *satri* spies carried this information to the district quarters. The residential officers therein made it known to the headquarters through signs and cipher writings. This is to be done without the knowledge of the respective *samsthās*. If the information is corroborated by three independent sources, it is taken to be confirmed.

In the *Kural*²:

'These two: the code renowned, and spies,
In these let king confide as eyes.'

The *Kāmandaki*³ says:

A king should get at the movements of the adversary through the medium of his cautious and secret spies. That king one of whose eyes is *cāra* or the spy is awake even in sleep.

¹ कापटिक, तापस्यज्ञानान् त भक्ति: सामद्वयोगाभाप्सप्तेऽः।
तेषां बलां चारम् दीर्घः विदु:।
तं सम्रां: संस्थापयेदु:।
संस्थानन्तेवालिन: संज्ञितिपित्रभारस्यां कुपि:।
न च जान्योन्य संस्थास्ते बा विदु:।
नरायणेन्द्रैवते सामप्रत्य:। Ar. Sās., Bk. i, ch. 11 and 12.

² तेषां बलां चारम् दीर्घः विदु:।
तं सम्रां: संस्थापयेदु:।
संस्थानन्तेवालिन: संज्ञितिपित्रभारस्यां कुपि:।
न च जान्योन्य संस्थास्ते बा विदु:।
नरायणेन्द्रैवते सामप्रत्य:। Ar. Sās., Bk. i, ch. 11 and 12.

³ सूर्यमुद्रप्रचारेण पर्यद्वैरित्वेक्षितमु:।
स्वप्नमपि हि जागरिती चारस्यमहंस्यति:। xiii. 29.
According to the *Kural*:¹

‘Let indolence, the death of effort, die,
If you’d uphold your household’s dignity.
His family decays, and faults unheeded thrive,
Who, sunk in sloth, for noble objects doth not strive.’

The *Gita*² gives similar ideas:

Know, oh Bharata, inertia born of ignorance and the deluder of all beings, is bound by sloth, indolence and sleep.

The *Kural*³ says:

‘He seeks not joy, to sorrow man is born, he knows;
Such man will walk unharmed by touch of human woes.
Who pain as pleasure takes, he shall acquire
The bliss to which his foes in vain aspire.’

¹ முகலம் மும்பாய் சிறுவர்கள் குறுக்கம்
இறுக்க வேகத்தில் சென்று. (602)
இறுக்க வேகாக இருந்து மூழிக்கொண்ட
செட்டில் அழகு வருந்து. (604)

² சமஸ்தாபாந்திர விபிஞ் மூன்று வபுதிநாய.
ப்ளண்டவசத்திராமத்திராத் பாண்டு பல். (Gita xiv. 8)

³ குரல் குரல் விசுவாச எஞ்சிய பிங்காப்பால்
குரல் குரல் இல்லாத் பல். (628)
குரல் குரல் விசுவாச எஞ்சிய பிங்காப்பால்
குரல் குரல் இல்லாத் பல். (630)
The *Gitā*\(^1\) says similarly:

You grieve for things not fit to be grieved for and yet indulge in wise sayings. The wise never grieve either for the living or for the dead.

He who sees his self in everything and looks upon pleasure and pain equally, is a perfect Yōgī.

The *Kural*\(^2\) defines the minister thus:

'A minister is he who grasps, with wisdom large,
Means, time, work’s mode and functions rare
he must discharge.'

The *Arthaśāstra*\(^3\) says 'the ministers shall engage in the following five duties: commencing a work, finding out resources, fixing it according to place and time, protecting against possible dangers, and final consummation.

The *Kural*\(^4\) prescribes:

'Speaking out your speech, when once 'tis past dispute
That none can utter speech that shall your speech refute.
Charming each hearer’s ear, of others’ words to seize the sense,
Is method wise of men of spotless excellence.'

\(^{1}\) अन्तरिक्षानन्दोपवलयम प्रशादादालो माभे |
गुताधुनगतावं नानाशोचतति पण्डिता: || vi. 11.
अल्मोकमेन सर्वत्र समे पश्यति योषुन ||
्तुसे वा यदि वा दुःस्य स योगी परमो मतः || vi 32.

\(^{2}\) कहनुम हस्ताक्षर शिक्षकेतु शिक्षण
मेदिलिंगिका वसंत भाग्यं | (631)

\(^{3}\) अशुतार्थमाराणानन्दमनुस्तितिविशेषं नियोगसंपदौ च कर्मणां कुयः | (645)

\(^{4}\) अष्टिक्रिय अष्टिक्रियं प्रविचित्रं प्रविचित्रं
अष्टिक्रियं विसंगमं विसंगमं | (646)
A good illustration of this maxim is found in the *Mahābhārata*.

Here when the kingdom is threatened with an invasion, the king goes to the country and begs for war loans and benevolences by speaking out in sweet, soft and convincing style.

What the *Kural* says:

‘Though toil and trouble face thee, firm resolve hold fast,
And do the deeds that pleasure yield at last.
The world desires not men of every power possessed,

Who powers in act desire not, crown of all the rest’,
is expressed in other words by the *Bhagavadgītā*:

‘Do not get vexed. This is unbecoming of one like yourself. Give up the detestable weakness of the heart and gird up, oh slayer of foes.’

---

1. *Pāṇini* 6, 5, 9, 8; *Praṇava* 10, 2, 18; *Pāṇini* 5, 1, 9, 1. (667)

2. (669)

3. (670)
The prescription of the *Kural* is as follows:

‘Benevolence, high birth, the courtesy kings love:—
These qualities the envoy of a king approve.
Love, knowledge, power of chosen words, three things,
Should he possess who speaks the words of kings.
Mighty in lore amongst the learned must he be,
Midst jav’lin-bearing kings who speaks the words of victory.
Sense, goodly grace, and knowledge exquisite,
Who hath these three for envoy’s task is fit.’

Similar ideas are expressed by the law-giver:

The king shall appoint him an ambassador who is versed in all sciences, who can read the gestures and signs, pure, skilled, of noble family.

That ambassador, who is loyal, honest, intelligent of excellent memory, who acts according to time and place, of good physique, bold and possessed of good powers of speech is applauded.

---

1. Manu. vii, 63-64.
In the Kural:\(^1\)

‘In term concise, avoiding wrathful speech, who utters pleasant word,
An envoy he who gains advantage for his lord.
An envoy meet is he, well-learned, of fearless eye,
Who speaks right home, prepared for each emergency.’

In the Arthasastra:\(^2\)

The message is to be delivered in toto, even at the cost of life. . . . When questioned by the enemy king as to the strength of the lord’s forces, pretend ignorance and simply say, ‘you know better’!

Again in the Kural:\(^3\)

‘Integrity, resources, soul determined, truthfulness;
Who rightly speaks his message must these marks possess.
His faltering lips must utter no unworthy thing,
Who stands, with steady eye, to speak the mandates of his king.
Death to the faithful one his embassy may bring:
The envoy gains assured advantage for his king.’

---

\(^1\) குரால் சீரமும் கூறியது குரால் குரால் குரால்
நூற்றாண்டு முன்பு குரால். (685)

\(^2\) மாணவர்கள் புராணம் கூறியது புராணம்
ஏழு பட்டியல் குரால். (686)

\(^3\) சாயன செய்யார் வேவாய் பெரும் பல்கள் பிரிவில்
சிறு செய்ளள் பணியின் பரிமாண் நடைபெறுதது.

‘செய்வே தேவாய்’செய்வே தேவாய்
Ar. Sār., Bk. i, 16.
The *Rājanītiratnākara* quotes Sukra:

The ambassador, though a *mlēccha*, shall not be killed.

Hence the *dūta* is the king's eye. Even when the arms are raised aloft in the act of striking him, he should faithfully deliver his message.

From the words of the *dūta* who would think of his own defects and of the enemy's strength? For the *dūta* speaks always anything he thinks.

To the *Kural*:\(^2\)

'Say not "He's young, my kinsman," despising thus your king;

But reverence the glory kingly state doth bring,' the following\(^3\) may be parallel:

'A king should not be despised even though a child. He is a great divinity in the form of a man.'

In the *Kural*\(^4\) it is said:

'We've gained his grace, boots nought what graceless acts we do'.

---

\(^1\) दूतो खेचितक्षयधः स्वाध्राजा दूतसुखो यतः ||
उच्चतेष्टिपि शाखायु दूतिः वदति नान्यथा ||
स्वापकत्वं परोक्ष्यं दूतकैमन्यते च कः ||
सदैवाच्यमागेन दूतः सवं हि जत्यति || p. 46.

\(^2\) उद्भव नीत्य्यम राजाधिकारते विष्णु
राज्यभाष्यभाष्यवाचनम्। (698)

\(^3\) बालोदपि नायकमन्त्रयो मनुष्य इति भूसिपः ||
महति देवता हेषा नरस्थेण तिष्ठति || Manu. vii, 8.

\(^4\) वृक्षालाहि वृक्षार्क्षाभनी वृक्षालाहि वृक्षार्क्षाभनी
कालकर्म प्रमणी मात्रं। (699)
बालोद वृक्षार्क्षिणि वृक्षालाहि वृक्षार्क्षिणि
प्रस्तुतात्त्विक रितम्। (700)
So deem not sages who the changeless vision view. Who think "we're ancient friends," and do unseemly things;
To these familiarity sure ruin brings.
Similar ideas are found in the following discussion in the *Arthasastra:* ¹

Says Bhāradvāja: 'the king shall appoint as his ministers his classmates as he would have understood their honesty and tact. They could be easily trusted.'
'No,' says Viśālākṣa, 'as playmates they would not respect him. He shall therefore appoint those whose secrets are well known to him. Possessed of conduct and defects in common with the king these do not entertain harm to him lest their secrets should be divulged.' 'This is very common' says Parāśara 'for the king may follow them in their good and bad actions lest his own secrets be divulged.'

The *Kural:* ² defines:
'Where spreads fertility unfailing, where resides a band
Of virtuous men, and those of ample wealth, call that a "land".'

¹ saḍāyāpyāyinodiśāmatāno kuṭuṇāḥ dṛṣṭaśočcāsambhūtvāt hṛtī maṇḍujāḥ.

Bk. i, ch. 8.

² "कुराल कहते हैं कि "

क्रंशोद्धार्य सप्तकं नंतरमनोऽहमम् (731)

वाजयदत्र वाजयदर्मिन सुम्भवित्वानकोऽहम (732)
That is a “land” which men desire for wealth’s abundant share,
Yielding rich increase, where calamities are rare.’

Baudhāyana¹ says: ‘A righteous man shall seek to dwell in a village where fuel, water, fodder, sacred fuel, kusa grass, and garlands are plentiful, access to which is easy, where many rich people dwell, which abounds in industrious people and where Aryans form the majority, and which is not easily entered by robbers.’

What the Kural says:²
‘Waters from rains and springs, a mountain near, and waters thence;
These make a land, with fortress’ sure defence’, is also mentioned by the Kautiliya.³

The fortresses of rivers and mountains are sources of defence to the country parts.

Chapter 74 entitled சட்டை of the Kural corresponds roughly to the chapter on ஜனபிளிவியா of the Arthasastra, Bk. ii, 1.

Chapter 75 entitled பிட்சை of the Kural corresponds roughly to the chapter on துர்கிளியா in the Arthasastra, Bk. ii, 3.

---

¹ प्रभूतिप्रदक्षिणवस्तुसमिक्षामायोपनिषदमणमात्रजनाकुलमनलसस्मुद्भार्ये
जनभूमिर्चस्मदस्यक्शे नामावशिवित्चतयेत्यामिकः ||
II, iii, 51.


² குறள் கையறை குடியார் மிகுந்த பகுதிகள்
கோயில் குட்டிகள் தெய்வம் (737)

³ நடிப்பர்துரோ ஜனபிளிவியா மூட் Ar. Sās., Bk. ii, 3.
What the Kural¹ says:

'Nothing exists, save wealth, that can Change man of nought to worthy man,' is thus explained in the Rāmāyaṇa.²

To a man of wealth, there are friends, and relatives. He is the worthy man of the world, and becomes a pañḍita. He is a man of prowess and wisdom. He is a great man of good qualities.

What the Kural says:³

'Who plenteous store of glorious wealth have gained,
By them the other two are easily obtained,' is explained thus by Vātsyāyana:⁴

Between wealth and kingdom, wealth is superior. Through the means of wealth, loka-yātra and kāma are realized. This is the position of the Trivarga.

---

¹ Q. xiv. 71; Q. xiv. 72; Q. xiv. 73. (751)
² यस्यायाः स्त्रियाः शिष्थिताः यस्यायाः स्त्रियाः बाणवः:। यस्याः स पुंमान् लेके यस्याः स च पतिंद्वः:। यस्याः स च बिक्रान्तियो यस्याः स च बुद्धिमान्। यस्याः स महाभागो यस्याः स महागुण:। Yuddha. ch. 83, 35, 36
⁴ अर्थशास्त्र राज:। अर्थशास्त्र राजो गरीयानः हृतः। तन्मूलक्षायोक्तयात:। वेद्यायांश: हृतः न्यिवयोगप्रतिपति:। Kāmaśāstra, Bk. i. ii, 15-17.
In the *Kural* it is said:¹

'With stronger than thyself, turn from the strife away;
With weaker shun not, rather court the fray.'

Kauṭalya² prescribes: Court agreement of peace with equal and superior foes. Fight with the weaker.

According to the *Kural*³:

'Women of double minds, strong drink, and dice:
   to these giv’n o’er,
Are those on whom the light of Fortune shines no more.'

In the *Arthaśāstra*⁴:

Public censure and loss of wealth are due to Kāma.

. . . Kāma comprises hunting, gambling, women and drinking.

In the chapter on the *Purusāvyasanavarga*, Kauṭalya refers to the four-fold vice under the category of Kāma. These are hunting, gambling, women and drinking. The effects of these evil habits are discussed in detail. Tiruvalluvar, on the other hand, devotes two chapters on the *vyasanas* of women (91 and 92), one

---

¹ *Kurili* 2.0.4.4.15 175
² *Kurili* 7.0.4.15 175
³ *Kurili* 8.0.4.15 175
⁴ *Kurili* 9.0.4.15 175
chapter on drinking (93), and one chapter on gambling (94). Apparently the author of the Kūṟaḻ does not treat hunting as such a vice as the other three. In fact hunting is recognized as a valuable form of exercise to kings by Kālidāsa in his Śākuntala. Nor is Kauṭalya unaware of its beneficial effects.

Book III. KĀMATTUPPĀL

There are two views with regard to this particular section. One is that Vaḻḻuvār gives expression to purely Tamil aspect of Kāma. According to this the whole can be conveniently divided into Kaḻavīyal and Kaṟpiyal, and these again are based on the five tīnais peculiar to the Tamils. But the celebrated commentator of the Kūṟaḻ would again find correspondences between this treatment of the subject and that in Sanskrit literature. According to that authority Kaḻavīyal and Kaṟpiyal correspond to the samyōga and vipralambha of the Kāmasūtra treatises. In the Kaṟpiyal section again Parimēlaḻagar would find corresponding terms for the different incidents like ṣelaḻu (Sans.=pravāsa), āṟṟāmai (Sans.=virāga), viduppū (Sans.=ayōgam), and pulavī (Sans.=mānam). The Sanskritists add the fifth incident sāpa. As this is quite uncommon, says the commentator, Vaḻḻuvār did not include it in his treatment of the subject. While the chapter (116) pirivāṟṟāmai is devoted to ṣelaḻu, the chapters (117-26) deal with the āṟṟāmai. Viduppū is dealt with in three chapters (127-9), while the last four chapters (130-33) are devoted to the incident of pulavī.
CHAPTER V

ADMINISTRATIVE INSTITUTIONS

Sec. I. INTRODUCTORY

The ancient Tamils whose culture and civilization were of no mean order had developed a wonderful system of polity, having very much in common with the North Indian polity, though in some respects strikingly original as we shall see in the sequel. There were organized political and administrative institutions which contributed much to the realization of the muṟṟūḷ or three objects of life and the maintenance of orderliness of the society at large, technically known in Sanskrit literature as the lōkayātra. But the development of this vast political machinery was the result of gradual growth extending over several centuries. By a slow process of evolution the simple organization of a patriarchy, developed itself into a complex organization with a strong central government and local institutions as is evident from the Tirukkural and then into the wider organization of an empire of a confederate type with small states forming auxiliaries to it, a feature of the age of the twin epics the Silappadikāram and the Maṇimēkalai. In other words we mark three chronological epochs in the story of this South Indian polity. These are the epoch of prehistorical times, the epoch of the Tirukkural and the epoch of the twin epics above referred to, answering roughly to an age before the fourth century B.C., the age between the fourth century and the first century B.C., and lastly the period covering the early centuries of the Christian era, approximately from the first to the fifth century.
The chief source of information for this period is the great grammatical work, the Tolkāppiyam. Though the Tolkāppiyam can be roughly taken to be a composition of the fourth century B.C., yet most of the materials which the work treats of are much older and hence valuable in reconstructing the ancient history of South India. South India, in prehistorical days, was peopled by a number of tribes, of whom five could be distinguished according to the geographical classification of the soil—the agriculturists, the pastoralists, the hunters, the people of the seashore and those of the desert. When these tribes began to settle down permanently on the soil, the need arose for some sort of organization. The family organization then led to the formation of a tribal organization of a patriarchal character. The Tamil social organization which had its distinctive characteristics born of environment, as anthropography holds, is unique in having realized the five different stages of human life in prehistoric times. But this social organization left its impress especially on the muullai (pastoral) and the marudam (agricultural) regions. Here the organization of the tribe was a settled fact. Single families led to joint families and these being welded together, became a stable organization of the whole tribe. When society became definitely organized and with an increase in its numerical strength, the neighbouring regions were encroached upon, the territory became expanded in course of time. The tribal chief who was the soldier and the judge rolled into one, became the territorial head, namely, the king.

The evolution of the status of the tribal chief to the head of the kingdom is then clearly seen in the regions

of the mullai and the marudam. The king is designated among other names by kō or kon meaning a cowherd. To the latter cattle was wealth, and the division of property among the sons was the division of the heads of cattle belonging to the family. We know that one form of wealth in earliest times was cattle. Therefore by the term kon is meant that chief, whose wealth was cattle. This assumption is corroborated by the Kalittogai wherein the origin of the dynasty of the Pāṇḍyan kings can probably be traced to the headship of the āyar tribe, the community of the cowherds in the marudam region. The same circumstances favoured the evolution of the institution of monarchy in the agricultural region. Agriculture was the mainstay of the people and catered

1 *Mullaikkali* 104, ll. 4-6.

The cowherd community which sprang up by the side of the ancient family of the Pāṇḍyan King.

(Mullaikkali 104, ll. 4-6.)

The great tribe of the āyars who came after the ancient family of the Pāṇḍyans.

Here nallinam refers to gō of Sanskrit literature and nallinattāyar means cowherds. There is another word pullinam prefixed to the āyars where it refers to the low castes among that community, those engaged in tending sheep and goats according to the commentator on the stanzas 107 and 110. A noteworthy point in this connection is the metaphorical stanza addressed to the king Parāntaka Pāṇḍyan

quoted in the Peruntogai (894)—(Sen Tamil.)

Though the hand which once drove the kō (cattle) with a stick, now holds the lance, it has not given up the driving of kō. Hence though Parāntaka has become the king, will he be bereft of the inborn qualities of a Gopāla (tender of cattle, protector of kings)?

This verse can also be rendered as denoting the divinity of the king as an avatār of Lord Viṣṇu.
largely to the wants of the society. In an age when theft was rife and nomad adventurers were occupying the neighbouring hill, forests and desert tracts, the protection of farming and farmers necessitated the institution of kingship. It is reasonable to assume that the early king performed the same functions as those of the tribal chieftain. He was the warrior and judge. From the section on the Purattinaiyiyal of the Poruladikaram we are in a position to glean details as regards the art of war as practised in ancient Tamil India. Otherwise the Tolkappiyam does not very much help us in determining the functions or rights pertaining to the king of much earlier days, though it makes a distinct mention of the three kings, the Cōla, Cēra and the Pāṇḍya. In fact the institution of kingship was still in an undeveloped stage, whose functions were not yet enlarged, the king being primarily engaged in love and partly in war. Possibly he took part in the public and crude sacrifices in honour of the ancient deities like Vēlaṅ, Māyōṅ, and the several tutelary deities among whom were goddesses also. Again whenever hostilities broke out, he led the host in war and showed much heroic valour in the contest. We do not go here into the details of warfare which depended on the five tiṇais, as these are discussed in a later chapter on the Art of War. Thus, then, there were various forces at work which brought up the genesis of a society from the scattered crumbs of tribal systems. Society expanded itself and a division of classes was distinguished based on profession in one and the same region. There were kings, noblemen, agriculturists, traders, labourers and servants. When social institutions began to stay in the land, the necessity for a leader resulted in the birth of the Kingship which virtually represented the state.
Sec. III. THE EPOCH OF THE TOLKÄPPİYAM

In the age to which Tolkäppiyaṇār belonged, Aryan ideas and ideals had penetrated South India and had influenced a good deal the Tamil culture. For the Tolkäppiyam refers to the four-fold classification of castes, arāsar (Kṣatryyas), aunaṇar (Brahmanas), vanikar (merchants) and vēḻālar (agriculturists). The Vēḻālas became in their turn divided into two classes, the higher and the lower. It is significant to note that the term Sūdra is not to be found in this grammatical work. The petty chiefs or the Kuṟunilamaṇnar generally belonged to the Vēḻāla community. According to Nacciṅarkkiṇiyar these Vēḻālas had marital relations with royal families, served as army commanders and were chieftains of smaller kingdoms. This social democracy of a simpler type was disturbed by a socio-religious institution with the consequence that a complex social organization set in. The result of all this was that the office of kingship grew in power and extent. Much dignity was attached to that institution. The king was hedged in with divinity. In the sūtras of the Tolkäppiyam, we are introduced to two tuṇais, among others belonging to the category of the seven tinais called unnanilai and pūvainilai. According to the first the king is compared to the sacred tree unnam, and this comparison is generally to that conquering monarch who would not retreat from the field of action. That a certain amount of sanctity was attached to this tree is obvious from the fortieth stanza in the Padiṟṟippattu. Again according

1 Poruj Sūtra, 75.
3 Pre-Aryan Tamil Culture, p. 20.
4 60 & 76 ṚṇūṆ ṚṇūṆ, சோழ சோழ.
5 சோழ சோழ.
6 சோழ சோழ,
to the second turai mentioned above, the king is further compared to māyōn or God Viṣṇu, thus showing the sacredness of the king's person. He is a member of the Kṣatriya community whose duties to the state are five in number: teaching, performing sacrifices, gifts, protection and the award of punishment. This is more in accordance with the ruling of the Mānavadharmacāstra.

Whether the kingship was hereditary or elective, we cannot determine with any definiteness from the materials available. That the choice of a king depended on the goodwill of the citizens at large is evident from a turai of the seven tinas entitled pīlahāiyatpu. When a prince of the blood-royal offered a bold front in the battle and secured victory, the people celebrated his success with festivities and crowned him king. From the sutra (76) it can be gathered that there was the institution of a Court of Justice where elders sat in judgment on the cases brought before them. Only duly qualified persons became members. Born of a noble family, learned, of good character, truthful, honest, impartial, pure and unavaricious were the members of this court.

The same sutra contains evidence of another fact of great importance. This was the relinquishing of the throne called kattil. It seems that after having ruled the kingdom according to the established laws of the land satisfactorily and well, the king used to relinquish his office in the evening of his life, to lead a life of penance and prayer. This fact of abdication is also a feature of the North Indian polity. We know even in the historical period that Candragupta Maurya and Aśoka abdicated the throne with the same object.

1 See Ponjadikara arāyiccī, p. 129.
Sec. IV. THE EPOCH OF THE TIRUKKURAL

The Tirukkural marks a definite stage in the evolution of Tamil political institutions. The kingdom has expanded and the social organization has become more and more complex in character. Direct personal rule of the king could no longer be effective or efficient; and a devolution of functions became imperative. The functions of the Central Government and its relations with the local Government came to be defined. The character of the central organization to be found in the Kural was such as ‘welded the local organizations for local purposes into one unity which might be the state of those times. The local organizations were certainly of a democratic character, and rested for certain purposes on the communal basis. The devolution of power was complete. The central organization had merely the control of local administration, the maintenance of peace and order in the country and providing for defence against external enemies.’

The end of the State, according to Valluvar, was der gesellschaftliche cultur zweck. In other words the State wedded itself to the promotion of the material and moral welfare of the people. The means to this end was the realization of the trivarga or the muppāl, constituting dharma, artha and kāma. This was incumbent on the king as well as his subjects. The king was to adhere to the path of virtue in acquiring wealth and enjoying sense-pleasure. Over-indulgence in any one of these three aims of life would lead to rack and ruin. Hence the king is warned to adopt a middle course in the realization of the principle of trivarga. The political maxims are largely swayed by moral and ethical considerations. Expediency is relegated to a subordinate place as it is

a questionable means of realizing the state-ends, proximate and ultimate.

The idea that the State is an organism (saptāṅgam rājyam as described in the Mānavadharmaśāstra\(^1\) and in the Arthaśāstra\(^2\), is also that of Valluvar as is borne out by the Kural. A state is a seven-limbed kingdom. The ministry, fortifications, territory, allies, the army, and the treasury are the six limbs. These together with the king make up the kingdom or the state. The chief constituent element of a state is its territory. Territory implies a definitely-marked area of land well-suited for human habitation and rich in resources on account of its fertility. It is such as will yield an unfailing supply of food-stuffs, and conduce to the healthy existence of the people and cattle. To keep this territory safe and secure, strong defensive works are indispensable. One efficient system of ancient defences was by means of impregnable fortresses. In those days when marauders and highway-robbers infested the land, life and property were not safe, unless the king of the land was strong in arms and possessed a good fort.\(^3\) The king lived invariably in a well-fortified palace, called kōyil. The king’s seat was known as kattil. He was surrounded by his councilors and ministers, besides his personal servants. When the king gave public audience in the Hall of State, both nobles and common people were present. There were bards who sang his benevolent acts and warlike deeds. There were heralds (ahavar) who proclaimed his greatness and Valluvar who published his orders and proclamations.\(^4\)

The king.—The king, according to the Kural, must be one who possesses the following characteristics: courage,

\(^1\) Bk. vi, sec. 1.
\(^2\) See the chapter on the Art of War.
\(^3\) See Pre-Aryan Culture, p. 33.
liberality, knowledge and energy. He must endeavour
to establish virtue (aram) and eliminate vice. While
maintaining strict discipline, the king must rule the land
with grace and love. He should increase his treasure to
be expended on the state, and he must be easily accessible
to every citizen. He should speak pleasant words and
defend the realm with strict justice.\(^1\) He should be
well versed in the right kind of learning which would
make him well disciplined in body and mind.\(^2\) An
unlearned king could not play any useful part in the
Council.\(^3\) Hence he should endeavour to feed his ears
with rare and learned teachings.\(^4\) He should anticipate
and provide against dangers that might overtake the
kingdom and himself, and prepare to face them boldly
and rightly.\(^5\) He should appoint devoted and qualified
men to be his companions and counsellors and in previous
consultation with them make up his mind and act.\(^6\)
The counsellors are the eyes of the king and hence
good companionship is an asset.\(^7\) Says the Kural

'With chosen friends deliberate; next use their
private thought; (judgment)
Then act. By those who thus proceed all works
with ease are wrought.'\(^8\)

The king must not undertake any work rashly. He
should carefully weigh the amount of expenditure it
would involve, and also the return from such expendi-
ture. He should plan his expeditions, without the enemy
getting the least scent of them.\(^9\) In such undertakings,
the strength or otherwise of one's own power, the
suitability of the time and of the place must be taken

\(^1\) Kural-venbās, 382-8.
\(^2\) Ibid., 391.
\(^3\) Ibid., 405.
\(^4\) Ibid., 413.
\(^5\) Ibid., 429-36.
\(^6\) Ibid., 435.
\(^7\) Ibid., ch. xlv.
\(^8\) Ibid., 462.
\(^9\) Ibid., ch. xlvii.
well into consideration,¹—Saktidēśakālabalabalālam of the Kauṭāliya.

The appointment of all the important officers of the State must, in the first instance, be made by subjecting the candidates to severe tests by means of the four upadhās—dharma, artha, kāma and bhaya. Only after having thus been fully satisfied with a man's honesty and loyalty the king should entrust him with an important work. The government servant shall endeavour to promote the arts of peace and try to avert whatever would hinder real progress. Even after the appointment, he shall find out by means of special commissioners whether each officer conducts himself well in his place.² The king must wield a just sceptre by awarding condign punishments to real offenders. When the king rules according to the established laws of the land, then alone will the kingdom be blessed with seasonal and unfailing showers, and the earth yield in abundance. A despotic king, on the other hand, who is not accessible to his subjects, who consults not his counsellors and who is not impartial in dealing out punishments, will lose the confidence of his people and be ruined.³ Hence after proper investigation and trial the case should be decided on its merits. In all his acts and deeds the king must be energetic and ever active. He must display the quality of utthāna which Kauṭālya so much values in a monarch.⁴

The minister.—The next limb of the State is the ministry. The responsibilities of the minister are great. He must be learned and should discharge his functions according to the means, time, and place. He must be firm in his resolution and never tired of strenuous effort. Before any final decision is arrived at, a minister should

---

¹ Kural, ch. xlviii, xlix and 1. ² Ibid., ch. li, lii. ³ Ibid., ch. lv, lvi. ⁴ Ibid., ch. lx.
deeply ponder over its different aspects. He should pursue the path of dharma, and give counsel according to circumstances. Mere theoretical knowledge would not do, but what is wanted is common sense in practical application. He must speak nothing but the truth, even though it should be unpleasant to the king. He is a bad minister who would secretly plot against the ruler.¹

Further, he must speak pleasantly, but rightly and only good things. There must be power in his speech as on it depends the success or failure of the Government. What is more needed is purity in action² and power in action.³ The minister should endeavour to overcome all obstacles in the way of progress and should persevere in this course until success is achieved. He should deal promptly with work on hand as also with the foreign enemy. Neglect and delay may spell ruin. He should never act on his own judgment, but take the advice of experts in the accomplishment of every task.⁴

There was the Council Chamber called avai where the ministers of the state met and discussed the problems affecting the state. The dūtas or ambassadors and the officers of the Intelligence Department who belonged to the category of spies were also drafted from the ministerial class. The several functions and powers of these officers are dealt with in the next chapter on the Art of War. It is said that he is a weak member who has no experience of the Council. Though an eloquent member would carry the Council with him, still to the words of a learned member grown grey in experience, great value was attached. Selfless men would discern the attitude of the members and try to convince them with their

¹ Kural, ch. lxiv. ² நூற்றாண்டாத குறாம். ³ நூற்றாண்டாத நுற்றைல். ⁴ Ibid., ch. lxv-lxviii.
One should not be afraid of the Council and should pursue a middle path. A bold and strong line should always be taken.¹

Other elements of State.—The other elements of the State are then discussed. The State must possess a considerable territory. It must be fertile and filled with righteous men. It must yield an unfailing supply of foodstuffs and be free from disease and famine. According to Valluvar an ideal territory is to be healthy, fertile, pleasant, well-defended and wealthy.² The proper territory is that which is defended by fortifications against the disturbers of peace. The uses of the fortress and the methods of its construction are dealt with in the next chapter.³ The fifth element of the state is the Treasury. A king should aim at a well-filled treasury. Wealth is said to be the unfailing lamp of a state. It must be got by righteous means. Crooked ways of earning wealth are condemned. Wealth is the sure source of strength to a state, and indispensible to the realization of the other two aims of life—dharma and kāma.⁴

The sixth element of the kingdom is the Army. The full host endowed with martial spirit and determined to conquer the foe is the treasure of treasures to a state. Valluvar seems to advocate an hereditary army. A well-disciplined army is not afraid of the horrors of war, but squarely faces them to save the country’s honour and glory. But the success of an army largely depends on its leaders. He is a true hero who shows unflinching courage in the field of action, and considers that day wasted in which he does not receive a wound. Heroic death in the field of battle is the shortest road to heaven.

¹ Kural, ch. lxxii-lxxiii. ² Ibid., ch. lxxiv. ³ See ch. vi of this book, ⁴ Kural, ch. lxxvi.
The last element of the State is the Ally. It is hard to find true friendship. The chief characteristics of friendship are thus stated:

'Friendship from ruin saves, in way of virtue keeps;
In troublous time, it weeps with him who weeps.'

One must thoroughly investigate the character and conduct of a man before making his friendship. The Kural commends old and faithful friends who will stand by one to the end in weal or woe. In chapter lxxxii and the following, Valluvar condemns false friendship, feigned alliance, and such other time-serving alliances. The above examination of the elements of sovereignty would appear to show the author's familiarity with the saptāṅga system of Sanskrit literature.

Sec. V. THE EPOCH OF THE EPICS

From the Kingdom to an Empire.—We have so far dealt with the political theories which were prevalent in ancient Tamil land, and the political ideas and ideals that could be gleaned from the Tolkāppiyam and the Kural. Let us now turn our attention to other works of the Śaṅgam period, especially the two epics from which the institutions mentioned above appear to have been in regular working order at that period. The tribal chieftain has grown into an imperial ruler. Permanent elements of political life are found in big States enjoying independence. A new outlook in politics has come into being. The independent ruler aims at a paramount position of overlordship. In the various odes of the Puram and the Ahom, in the Padirruppattu, and in the twin epics, we have clear indications of this struggle for

1 Kural-venbā, 787.
2 Ibid., 809.
overlordship. In other words, fired with the lust of conquest and imperialistic ideas, the several powerful chieftains engaged in wars with their neighbours and either annexed their kingdoms by defeating them or created vassal states. Some of them even extended their arms to the far distant north as far as the Himalayas.¹ The great Cōla king Karikālaṉ may be said to be the father of this imperialistic movement.² This thirst for universal rule manifested itself in the ambition of the Cōlas, Pāṇḍyas, and the Cēras to realize the organic unity so far as it related to political life. One form of suzerainty was to wear a garland of seven crowns. This was claimed as a matter of right by a powerful monarch of the Cēra line.³ The real authority was glorified, and even became deified.

*The Character of the Kingship.*—The kingship was generally hereditary,⁴ though there was also the system of election which seems to have been of a formal kind. The king was a constitutional monarch. He ruled the land according to the well-established laws of the realm. There was then the anointment ceremony, known as maṇṇumāṅgalam, the abhiṣeka of Sanskrit literature. The kings realized the evil effects of tyrannical rule as well as the beneficent results of just rule. The Maṇimēkalai gives us a graphic description of a tyrant’s reign.

If the king did swerve from the righteous path,
   The planets all would change their course;
If the planets errant turn,
   Would dearth of rain surely ensure;
If dearth of rain there were,
   Nothing on earth would then survive.

¹ *Silap.*, canto v, ll. 89-94.  † *Ibid.*, ll. 95-110.
³ *Padippu.* 14 and its comment: *Silap.*, canto xxviii, 1. 169.
⁴ *Silap.* canto xxvii, 1. 134.
There would then be no room for saying,
That he who rules as king on earth
Should regard as his own the life of each living thing.¹

The characteristics of a just ruler as can be gathered from an ode are to stand heroically in the field of battle and not to harass the retreating enemy, to have only one wife for queen, to appoint learned and impartial judges and award just punishment, and to cement oneself with the bond of friendship.²

The Conduct of the Princes.—One noteworthy feature of this just rule is the conduct of the king towards the princes. Only good and well-behaved sons of the king were anointed as crown princes and were shown due regard and honour. Refractory sons were severely dealt with. There is the semi-legendary story of Manunitikaṇḍacōlaṇ who had his son crushed under the wheels of a chariot for having unwittingly let his vehicle run over a calf, for which its mother, the cow pleaded for justice by approaching the palace and ringing the bell of justice with its horns.³ Other instances are not lacking. Köpperuṇ-Cōlaṇ is said to

¹ See the Purāṇas, attributed to the king Pūtappāṇḍiyam.
² See the Purāṇa 71, attributed to the king Pūtappāṇḍiyam.
³ See the Purāṇas, attributed to the king Pūtappāṇḍiyam.
have banished his two sons out of the kingdom.¹ Tittan the Cōla king at Uraiyyur had his only son Peru-Naṅkili banished.² According to the Maṇimēkalai, when Killivalavan heard his only son Udayakumaran was slain by one Viṅjaiyān (Vidyādhara) for having attempted to commit adultery, he rejoiced at the punishment awarded to him.³

Abdication.—It was also, at that time, a custom for the reigning monarch to abdicate the throne at a certain age and take to a life of penance or the vānaprastha āśrama. It is said that Köpperun-Cōlaṅ relinquished the coveted honours pertaining to the crown and took to penance.⁴ The usual method was that the reigning chieftain nominated his successor, subject of course, to ratification later on, by the Council and the Assembly.

Interregnum.—Sometimes it happened that a king suddenly died and no successor was nominated. This would result in a period of interregnum. There is a graphic but metaphorical picture of such an interregnum in the Silappadikāram.⁵ Bereft of the metaphor the following is the substance of the passage:

Like the stranger chief who, in disquiet times
When the land is sorely troubled, bereft
Of her sovereign lord, with none beside
To ascend the vacant throne and to guard her
With his powerful force, swooping down
Stays to harass the unhappy land
Leaving loyal subjects to weep and wail,
Lawless evil-doers to wax in crime.

This means an interregnum resulted in disorder and anarchy, the mātsyanyāya of the Sanskrit political litera-

¹ Param, 213.
² Ibid., 80.
⁴ Ibid., 214.
⁵ Ibid., iv. ll. 1-26.
ture. The lesser chieftains throw off the yoke of allegiance and attempt to assert their independence. In the confusion that ensues, there is no security for person and property. But it does not necessarily lead to the subversion of law and order. If the administrative machinery is efficient, the government goes on smoothly uninterrupted by the state of arājaka or kinglessness. For example, when the Pāṇḍyan king was suddenly struck dead by the curse of the pious Kaṇṇaki, there was no disorder and it would appear that the Council of ministers carried on the administration until a successor was elected.¹

Peculiar method of election.—If there was a contest about the succession, and if the claimants to the throne were more than one, decision was arrived at by the peculiar method of getting the State elephant to choose and garland the right person. In the commentary on the Paḷamoli² the commentator narrates an interesting story. Once, when the ruler of the Cōla country died childless, a dispute arose as to the succession to the throne. It became a great source of anxiety to the ministry who resolved on the above-mentioned peculiar method of election. Having blind-folded the eyes of the State elephant, they let loose the animal with the resolution to crown as king whomsoever it brought on its back. It is said that this elephant passed through many places and came at last to Karuvūr. Here it took Karikārcōlañ on its back and returned to Kaḷumalam. Karikālañ was then anointed king.

¹ Silap., canto xxvii, ll. 132-8.
² சென்று சிவப் காலை நாட்சின் கோகை
செம்புறை வெப்போத் பாகு—சோமேஸ
செந்திருந்த சுவையா திருந்த புருஷோ
சிருவ ஸிரிய விசே. (62)
The Purohita.—Some of the kings had become so much Aryanized that they performed the yajñas incumbent on the Kṣatriya monarchs. One part of the name of a king goes by the name of the sacrifice itself—Rāja-sūyamvēṭṭa-perunarkili.¹ It is said that Palyānaiccel-kelukuttuvan, brother of Nedunĉeralātan and son of Udiyaṅcēral performed ten yajñas besides feeding the guests on a lavish scale.² The fact that sacrifices were offered by the kings who caused sacrifices to be performed by the Brahmanas shows, beyond doubt, that these kings became Kṣatriyas and adopted the duties of a Kṣatriya ruler as prescribed in the Dharma-sūtras. There is a reference in the Puram (166) to a yajña performed by a Brahmana Viṇṇandāyan (Viṣṇudāsan) of Pūñjārrūr. These and other references to the Vedic sacrifices³ point to a system of social polity marked by the growing influence of sacerdotalism. In other words the Purōsu (San. purōhita) or the State chaplain plays a significant role in the administration. The conquering monarch had trust in his own military prowess, but looked to the priest for a moral sanction of his action and a formal recognition of his deeds. Sacerdotalism inculcated obedience and discipline and led to the permanence of allegiance so long as the king preserved law and order according to the customs of the land. This is in other words a healthy combination of śastra (arms) and śāstra (science), which ultimately leads to the happy consummation, in the words of the Kumātaliya Arthaśāstra. What the Arthaśāstra rules is that sheer prowess is of no avail, as also sheer intellect. Prowess tempered by intellect often leads to success. Such a State progresses, never degenerates.

¹Puram, 367. 
³Puram, 15, 26, 166 and 224.
From the term *amaiccu* which can be translated as ministry, it is inferable that the Purōhita was a member of the ministry. *Amaiccu* is derived from *amaiccan*, the Tamilized form of the Sanskrit word *amātya*. We have definite references from the *Padiruppattu* to the Purōhita of kings like Palyānaiccelkēlukūṭṭuvan and Šelvakkaḍuṅgōṇ. The name of the Purōhita of Celkelukūṭṭuvan is mentioned as Neḷumbāratāyāṇār (Sans. the great Bhāradvāja). It is said that having learnt that his Purōhita was getting ready to go to the forests for penance, the king set out before him.¹

The other reference is in the *padikam* of the Seventh Ten. Here the phrase *Purośu mayakki* occurs. In addressing the king Šelvakkaḍuṅgōṇ, the poet says that he is more dharmaic and learned than his own Purōhita.

It is not difficult to ascertain what the chief functions expected of the royal priest were. The first was to aid the king in the performance of sacrifices. Next, he seconded all the king’s undertakings, whether civil or military, by means of prayers and incantations. Thirdly, it was his duty to forestall and avert all dangers providential or otherwise. We know of the case of the Cēra king Yāṇaikkaṭ-cēy whose death within seven days from the fall of the *dhūmakētu*, the fatal star, was predicted by the astrologer. Nor were his functions purely religious. He advised the king also in matters of general administrative policy.

*Some Royal Amusements.*—Hunting was a favourite amusement. It was a common pastime with the hill-tribes as well as nobles. In ancient India whether to the North of the Vindhya or the South, hunting was a

¹ *Padirru iii. Padikam.*
favourite pastime with the kings and was regarded as an effective physical exercise.1 Hunting expeditions are also referred to in the Kautaliya Arthaśāstra as a source of amusement. Bows and arrows were the chief arms used in hunting, and dogs were also employed by these hunters.2

Under the category of amusements may be mentioned residence at the summer resort of the king. The king lived generally in a well-fortified city. But his life was not confined to the palace. He often resorted to what can now be called a pleasure residence, ilavandi-kaippali.3 It would appear that this residence of the king was situated in the midst of an ideal park, furnished with various mechanical contrivances to be used at the pleasure of the king. The chief among these was to get air and water, wherever desired. It was also known as nirālimandapam4 chiefly used by kings during summer. From the colophon to the odes5 of the Puram it is seen that Pāṇḍyan Naṭmāraṇ and Cōlaṇ Nalaṅ-kiḷḷi-śēṭcenni had each such a pleasure residence. It is also said that the Pāṇḍyan Naṭmāraṇ died in that residence.

The king no autocrat.—Though much importance was attached to the king's person and the kingly institution, still the king was no autocrat. He could not be absolute in the circumstances in which he was placed. His power was so limited by a system of checks and balances, the Council, the Purōhita and public opinion, that he dared not misuse his rights. We have evidence

1 See Kālidāsa's verse in the Śākuntala on the effects of hunting.
2 See PerumpāṇṉṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟrowCount 127-29.
3 நீராலமண்டபம்.
4 கோளன் நலந்தி-செத்தென்னி.
55 and 61.
in practice of the paternal principle so sacred to the Kaññaliya Arthaśāstra and eloquently echoed by the Edicts of Aśoka.\(^1\) The real motive underlying the grand conception is that the king looked upon his subjects as his children. Just as a father would care for the good and welfare of the children, so also the king is expected to bestow his attention on the progress of his State. In the course of his address to the Cēra king Oḷvāṭ-kōpperuṉjēral-irumpōrai\(^2\) the poet Nariverūttalaiyār says: 'Do not be guided by the advice of those who are devoid of love and sympathy and who hence court hell as their future abode. Protect your kingdom as you would your child. It will endow you with a choice gift which is indeed rare and invaluable.'

Thus the ancient rulers of the Tamil land were law-abiding and benevolent. They were actuated by the welfare of the people, and they so conducted themselves as to win the love and esteem of all their subjects. When they felt they had done a wrong, they did not hesitate to call for and submit to the proper punishment. When the Pāṇḍīyan king came to know of the unjust execution of Kōvalan, his heart at once broke, and he died of irreparable grief.\(^4\) Again in the course of his night-rounds round the city, one Pāṇḍīyan king for creating suspicion in a Brahmana of Koṟkai that he went to his

---

\(^1\) Bk. ii. 1: separate Kaliṅga Edicts.
\(^2\) தூரியை விருப்பவுடன்படுவித்து விளம்பிக்கவே
\(^3\) அதன் மற்றும் விளைவு விளை

* Silap, canto xx, ll. 77-8.

Puram 5, ll. 5-9.
house for committing adultery with his wife, cut off his hand as a fitting punishment, and leaving it on the front verandah of the house, returned to his palace.¹ These are two out of many examples to show how the ancient kings loved to pursue the path of āram or righteousness, and whenever they erred they courted voluntary punishment according to the rules laid down in the dharma nūl² as well as the artha nūl.³ Perhaps the nūl which Tiruvalluvar refers to is some Arthaśāstra or Dharmashastra or both. The king who was versed in such sciences based his administration and policy on the rules laid down; and so long as he conducted the ship of the State with that policy, success was ensured, as also life in heaven after death.⁴

Daily Programme.—It would appear that a programme of work was marked out, according to which the king was expected to spend the day and the night. We have no information, however, of the respective division into periods with separate functions allocated to each, as there is in the Arthaśāstra.⁵ From the Puram anthology, we are enabled to see that the day at least, perhaps also the night, was divided into three periods, each of four hours. During the day from 6 to 10 a.m. the king was engaged in religious and spiritual exercises. From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. he was probably seated in the Durbar Hall surrounded by his courtiers, when he dispensed justice. The last four hours of the day were perhaps given to meeting the learned poets and awarding presents to them. The night, excepting the time devoted to rest, amusement, and sleep, was spent in pondering over

¹ Palamoji 102, Silap, katturai, xxiii, ll. 42-52.
² Puram, 34 and the gloss of the 15th.
³ Ibid., 166 see the gloss.
⁴ Puram, 249.
⁵ Blk. I. 19.
other State business, perhaps with regard to enemy and military operation.¹

*Duties and Rights of Kings.*—The concept of *mappāl*, the special feature of the *Kural* is further developed in the Saṅgam works and the aim of the State is said to be the realization of these three ends of life. The king should control the government with the advice of his loyal ministers.² He should again endeavour to follow the established law and not swerve in the least from it.³ But in the administration of the law of the land, the king should be guided by knowledge (*arivu*) and love (*anbu*).⁴ The implication is that the king should possess a full knowledge of the Śastras, and in enunciating his policy he should use that knowledge, tempered, of course, by the noble quality of kindly sympathy. For example, he is asked to put up with the

enemy's acts of omission and commission in the first instance.¹ But the same ode says that, if the enemy should persist in the same course taking advantage of his leniency, he ought to be curbed effectively. In other words, one must not be provocative.² Another ancient ode says that the monarch should be heroic like the sun, loving like the moon and large-hearted like the rains. He must speak sweet words, at once pleasing and convincing. At the same time he should give a patient hearing to what his subjects might bring to his notice. This means that the audience of His Majesty was to be open to all, irrespective of their social status and rank.³ In fact the institution of kingship is deemed so important that it is said that the king is the soul of the world. The king should realize this in the discharge of his duties.⁴ A beautiful ode⁵ says that it is not rice that gives us life nor the waters, but it is the king who endows the world with life. The king ensures security by the exercise of his danda.

The chief functions of the king may then be categorically stated. They were, first, to defend the land against invading enemies and to offer protection to his subjects. In defending the State, the king was to prevent the enemy from crossing the boundary limits. But when once the enemy was in, the monarch should show prowess in the field and achieve full measure of success in the action with or without the help of an ally. The ally who sincerely lent a helping hand was to be applauded.⁶ Such conquest

¹ Puram, 2. ² Ibid., 55. ³ Ibid., 35 and 40. ⁴ Ibid., 86. ⁵ பொருள் அணைய செய்ய விளையாட்டின் முதல், தலைமுறை நீந்து நூற்றாண் பாகப் பெற்றே, பார்வை வாழ்க்கை செய்ய விளையாட்டு கிளைக்குள் வருங்க. Puram, 186. ⁶ Ibid., 190 and 239.
enables the conquering monarch to aim at the dig-vijaya by leading his army round the world to earn an everlasting name both in this and in the other world. It has been generally the ruling passion of Hindu monarchs who aimed at suzerain power. There is an inscription of the Gupta Emperor Samudragupta which is to the same effect; rājādhirājāh prthvīm avajitya divam jayati.

This conquest was righteous conquest of arms, the dharma vijaya of the Arthasastra and of the inscriptions of Aśoka, and the arappōr of Tamil literature. The next duty of the king was to keep law and order. He was to earn money by righteous methods and distribute it among the poets and the deserving. He should protect the poor and the helpless. He was to take particular interest in the promotion of agriculture and commerce. That these two were an index of a nation's prosperity is testified to by the Maduraikkāṇci. We know Nedunçēralātan as patron of trade and agriculture. The idea is that only when the ruler walks in the path of dharma, there will be seasonal rains, good crops, and the people will stand rooted in svadharma, each discharging the duties expected of him by the society at large. Besides, the king engaged himself in certain avowed religious observances. Of these the performance of Vēdic sacrifices was the most important. According to the belief of those times, that king who performed such sacrifices found a place in the kingdom of Indra. Again he was to award gifts, but not to receive any.

---

1 Puram, 31 and 225.  
2 Ibid, 9 and 62.  
3 Ibid, 184 and 239.  
5 Mani, canto i, li. 33-4.  
7 Puram, 26, see supra.
This receiving of gifts by a monarch, it may be noted in passing, is severely condemned by the Dharmaśāstras. It seems to have been a common notion that the ruler of the land could give, but not take.\(^1\) To advert to what we have already said, a righteous king who lived to a ripe old age, abdicated the throne and went to the forests to do penance and prayer.\(^2\)

To make his administration a success and to win eternal fame for himself the king is enjoined by the Arthaśāstra not to indulge in many vices of which the chief are four. These are hunting, women, drinking and gambling.\(^3\) According to an old stanza quoted by the commentator of the Purapporul venbāmālai, the king is asked to avoid the seven vices.\(^4\) These are hunting, harsh speech, torture, gambling, covetousness, drinking, and sexual commerce (kāma).\(^5\)

Hunting is not generally condemned as it would produce a salutary effect, mental and physical.\(^6\) Neither sexual pleasures nor drinking is totally disallowed.\(^7\) In an ode it is said that anger which is worse than lust will vanish before the sparkling face of the devoted queen.\(^8\) There are numerous references to the custom of taking liquor and sharing it with worthy guests. For example, Avvaiyār

\[^1\text{Ibid., 217, 251-2.}\]
\[^2\text{Ibid., 217, 251-2.}\]
\[^3\text{Bk. viii, 3.}\]
\[^4\text{Cf. ix, p. 37.}\]
\[^5\text{Cf. Kāmandaka, xiv, 21-6, 43-61.}\]

The same stanza is quoted by Parimēlaḻagar in the commentary on the Kural-venbā, 566.

\[^6\text{Cf. Puram, 152.}\]
\[^7\text{Cf. Kāmandaka, xiv, 21-6, 43-61.}\]
\[^8\text{Puram, 6.}\]
was offered wine by the chieftain Adigamāṇ.\(^1\) Gambling also was in vogue. The gambling instrument is known as nāy. It was commonly done in the public hall of the village or city.\(^2\) It appears that this was a hobby not only with the royal chieftains, but also with learned Brahmans. Sometimes both the prince and the Brahmana engaged themselves in it. We have a classical instance of Māvalāttāṇ, brother of Nalaṅkīllī engaged in gambling with the Brahmana Kaṇṇaṇa.\(^3\) We shall conclude this section by quoting an informing verse of the Purāṇopuḷu venbāmālai.\(^4\) In this stanza the poet puts in a nut-shell what is expected of a true king. It runs, ‘Oh king, you have taken possession of the battlefield having understood the two (good action and bad action) by the one (knowledge ātma); you have controlled the three (ally, enemy and neutral: or the three-fold sakti, prabhu, utsāha and mantra) and have conquered the four-fold division of the army (or the four means of sāma, dāna, bhēda and dānda). May Your Majesty, the conqueror of the world surrounded on all sides by the ocean, live long and happy, having overcome the five (five senses) expanded the six (the six limbs of sovereignty or the sādgunyam)\(^5\) and avoided the seven (vices)’.

1 See supra, pp. 66-7; cf. Puram, 56.
2 Puram, 52.
3 Ibid., 43.
4 வென்றமலை முக்கிலை அராத்தியன் கார்கில்காரன் மாவக்கு பூக்குளசு ஆளினநாத தமிழகன் பதிவு குறிப்பிட்டு கேட்டு. (225)
5 An old stanza quoted by the commentator runs thus:—

The Sanskrit parallel may be:

\(\text{'Arthāśāstra, Bk. vii, ch. 1.}\)
Sec. VI. THE COUNCIL

A group of eighteen officials.—The remark has been already made that the king's policy was controlled by a system of checks and balances, of which the Council was the chief factor. The Piṅgalandai, which, though comparatively a late work, is valuable as transmitting ancient Tamil tradition, makes the significant remark that a king was surrounded by eighteen different kinds of officials who aided him largely in carrying on the government. These included the five constituents of the Council—the mantrin, the purōhiṇa, the sēnāpati, the dūka, and the cāra, the group of eight officials—the Superintendent of the Accounts, the Head of the Executive, the Officer of the Treasury, the Chamberlain, the Representatives of the citizens, the Commander, the elephant-warriors, and horse-warriors, and another group of five—Intimate friends, Brahmanas, Cooks, Physicians and Astrologers.

The last five are said to be the Uruṭiccūram.

The first five are said to be mantiracūram.

The two technical terms in this connection are aṁ-perūṅkulu and eṁperyāyam. These terms occur jointly and severally in different places in the Śaṅgam literature. The term kulu is only another term for āyam.

1 See supra, p. 196.
2 In the pāyiram of the Elādi, one of the works belonging to the category of the Kikkanakkku—an old commentator explains the term Arunāhvar (அறுநாவர்) in the introductory verse as the twenty-four officials and departments connected with the administration of the kingdom. Of these twenty-four, the same eighteen are given and the other six are the six limbs of sovereignty mentioned by the author of the Kural.
3 See Divakaram; also Tamil Lexicon, vol. i, pt. iii, p. 520.
4 See the Piṅgalandai, ch. v, 44-7.
5 d-vaṇṭaṁnāyam.
6 Mani., xxviii, 1, 184.
7 Siṉaṉ, iii, 126 v, 157; xxvi. 38; Mani, 1. 17; Perūṅkatai ii. 5, 6; Ibid., 13, 3; iv. 95; v. 6, 37.
Another interpretation of enpērayam.—The term enpērayam, otherwise known as enperuntuvaivar, is commented on also in a different way, though loosely. These eight are those who adorned the king with a tilaka in his forehead, who decorated him with flowers, who presented to him undergarments and clothings, who offered him betel, who attended to his upper-dress, who offered him ghee and so on.¹ A reference to the supply of ghee to the king's household in Madura² shows that there must have been eight separate establishments, all catering for the needs of the royal household.³ This interpretation seems to bear no political interest. Neither will this interpretation nor interpreting the term āyam as attendants on the queen fit in with the circumstances mentioned in the Śaṅgam classics. Most of these officials belonged to the royal entourage who followed the king in public tours, processions, festivals and similar occasions.⁴

The tirthas of the Arthaśāstra.—The above three groups of officials, numbering eighteen, suggest a comparison with the eighteen departments of Government according to the Sanskritists. These departments are generally designated tirthas and these are mantrin, purōhita, sēmāpati, yuvarāja, dauvārika or door-keeper, antarvāṁśika (chamberlain), praśāstā (secretary in charge of prisons), samāhartā (collector-general), sannidhātā (finance-minister), pradeśṭr (chief police officer), nāyaka

¹ The term Kañjukaṇ occurs in the Mañimēkalai, Canto, xxviii, l. 128.
³ Silap., vii, l. 7.
⁴ See also commentary of the Silap., p. 147.
(leader of infantry), pauravyavahārika (judge at the capital), karmāntika (director of mines and industries), mantripariṣadadhyakṣa (secretary to the council assembly), danḍapāla (leader of the army corps), durgapāla (officer in charge of the fortresses), antapāla (frontier guards), and āṭavika (forest-chiefs). 1 Dr. K. P. Jayaswal would separate paura and vyavahārika. 2 If this could be accepted, the paura may correspond to the nagaramākkal or nagaramāntar of the Tamil literature. Most of these agree but some offices are different from the tirthas of Sanskrit literature. The latter furnish a rough parallel at the most.

Passing on to the subject proper, we find the first group of the five (aimperukulu) as the council of the king who invariably consulted it, and acted according to its decision. 3 This consisted of the Chief Minister, the Purōhita, the Commander-in-Chief, the Ambassador and the Intelligence Officer. It is not altogether correct to render the term aimperukulu as five great bodies. We would interpret it as the important group of the five, the cabinet, to speak in terms of modern political science. Of these, reference has already been made to the Purōhita 4 and reference will be made in the following chapter to the Commander-in-Chief, the Ambassador and the Intelligence Officer. The mantrin is the Chief Minister and this implies that there were other ministers or amatyas. On the qualifications of the minister, the Maduraikkāṇci says: ‘A true minister shall note the good and the bad in the king and advise him to conduct himself with love and righteousness and thus keep him in the right path so that nothing would be said of him (the minister) and so that

1 Arthaśāstra, Book i, 12.
3 For another view, see K. A. Nilakaṇṭha śāstri, the Pāṇḍyan Kingdom, pp. 32-3.
4 See supra, pp. 194-5.
the king's fame may spread throughout the kingdom. The term kāvidi in the passage quoted suggests that this description has reference more to the finance minister. When Šeṅguṭṭuvan set out on his northern expedition in the auspicious hour fixed by the astrologer, among those who accompanied him and blessed the undertaking were the aimperui̇kuḷu and the enpērāyam. On the eve of his march the king called for a conference of his officials and spoke to them of his resolution. On this the āsān (purōhita) and the mauttikan (mauhūrtika) addressed him and agreed with him. What is remarkable is that in the Council chamber, the queen also was present and took part in the deliberations. The other officers mentioned in the Silappadikāram are the chief executive officers (karumavinaiñar), accountants (kaṇakkiyai vinaiñar), judges (tarumavinaiñar), army officers (tantiravinaiñar) and the astrologer (perunkani). In another place we have the mention of the following officers, āsān (purōhita), perunkaṇi (astrologer), arakkalattantarā (judges), kāvidi (revenue officers), mantirakkanaṇkka (counsellors). The last are also called mantiraccūram.

The passage in the Puram and the comment on it certainly lend support to the view we have taken that the king
had a Council which he consulted before taking any final action. As the policy of the State was dependent on their advice and guidance, utmost care was taken to appoint suitable men for these responsible posts. The ministers are known as kalaikkanālar,1 (i.e.) those who possess the eye of knowledge. The term kalaikkanālar perhaps answers to the expression jñānacakṣuh of the Arthaśāstra. It is said there were sixty-four branches of learning. The ministers were expected to have learnt all this to effectively handle and direct the machinery of government. Mere theoretical knowledge was not enough. They should be practical men of the world and should be also aged enough to bring their mature experience to bear on the policy of the State.2

Sec. VII. THE DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION.

Though there is not much material available in the ancient literature of the Tamils for constructing a history of the department of finance under the Tamil kings of those days, still, there are some terms and expressions which, if properly interpreted and understood, would go a long way to make out a case for this important institution. It needs no saying that a State could not go on without finances, and no finance would be sound if it be not properly managed and controlled. That the management of this department was vested in a body of officials who went by the name kāvidi is evident from the Silappadikāram.3 From the circumstances in which the term is mentioned, it is reasonable to assume that the kāvidi was the chief

1 Cintāmani, 19-24.
2 See Paṇdit Swaminātha Aiyar: Jñānacakṣuh 109, p. 109. For other qualifications of the minister see Elādi (17) : also Sirupaṅcamūlam, 58.
3 xxii, Alarpadukadai, 1. 9; cf. Perunkatai, ii. 3, 144.
finance minister whose headquarters was at the capital and whose chief duty was probably to see that the revenues due were collected in season and in the proper way. The kōvidi can be compared to the sannidhātā or the samāharta of the Arthaśāstra. According to the Silappadikāram, he is one of the five chief officers of the State who advised and were advised in turn by the king on great affairs affecting the kingdom. Ālumbil-vēl seems to have been the finance minister of Cēraṅ Seṅguṭṭuvan. The king ordered him to go with his establishment āyakkanakkar round the country and proclaim in his name remission of taxes in honour of the founding of the temple to Kaṇṇaki. Yet another term karanattiyalavar, one among the eṇpērāyam points to another class of officials connected with taxation and finance. It is rather difficult to make out the specific duties assigned to these two classes of officials, though it is plausible to argue that they had different functions to discharge.

Sources of Revenue.—The Taniḻagam was chiefly an agricultural country and hence a considerable portion of the revenue came from the land, which was generally one-sixth of the produce. What is noteworthy is that Sanskrit texts mention the same rate. The Kural says how one should distribute his income remaining after the payment of the recognized one-sixth to the king,

\[
\text{Cf. Puram, 17.}\]

\[1\] Silap, canto xxviii, II. 204-6.

\[2\] See Hindu Adm. Insti., p. 163.
among the five persons—the departed manes, gods, guests, relatives and self.

The *Purapporul Venbamalai* which mentions the same rate of the one-sixth\(^1\) promulgates the important theory of protection and taxation. In other words the taxes to the king are regarded as wages paid to him for the protection he affords, and if occasion rose, the people might cease to pay the taxes and apply to the king for remission. An instance in point is that a poet Nāgaṇār who was an agriculturist by profession, found the economic law of diminishing returns operating in his fields, and knowing that he could not get justice from the lower officials, approached the Cōla king Kiliḷivalavaṇ and pleaded his cause before him. After hearing what the poet said, he ordered remission of revenue.\(^2\)

The other source of revenue was commerce. The existence of big mercantile communities like Ippar, Kavippar, Perukkuṇi, dealing in active commerce both by sea and land, the fact that these merchants were the wealthiest community of the times, and also the fact of the king awarding them title like the Eṭṭi, go to demonstrate a flourishing condition of trade. The *Paṭṭimappalai* refers to the Customs Officers who were in charge of commodities exported to, and imported from, foreign lands. There were toll-houses where tolls, varying according to the nature and quality of the articles, were levied by special officials appointed for the purpose.\(^3\) Valluvar mentions this income as one of the three sources

---

\(^1\) *Kural*-venṭi, 756.

\(^2\) See Puram, 35.

\(^3\) *Ibid.*, 120-37.
which go to the king legitimately. The other two are those coming from mines and spoils of war. We may here draw attention to the special act of the Pāṇḍya Neṇūnjelīyanaṇ who, on a representation from a young and poor poet, who suddenly grew wealthy by rich presents from an unexpected quarter, for which the lower officials meted out to him unjust punishment, ordered that in his kingdom, treasure-finds and other legitimately acquired income belonged, of right, to the discoverer. What we have to note specially is the relinquishing by the king of his right to treasure-troves.\(^1\) Other important sources of income which swelled the king's treasury\(^2\) are the spoils of war, tributes and voluntary contributions. That the first two were normal, is seen from several poems of the Purāṇam.\(^3\) Occasional and voluntary contributions especially by the hill-tribes both in kind and in cash were another good source of income. The Silappadikāram mentions that, when king Śeṅguṭṭuvan passed through the Nilgiris, many a present was given to him by the hill-men.\(^4\) There were certainly other sources of revenue as testified to by the inscriptions of the Pallavas, Pāṇḍyas and Cōlas. These are not examined here as the scope of the book has been mainly restricted to Tamil literature. Suffice it to say that the various sources of revenue mentioned above are only reminiscences of an earlier epoch, and hence most of them are undoubtedly ancient forms of taxation.

*Principles of Taxation.*—The king was either a righteous or an unrighteous tax-gatherer. Unrighteous methods of collecting taxes are condemned in unequivocal terms.

\(^1\) *Silap.,* canto xxiii, ll. 128-9.

\(^2\) For the treasury see *Sīrupāṇcamūlam,* 40.

\(^3\) See for example 22, ll. 25-7; 97, ll. 19-21; 387, ll. 12-13.

\(^4\) Canto xxv, ll. 35-55.
The first and the equitable method is applauded. In this connection we can recall an informing ode in the Puram. It says that even though the extent of the land is less than a mā, if one would make a ball of dried paddy and continue to offer it to an elephant every day, it would be possible for him to continue the same for a long time to come. On the other hand, if the extent of the land is more than a hundred sēy, and if an elephant is allowed to eat of it at its will, the amount of waste caused by the crushing of the grains under its feet will be very much more than what it would ordinarily consume. In the same way if an intelligent king would gather moderate and equitable taxes, his treasury will grow a thousand-fold and he himself will get recognition and fame. If, on the other hand, the king lacks wisdom and is surrounded by officers who are not versed in the equitable path but support him in whatever way he goes, and levies reckless imposts from his subjects, like the elephant that entered the paddy-store, he will not himself enjoy, and the State will be reduced to the verge of ruin.¹ In another ode of the same anthology (75) the term ‘kudipuravirakkum Kūrīḷāṁmais-sīriyōṁ’ refers to the ignoble king who asks for more than the usual and fixed one-sixth part of the revenue.² Quite appropriate to this prescription is that of the Kural...

¹ Cf. 197, ll. 15-19.
which compares a king backed by the power of his
\textit{danda} asking for more money than what is due, to a high-
way robber with a sword in his hand asking a lonely
traveller to surrender all his possessions.\(^1\)

\textit{Items of Expenditure}.—With regard to items of ex-
penditure, we know definitely two items. One is the
enormous money spent by the State on irrigation.
The other was presents to the worthy and the deserving.
The king whose interest in irrigation was great, was
Karikārkcōlaṅ. In addition to the several literary
evidences, there is the certain evidence of epigraphical
testimony\(^2\) that Karikālaṅ raised substantial embankments
for the river Kāviri for the purpose of irrigation. In
speaking about the achievements of the same monarch,
the \textit{Paṭṭinappālai}, a Śaṅgam work, refers to his construc-
tion of tanks and wells and to such other productive
works thus converting the jungle into an inhabitable
country.\(^3\)

With regard to the second item, we know the liberality
of these Tamil kings who awarded gifts to the poets and
poetesses who looked for their patronage. In fact every
king celebrated in the Śaṅgam anthologies, is celebrated
for his munificence. Besides cash which was the usual
form of gifts, the grant of \textit{brahmadēya} lands was also in
practice. According to the \textit{Padirṛuppattu} the Cēra king
awarded such \textit{piramadēya} lands to the poet Kumāṭṭūrk-
kaṇṇaṅār.\(^4\) This was, in other words, the means to
realize the two ends of the State, viz. education and
religion, on which depends the progress of society.

\(^1\) \textit{Kaṭṭhakal} \textit{kēṭṭimālā} \textit{pāṭ̄havāmām

\textit{Ganapati} \textit{kēṭṭimālā} \textit{vīraṇ.} (552)

\(^2\) \textit{Ep. Ind.}, vii, p. 125.

\(^3\) \textit{l. 284 f.}

\(^4\) \textit{II padikam. Cf. Ar. Sās.} on the gifts of \textit{brahmadēya} lands to the
\textit{Srōtriyas, pīviks} and \textit{Purūhitas}. 
Other items of expenditure connected with the royal household, the civil and military establishments, and other undertakings of a productive or unproductive character, we know little about. Unfortunately we do not have enough materials which could throw light on these and other topics of interest connected with fiscal administration.

Sec. VIII. ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

The Concept of Law.—Law as understood to-day is quite different from the conception of law in ancient Tamil India. Law to the ancient Indians, whether of the north or the south of India, was the customary law, the law of diverse peoples. There was in fact no legislature which made and unmade laws. In very ancient times, the king represented the State as the administrator, as the leader of hosts in war and as the judge. But with the expansion of the State, arose other institutions. A need was felt for the distribution of power among institutions which shouldered the responsibility in behalf of the State. One among such institutions was the department of Justice. The king entrusted the work of administering justice to a body of officials who were held responsible for the proper conduct of justice. Invariably the members of this body were Brahmanas, and the Hall of Justice was called arak-kalam.¹ This term is rendered tarumāśanam (Sans. Dharmāsana) by the commentator.

A High Sense of Justice.—The pregnant observation of the author of the Kural, namely, that it is not the lance² that gains victory but only a righteous administration

¹ புராணாதாரம். Silap., cant. xxii, ll. 8, 26, 246; xxviii, 1. 222.
² புராணாதாரம் வைரப்படும் சிம்மான கோபம் கோபாரை பன்முகம். Kural-vaṭṭa, 546.
that contributes to success, is corroborated by the *Puram* where the observance of the dharmaic rule is said to be essential to, and incumbent on a king.\(^3\)

In more than one place in the *Silappadikāram*, it is said that, if justice was not properly meted out, the king would not survive it.\(^2\) In fact this is mentioned as the chief characteristic of the Pāṇḍyan kings.\(^3\) With such a high sense of justice, then, the ancient Tamil kings left no stone unturned for meting out proper justice to the wronged and the innocent. There was a special department of justice, composed of highly learned Brahmanas well versed in Śāstrica lore. The king was of course the High Court of Appeal. The *Kural* prescribes:

‘Search out, to no one favour show, with heart that justice loves
Consult, then act: this is the rule that right approves.’

‘Hard of access, nought searching out, with partial hand,
The king who rules, shall sink and perish from the land.’

These two *Kural-venbās*\(^4\) concisely state on what lines the administration of justice is to be conducted. Awarding punishment without a searching inquiry into the whole case, showing special favour to one party or the other, are severely condemned. In the *Kural* polity the king was still the judge, though he consulted

---

beforehand men learned in law. Impartiality is insisted upon. The king should so administer justice that he might win the love and esteem of the people. Easy accessibility, patient hearing and right punishment are the qualities of a righteous monarch.

'The king bestowed sympathetic thought on those who desired justice to be done to them and got the grievances of others righted as wished for by them.'

Again: 'If the king, who is easily accessible to his citizens and acts in accordance with the established law of the land would but desire, rains will instantaneously pour in.'

_The sabhā at Uraiyyur._—But by the time the epics were composed, a separate department of justice had come into being. We have the mention of the sabhā at Uraiyyur, the Cōla capital, as a model Court of Justice. We have the testimony of an ancient poet Mārokkattu-Nappāsalaiyār in an ode in the _Puram._

Thus the sabhā at Uraiyyur must be considered very ancient, where justice was administered according to the established laws.

---

1. (Perumān, ll. 443-4.)
3. _Silap.,_ canto v, ll. 135-8.
4. _Narrinai, 400, ll. 7-8._
Capital Punishment.—We know of cases where punishment was awarded without thorough investigation and which cost not only the monarch's life but the ruin of his whole capital city. When Kövalan took his wife's anklet for sale to the market, the State goldsmith placed him in safe custody and informed the king that the anklet resembled the one that was lost in the palace. Without going into the merits of the case, the king at once ordered his execution. Even the executioners hesitated for some time before they performed the unpleasant and unholy task entrusted to them. But the royal order must be obeyed. Poor Kövalan was executed. When his wife Kaṇṇaki came to know of this, she ran with breathless haste to the Durbar hall, and so proved the innocence of her husband that the Pāṇḍyan king fell down from the throne broken-hearted, for having committed a great blunder by inflicting capital punishment on the innocent.¹

An Incident from Karikāla's Life.—Karikārcōlan came to the throne when very young. Once, two old men, the plaintiff and the defendant came to his palace to prefer a complaint before him. Finding the king too young and inexperienced, they preferred to place their case before the Court of Justice. Hence they withdrew from the palace and sought the aid of the Law Court. Here the king appeared disguised in the attire of an old man and sat on the judgment seat. The two men were not able to recognize that he was the king himself in the guise of a judge. He then gave his judgment which pleased both the plaintiff and the defendant.² Whether these examples are historically true or otherwise, they are

¹ Silap. canto xvi, l. 115 ff.
² See the Palamolī (21) and the commentary thereon. See also, Mani. iv, ll. 107-8; Porunagārṇppadai, ll. 187-8.
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valuable in so far as they portray the ideas prevalent in those days, and the conception of the administration of justice as a sacred trust with the kings.

A Court of Justice.—It is evident that there was then a Court of Justice known as manram,1 avai,2 avaikkaalam,3 the sabhā of Sanskrit literature, in the chief cities where both civil and criminal causes were taken cognizance of, tried, and decided. We have, however, no materials to show whether there were separate courts for civil suits and for criminal causes. But it is just possible that there was more than one manram in one and the same city. But this by itself cannot prove the existence of separate courts. It is more reasonable to hold the view that the same court dealt with both kinds of causes. The judges were largely guided by what is known as dharma-nūl,4 and as nūl is śāstra, the dharmanūl may be some Dharmasāstra, as the judges were of the Brahmana community. What Dr. Jayaswal has remarked5 about the Brahmana judge of Hindu Administration will be equally applicable to the Tamil Administration. He says: 'Law proper and Law ecclesiastical in administration tended to unite into one and unite in the hand of the Brahmana judge. And the Brahmana was fairly above the influence of the king.'

Other Officers.—The other officers belonging to this department are not mentioned in sufficient detail. There is however warrant for the assumption that there was a Superintendent of the Jail, from the mention of the terms meaning Jail in an ode of the Puram (74) and the twin epics.7 That there were Jail guards and that great

---

1 Puram, 89, 135, etc., 2 Ibid., 39; 3 Ibid., 71, 1. 8 and 83, 1. 3.
4 Ibid., 15 and 34.
6 Śāmūḍ, Śāmūḍa Śaracā. 7 Śilap, xxiii, 103; Mani, canto xix, 1. 133, etc.
restrictions were placed on the Jail officers in regard to the treatment of prisoners is evident from an ode in the Puram and the colophon to it. According to this, the king Cēraman Kanaikkal Irumporai who was defeated and taken prisoner by the Cōlan Šēnganān was interned at the penitentiary in the Kuḍavāyir Kōṭṭam. Asking for water when thirsty and not getting it in time, he refused to drink the water offered later on by the officers, but went on hunger strike and died.

Release of Prisoners.—A noteworthy point in this connection is the release of prisoners. It would appear that a general amnesty was declared on the occasion of the celebration of the birthday of the king. This birthday is designated as Pcrunā and Pcrumaṅgalam. Such general amnesty was also granted on other similar occasions. For example, on the occasion of the founding of the temple for Pattinidēvi, Šēnguṭṭuvan ordered the release of State prisoners like Kaṇaka and Vijaya as well as other ordinary prisoners.

Offences and Punishments.—There were offences of a civil character. One was failure to repay the debts incurred, as will be seen from a reference in the Siru-
pañcamūlam, one of the eighteen poems in the category of Kālkkanaṅkku. Among the criminal offences were theft, adultery, treason or rājadṛoha, assault and so forth. The punishments were of different kinds such as imprisonment, mutilation of limbs, and sentence of death. In the age of the Silappadikāram, there was in existence a treatise on theft, Karavaṭa. To this the executioners of Kōvalan make a reference. Two examples of expert thieves are mentioned. One night a thief dressed in a woman’s attire, entered the bed-room of the brother of king Neṇuṇjeliyan, without anybody’s knowledge, in the shadow caused by the lights in the palace. When the prince was fast asleep, he removed the diamond-necklace from his body; immediately the prince woke up and unsheathed his sword in the dark. Getting hold of the sheath, the thief skilfully managed the thrusting of the sword into the sheath, though aimed at him. Finding this, the prince engaged him in a wrestling fight, when the thief drew him near a pillar of the room and disappeared. No one knew, how or where. The other instance is that of a thief who was dark in colour and appeared in the dead of night and got hold of a man who unsheathed his sword. The thief managed to get hold of the sword, and ran away with it.

Treachery to the king was visited with equally severe punishments. For committing adultery the punishment

---

1 hempal canto xvi. ii. 190-212. For a description of a thief and his implements see Maduraṅkāsti, ii. 639-42.

2 There is a case of suspicion of treason. Poet Ijlindattan was suspected of being a spy and the Cōḷa king ordered his execution. His innocence being proved, he was left alone. Puram, 47, cf. 46.
was to cut off the offender's legs. Even the great moralist statesman Tiruvalļuvar accepts and approves the sentence of death so that criminal offences might be minimised.

It would thus appear that capital punishments were in vogue and were put in operation only when the nature of the case called for the same. Otherwise, punishments were equitable and mild, and based on law and custom. It is remarkable to note that offences committed by a Brahma were not visited with such severe punishments. When Māvaḷattān, brother of prince Nalaṅkīḷī and the Brahma Kaṅnaṅār were engaged in a game of dice, and when the latter did not play a straight game, the prince grew angry and reprimanded the Brahma. On this, the latter made the significant remark that none of his predecessors had treated the Brahmans in the manner in which he did. The prince realized his mistake and asked for pardon for having done so unwittingly.

This is mentioned here, only to show the regard and the esteem in which the Brahma was held in Tamil India.

Witnesses.—When a certain case was presented to the Court, one method of enquiry was by the examination of witnesses. There were then, as now, both false and true witnesses. The Śīṟupāṅcāmūlam condemns the witness who deposes to an untruth. The false witness is mentioned as one among the six offenders of a State. The other five are—pseudo-sannyāsins, housewives loose in morals, disloyal ministers, adulterers and tale-bearers. In different places in the Šīḷappadikāram,
deposing as false witness is treated as a great crime. Thus we see how carefully justice was administered in ancient Tamil India and the dignity of law and order maintained.

Sec. IX. VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION

Political Divisions.—The village which is known by different names such as āṟ, pēṟūr, (big village) mūdūr, (old village) śīṟūr (small village) is the unit of administration in the Tamil polity. Sometimes one village and sometimes a group of villages formed the unit of administration. A number of such villages or their groups constituted a nāḍu. Above this was the territorial division of the maṇḍilam. The maṇḍilam connoted the geographical limits covered by the central administration. Between the nāḍu and the maṇḍilam, there was another political division of the territory Kūṟram or Kōṭṭam (district). Invariably on the border limits of the maṇḍilam lived subordinate kings who are known as the vēḷir. These subordinate kings are called Kurunila-maṇṇarkaḷ. These were smaller chieftains who enjoyed semi-independence for they were subject to the suzerainty of the king at the capital. The latter is designated as kō or muṭivēndan.

The Village, a Self-contained Unit.—Every village was a self-contained unit. Agriculture was of course the main profession of the people. Mere agriculture could not make the village economically independent of other villages. So, cottage industries were a special feature. There was, then, a division of the whole people of the village into occupational or functional groups which became in course of time hereditary and which consequently assumed the status of separate castes. In the Puram, Māṅguḍi Kilār makes a reference to some occupational castes—tuḍiyan (a player on the drum
denominated tuṭi), pāṇaṇ (bard), paṟaiyaṇ (drummer) and kaṭamban, (an agriculturist). To these the Perum-pañāṟṟuppaṭai adds fisherman (vaḷaiyar), traders and merchants (vaṇikar), and cultivating labourers (vaḷavar). The early organizations were, then, communal in character, and all the different groups engaged in various trades and professions contributed to the growth of the great village community, an institution which is regarded as something unique by the modern political theorist.

How the village community functioned effectively and efficiently in the realms of social, political, economic and religious life of the village is evident from the monumental reports of the Madras Epigraphist. The South Indian inscriptions often draw our attention to such institutions with full details of their organization and administration. These have not been pressed into service here inasmuch as these portray a state of society long posterior to the sixth century after Christ, an epoch outside the pale of the Šaṅgam. As the present study is mainly confined to Šaṅgam age, we refrain from making an elaborate use of the inscriptions.¹

Details of Village Administration.—Confining ourselves, then, to the data furnished by the Šaṅgam literature, we find only one feature of the village administration, namely, the administration of justice. We have not sufficient materials for determining the political relations between the Central Government and the Local Government represented by these tiny republics of village communities. It would appear that the village community agreed to make a fixed annual contribution to the Central Executive; and so long as this was forthcoming regularly, there was no need for interference on the part of the

¹I have utilized the data furnished by epigraphy in my Hindu Administrative Institutions, chap. vii, secs. iv. and v.
Central Government with the internal management of the village. Indeed the village enjoyed absolute autonomy in the management of its internal affairs with the help of the village elders who formed themselves into various committees for supervising particular interests like gardens, tanks, etc. The village affairs were settled by the unanimous decision of the elders who generally assembled under a big tree. The assembly thus convened is called manram, and also Podiyil.

Four kinds of trees are mentioned as relating to a manram. In fact the manram takes its name from that particular tree under which it is located. These are Irattimaṇṭram (jujube), vilāmaṇṭram (wood-apple), palāmaṇṭram (jack), and Vēppamaṇṭram (margosa). This does not mean that only under these trees were the manrams held. As a matter of fact, there is the mention of the assemblage of the Kōsar underneath the shade of an old banyan tree with thick branches spreading in all directions. Generally, this tree was in front of the village. In some places it was also in the centre of the village. Manram simply means a public place. It was put to different uses. First, it was the common pasturage of the village where cattle were allowed to graze. Secondly, it served as the village theatre...
and the dancing hall.\(^1\) Thirdly, it was a place often frequented by the members of the fair sex who participated in the social enjoyments of the village. It is said that when once their husbands were dead, the women ceased going there.\(^2\)

The village assembly met to hear causes and award punishment according to the gravity of the offence. Other affairs of local importance also came under its jurisdiction. The members were generally the elders of the village in whom the people of the village had absolute confidence on account of their integrity and impartiality. This is testified to by no less a poet than Perunkunṟūrkiḷār in addressing the Cōla king Ilanjetcenni.\(^3\)

The manṟam was then a village sabhā or council where the village business was transacted by the villagers themselves, an extension of the true principle of democratic government.

Even the safeguarding of the village from robbers and other undesirables, rested chiefly with the village community. There was an excellent system of night-watchmen who were entrusted with the guardianship of the village during nights. They generally went round the streets of the village with lights in their hands at dead of night.\(^4\)

Not only was the protection and defence of the village, but also the proper maintenance and upkeep carefully attended to. It seems that grain-dealers and other merchants often passed through these roads with costly merchandise. Lest they should be waylaid and plundered by highway robbers, it is said that these paths were

---

\(^{1}\) Maduraikkāsti, 1. 615.  
\(^{2}\) Puram, 373, 1. 12.  
\(^{3}\) Ibid., 266, 11. 9-10.  
\(^{4}\) Maduraikkāsti, 1. 615.  

*(Puram, 37, 11. 8-9.)*
made safe and secure by posting special watchmen in these places, the cost of which was probably met from the toll-dues collected at the toll-houses.¹

Thus we have passed in rapid review a system of polity, not complex in character, in vogue in very early times in the southernmost part of the vast Indian Continent. At the first glance there appears no material difference, except in certain matters of detail, between this South Indian polity and the far more ancient Hindu polity of North India. When we remember and recognize the fact that there was frequent intercourse between the North and the South and a free interchange of ideas and ideals, ever since the time of the composition of the Rgveda Samhitā in which occurs the word Dakṣināpatha, we would cease to wonder at these parallel developments of many of the component parts of the administrative machinery. Like the Ganges and the Jumna, these two streams of ancient culture, though separate in their origin and separate in the early part of their course, became afterwards united into a single river, containing the essential elements and salient features of both, whose perennial waters still continue not only to fertilize the soil which it flows over, but also to contribute a rich quota to the sea of speculative thought and political philosophy.

¹ Perumpāy, 11. 80-82; Ibid. 39-41.
CHAPTER VI

THE ART OF WAR

Sec. I. INTRODUCTORY

Writers on the history of English literature remark justly and truly that the writings of a certain epoch preserve and represent the feelings and sentiments, the ideas and ideals, tendencies and beliefs of that particular period. If this were true of English literature, it is largely so of other literatures as well. 'Literature' says Alfred Lyall 'may be employed by the critic and the historian as a delicate instrument for analysis, for investigating the psychology of the man and of his period, for laying bare the springs of thought and action which underlie and explain history.' It is in the province of research to arrive at this historical fact. In this way only much of the history of ancient Greece and of ancient India is to be reconstructed. The history of South India in pre-historic periods is largely taken from the abundant wealth of Tamil literature—the one great source of information.

In Tamil literature, however, there are no systematic treatises as in Sanskrit, specially treating of the art and science of war. The only work perhaps in which an attempt has been made to treat of some branches of the military science such as the institution of spies, ambassadors, fortifications, the composition of an individual army, etc., is that multum in parvo, the Kural of Tируvalluvar. The Purapporu Venbāmālai of Aiyanāri-taṇār of the Cēravamśā is another important work but

² Edited by Paṇḍit V. Swāminātha Ayyar.
it is a much later work assigned generally to the seventh or the eighth century. But the works constituting the Śaṅgam Literature such as the Tolkāppiyam, the Ettut-togai, the Pattuppāṭṭu and the Padiñeṅkilkkanaṅku contain isolated passages and poems from which it is possible to form an idea of the methods of ancient warfare, the weapons then in general use, and the code of military ethics prevalent at that time. To these sources may be added the mahākāvyas such as the Silappadikāram and the Maṇimēkalai where there are stray references to the military exploits and martial valour of particular individuals, historical or fictitious, as well as descriptions of battles which the heroes fought and won, and these throw a considerable light on the question. These mahākāvyās are of varying dates from the second century to the ninth century A.D.

It is evident from our literary sources that ancient South India was inhabited by many tribes leading a nomadic and wandering life. But these various tribes belonging to the hill and forest regions appear to have been the off-shoots of the main tribe of the Nāgas who seem to have played a significant part in ancient Indian History. Most of these several tribes were full of martial spirit and showed prowess in battle. We may mention the names of a few like the Maṟavar1 and the Eyinār.2 The Maṟavar wore moustaches and beards and were brave and fierce-looking, being endowed with good physical strength. Their profession was highway robbery. Their weapons were simple, consisting of bows and arrows. They had a peculiar kind of drum that could be sounded on both sides. Highly struck by the display of their martial valour, the kings of the land

1 Kāli., st. xv, II. 1-7.
2 Perumpāṇāṟṟuppadai, II. 130-80.
some of whom might be said to have belonged to the Veḷiṁ or the Veḷāḷa tribes freely enlisted them in their army ranks. It is said that able members of the Maṟavar tribes wielded the highest offices of the State. Some of them were Ministers and Commanders under the Cēra and Pāṇḍya kings as is seen from Puranāṇūṟu. It is not difficult to infer, then, that these kings found in the members of these different tribes valuable material for the upkeep and defence of their States and therefore utilized them to a large extent. It may be noted in passing that there was no rigid warrior-caste as such in ancient Tamil India.

Sec. II. THE OCCASIONS FOR WAR

The aims of war and the causes which precipitated the conflagration of hostilities were indeed many. To state them categorically, the first was the refusal to give maidens in marriage (makaṁmaruttumolital) desired by the conquering monarch. This was the ground on which the three kings, the Pāṇḍya, Cēra and Cōla went to war with Pāri, the chieftain of Pārambuṇāḍu who refused to give his daughter to any of the above monarchs. In the same collection there is another mention of war on this account among the several neighbouring chiefs. Secondly, lifting neighbours' cattle was one of the causes of

1 M. Srīnivāsa Ayyangar distinguishes three types of Pre-Aryans in the Tamil country: (1) The Hill and forest tribes, (2) The Nāgas and (3) The Veḷiṁ or the Veḷāḷa tribes (see Tamil Studies, p. 61).
2 St. 168 and 179.
3 These tribes were later on classified by the Tamil grammarians and writers according to the locality—Neytal, Marudam, Mullai, Pālai and Kuṟiḻji—which largely determined their occupation and the habitat. Each occupation being followed hereditarily became translated into a caste.
5 Ibid., 336-54.
ancient warfare. This was the basis of many a war between several belligerent states in ancient India. This as well as the first mentioned find a prominent place in the Purapporul Venbāmālai. A writer in the Tamilian Antiquary\(^1\) concludes from this that ‘this shows the beginnings of the Dravidian Society when people were semi-agriculturists and when there were no definite organized states.’ But there are other elements pertaining to war which go to indicate an advanced state of civilization, social progress, and political development. Perhaps the same state of affairs is found mentioned in the pages of the Mahābhārata. Cattle-lifting is one among the several causes hastening the outbreak of war. The stealing of Virāṭa’s cattle by Duryodhana’s soldiers offered an occasion for a contest with the latter. And from this we could not conclude that the Mahābhārata represents an epoch when the civilization of Hindu India was semi-agricultural in character. On the other hand, organized states and well-developed administrative institutions are found described elaborately. The error is probably due to the mistaken view of the writer that cattle-raids mentioned in the text are but ordinary cattle-liftings with which we are familiar even to-day and which are robberies, pure and simple. In ancient days, too, cattle-lifting was a robbery but a daring one and of such great magnitude that it was nothing short of a ‘call to arms.’

Thirdly, ancient warfare had political objects as well. This was the extermination of recalcitrant rivals and refractory vassals. This was the ground on which Neḍunjeliyan II, though young but possessing in full both physical and moral courage so essential to the success of a general, embarked on war

\(^1\) Tamilian Antiquary, No. 5,
against his neighbours with a vow to defeat them in a pitched battle. Yet another occasion for the war was the failure of vassal chieftains to pay tribute as in the case of the battle of Kalingam described in the *Kalingattupparani*, a treatise of the latter half of the eleventh century A.D.

**Sec. III. THE ARMY CORPS**

As in ancient Greece the king led the hosts to war. He rode in a chariot with flying standards and under shelter of a white umbrella. Each king had his own badge, to distinguish him from others, worn on his pendant. The Cōla, Pāṇḍya and Cēra kings had respectively banners of fish, tiger and bow. Again the king and also his generals wore garlands of flowers to distinguish themselves from the enemy ranks. That wreaths of flowers of margosa, palmyra and the Ār were worn by the Pāṇḍya, Cēra and Cōla monarchs respectively is testified to us by epigraphic evidence.

In ancient times, the army, *padai, tānai* was divided into various groups. Later on it came to consist of the traditional four-fold forces often met with in Sanskrit texts. These were chariots, elephants, horses and foot-soldiers. The *Kural* gives some salutary recommendations on the importance and value of an excellent army.

---

1 *Puram*, st. 72.
2 *Parani* is a poem which narrates the heroic deeds of a warrior who had at least slain a thousand elephants on the field of battle. The extant work the *Kalingattupparani* is by one Jayaṅkōṇḍān in honour of Karunākara Tonḍaimāṇ, possibly a general of Kulōttuṅga Cōla I (1069-1118).
3 *Puram*, 367-77.
5 *Aṭṭi* [அட்டி], *unḍai* [ஊண்டை], *ottu* [ோட்டூ]. The front ranks were *akkam* [அக்கம்], *kodippadai* [கோடிப்படை], *tār* [தார்], *rāsi* [ராசி], *nirai* [நீரை], and back ranks, *kālai* [காலை], *Pre-Aryan Tamil Culture*, p. 39.
To a king a victorious army, strong in all its constituent parts and fearless in battle, is a very valuable asset. A small army of well-trained and well-practised veterans is better than a large army ill-disciplined and ill-led. What will a host of rats avail against the hiss of an infuriated serpent? Without high-souled boldness, a keen sense of honour, strict observance of the glorious traditions of war and unflinching loyalty, an army would be good for nothing. And the army again must be well versed in all the military movements and manoeuvres.\textsuperscript{1} From these few lines it would appear that Tiruvalu\textsuperscript{var} was no admirer of superiority of numbers. He laid great stress on the practical training of both the leader and the led.

As to the composition of the army corps itself, it has been already remarked that there was no distinct military caste. Divergent elements constituted an army force. Originally men of several indigenous tribes were enlisted to the ranks, these possessing heroic valour. Later on in the tenth and eleventh centuries we find that soldiers were recruited from the Left hand and the Right hand castes of South India by the Cōlas as is evident from the Tanjore inscriptions.\textsuperscript{2} It is manifest that during the time of Rājarājadēva, the army organization seems to have progressed to such an extent that as many as thirty-three regiments are mentioned as belonging to that king. Even members of the Brahmana caste seem to have been recruited to the ranks. In the same inscription there is distinct mention of a Brahmana military officer.\textsuperscript{3}

As to the four-fold arms of the ancient host, the chariots of war were drawn by two horses furnished with two wheels and capable of accommodating only two

\textsuperscript{1} \textit{Tirukkural}, ch. 77. \\
\textsuperscript{2} \textit{S.I.I.}, vol. ii, part 5, Intro., p. 9. \\
\textsuperscript{3} \textit{Ibid.}, p. 13.
persons—the warrior and the charioteer. These war-
chariots, it may be remembered, were a peculiar feature
of the early Mycenaean civilization that flourished between
1,600 and 1,200 B.C. Riding on elephants or chariots
was a privilege given only to a few. Generals of standing
or persons belonging to the class of nobility were
alone allowed to enjoy this honour. The cavalry force
was another important constituent in the Tamil army
organization. The cavalry soldiers did not wield heavy
arms like the foot-soldiers. They wore short bucklers.
The infantry men consisted of the archers and ordinary
footmen. The archers used a bow and a quiver of arrows.
The ordinary footmen carried a spear or battle-axe on
their right hand and shields of ox-hide on the left.
Invariably the infantry soldiers wore big and heavy
weapons. All of them including the monarch wore
anklets, a defensive armour.¹ Most of these correspond
exactly to the implements both offensive and defensive
of the ancient Mycenaean culture. This would bear the
weight of inference that these simple arms of offence
and defence were a characteristic feature of all ancient
warfare in the then civilized world.

Sec. IV. DEFENCES

In dealing with the art of war, mention must be made
of the tactics of war. Under this category the defences form
an important item. It is well known that early South
India was a land of forests and jungles. Herein abounded
a large number of ferocious hunters and robbers who
were not infrequently disturbers of peace to the civil
population. Besides there were a number of petty chief-
tains, ruling over small territories, who were, by inclination
and attitude and rarely by any call of necessity, engaged

¹Kanakasabai, Tamils 1800 Years Ago, pp. 130-31.
in war among themselves. It is however reasonable to suppose that there were enlightened kings whose thirst for honour and renown induced them to undertake conquest on an extensive scale and earn an undying name in the world. This is what the Sanskritists say: \textit{gām jītva divam jayati}. The conquest of dominions is a short road to the attainment of the chief place in heaven,—Indrahood. The Cōḷa king Karikālaṇ and his successor Cēḻeṇṇimalaṅkili (about A.D. 95) had no other object in extending their sway over vast kingdoms. This was not the ruling passion of the monarchs alone. It was also the vivifying principle sacred to every warrior who bowed to it in silence. The conception of \textit{Virasvarga} was so preponderating that if warrior kings met with their death naturally owing to old age, and not on the field of action, it was a peculiar custom to make the dying man lie on a bed of \textit{kuṣa} grass and have him cut with a sword, the \textit{Purōhita} chanting special mantras. The idea was that it was equal to being slain on the theatre of war.\footnote{Aham 61, comment on Tolkap. Ahat. Sūtra, 44.} 

When the martial spirit was so rife, it is no wonder that there were incessant wars among the neighbouring kings of the ancient Tamil land. To shelter the civil population from the cruel jaws of marauding hunters, robbers, and other enemies of the kingdom, practically every village and town of Drāviḍa was guarded by an impregnable fortress, surrounded by unscaleable walls, deep moat, and extensive and thick forests without.\footnote{\textit{Manimēkalai}, xxii, 10-15; \textit{Puram}, 93.} The fortifications of Uṟaiyūr, Avūr in the Cōḷa territory, of Madura, Kāṇci,\footnote{\textit{Puram}, 21.} and Karuvūr seem to have been strongly built and well furnished. The battlements and
ramparts, were provided with mechanical contrivances by which stones, burning oil and molten metal were thrown on the besiegers attempting to scale the walls. There have been curious devices in the shape of monkeys, king-fisher, sow, vulture, serpent, horse and swan referred to both in the *Silappadikāram* and the *Jivakacintāmani*. There were again in existence *Kidāṅgas* or war trenches one of the most ancient species of ramparts perhaps in use before the introduction of mural fortification. These are found in Coorg and Travancore and resemble some of the earthworks of ancient Britons, stretching for several miles through the thick of forests or encircling the hill tops. Some of these trenches are forty feet deep. Inscriptions, dated A.D. 781 and 977, refer to them.

The siege was sometimes long and protracted, possibly to wear out the enemy. This not unnaturally led to the starvation of the soldiers and spreading of famine among the inmates of the fort as exemplified in the siege of Āvūr by the Cōḷaṅ Nalaṅkiliḷi against the rebel Neḍuṅkiliḷi. There is again a reference to the defence of his fort by Vēṅgaimārbaṇ when it was besieged by Ukkirap-peru-valūdi, the king of Madura. Two methods were used to get at the fortress. One was to fill up the ditch and scale the wall by means of a ladder. The other was to make fierce elephants batter the ramparts and force their way into the capital. These favourably compare with what the remarkable author of that celebrated treatise, the *Arthasastra*, has said.

In dealing with the defences, mention may be made of

---

1 Book i, ll. 101-4.  
2 xv, ll. 207-17.  
3 Silappadikāram,  
4 *Puram*, 21.  
5 *Tolkāp. Porul.*, 68.  
6 *Kural*, ch. 75; *Puram*, 3, 6, 13 and 14.
the institutions of ambassadors and spies. Ambassadors are found referred to in earlier works of Tamil literature like the *Tolkappiyam* and the *Silappadikāram*. According to the latter, Senguttuvan had a number of *dūtas*, the chief of whom were Sañjaya and Nila. Under them there were about 1,000 messengers. This denotes a large class of messengers who were also sent to the states of the neighbouring enemy kings. We can easily realize the magnitude of the army establishment under this king from this big establishment of the *dūtas*. It was a custom to send ambassadors before the preliminaries of war were settled.

The *Kural* has an interesting chapter on the qualifications and functions of an ambassador. It rules thus:  

"An ideal ambassador is one who is loved by and is loving towards all, who has come of an ancient noble family and who is possessed of such estimable qualities as loyal affection to the king, deep sagacity, and persuasive power of speech. He must also be versed in all the current legal and moral and political codes, and above all must possess a commanding personality. When delivering his sovereign's message he must state it clearly and briefly and with pleasant suavity of manners and expression, scrupulously avoiding harsh and offensive language. Unimpeachable in his character and conduct, he must be superior to all temptations. He must successfully conduct his mission according to the time and place, fearless even of personal consequences. The office of ambassador was so important that any insult offered to envoys did not go unpunished. It is said that the great Rājarājacōla (A.D. 985) who conquered..."
malainādu killed eighteen princes in retaliation for insult offered to his ambassador.¹

The other important institution is that of spies. Spies of different status and in different disguises went about the enemy’s camp and kingdom to gather information in regard to the movements of the king and his army and faithfully to report it to their headquarters.² When Śeṅguṭṭuvaṇṇa prepared himself for war, he did not feel called upon to send any ambassador, for he said that the spies of his enemy wandering in his State were sure to take the information more quickly and more promptly than his own ambassador.³ This only demonstrates the fact that the system of espionage was largely prevalent and was even a regular feature of ancient military administration. According to the Kural the two necessary eyes of a king are the spies and a knowledge of the Dharmśāstras.⁴ He must not put implicit trust in his spies but must watch their movements by setting other spies over them. The safest course for a king is not to act upon the report of a single spy but to take action only on the concurrent report of three spies sent out on the same errand independently and unknown to each other. Thus, both the ambassador and the spies are responsible for ‘information’ in war which denotes, according to Clausewitz, the knowledge of the enemy and his country. A study of these institutions reminds one of the Kauṭaliya Arthaśāstra wherein similar rulings and recommendations are given.

Sec. V. THE MARCH OF THE ARMY

An expedition was to be undertaken after getting a full knowledge of the enemy’s strength by means of

spies and ambassadors. A general ultimatum was given to the enemy-kings, saying that such of those as would not obey of their own accord would be submitted to the horrors of war. Even after this if the enemy did not show signs of obedience, war was resolved upon. This resolution was undertaken after a careful consideration of the place and time. From the sūtra (76) of the Tolkāppiyam, the general season for expeditions was kūtirparuvam roughly October to December, while the conquering monarch could set out on march during the vēnirparuvam roughly March and April, if he felt sufficiently strong for it.

On the eve of the march in order to infuse spirit and encouragement into the minds of the soldiers, the king used to feed them sumptuously. This is styled as Perumcōṟṟunilai by the Tolkāppiyam. The king usually set out on the march on an auspicious day fixed by the astrologer. Worship was offered in the local temples with prayers for victory. It is said that Śenguṭṭuvaṉ offered worship to both Śiva and Viṣṇu when he left for North India. If, owing to unforeseen circumstances, the king could not start on his journey at the fixed time, it was a custom to place the sword and the umbrella on the state-elephant and keep them outside the city gate as parasthānam. This is styled as nāṭkōl by the grammarian. After this

1 Silap. (Kaćikkādai), canto xxv, ll. 183-94.
the king followed in procession with all his paraphernalia. The wearisomeness of the march was enlivened by dancing and musical performances by professionals. It is obvious to note that a number of dancing girls and musicians of the fair sex formed a part of the commissariat. It is said that as many as 400 such persons followed Śeṅguṭṭuvaṇ. The chief items of the commissariat were cart-loads of food-stuffs and other articles of use with a large establishment in charge. As many as 20,000 carriages and a thousand men formed the commissariat of Śeṅguṭṭuvaṇ’s army. With such elaborate arrangements, then, the army used to set out on march, the route being previously reconnoitred by men sent for the purpose.¹

Sec. VI. DIFFERENT STAGES OF EXPEDITION

The Purattinaiiyiyal of the Tolkāppiyam refers to various kinds of war operations which are primarily divided into five—veṭci, vaṇji, uḷiṇai, tumbai, and vāhai, corresponding respectively to the five turais or conventions. As the different incidents referred to herein are elaborately explained in the Venbāmālai,² we proceed to examine that work.

In the Purapporul Venbāmālai to which we have had occasion to refer, there are elaborate details with regard

¹See Venbāmālai, Veṣcippaṭalam, st. 6.
²Though the Venbāmālai is generally taken to be a work of the seventh or eighth century A.D., yet much of the matter it contains is very old. According to the commentator of the Tolkāppiyam, Pērāśiriyar, the Venbāmālai is based on the original and more ancient work Paṇṇirupaṭalam, literally ‘The twelve Chapters,’ which is, according to tradition, a composition of the disciples of the sage Agastya. (See the the commentary on Tol. Marapiyal, sūtra, 94).
to the different stages of a military enterprise. Here the author distinguishes eight kinds of operations. The following is a categorical list of these operations.

1. The *vetci* flower, *Ixora coccinia*, commonly called ‘Flame of the Forest’, refers here to the cattle-raiders. The king who resolves to wage war with another, summons his soldiers to bedeck themselves with garlands of *vetci* and go forth to capture and carry off the herds of cattle belonging to the enemy king. The raiders ride on horses, armed with bows and spears, having already sent some scouts to reconnoitre. The hill fort is stormed and the cattle are seized and driven toward their capital. The spoils are divided and a feast is held. The raid commences and ends with the canteen. One feature of the celebration was the dance called the *valli* dance.

2. The *karandai* is a kind of *tulasî* or basil of which the rescuers make a wreath to be worn as their badge. The owners of the herds are summoned to hasten to the rescue. They pursue the raiders and engage them in a battle. But they return home unsuccessful.

3. The *vañji* wreath is the symbol of a regular invasion. The *vañji* is a common creeping plant found on mountain slopes. The insulted king gathers his forces of elephants and warriors with swords and resolves to attack the conquering monarch. The soldiers heroically fight, devastate the country and burn

---

1 The book is divided into twelve main chapters, containing 361 quatrains each chapter treating of one *tinai* and thus follows in substance the *Pannirupatalam*. Of these twelve *tinais*, the first seven come under the category of *Puram*, the eighth, ninth and tenth, under the category of *Purappuram* and the last two under *Akappuram*. This division of the matter and the plan of the book seem to confirm that the matter it treats of is old, at least as old as the Saṅgam works. It is closely allied in subject and tone to the *Porunandrum* and the *Tolkâppiyam* (see G. U. Pope, in the *Tamilian Antiquary*, 1910).
the city. The spoils are distributed and the vanquished chieftain offers submission and tribute. Houses of Brahmanas, temples and śālās of ascetics are not, however, molested, though they are of the foe.

4. The Kānci is the *Ulmus intergrifolia* or elm tree with dark foliage. Garlands of its flowers were worn by the defenders of an invaded kingdom indicating their firm resolve to conquer or to die. The soldiers decked with kānci flowers determine to make another last effort in their fortress. The battle is over. Men and animals fall dead. Heroic wives perish with their fallen heroes. A universal wail deafens the atmosphere. The heroes find an honoured place in heaven. The conquered people are completely crushed, no more to rise.

5. The defence of the fort went by the appellation of noccittinai. The nocci is the *Viten nirgundi*, a wild plant of leaves and flowers. The warriors in nocci garlands ascend their strongholds to shoot forth deadly arrows so as to defeat and drive back the besiegers.

6. The action of the besiegers attacking the enemy's fort is designated as *Uliñaittinai*. The Uliñai is the *Oerua lantar*, a variety of cotton plant. The besiegers cut down the neighbouring fortresses and make out of them rafts to cross the moat. The conqueror scales the walls with ladders and gets a forcible entrance into the fortress. The town is ploughed with asses, the walls are pulled down, and the whole territory is laid waste. The prowess of the conqueror is dreaded even by other monarchs who seek voluntary submission.

7. The tumbai is the *Phlornis indica*, the *drōna* of Sanskrit. The conquering monarch feels the monotony of life and thirsts after war. He is aware of its horrors and seems to hesitate at first. But when once he feels
the necessity for it, he does not go back. He awards rich gifts to his soldiers so as to infuse fresh spirit into their minds. All the four arms of the army are pressed into service. The battle is fought and heroes meet with a glorious death.

8. The Vāhāi (Mimosa flectuosa) is of white flowers symbolical of victory and peace. The conqueror wears the garland of vāhāi and girds himself with a purple cincture. The victory is celebrated in different ways. The Brahmanas perform ṣajñās, the vaidyās attend to agriculture and commerce. The Vēḷālas join in the chorus of victory by their faithful toil. The heroic mother celebrates it with all glee and joy. There is universal jubilation.

Sec. VII. THE CURIOSITIES OF WAR

A passing mention may now be made of other features and curiosities of warfare in ancient South India. The consultation of auguries,1 the worship of the war-goddess Korravai with the sacrificial offerings, dance and song, and the distribution of food and drink and largesses to soldiers on the eve of the march, the drunken revels with which a victory is celebrated, widowed women unwilling to be separated from their dead husbands, proceeding to the field of encounter in search of their bodies and embracing them and giving up their lives then and there, or entering the funeral pyre along with their husband's wound-covered bodies,2 appear to have been common practices.

To the above may be added the employment of the camel in fight as in that of Kaliṅgam and the capture of women as legitimate prizes in war. Contempt for

1 Puranānāru mentions nine evil portents.
the defeated enemy was shown by attaching to the standard of victory a ball and doll which tended to signify perhaps his effeminate character.¹

Among the other peculiarities of ancient warfare in South India may be mentioned the part played by the heroic mothers of Tamil Nāḍu. The weaker sex of the ancient fighting communities were none the less the better sex.² To them, the military achievements by their near and dear ones were something sacred and inviolable. They would rather be husbandless and sonless than allow their country to incur the odium of defeat and disgrace. They allowed their husbands and sons to sacrifice themselves, if need be, at the altar of the battlefield for the sake of God, crown and country. It is said that, when a mother heard of the death of her only son on the field of action, she ran to the field to see whether he died by getting a wound either at the back or at the breast, taking a vow that if he had fallen owing to a wound on the back she would cut off her breasts that gave milk to him.³ For, it was deemed a disgrace to die in the field with wounds received on their backs. To quote one classic example, when the Cēra king Ātaṇ II was wounded on the back at the battlefield of Veṇṇil by Karikālan, the king of the Cōḷas, he sought a voluntary death.⁴ From the following ode in the Puram

¹ Trumuru, ii, 67 and 68.
² Puram, 278-9, also Venbāmalai verses 175-6.
⁴ Puram, 65 and 66.
we find that the poetess Poñmuḍiyār sent her son to the field of battle and was happy. This only shows how heroic the ancient men and women of South India were.

Some other features of ancient warfare may be mentioned. On the eve of military expeditions it was usual that the royal priest uttered words of encouragement to soldiers drawn in array. The chief officers of the state also tendered words of advice. The king set out at the auspicious hour fixed by the astrologer. This well-nigh corresponds to what Kauṭalya has recommended in his treatise. With the above-mentioned formalities Cēraṇ Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ, son of Ātaṇ II about A.D. 90 set out on an expedition to the Himalayas.¹

In these expeditions it was a custom that bards accompanied the kings to the field encouraging the soldiers now and then and making them ever spirited. This class of minstrels was known as Porunar. They carried with them a small drum which, if sounded, was an indication for the army to commence its march.² In times of peace they sang the glories of ancient heroes. This idea is more or less in line with Kauṭalya’s dictum that the Purōhita follows the king to the theatre of war and instils spirit into the soul of the army by his stirring words. However this may be, it is evident that the war-chants sung by these Tamil bards contributed much towards the successful termination of conflicts. There were two classes of poems, the parani and ulā. Parani describes a campaign where a hero is said to have killed at least a thousand elephants. Kalingattup-parani is an example of this type. Ulā again is a poem giving a picture of royal procession accompanied by flags, musical instruments and other retinue. The poems

¹ Silap., cantos xxv to xxx.
² Puram, 382.
of this class are those by Ottakūttar on Vikramacōla, Kulōttuṅga II, and Rājarāja II of the twelfth century A.D. That the bards accompanying the king to the field of operations is sufficiently manifest from the Puranāṅūru and Takaḍūryāṭṭirai wherein the names of the bards of the Cōla and Cēra kings are mentioned. Kaḷāṭtalaiyār was the bard of the Cēra king Atan I and Veṇṇik-kuyattiyār was the poetess of the Cōla king.2

Another curiosity of warfare was to fell the guardian tree (kāvalmaram) of the enemy and make out of the cut trunk a war drum. It would appear that each Tamil chief grew a special tree which was the symbol of his sovereignty. To fell that tree amounted to capturing the chieftain’s flag. An instance of this is furnished when Imayavarambaṉ Neḍuṇijēralātaṉ felled the kaḷāmbu tree in an island which he captured.3

These are not all. Vīrakkals or herostones planted on the grave-yards of soldiers fallen during the conflict have been found scattered in all parts of South India.4 This vīrakkal is known in Tamil literature as naṭukal. There were six stages in the planting of this stone according to Tolkāppiyāṉār. These were to find out the appropriate stone, to fix an auspicious hour for carving out the image and inscribing, to get the stone bathed in sacred waters, to plant it in the place

1 This is an ancient work celebrating the battle of Takaḍūr between Čēramāṉ Peṇucēral Irumpōrai and Adigamāṉ. The work is now lost but there are quotations from it in the commentary of Naccīṇarkkappiyār on the Tolkāppiyam. In the commentary on the sūtras 63 and 67, Ariśil Kilār and Poṇmuḍiyār are said to have addressed the soldiers in the field.

2 See History of the Tamils, pp. 500-1; Aham, 347, ll. 3-5; also 127.

* S. I. I. Annual Report, 1912 and 13 (Anantapur and Cuddapah Dts.).

" " 1913 14 (Nilgiris).

" " 1916 17 (Coorg, etc.).
already fixed and to celebrate it as a deity.¹ An epitaph dated A.D. 936 runs as follows:—

‘Prosperity! In the 9th year of King Parakēsari Varman who conquered Madura when cattle were lifted at Muttukūr by the Perumāṇaḍigal, Vedunavaraṇ Varadaṇ Tandaṇ, having recovered them fell.’²

Maṟakkāṇci³ is one of the ten sub-divisions of āṇpārkāṇci⁴ of the Kāṇcittuṟai referred to in the Purattinaiyiyal of the Tolkāppiyam. According to this, a wounded soldier with heroic impulses would not think of getting the wound cured thus to live again in this earth. As heroism would have it, he would further make the wound ulcerous and give up his life.

Sec. VIII. WAR MUSIC

In the description of the battle between Šenguṭṭuvaṇ and the northern kings,—Kaṇaka and Vijaya,—there is mention of a number of musical instruments which were displayed on the occasion. Some⁵ of them were kodumparai, neṉuvayir, muraṉam, pāṇḍil, mayirkkaṉ-muraṉam. It is said that some of these instruments deafened the atmosphere and created an echo from all the different directions.⁶

Sec. IX. NAVAL WARFARE

In dealing with the art of war as practised in South India, it would not be out of place to refer

¹ Sutra: See also Sen Tamil, vol. iii, p. 2; see also ‘Aham, 67 and 131; Puram, 263 and 264.
³ ρακκακί.
⁴ θαρμότατοι.
⁵ θαρμότατοι, θαρμότατοι, θαρμότατοι, θαρμότατοι, θαρμότατοι θαρμότατοι.
⁶ Silap, Kalkut Kadai, canto xxvi, ll. 193 ff.
to the maritime activities with which the ancient Tamils were greatly connected. There is every reason to believe that the ancient Tamils were a great sea-faring nation. Each of the great kings seems to have possessed and maintained a fleet of several ships. From many poems in the Padirruppattu, one or two passages in the Ahanānūru and some references in the Silappadikāram, it is evident that the ancient Cēra, Cōla and Pāṇḍya monarchs, through love of conquest and adventure, undertook and successfully conducted large maritime expeditions to far-off lands and islands.

According to the Padirruppattu (second padikam) Imayavaramban Neṉuṉēralātan possessed a naval army and led an expedition to a neighbouring island and felled the Kaḍamba tree, the guardian tree of that chieftain—a sure sign of victory. It would appear that Cēraṉ Seṅguṭṭuvan had a more organized naval force which showed its superiority in different naval fights. These literary pieces of evidence are further confirmed by the more reliable source of information, viz., the inscriptions. Rājarājadēva, whose date of accession according to Professor Kielhorn is A.D. 985, is said to have destroyed the great fleet of the Cēras at the port Kāndaḻūr. Again the same monarch is credited with having subjugated 12,000 islands besides Ceylon. The other great monarch who is connected with maritime expeditions is Rājēndrācōla. He conquered the great and important sea-port Kaḍāram by fitting out a fleet of ships in the midst of the rolling sea. Virarājendra I, again extended his conquest farther than India—Kaḍāram,

1 Cf. Aham, 127.
2 Padirru, 45 and 46, 48; Aham, 212; Silap., canto. xxvii, ii. 119-21; Puram, 126.
4 Ibid., part 1, No. 20.
Nicobar Islands and Ports on the coasts of Burma. These, added to the several expeditions mentioned in the Śaṅgam works, are enough to bear eloquent testimony to the fact that naval warfare was not unknown to ancient Tamilians.

Sec. X. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Besides commercial and political relations with North India centuries before the Christian era, there existed commercial relation between South India on the one hand and Babylonia, Arabia and Egypt on the other. In the beginning of the Christian era we find a growing trade between South India and Greece and Rome and especially with the latter. This was in addition to commercial transactions with Persia, Africa and China. The export of parrots and peacocks was a speciality.

Commercial relations always led to political adjustments and relations. Such continued and frequent intercourse not only with North India, but with other civilized countries beyond the Indian continent implies the necessity of the institution of a well-organized foreign office. Nearer home the ancient Tamil kings had to face serious responsibilities. The relations with North India and islands beyond the seas, such as Ceylon, became strained and stiffened in course of time, often resulting in huge wars. That South India had political relations ever since the age of the Mahābhārata war is evident from an ode in the Puram where reference is made to a king Cēralātan undertaking the Big Feed of the belligerent forces in the Great War. Whether this

2 See History of the Tamils, ch. vii, p. 96 ff; also Warmington Commerce between Roman Empire and India, pp. 192-3; Schoff's Periphus, pp. 121-2, 171, J.R.A.S., 1917, p. 237.
3 See History of the Tamils, ch. xiv and ch. xviii.
is true or no, there are other evidences which demonstrate the expansion of the Empire under Karikār-
cōlan and the Cēra kings Imayavarambaṇ and Seṅguṭṭuvaṇ in the early centuries after the Christian era.

Among the three early kings of South India, while the Pāṇḍyas could claim at best only a kingdom, the Cōlas and the Cēras could boast of an empire that extended as far as the distant Himalayas. It is difficult to believe that the extant accounts in the Šaṅgam literature regarding the invasions of North India by South Indian kings of these early centuries are legendary and consequently of no historical value. We propose to credit them with some veracity and utilize them for purposes of history.\(^1\) The works of the Šaṅgam Age make pointed references to the invasions of North India. According to the *Silappadikāram*, Karikālaṇ turned his covetous eyes on the fertile plains of the Hindustan. He marched uninterrupted as far as the heart of the great Himalayan mountains where he planted his tiger seal in glorious token of his successful march. On the way the kings of North Indian states such as Vajra, Magadha and Avanti, who had heard of his prowess, sought voluntary submission by offering tributes. It is said that these three kings presented to Karikālaṇ a Canopy, a Hall of Audience, and a Triumphal Arch respectively. Barring some exaggeration, one has to admit the fact of invasion and submission by payment of tributes by the Northern kings, whatever be the kind of tribute offered.\(^2\)

The same story is told of Imayavarambaṇ Neḍuṃ-
jerālaṇ, the Cēra king. The details of his invasion are lacking. All that is known is that he extended his

---

\(^1\) See T. G. Aravamuthan the *Kāvēri*, *the Maukharis* and the *Šaṅgam Age*, pp. 58-9.

\(^2\) Canto v, ii. 90-98.
arms wide all over India and as far as the Himalayas. It is also said that he set his emblem which was the bow on the slopes of the lofty Himalayan range.¹

We have more materials when we come to an examination of Śeṅguṭṭuvaṉ's expedition against the North. Śeṅguṭṭuvaṉ led two expeditions. The first expedition was the result of his ambition to get a block of Himalaya stone to make an image of his mother who sought death on her husband's funeral pyre.² The other expedition was undertaken to get another block of Himalayan stone to carve an image of the Pattini Dēvi, no other than Kaṇṇakā, the heroine of the Śilappadikāram. It is said that his march was interrupted by two princes Kaṇka and Vijaya³ among others. They were routed and taken prisoners.⁴ It is said these prisoners of war were ordered to carry that stone all the way to Cēranādu.⁵

Sec. XI. ETHICS OF WARFARE

The present study would be incomplete if we do not refer to the ethics of warfare as then prevalent in South India. War is held to be a necessity in Tennyson's Maud as an effective cure for the evils of peace. This was more or less the notion prevalent among the ancient Tamils. Hence, it could not be said that their ethical standard rose to any higher level. Mr. M. Srinivasa Ayyangar remarks that the ancient Tamils were a ferocious race of hunters and soldiers like the ancient Assyrians and Babylonians making war for the pleasure of slaying, plundering and

¹Śilappadikāram. canto. xxv, (Kāṭci) 1-3; see also Aham, 127, ll. 3-5; Podiyāru, ii. Padikam.
²Śilapp. canto xxv; Kāṭci, ll. 160-4, 28 (Naṭukanal), ll. 119-21.
³Ibid., xxvi, (Kālkoṭ), ll. 188-220.
⁴Ibid., ll. 225-30.
⁵For further details of these invasions, see Kāvīri, Maukhari and the Sangam Age, p. 27 ff.
devastating. In support of this statement he quotes chapter and verse from that great classic work *Silappadikāram.* Possessed of such characteristics, it could not but be that most of their wars were aggressive in character. It was the rule among the so-called Aryan kings to take to war only as the last resort. Ways and means were taken to stay the war and avoid it as far as possible, for they were conscious of its cruelties, horrors and dangers. The means used were chiefly three in number—sāma or conciliation, dāna or gifts and bhēda or dissension. These were tried one after the other and when all of them failed, only then, open battle was declared and entered upon. This seems not to have been in large practice in South India. Even the Cōla kings at a much later period (tenth and eleventh centuries A.D.) entered into aggressive warfare. Still evidences are not wanting to go to prove that in the golden age of the Tamils, some means or other was used to avert a regular war. Thanks to the bards who were free lances and evoked respect even from the enemy kings, many a battle was indeed averted. They acted as mediators and arbitrators and brought about a reconciliation by negotiating with both the belligerent states. To mention one or two instances, Kōvūr Kilār struck up a compromise between the two Cōla princes, Neṭunkilli and Nalaṅkilli, and thus avoided a war which would otherwise have proved an evil to the land. That Kōvūr Kilār was a successful mediator, is obvious from another similar and even more tragic case. When Kili-Vāḷavaṇ seized the little sons of his hostile vassal Malayamān, he ordered their heads to be crushed by an elephant. It was Kōvūr Kilār who saved the situation by his timely intervention on behalf of the little ones. He easily

1 *Tamil Studies*, p. 41.  
2 *Puram*, 47.  
3 Ibid., 46; see also 45.
effected their release. Again it was Poygaiyar who by
his immortal work Kalavali forty effected the release of
the imprisoned Cēra King Kaṇaikkāl Irumporai. Such
tactful intercession on behalf of weak adversaries some-
times failed also. For example, Alattūr Kilār interceded
on behalf of the people of Karuvūr, Cēra's capital, when
the latter was besieged by the Cōla king, but with no
success.²

Not only were their wars aggressive but also their
treatment of the vanquished was far from humane. Often the capital city was entered, burnt down or rased
to the ground and plundered of all wealth and treasure.
From the Puranāṇūru it is seen that after raising the
standard of victory, the ruin of the capital was effected
by ploughing the roads and streets with donkeys and
sowing seeds of castor, cotton and other cereals.³

According to another stanza even the houses of Gods
were not spared.⁴ Surely the object seems to have
been to convert the city into a jungle. This does not
bespeak a high code of morality in practice. But, it would
be an error to suppose that it was the only state of
affairs, for there are a few cases of reinstating the defeated
monarch on terms of subordinate alliance or as
tributary vassal. This was largely the practice of the
later Cōla sovereigns. A classical example is that of
Kaṇakan and Vijayaṇ, princes of North India, who
were defeated by Šeṇguṭṭuvaṇ and taken as prisoners.
But on their submission, they were set free and sent back
to their capitals, with all the paraphernalia due to a
tributary chieftain.⁵

With such ideas of war one could not expect right-
eous warfare in practice. In fact there was no war based

¹ Kalingattu., st. 182. ² Ibid., 36. ³ Ibid., 15.
⁴ Ibid., 392. ⁵ Silap., canto xxviii, ll. 195-202.
on the cult of Dharma as Hindu law-givers understood it. But it could not be asserted that the ancient Tamils were devoid of either a code of chivalry or a code of ethics. There were indeed some humane laws of war. Non-combatants, such as Brahmanas versed in Vedic lore, women, the diseased, the aged, the sonless, and the sacred animals to boot, were previously warned to find secure homes inside the fortress lest they should be killed in the contest.\(^1\) The *Silappadikāram* mentions the horrors of the war of Śeṅguṭṭuvaṇḍ with the Northern kings, striking terror into the minds of the soldiers and others present. The latter cast off their arms and escaped in the guise of ascetics, Jaina monks, musicians and dancers, for these were not usually done injury to, as they came under the category of non-combatants. It is said that when the battle came to an end, the king ordered that the Brahmanas versed in Vedic lore and engaged in agnihōtra performances must be accorded due regard and should be protected at all costs.\(^2\)

There is another ruling which says that the indolent, the sonless, the retreating, the hermaphrodite, the weaponless, he who flies with dishevelled hairs, one who does not use equal weapons and such others are not to be slain in battle.\(^3\) These are some of the rules to be observed in righteous warfare (Dharma-Yuddha) according to the Sanskritists. It would appear that the introduction of such healthy laws of war must have been when the people had passed the tribal stage and finally settled themselves in organized states. It may be again due to the influence of Aryan culture when, as it is believed,

---

\(^1\) *Puṟam*, 9.
\(^2\) *Silap.*, canto xxvi (Kālkot-kādai), ll. 248-9.
\(^3\) Nacciṅākkāṇigiyar on the *Tolkāppiyam*, *Porul*, Śūram 65; see also *Sirupāṇcamalam*, st. 41.
the Aryans migrated to South India and settled in large numbers.

Further, slaying of men in great numbers in the field was not considered a great distinction though it was indulged in largely. But it was reckoned a real feat of skill or valour if a warrior could slay even a single elephant. This only demonstrates the fact that the elephants were deemed so valuable and useful a commodity in warfare that to disable, if not to kill one was to win the crown of wild olive. Lastly, that the kings loved their soldiers and were solicitous towards the wounded and the disabled is sufficiently manifest. Nakkiyar describes in felicitous terms how Neļaņjelian II behaved towards the wounded in his camp. At midnight, despite inclement weather, chill wind and drizzling rain, the king used to leave his camp followed by a few attendants holding lighted torches to visit and make kind and sympathetic enquiries after each soldier suffering from pain. Usually a General would go in advance pointing out to the king the heroic men wounded in the previous day’s fight. From these and other similar references it would be logical to deduce the conclusion that the Tamilian code of ethics was not immoral but a-moral.

Sec. XII. THE BATTLE OF KALINGAM

To understand aright the mobilization of an army, the line of battle, encampment, the actual contest, the various weapons used, the modes and methods of fighting, the descriptions of the field after battle, the consequences of the end of battle on both the victorious and the vanquished, the battle of Kalingam is here described.

1 Tamils 1800 Years Ago, p. 131.
2 Neļana-Vačai (Pattuppāṭu, vii), II. 169-88.
Though the actual battle took place in the eleventh century A.D., yet the method described follows the traditional system and is therefore of value to us.

Anantapadman, the king of the Kalingas, had failed to pay customary tribute for two years to the Cōla king Vijayataran, better known as Kulōttuṅga I, who thereupon ordered a war to bring the recalcitrant king to his knees. Karuṇākaraṇ, a really great general, volunteers to lead the army and is given the command. The armies are mobilized. With drums beating, conches and bugles blowing, pendants flying and banners floating so as to deafen and darken all round, the four-fold forces gather and get ready; the elephants are like so many mountains, the horses like so many storm winds, the chariots like so many clouds, and the soldiers like so many fierce tigers. Then they march on in martial array with Karuṇākaraṇ mounted on his mighty war-elephant at their head.¹

Marching past the intervening parts they reach the frontier of the Kalinga country and signalize their arrival by burning, sacking, and pillaging the outlying cities and villages with fire and sword. Frightened at this dreadful havoc, the people run with breathless haste and bewildering confusion to the capital and report to their king the hostile approach of a mighty force evidently despatched against them by the Cōla king. On hearing this, the proud Kalinga chieftain laughs a derisive laugh and speaks in disparaging terms of the power and the strength of the foe, and orders forth his armies to take the field instantly against the enemy. A mighty army soon musters from various parts, and the chariots, the cavalry, and the infantry move in serried ranks, the chariots rolling thunderously along, the horses clanking swiftly past and the soldiers marching briskly forward.

¹ Kalingattupparani, st. 331-50.
The two armies are now face to face and at a given signal the Kaliṅga forces begin to charge, the air being filled with the twang of the innumerable bows and war-like shouts of the soldiers. The Kaliṅga forces advance and encounter the enemy. A deadly fight ensues, steeds fighting with steeds, elephants encountered by elephants, chariots dashing against chariots, foot-soldiers attacking foot-soldiers and princes opposing princes. The archers then discharge a regular shower of arrows with such a deadly effect that blood flows in rivers across the field with the mangled and mutilated remains of the fallen elephants and soldiers floating on them.¹

The collision of the tusks of the opposing elephants produces sparks of fire from which immediately the flags take fire and the whole field is enveloped in clouds of smoke. With their tusks intertwined, they push them home into each other's forehead. Before the on-rushing elephants, the bold warriors expose their dauntless breasts and with their weapons fell down their tusks. Against the archers ready to discharge their arrows the cavalry rush impetuously, but the fatal darts bring the horse and warrior down. From the death-dealing darts and other missiles of the Cōla soldiers, the Kaliṅgas shelter themselves with their shields, closely forming a solid bulwark, but with little avail. The spears and javelins pierce through the shields and effect wide openings. Here some warriors with the arrows in their quivers exhausted, pull out the arrows sticking in their body and discharge them. Others with no weapons on hand instantly snatch off the lances sticking out of the foreheads of elephants lying dead close at hand and hurl them. When the battle was at its hottest, the general Karunākaraṇ rushes to the front on his *Ibid., 350-406.

¹Ibid., 350-406.
war-elephant and his presence inspires fresh spirit and courage in his troops who thereupon fight with redoubled vigour and fury. Elephants and horses immeasurably fall dead and the whole field is thickly bestrewn with their mutilated limbs and mangled bodies together with the shattered wrecks of chariots and splintered spears, the broken arrows and the trunks of several warriors. Swarms of crows and kites flock about to feast upon the dead bodies. And the proud Kaliṅga army with their thousand elephants in rout and confusion fly from the field dashing to the ground their high hopes and vain vaunts of their sovereign. To escape pursuit and capture, some of the fugitives take refuge and hide themselves in mountain caves, subterranean caverns or dense jungles.¹ Some plunge into the sea and swim off and some screen themselves in the dismembered bodies of dead elephants. All the men having thus fallen or fled, an immense booty consisting of many elephants, horses, camels, chariots and treasure chests, with a large number of maidens falls into the hands of the victors. Having secured all this valuable booty the Cōla general desires to take the Kaliṅga chieftain prisoner and to carry him in triumph to his sovereign. He sends emissaries in all directions to search his whereabouts, to make a very close search in every nook and corner and they return to report that they could find no trace of the king, but that they found an army of his, lying on the top of a high hill. The general orders a strong detachment to proceed to the spot in question and surround and subdue the army entrenched therein. The place is stormed and taken and all are put to the sword except a few who, disguising

¹ Kaliṅgattupparāṇi, 405-26.
themselves as Jains, or Buddhists, or Brahmana pilgrims, or wandering minstrels sue for mercy and escape with their lives. Having thus laid waste the whole of the sea-coast kingdom of Kaliṅga, and planting there a pillar of victory, Karuṇākara Toṇḍaimāṇ, lord of the Vaṇḍaiyar returns and lays at the feet of his master all the spoils of war.¹

¹ For other details see M. Raghava Ayyangar's Kaliṅgattupparani drayicci, 40-44.
CHAPTER VII
SOCIAL LIFE IN TAMIL LAND

Sec. I. TOWNS AND TOWN LIFE

An attempt is made here to study the town and city life of the Tamil people from the earliest times. This picture of the people is drawn from a study of the literature of the period. Contemporary literature and tradition as transmitted in literary records supply us with materials with which we have to construct our history. For Tamil literature, like her sister literature the Sanskrit, does not contain any books devoted to the subject of history proper. The ancients perhaps realized that the life of the people as portrayed in literature would be better and far more interesting than the mere dry bones of history with arithmetical chronology. Accordingly they have bequeathed to us a rich legacy of literature of which any civilized nation may feel legitimately proud.

Vaňjik-Karuʋur, the Cēna Capital.—The location of this ancient city of Vaňji or Karuʋur has been the subject of much controversy which has now been set at rest, we hope, by the identification of it with the present Karûr in Trichinopoly district.\(^1\) We do not intend to go into the merits of the question as we are here concerned only with town life. The Saṅgam works generally mention this town frequently and this points to its importance.\(^2\) Every town of importance had a strong fortification round it. So also Karuʋur had


\(^2\) Puram, 11 and 387; Sirupāy, 50; Silap., canto xxvi, line 50, Padiṟṟu, 60 especially the gloss.
a strong fortress. Outside the fortress were the temples, śālas, maṭhas, where lived ascetics and penance-performers. Between the fort-walls and these, there was a deep moat. The intervening space between the moat and the walls of the fortress was a defence-forest Kāvarkādu. The walls of the fortress were fully equipped with armed men, and war implements. The gateway had a lofty gōpuram defended by guards. This gate led on to a number of streets where fish, salt, liquor, sweetmeats, meat, etc., were offered for sale. Next to these streets were others which were places of residence to the potters, copper-smiths, bronzesmiths, goldsmiths, carpenters, tailors, makers of garlands, astrologers, pāṇar or bards, vendors of gems and pearls. Beyond these, there were streets of Brahmanas, the rāja-mārga and the streets of royal officers. In the heart of the fortress-city there was the royal palace which contained the durbar hall, the council chamber, and the dancing hall. The same description of fortress, containing broad and busy streets, is found in regard to the cities of Madura and Kāṇci. We are told that the palace was lighted with lamps held by statues of metal made by the Yavanas, under the supervision of night watchmen who attended to the oiling of the lamps. We do not know whether this arrangement of lighting was also extended to the streets of the city. Mention is also made of temples of guardian deities, in whose honour festivals were often held so that the city might not be visited by calamities providential or otherwise. There were besides hotels where food and sweetmeats were offered for sale. What is more remarkable is the mention of a museum in the city.

1 See MaduraiKaṇci, ll. 351 ff.
2 See MaduraiKaṇci, ll. 351 ff.
4 MaduraiKaṇci, ll. 624-7.
5 Ibid. 1. 677.
Puhār, an ancient city.—Among the ancient cities of Tamil land the most famous was Puhār, the capital of the Cōla monarchs. The vestiges of the ancient town cannot be even traced to-day. Puhār was the other name for Kāvirippūmpaṭṭiṇam. Puhār simply means any city or town at the mouth of the river. From referring in general to any sea-port town situated at the mouth of a river, it came to be later identified specially, with Kāvirippūmpaṭṭiṇam so much so that Puhār did not mean any other city than Kāvirippūmpaṭṭiṇam.\(^1\) This famous town must have been on the spot where the holy river Kāviri now falls into the sea. This was therefore at some distance from the present town of Mayavaram. Either the city has been devoured by the unceasing waves of the furious sea or has fallen into irrecoverable ruin through continued neglect and carelessness. Whatever the cause of its decay, it is obvious that once it was a highly flourishing centre, a great commercial place, a rich town, the capital of the Cōla monarchs for several hundreds of years.

Ilaṅko-Adigal, the author of the celebrated Śaṅgam classic Śilappadikāram, speaks of this Puhār or Pūmpuhār as containing very ancient families.\(^2\) If to the author of the second century A.D. the people settled in Puhār were of very ancient families, we can easily imagine how old and flourishing a city must Puhār have been. The city was unique in every respect. The people living there belonged to different communities

\(^1\) Kāvirippūmpaṭṭiṇam became such a famous city that the term ‘paṭṭiṇam’ in the Śaṅgam literature or later days meant only Kāviripaṭṭiṇam. In illustration we can quote the treatise entitled the Paṭṭippalai dealing with this ancient city. Again the name of the author of the poems found in the eleventh Tirumurai, goes after the name of this old town, Paṭṭinattup-pillaiyār (about the tenth century A.D.). It reminds us of the fact that to-day paṭṭaṇam means only Madras city. In the same way in those days paṭṭiṇam meant the famous Puhār.

and yet there was no unhealthy spirit of jealousy and hatred among them.

_Merchant communities in the city._—Though we have reason to believe that members of different communities had their abodes in that ancient city, still the most influential community in the city seems to have been the merchants. Commerce by land and commerce by sea were their profession. These merchants had such a prosperous and flourishing trade that they amassed mountains of wealth. Puhār became one of the wealthiest towns of South India. This only shows that the ancient Tamils were forward in commerce. We know that trade and commerce are an index to a country’s prosperity. With such an active enterprise, these commercial classes would have been very rich and consequently influential.

_Flourishing international trade._—Puhār was then a city overflowing with milk and honey. The wealth of the merchant classes surpassed the wealth of the ruling chieftain. In that city in any season of the year, there would be found a host of foreigners—probably those who had commercial intercourse with South India, always coming and going and transacting business in the public market of the city. The market of the city was of huge dimensions. There any article which one desired could be got without fail. The articles were not only indigenous but also foreign. It is said that foreign merchandise of all sorts flooded the market streets of Puhār and the little Puhār put on the appearance of an island wherein the whole world encircled by the sea came to stay. It seems no exaggeration to remark that every country of the then known world had something or other to do with the capital of the ancient Cōla kingdom. This is testified to by other valuable sources of evidence. The find of Roman coins, and
other coins of equal value, and the records of the foreign travellers and visitors bear testimony to the active commercial relations between South India and the then known civilized world. With markets flooded with articles of different kinds and varieties catering for the needs and tastes of different classes of people, and with heaps of wealth, and with the protection afforded by the king of the land, Puhār was an ideal place for fashionable and rich men to spend a part of the year in.

*Progress in the arts.*—One sure test of a nation's culture and greatness is the degree of its advance in architecture and allied arts. That Puhār contained some lofty and magnificent buildings is evident from the phrase *Negumilaimādam.*¹ This expression connotes the idea that the building in question was several storeys high, and the floor referred to in the text must therefore be the central one.² Seven-storeyed buildings seem to have been common and were a familiar feature of ancient Tamil cities like Kāvirippūmpatținam. The erection of such huge and lofty buildings would not be possible without a corresponding development in the technique of architectural engineering. So we may take it that high engineering skill was developed in those days, and magnificent buildings were the result. But the windows of these buildings were different from those to which we are now accustomed.³ They were

¹ *TOWNS AND TOWN LIFE* 263

² The six floors, leaving the ground floor for the establishment, suggest that they were intended for use in the respective seasons of the year. The whole year was divided into six seasons (ritus) of two months each—spring, summer, winter, autumn, etc., and each floor was suitable for one particular season. Apparently, the top-floor was used in summer and the floor next below in spring and so on. These people who enjoyed such lovely things are compared to the happy dwellers in the country of the Uttarakurus, the ideal land of bliss and enjoyment for those who had won it through the practice of high virtue and penance.

³ *Ibid.*, II. 23-4; *Mani.*, iv, l. 53.
what can be called lattice windows with holes in the shape of the eyes of a deer. These windows so-called were beautifully ornamented and richly decorated.

Appropriate to the lovely and well-ventilated buildings, happy enjoyment and overflowing riches, there was a superb supply of attractive furniture with choice decorations born of a highly developed knowledge in fine arts. Well furnished cots and beds were a permanent feature of the house. It is said that the stands of the cot were inlaid with lustrous gems of rare value in very well-to-do families and appeared in workmanship and finish like that done by Mayan, the carpenter of the Gods. Making indeed due allowance for poetic descriptions and play of imagination, we cannot escape the conclusion that Puhār was once a famous and rich city with well-laid streets and highly attractive buildings. Trade and commerce prospered. The people were rich and above want. Life was enjoyable. The king extended his hand of protection, and assured peace and security to all his subjects.

The status of women.—It would thus appear that wealthy people inhabited the cities and their life was one of luxury and ease. Social life was very much enlivened by women participating freely in the amenities of life. They attended temples and tanks and took part in the public dances. They were allowed considerable freedom in the choice of their partners of life. They decked themselves with costly attire and ornaments and made themselves attractive. The dress of course varied according to their position in society. In the age of the Porunarruppadai, the Tamils knew the manufacture of cloths of fine texture with borders of different colours. The yarn was so fine that the

---

1 See also Pattinappadai, 157.
2 Il. 82-3, cf. Sirupām, l. 236.
texture looked like the skin of the serpent and thin like the smoke.\textsuperscript{1} Clothes were largely of cotton. Weaving in wool stood next, and last came clothes of silk.\textsuperscript{2} Both woollen and silk cloths did not advance beyond the crude stage as they were not in wide demand. According to the commentator of the \textit{Silappadikāram}, cloth was also made of rat’s hair.\textsuperscript{3} It would appear that a good deal of spinning was done by women.\textsuperscript{4} The aesthetic sense was so much developed that in addition to fine dress, they decorated their persons with jewels of pearl and gold. Decoration again consisted in painting the body with scented paste and powders and in wearing garlands of flowers. ‘Women wore a cap of pearls for the \textit{māmae} which were tied by means of a belt, \textit{mulaiikkaccū}.’\textsuperscript{5}

\textit{Prostitutes}.—There were special streets for courtesans and public woman. It would appear that fashionable young men resorted to their residences and spent their time there caring little for their wedded wives. It led in some cases to the utter ruin of one’s own fortune, as in the case of Kōvalaṅ. Hence the chaste ladies of the town took care to guard their husbands from falling under the seductions of harlots. There is an ode in the \textit{Naṟṟinai} (320), where a woman gives expression to this idea and shows how she had failed in her attempt to save her husband. In this ode it is said that harlots with leaf garment passed through the streets so as to attract young men of the place, thus striking terror into the minds of the housewives.

\textit{Ideal of feminine beauty}.—People with such high aesthetic sense had a lofty ideal of feminine beauty. The following is one of the numerous descriptions of

\textsuperscript{1} \textit{Puram}, 397-8.\textsuperscript{2} \textit{Porunār}, II, 154-5.\textsuperscript{3} \textit{Canto xiv}, II, 205-7.\textsuperscript{4} \textit{Puram}, 125.\textsuperscript{5} \textit{Naṟṟinai}, 136. See also \textit{Pre-Aryan Tamil Culture}, pp. 46-52.
feminine charms in the *Porunarāṟṟuppadai*": "The songstress had hair like the black sand on the sea-shore; her fair forehead was like the crescent moon; her eyebrow bent like the bow that kills; the outer end of her cool eyes was beautiful, her sweetly speaking mouth was red like the sheath of the fruit of the silk cotton tree; her spotlessly white teeth were like rows of many pearls; her ears were like the curved handles of scissors, and their lobes were shaking with bright ear-rings shaped like the crocodile. Her neck was bent down with modesty; her shoulders were like the waving bamboo trees; her forearms were covered with thin hair; her fingers were like the November flower which grows on the tops of high hills; her breasts, covered with light coloured beauty spots, were such as people thought it 'would cause her pain to bear them, and were so high that the rib of a cocoanut leaf could not go between them; her navel was very beautiful and resembled a whirlpool in water. Her waist was so small that observers could not guess that it existed (and that it bore the weight of the body) with difficulty. Her pudendum was adorned with a megalai, many-stringed waist-band with many bells, looking as if it swarmed with bees; her thighs straight and thin like the trunk of a female elephant; her lower legs were covered with hair, as they ought to be, up to the ankles and her small feet were like the tongue of a tired dog."

Sec. II. THE VILLAGE LIFE

Means of transport.—Ancient South India was not primarily a country of towns. There were a number of villages most of them self-contained and self-sufficient. Each village was a local unit by itself, as warranted by the then conditions. Intercourse between village and

\[1\] II. 25-47.  
\[2\] From *Pre-Aryan Tamil Culture*, p. 77.
village, between village and town was not frequent. There were certainly roads which were confined mainly to towns. In the villages there were no metalled roads for vehicles to move easily on. The means of transport were mainly carts on the land and boats on the water.¹ We have a reference to carts loaded with salt in the Perumpanārṇappadai.² With such means of transport, there was not sufficient opportunity for the movements of a mass of people from one place to another. The little intercourse they had was for purposes of trade and commerce.

The Brahmanas.—In a village, then, as we have to-day, there was an agrahāram or the street where Brahmanas resided, and other streets where agriculturists and members of cottage industries lived. Beyond the villages, in the hills and forests lived in huts, hunters and similar classes. Aharam is the name given to the houses of Brahmanas. We have a description of a Brahmana’s house in the Perumpanārṇuppadai from which it is seen that the Brahmana was engaged in Vedic rites and for this purpose reared in his own house the gentle cow. It would appear that this animal was released from the pandal for grazing in the village common, while the calf was kept at home.³ There is again the evidence of the Tirumurugārṇappadai wherein the position and duties expected of the Brahmanas are exactly parallel to the prescriptions of the Dharmasūtras. That these Brahmanas engaged themselves in performing yajñas, and that some of them took to the life of a recluse is also evident.⁴

In the Tirumurugārṇappadai we meet with a curious prescription in regard to the period of study. It

¹ Maduraikkōnci, ll. 75-83; Puram, 13. ² Sirupānārṇappadai, ll. 252-3. ³ ll. 60-65. ⁴ Perumpanārṇuppadai, 1. 297. ⁵ Tirumuru, ll. 126-35.
is said that one must be forty-eight years old before he entered the householder's life. It would be interesting to know whether there is any similar injunction in the Dharmaśāstras. To my knowledge there is no such reference.¹

Agriculturists.—Agriculture has always been the main occupation of the people of India and much more so of the people of South India. Much dignity was attached to that profession and people took to it with all seriousness, for on it depended as even now, the food supply of the people. After the seasonal harvests were over, it was a custom among these agriculturists to take to amusements of different kinds. The amusements consisted mainly in eating and drinking, in singing and dancing. The food was not strictly vegetarian. From the Porunarrṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟ 않는

Fruits like the jackfruit and mangoes were also taken.* According to the Perumppānarrṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟ-refreshed mangoes were used as pickles. Liquor was indulged in by almost all classes of people. It was of different kinds. Rice liquor, liquor brewed from honey, and palmyra liquor were all in lavish and popular use.⁶ This fact presupposes the existence of wine shops.’ What is however curious is that these ancients did not make use of cocoanout liquor. At least we have not come across any such reference.

Their amusements.—Singing and dancing were

¹ Cf. ll. 179-80. For another account of the Brahmanas, see Maduraikkañci, ll. 468-73.
² ll. 103-7, 115-6.
³ Maduraikkkañci, ll. 526-35.
⁴ Malaiapadukadām, ll. 170-85; Perumppānarrṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟorrh; Paffinaṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟ tamil literature

⁵ Cf. ll. 11. 103-7, 115-6.
⁶ Madraikkkārci, ll. 115-6.
⁷ Ibid., 107-8 and 112-4.
⁸ Ibid., 308-10.
⁹ Malaipatukānci, ll. 170-85; Perumppānarrṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟränkṣāstrās. To my knowledge there is no such reference.¹
other favourite modes of amusement. Every village had a common dancing hall called ādu kalam\(^1\) or ādārangu.\(^2\) It was also the village theatre. From the term kalam\(^3\) it can be inferred that the set place must have been an open maidan enclosed for the purpose.\(^4\) The same ode further demonstrates the fact that there was a class of professional actors and actresses. When public performances were held in these kaḷams, women attended and took part in the tuṇaṅgai,\(^5\) a kind of dance. This is another instance of the freedom enjoyed by even village women in those days.

**Houses, etc., in the village.**—The houses of rich men of the village, like those in towns, were known as mādam, implying thereby that they possessed an upper storey as well. Originally the houses were of timber and gradually stone came into use. Many-eyed lattice windows were a characteristic feature of these houses. The residences of the poorer people were huts with mud walls and thatched roofs.\(^6\) There is a description of a hut of an Eyinar in the *Perumpāṇāṟṟuppadai* which throws some light on this topic. The uha grass was the material used for thatching the roof. A strong beam served for fastening the door. In the front of the hut there was a pandal thrown over thick props of wood in addition to a few stakes planted here and there. Around the hut was an extensive compound encircled by a thick-set hedge of thorns.\(^7\) There were also dogs. Oil-lamps were in use, made of stone or earthenware and were burnt with a cotton wick.\(^8\) The lamp was lighted with fire made by churning wood.\(^9\)

---

1. [注1](#).
2. [注2](#).
3. Mani, canto iv, 6.
4. See Kuruntogai, 31.
5. [注5](#).
6. Padirru, 15, 13; Pattinappālai, II. 143-5. 7 II. 117-129.
8. [注8](#).
9. [注9](#).
Fire for other purposes was also got by a similar operation as for instance, making holes in the flute. This reminds us of the custom of making fire by churning one piece of wood on another for sacrificial purposes even to-day by Brahmanas performing Vēdic rites.

The Tamils: lovers of Nature.—Around the village in all parts were spread, as far as eye could see, extensive corn-fields and gardens containing fruits and flowers. In fact the ancient Tamilian was an ardent lover of nature. His observation of the Fauna and Flora was close and keen as is exhibited in ancient Tamil poetry.

Their appreciation of natural scenery was such that flowers marked their ways of life, whether they pertained to the household or war. Different flowers and shrubs such as vetci, nocci, kāñci, were symbolic of the different incidents of war. Garlands of flowers were a decoration both with men and women, the wearing of which was an indispensable feature of their social life. It need not be said that these fruits and roots afforded rich food to the ancient inhabitants of the Tamil land. Even the leaves of trees woven together were used as garments. The ancient Tamils of the prehistoric period, it would appear, began with leaf garments and the practice continued even in the Šaṅgam epoch as is evidenced by frequent references to them in the Šaṅgam literature. In the sūtra of the Tolkāppiyam (mcyppāṭtiyal), there is a reference to this. It was a custom for the lover to present a leaf garment to his lady-love before the actual marriage.¹

Sec. III. MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGE CUSTOMS

The whole of ancient Tamil literature can be roughly classified under two main heads: Aham and Puram. 'Aham is love, the unparalleled joy and experience of a
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married couple born out of harmonious life of enjoyment at home. *Puram*, on the other hand, means anything that could be experienced by others as well as the institutions of state and society. If *Ahām* is love, *Puram* is war. These two are essential factors of life. While the Sanskritists speak of four objects of life, Dharma (*ahām*), Artha (*poruḷ*), Kāma (*inbam*), and Mōkṣa (*vīdu*), the Tamil literature speaks of only the first three objects and omits *vīdu* or mōkṣa. While *ahām* and *poruḷ* form *puram*, *inbam* comes under the category of *Ahām*. Accordingly we have a collection of anthologies *Ahanānūru* and *Purananūru*. It is Tiruvalluvar who makes a clear presentation of the *trivarga* of Sanskrit literature. In this immortal work the *Kural*, he makes a three-fold division, *ahām*, *poruḷ* and *inbam*.¹

Forms of marriage.—Sanskrit writers on the subject of marriage mention eight kinds of marriage: *brāhma*, *dāiva*, *ārṣa*, *prājāpatya*, *āsura*, *gāndharva*, *rākṣasa* and *pāśāca*.²

This means that eight forms of marriage were prevalent in the epoch of the *Dharmasūtras* and *Dharmaśāstras*. A comparative study of this institution and that of the ancient Tamils is both interesting and instructive. In the Tamilagam, two forms of marriage were normal in earliest times though the Tamils were familiar with these eight forms by the time of the Tolkāppiyānār. These two forms of the marriage-institution were the *kāḻavu* and the *karpū*. These are difficult terms to translate and may be roughly rendered as ‘marriage in secrecy’ and ‘marriage overt.’ ³ The

² பாசு தொல்காபியானார்: பாணமண்டலமுழு: ||
   தலமூரை தலக்கரைப் பாணங்காலமொத்தம்: || Manu, iii. 21.
³ I have translated them as ‘pre-nuptial love’ and ‘post-nuptial love’ in my *Hindu Administrative Institutions*, pp. 36-7.
tribes who originally inhabited this part of India seem to have been the hill and forest tribes among whom the normal form of marriage was *kalāvun*. Before regular marriage was celebrated, it was a peculiar custom that a certain person met secretly an unmarried girl and made overtures of love to her. This state of suspense continued till her parents came to know of this and got her married to her lover. This may roughly be said to correspond to the *gāndharva* form of marriage. Mr. Thurston who has made a special study of the aboriginal tribes in different parts of South India mentions how even to-day a relic of this practice still lingers with some of the tribes in Ganjam, Coimbatore and Trivandrum.¹

*In the age of Tolkāppiyāṇār.*—Under the category of *Ahattināi* treating of different forms of love and marriage, Tolkāppiyāṇār makes a three-fold classification, *kaikkilai*, *aintinai* and *peruntinai*.² Let us examine the forms of love and marriage under each of these heads. *Kaikkilai* is that form of love where either the lover alone or the loved alone exhibits his or her passion respectively. This love is not reciprocated by the other party. Hence it is known as one-sided love³ (*orutalaikkāmam*). Three kinds of this form are again distinguished. The first is the case of a lover who approaches an immature girl and expresses his love to her. This immature girl is termed *pēdai* while the mature girl is termed *pedumbai*.⁴ The second division of the *kaikkilai* form of love is where

¹Ethnographic notes in Southern India, p. 131.
²A detailed and excellent survey of this topic is made by M. Rāghava Ayyangar in his book *Tolkāppiyapporuladikāra ārāycci*. (Second Edition 1929).
³கெறைக்காமம்.
⁴பெடம்கை.

Cf. *Ahām* 7a This kind of love to an immature girl is evident from the *śāstra* (50) of the *Tolkāppiyam* ருநு ராயா பொருளுமைப்படிகார ஆர்யேசி. 1*
the lover and the loved are equally anxious for union with each other but the actual union is postponed. The characteristics of this form are thus mentioned: accidental meeting; reflections on the lady whether she was a goddess or a human being; anxiety relieved as he comes to know that she is only a human being; overtures of love by gestures of eyes, etc. The third division of the love under the heading kaikkilai is evident from the sutra 105. This is known in literature as Kollērūkōdal or simply ērūkōdal. This was largely in vogue in the mullai region. The custom among the members of the community of cow-herds was to let loose a rude bull declaring that he who would catch hold of it with success was the lawful husband of the maiden in whose honour the said event was fixed up. This reminds us of the breaking of the bow by the epic hero Rāma and his consequent marriage to Sitā in the Rāmāyaṇa. These forms of the Kaikkilai roughly correspond to the asura, rāksasa, and the paiśāca forms of the Hindu legal literature.

The second great division is Ainținai or correlation to natural regions.—It has been contended with some truth that the course which each form of love or marriage took was generally affected by the geographical conditions of the land. We know that the ancient Tamils distinguished five regions (tinais): kuriṇji, neydal, mullai, pālai and marudam. These names were given probably after the trees or flowers which grew abundantly in the respective regions. Social life in these five regions is an interesting study. Though there was much that was

---

1 सति. 2 गुम्ब. 3 केर. 4 ओऽ. 5 See Kali, 70, 71, etc. 6 For other details of Kaikkilai love, the reader is referred to the three stanzas of Kalittogai, 56-8.
common in the daily life of the people who occupied the five *tiṇais* still these differed from one another in certain customs and practices, social and religious. The *Kuriṇji* is a hilly tract of land where Nature enraptures her inhabitants by her romantic scenery. The *Kaḻaviyal* form of marriage leading to immediate consummation was common in these hilly parts. *Neydal* is the maritime region where the woman passes anxious days and nights in expectation of her husband gone to far-off lands in quest of trade. *Mullai* is pasture ground, and here perhaps even separation of lovers for a short time was a source of anguish and anxiety. For the cowherds leave with their cattle for the grazing grounds and return only in the evening after a day’s strenuous work. *Pālai* is the desert region where the separation of the lover from his beloved is so improbable. In a desert region where nothing could be got a man had to go out to earn a livelihood for himself and his family. Here both *kalavu* and *karpu* forms were prevalent. Lastly *marudam* is the fertile region where people lead a settled life of ease and peace. Here the normal form of marriage prevails. This might be the region where the *karpiyal* form of marriage was popular as also the *mullai* and the *neydal* regions.\(^1\)

The *Perumtiṇai* is the third great division of *Ahattinai* of the *Tolkāppiyam*. This division treats of unequal love matches and their evil consequences. This is also of different varieties.\(^2\) Some of them are, first, for a lover to go in for a lady more aged than himself, secondly, the forcible seizure of a lady by one who meets her by sheer accident with a view to satisfy his carnal lust; and thirdly to violently love a certain lady who is not only unwilling to return his love but sternly

\(^1\) See Nambi: *Ahapporuvijakam*. Sen Tamil publication, (1913).
\(^2\) See *Raṭra* 51.
refuses in spite of all overtures on his part. The last form of love is so violent on the part of the lover that he threatens her with his resolution to give up his life. This invoking of voluntary death went by the name of *maḍalērumaḍal*¹ and *varaipāydaḍal*.² The *Tolkāppiyam* gives it the name of *Eriyamaḍarriyam*³ while the later Tamil literature refers to this simply as *maḍal*. This seems to be the peculiar Tamil custom of very ancient days. Maddened by love for a particular lady, the lover causes a cart of palmyra stem and a horse of jagged edges of palmyra leaf-stalks to be made, and seats himself naked on the horse, painting his whole body with ash. He has in his hand a picture of the lady-love drawn not by artists but by himself, with his eyes steadfast on it. He adorns himself with the garland made of bones of cats and flowers of *Calotropis gigantea*.⁴ He thus rides through the public thoroughfare, and halts there foodless and sleepless, regardless of rain and sun. Either he is married or executed.⁵

This peculiar convention mentioned in the Śaṅgam literature gave birth in later times to what is known as *maḍal* literature of which the extant works are the *Periya-tirumaḍal* and *Sīriya-tirumaḍal* of Tirumaṅgai Ālvār. This idea of absorbed passion for a lady love and the resolution to give up one’s life on her not yielding to one’s wishes, has been pressed into service by the mystic poets and poetesses who yearned for the indissoluble and eternal union with the God-love for whom

---

¹ *U-C-5157.*
² *E-942.*
³ *E-945.*
⁴ *E-947.*
⁵ Cp. *Narrinai*, 220; *Kuruntogai* 17, 173, 182 and 186. *Kalittogai* (neýtarkali), stanzas 21, 22 and 24. E. Thurston informs us that some practice of this kind is now prevalent among the Badaga community of the Nilgiri Hill tribes. (*Ethnographic Notes*, p. 21.) See also *Tamil-vanam-kōvai*, p. 89 (ed. 1893), though the account here given has no basis in ancient literature.
they bore infinite and indescribable passion of devotion and faith.¹

An interesting question has been raised by the celebrated author of the Tolkāppiyam whether this practice of madalērudaḷ was proper in the case of women also. He himself answers with a simple No.² Thus the ancient practice of madal was confined only to men and was not prevalent among women. Tamil ladies were either not fired by such blind passion or were unwilling to take up such extreme steps. From aught we know of the heroic mothers and sisters of the Tamil Nādu we may assume that passionate lust of a violent kind did not animate them as was the case with men.³

The varieties of love-marriages under the category of the Perumtinaḥ may favourably compare, according to Iḷampūraṇar, another distinguished commentator on the Tolkāppiyam, with the Brāhma, Prājāpatya, Ārṣa and Daiva forms of marriage mentioned in the Hindu law-books.⁴ Tolkāppiyaṇār furnishes us with further details in regard to the main divisions of

¹This has been already referred to in the chapter on Some Tamil Mystic Poets.

²See sītra 35, cp. Kural:

* * *

(See also Tirumāṅgai Aḻvār Periya-tirumādal).

³See the gloss on Tolk. Ahat.,
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kālavaiyāl and kārpiyāl. The kālavu division constitutes the following four stages of love:

1. Union of lovers brought about by fate.
2. Second union of lovers at the place of their first meeting.
3. Lover’s union with love through the agency of his associate.
4. Lover’s union with love through the agency of her associate.

The first class is otherwise known as doivappunarcci, munnurupunarcci, and kāmappunarcci. Here the lover and the lady love meet accidentally. The latter is such a charming damsel that he at first suspects her to be a goddess. From various signs and independent sources, his anxiety is relieved and he boldly advances his love-request to her, followed by the parting scene.

The second stage is reached when the lover feels keenly the separation and resolves to meet her the next day at the same time and place. The lady love entertains the same feelings and goes out the next morning. Both meet and are happy only inwardly. She is overcome by shame to openly express her joy. Under the pretence of driving away from her face a bee, he touches her body technically termed meytottappayaral. Soon her friends appear on the scene and there is an abrupt separation. The third stage is when he meets

---

1 Māyappavu pārappāt. See sūtra, 104.
2 kāriyin. See sūtra, 499.
3 āyappavu pārappāt. See sūtra, 102.
4 kāmappavu pārappāt. See Tirukkaiovai, 18.
5 māyappavu pārappāt.
6 munnurappavu pārappāt.
7 kālappavu pārappāt.
8 kārappavu pārappāt.
next his companion to whom he narrates what all has happened. He is moved and offers like a knight-errant to meet his lady love and remove his agony of suspense. The companion sees her without her knowledge, and returning asks his friend to meet her. Just then her friends disturb the scene and once more they part. The last stage is when the maid-in-attendance of the mistress plays a conspicuous part and hence known as *tōliyir-kūṭtam*. The lover feels the difficulty of getting at her and resolves to engage the services of her maid-in-attendance. He approaches her and first understands her mind. She is aware of her mistress’s passion for him. After taking her into his confidence he gives out his ideas about her mistress. She receives these though not warmly. On this he expresses his resolution of *madalērudal*.¹ This generates fear in her heart and she therefore arranges for their meeting in solitude. Now the outward manifestation of love is exhibited by both. Then she returns to where her maid had gone as if to cull a flower from the neighbouring creeper house. This continues for days together, sometimes in the day and sometimes in the night.²

A few days thus pass by and the maid is afraid that the matter would be divulged. Hence she asks the lover to marry her mistress.³ Finding him indifferent the mistress pines away and becomes pale. Her parents ignorant of what had happened treat her for some illness or other. Diviners and sorcerers are consulted. Oblations are offered to the deities. Finally she is deemed to be love-sick and her wedding is arranged with some other than the object of her love. The maid informs the lover of this and arranges for the secret escape of

the mistress with the connivance of the nurse. The elopement becomes public and her kith and kin pursue the couple, but finding their daughter firmly attached to her lover, return home. Then the marriage is celebrated and both the master and the mistress lead the happy life of the householder.

The next form of marriage, that was perhaps more popular in the epoch of the *Tolkāppiyam* is the *karpiyal*. Here the marriage is arranged by the parents of both the parties and celebrated with all ceremonials and rites. It would appear that *karpiyal* is the consequence of *kalaviyal* which is the more original form of love and marriage. In the epoch preceding that of the *Tolkāppiyam*, the different varieties of *kalaviyal* were prevalent with the result that they came to be abused in course of time. From the simple form of love at first sight it grew into the complex institution that it was, during the age in which our celebrated grammarian flourished. What were the circumstances which contributed to this complexity at the cost of ancient simplicity? They are set forth in the *Tolkāppiyam* itself. The *gāndharva* system degenerated slowly but surely into the *rāksasa* form as is evident from the phrase *makaṭpār-kāṇci* according to which a person carried off his lady love by sheer force even when she did not agree to live with him. Again falsehood, dishonesty and treachery entered into the system and spoiled the simple marriage organization. These evils increased

1 *Śūtra* 40.  
7 *Śūtra*, 79, 11. 14-15. (Ibid. 3.)
in a predominatingly high degree that the guardians of society felt the need of certain conventions which would be binding on all the members of the community. They were already aware of the system in vogue among the first three communities and its advantages in ensuring peace and goodwill among the members of the society. Thus was ushered in the complex institution of marriage, which in course of time came to be recognized by the society at large.

It would not be out of place here to examine the different stages of the karpiyal form of marriage as mentioned in the Tolkappiyam. According to this sutra, the following are categorically the stages which mark the even course of this karpu institution:

1. The first is known as marai-velippaṭutal which occurred when a person took his lady love to his home with no interruption from her relatives, though the latter came to know of it, and then arranged for the regular marriage with the consent of his parents. The wedding took place after the mistress went through the vowed observance silambukali nōnbu.

2. The second stage of this marriage was tamarir-perutal. Having come to know that their daughter had been carried off by such and such a person to such and such a place after a few days of their departure, her near and dear ones visited their daughter. When they understood that she approved of her master, the lover, they invited him to go over to their place and get the marriage celebrated in pomp and splendour.

Thus whether the marriage was celebrated in the house of the bride or bridegroom the usual time for the

1 Sutra 500.  
2 செய் மதிப்பியம்.  
3 See Nairari, 279.  
4 மறாப பும்போ.  
5 மூண்டு வாள்.
celebration was four days. Three days were devoted to ceremonials and fasting, and the fourth day to the final consummation of the marriage as is evident from the sūtra, 146.1

3. After the regular marriage, was the period of enjoyment malivu.2 During this time both of the newly-married young pair spent their days in ease and happiness.

4. Next was the period of misunderstanding pulavi.3 This is explained by the Paripādal.4 According to this, the master begins to bestow his love on the prostitutes of the locality and spends all his time with them, little caring for his wedded wife. While maintaining steadfast her chastity during this temporary separation from her husband, she prayed to the Lord to bestow the right wisdom on her husband. Mediators were not wanting to bring him round to the righteous path. These were twelve in number; the maid of the mistress, mother, Brahmana, his friend, pāṇḍaṇa, his wife pāṇini, messenger, guest, musician, dancer, astrologer and visitor. The Kalittogai adds the thirteenth mediator, the washerwoman.5

5. The next incident goes by the name of uḍal.6 The period of misunderstanding continues indefinitely and the more affected of the parties is the lover who is prepared for rapprochement at any cost. The mistress is stern and unbending. She feels that she has been badly treated for no reason of hers. An example of this is furnished by Pugalēndiyar in Tamil Nāvalar Caritam where the queen of the Cōla king is said to have extended the period of uḍal.6

---

1 See II. 16-18. 2 See Kūrāl, 1303. 3 See Kūrāl, 72, 4. 4 See Kūrāl, 72, 4. 5 See Kūrāl, 50. 6 See Kūrāl, 50.
6. Yet another incident is what is known as *unartal*. The messengers notice the stubbornness on the part of the lady love and the increasing repentence on the part of the erring master. They actively go to both the parties and effect a reconciliation. Another incident in the *karpiyal* form, which is of course common in domestic life, is separation (*pirivu*) which is sometimes necessary and sometimes unnecessary. Generally, separation was of five kinds. These are separation for higher studies, for the sake of the country, during war, being appointed as messengers, for the sake of the Government, and for earning wealth.

After the separation, comes again the domestic life of joy and happiness. Thus we see these factors are incidental to wedded life and both the husband and the wife must be prepared to face them. The *Kural*, as we shall see presently, devotes nearly 15 chapters to the agony of suspense on both sides during this period of separation, wanton or otherwise. Both live in the hope that in the near future they will again meet and enjoy the bliss natural to a wedded couple.

*In the age of the Kural.*—The *Tirukkural* which we have fixed at the second century B.C. is not far removed in time from the *Tolkāppiyam*, which we have just examined. Tiruvalļuvar devotes the third book of the *Kural* to the subject of *inbam* or kāma. It is divided into 25 chapters of 10 distichs each. A study of these verses shows that Valluvar has not made any departure in the treatment of his subject. He has largely followed the celebrated grammarian in his two main divisions of *kalavu* and *karpu*. This confirms our opinion that in Valluvar's time, the customs had not changed and the

---

1 *unartal*

2 *pirivu*
institution remained almost the same. Referring to this section, the Rev. G. U. Pope remarks: ‘These last chapters must be considered as an Eastern romance not fully told, but indicated in a number of beautiful verses which leave much to the imagination of the reader and the ingenuity of the interpreter. Taken as they are, these chapters are worthy of Theocritus, and much less open to objection than parts of his writings. Like the verses of Bhartrhari and other Sanskrit writers, these kurals merely portray isolated situations without any connection as a whole’.¹

Kalavu can roughly be compared to the Gândharva system of marriage. This is love at first sight. There are seven chapters devoted to this. The first refers to the youth seeing a beautiful maiden and falling in love with her.² In the second he recognizes love in her signs and is relieved of the mental worry (kuripparital). In the third the maid in attendance observes this and arranges for their meeting alone. They meet and are happy (punarccimagital).³ The fourth chapter treats of his mad passion for the maiden whose beauty he extols.⁴ The following chapter deals with separation and its troubles.⁵ It is unbearable, and the youth sees no other way for reunion than the use of madal by which his love is avowed by him in the public street in a wailing mood.⁶ Then the parents come to know of this and get them married, thus relieving them of their anxiety.

The next seventeen chapters have for their theme the Karpiyal or wedded love. Here the different incidents

¹ The Sacred Kural, Oxford, 1886, p. 22.
² ¹¹ ¹² ¹³ ¹⁴ ¹⁵ ¹⁶ ¹⁷ ¹¹ ¹² ¹³ ¹⁴ ¹⁵ ¹⁶ ¹⁷ ¹¹ ¹² ¹³ ¹⁴ ¹⁵ ¹⁶ ¹⁷
natural to such married life are portrayed with all due excellence. One such incident is separation. The seeming bliss is broken. The mistress feels it keenly. Even to bid farewell to her beloved is impossible. She has already become emaciated so much so that her bracelet slips down. He has left the place out of necessity and she passes wakeful nights. Her eyes are consumed with grief. She becomes pale and thin and cannot endure the agony. Both, separated, dream of past joys and recall them to their sad memories which further tell on their health. She tries to control herself but looks forward with hope to meet him. His return is announced and it brings sunshine to her much-affected heart.¹

Soon clouds seem to gather and prevent the long-felt sunshine. She notices signs in him which are not conducive to happy family life. There are certain misunderstandings but a reconciliation is effected.² The next incident is sulking³ when both are seemingly angry.⁴ The theme of the last chapter is in the words of Pope 'the pleasures of temporary variance'. The lover grows jealous but the youth knows it is only feigned jealousy and offers terms for conciliation. This is effected and it brings peace and solace to both the parties.⁵

Thus there is much in common with the incidents mentioned in the Tolkāppiyam showing Valluvar's indebtedness to his predecessor.

The epoch of the Epics.—It will be now interesting to describe the systems of marriage life in the time of the twin epics Silappadikāram and the Mānimēkalai generally assigned to the second century after Christ.

Marriage in high life.—Almost in the early centuries of Christian era the marriage customs and rites were *Kural*, 1151 to 1270. ¹
Ibid., 1281-1300. ²
Kural, 1301 to 1320. ³
Ibid., 1321 to 1330. ⁴
Ibid., 1281-1300. ⁵
not very different from what they are now. That tradition persists in this land, there is no gainsaying. The marriage described in the Tamil classic *Silappadikāram* is between the son of a wealthy merchant and the daughter of an equally wealthy merchant of Pūmpuhār in the days of the Karikārcōlaṇ. Apparently these contracting parties belonged to the powerful and influential Vaiśya community. It is obvious that the *varnāśrama dharma* system had come to stay in Tamil India in the beginning of the Christian era though we are not in a position to say when it was ushered into this part of ancient India. According to the prescription of *Manu* and other law-givers, a girl of twelve was married to a boy of sixteen. To-day we are having legislation for raising the marriageable age of boys and girls. The good old custom of the land seems to have fixed it at sixteen and twelve. But it may be remarked that different ages are prescribed for the members or different classes. But still the age mentioned in this work appears to be the normal one.

It was not a love marriage. The choice of finding out husbands for girls and wives for boys rested entirely with the parents. Social and physical accomplishments were indeed qualifications which fixed finally the happy consummation. Parents of both the parties conferred and agreed finally. The *Purōhita* fixed an auspicious day for the celebration. On that day or perhaps previous to that day, invitations were issued to all the people in the city. The form of invitation was peculiar. Elderly women belonging to both parties in splendid attire, mounted on elephants, went in procession throughout the streets of the city and extended cordial invitations to every one to be present on the occasion. The procession was accompanied by a music party. Various musical instruments
were employed as befitting the great occasion. Drums, violins and mrdangams were the chief. Saṅkha was another musical instrument used.

Marriage pandal.—The marriage hall was gaily decorated, and it presented the appearance of an Indra Sabhā. The pillars of the hall were set with diamonds and rubies of priceless value. There were hangings of flowers on the top of these pillars. The hall was covered by an exquisitely beautiful canopy of blue silk. Long rows of wooden columns supported the whole pandal. The floor was covered with fresh white sand so as to keep cool and pleasant. Apparently there was no covering spread over this floor of sand. It may be that the guests and visitors used the floor as it was. Some of these descriptions are found in the Ahanānūru, especially in stanzas 86 and 136.

The religious function.—This was the most important factor of the whole. The party leading the marriage procession entered the pandal at the time appointed. The auspicious time was usually when the asterism Rōhini was in conjunction with the Moon according to the Ahanānūru also. At that time and as directed by the Purōhita who was an aged and learned member of the Brahmana caste, the regular ceremonials began. The rites were purely Vēdic and the important ritual was circumambulation of the fire-altar specially made for that purpose in the midst of a vast concourse of people, the Purōhita chanting mantras. Yet another important function is the tying of tāli round the neck of the bride by the bridegroom.¹ The major portion of the people present were the members of the fair sex. We need not say that women play a prominent part even in the present-day marriages. Elderly ladies then attended

¹ Puram, 127.
generally to the technique of the marriage rites. Some carried spices, others flowers. Some sang the glories of the couple, some carried sandal paste and others frankincense. Some carried scented powders and others pots of pālikai with seeds sprouting from them. With similar auspicious objects like petals of flowers and rice grains for benediction and blessing, women watched the proceedings with glee and love. The religious rites over, there came the turn of every damselle interested in the well-being of the couple, to shower her blessings without stint. Sprinkling of holy water, throwing rice, grains, and flowers on the heads of the young bride and bridegroom were some of the ostentatious ways in which benediction was offered. Every one of them wished them everlasting happiness. The bride particularly was the recipient of innumerable blessings from every side. The blessing was couched in words full of sparkling joy and hearty love: ‘Be loyal and devoted to your husband both in word and deed. Do not slip even by an inch from the excellent and unrivalled path of chastity and purity both in mind and body; earn a name in the world as Arundhatī, the illustrious wife of the sage Vasiṣṭha.’

The final blessings.—These ceremonies over, the newly-married girl and her husband were taken to the bedroom decorated and ornamented with special cots and beds. On their entering the chamber, blessings were once again showered on them as ‘the gentle dew that droppeth from heaven.’ The function came to a close with a prayer for the welfare of the king of the land. This answers excellently to the āśirvāda rite nowadays when good wishes are exchanged and the king’s welfare is invoked. For it is the king of the land who promotes the good of his subjects. Promotion of social practices.
and progress of the world depend to a large extent on the peace and security of the land. And it is the king who guarantees orderly progress. Hence special significance is attached to praying for the king’s health. It may be noted in passing that the consummation-marriage was celebrated the same day. Hence it is reasonable to assume that such marriages were post-puberty marriages. There is evidence in some Dharmashastras that such marriages were once extant and even legal. But later on they have been prohibited as is evident from the later legal literature.

Sec. IV. DANCING, MUSIC AND OTHER AMUSEMENTS

Art arises from the play impulse in man. Art is both static and dynamic. Dynamic arts are arts of movement and rhythm, such as music and dancing. Music arises as an art from a spontaneous desire for the vocal expression of human emotions, and dance for the physical expression of such emotions. It has been well said that ‘music is the dance of words and dance is the music of human limbs’. The chief aspects of dramaturgy according to Indian rhetoricians are nāṭya or dance, rūpa or scenic representation, and rūpakā or regular play. The ancient Tamils seem to have achieved the first two aspects of dramaturgy to a large extent. We have not been able to discover yet any actual dramatic compositions belonging to the so-called Saṅgam age.

Legendary origin.—In the Silappadikāram, belonging to the category of Saṅgam classics, there is a reference to the origin of this institution. It would appear that once Indra, the King of the Gods, gave a royal audience to

\[1\] See K. S. Rāmaswāmi Šāstri Indian Āesthetics, p. 139.
the distinguished guests, sages, and seers in his ideally decorated durbar hall. Jayanta, son of Indra, was also present besides a number of heavenly actresses and dancing women like Rambhā, Urvaśī and others. When the sabhā was in session and in the presence of distinguished persons and sages, Jayanta and Urvaśī are said to have misbehaved in a manner that enraged the sage Agastya. The sage felt that such misbehaviour under those circumstances deserved condign punishment. Hence he pronounced a curse to the effect that Jayanta should be born as a bamboo stick in the Vindhya mountains, and that Urvaśī should be born on the earth as a courtesan. But both of them fell at the feet of the wise sage, regretted their fault and begged his pardon. He would not go back on his word, but would mitigate its rigour. From that time forward the sage said that the institution of dancing would become popularly identified with Jayanta and that from Urvaśī would come into being a line of dancing girls and actresses in the world. So it had become a custom even at the time of the composition of the Silappadikāram for dancing girls to trace their descent from the heavenly Urvaśī. It is also obvious that there was a recognized work on the art of dancing known as the Jayanta perhaps answering to the Bharata-nātyaśāstra in Sanskrit. Apparently the work is now lost.

The Talaikköl.—The name Jayanta is further celebrated in the ceremony and worship of Talaikköl which is an important feature of all dancing recognized in early times. In the middle of the stage specially constructed for dancing was a bamboo stick adorned with pearls and precious stones and encased in unalloyed gold, symbolical of Jayanta, perhaps the first dancer
on the earth. It was kept in the central place so as to be clearly seen by all members of the audience sitting in front of the stage. This pole was generally the bamboo stick which formed the handle of the white umbrella of an enemy king. Usually when the enemy king was defeated, it was the practice of the victor to appropriate some emblems of his sovereignty so as to show that he was the victor, and the enemy, the vanquished. One of such spoils of war was the white umbrella of the monarch. When once it became the property of the conquering king, he removed the stick that supported it and located it in a separate room in his palace as an object of worship.

On the day appointed for dance this sacred pole was duly washed with the holy waters brought in a golden pitcher. It was then adorned with garlands of pearls and flowers of different colours. It was afterwards taken in procession through the principal streets of the city on the back of the State elephant. The party leading this procession finally reached the dancing stage and had the stick once again located in the centre of the stage. It was a custom that the actress of the day must first worship this stick, for it represented, as already said, the first dancer on the earth. The stick was nor merely a decorative ornament. It was used during action. The actress took the holy stick and placed it on her head perhaps to serve as an equipoise when regular dancing began.

*Primitive dancing.*—That dancing which went by different names, ṛṟṟam, kūṭṭu, kunippu was a recognized mode of amusement among the ancient Tamils is evident. In fact dancing was a marked feature of every incident in the life of the ancient people. It was a sure accompaniment of every joy of life and a means of efficacy
in prayer. From the earliest available literature, the Tolkāppiyam, we can gather that dancing was a primitive institution indulged in by all classes of people. From the sūtras (60) and (76), it is obvious that there were two kinds of dancing named Vallikkūttu and Kalanilaikkūttu. Vallikkūttu is perhaps in honour of Valli, the consort of God Murugan, the War-God. This kūttu was popular among the lower classes of society. Kalanilaikkūttu was of a higher order. This kūttu was arranged in honour of a young soldier who stood boldly in the front rank of the army and offered stout fight while others retreated. On his victorious return, it was usual that his friends presented him with what is known as vīrakkakaḷ an anklet, and indulged in a dance. Besides these two kūttus there was one other which was known as ātal. The sūtra (60) of the Purattinaiiyiyal refers to Vēlanveriyātal. The chief feature of this dance was to offer bali or animal sacrifice to the God Muruga, and in the course of such worship, one got possessed with the spirit of the God and began to dance. Others in the crowd responded by joining in it. Generally it was held with a view to find out the nature of the trouble which a certain person was ailing from and also to get at some remedy for the same. There was another kind of ātal which forms one of the twelve turais under the sub-division of tumbaittinai in the section on the Purattinaiiyiyal of the Tolkāppiyam. It points to one method of celebrating a fellow-king fallen dead heroically in the field of action. It was a custom then

---

1 தொல்குப்பியம் or different kinds of dancing.
2 தொல்குப்பியம் பெருமாள் பச்சு
3 முற்பியாங்கற்ற.
4 தொல்குப்பியம் அப்புறா
5 See for details of this Kūttu the Tirumurugāṟṟuppaṭai, II. 222-4.
6 தொல்குப்பியம்
7 முற்பியாங்கற்ற பச்சுப்புறா.
that when once the king who led the host fell in battle, to whatever side he might belong, other kings stopped the fight, surrounded the dead body, and honoured it by a kind of dancing in which skilled sword play was a feature.\(^1\)

Thus we see that both ritual dancing and war-dance were characteristic features of the Šaṅgam age as is evidenced by the Tolkāppiyam. From the rude methods of āṭṭam and kūttu which were of different kinds, there evolved perhaps a kind of dumb show in which ideas were expressed by different postures and gestures. This became in course of time popular, and began to stay as an institution. Though there was a development in the art of dancing, still the old kinds of kūttu and others died hard. They continued to exist side by side with the new institution.

Ritual dance, for example, is prominently mentioned in the accredited Šaṅgam works. It was inseparably connected with primitive modes of worship, much older than the epoch of the Tolkāppiyam. We have already seen it referred to by the grammarian. The references to it in the Kuruntogai, Maduraikkāṇci and the Silappadi-kāram show its popularity even in the Šaṅgam age. Especially the worship of Murugan and Māyōṉ had the dance as a relieving feature of the occasion. So also the worship of Koṟṟavai (Durgā). The ritual dance associated with the worship of Murugan went by the names of veriyāṭal and vēlanāṭal. The priest who bore the vēl, a spear, in his hands and who was a symbolic representative of the Vēlaṅ, another name for the War-God, offered

---

1 உதாரம் தமிழ் சதுரத்து கரையாலைம்
செய்யத்தே உண்மை பகுதி- வல்கை
நூற்று குருடன் வைண்பாக வல்லாகத்தில்
அக்கத் தீர்த்தன் செய்து.
worship to the God Muruga in the then accepted ways. The method by which the God is invited to partake of the bali offering is described in an ode in the Kuruntogai.\(^1\) That the bali offering consisted chiefly of cooked rice and the meat of a sheep is evident from the Maduraik-kāṇci.\(^2\)

The religious dance bound up with the worship of Viṣṇu goes by the name of Kuḍam.\(^3\) It is a form of ancient worship of Lord Kṛṣṇa. These dances were primarily conducted by the members of the cowherd community. One example of this is found in the Maduraik-kāṇḍam of the Silappadikāram. When the Pāṇḍyan king pronounced death sentence on the innocent Kövalan and he was killed, there were innumerable bad omens which indicated some impending calamity. The cowherd-women noticed these and began to pray to Lord Kṛṣṇa to avert the danger. The form of prayer is known as Kuravaikkūṭtu. It is a peculiar form of dance wherein either seven or nine women engage each joining her hands to those of another. It was not a mere dumb show for the women engaged in this dance also sang in praise of the Lord. Another example of the Kuravaikkūṭtu is found in the same classical work. After Kaṇṇaki lost her husband, she left the city and went in the western direction along the Vaigai until she reached a hill in which was situated the village of Vēḍuvar. She stood underneath a vengai tree where the Vēḍuvar in large

---

3. Il. 611-17.
numbers waited on her. At that time Kōvalan appeared in divine form and took her away. This incident took those present on the occasion by surprise and they decided to venerate Kaṇṇaki as a goddess. In her honour they engaged in Kuravaikkāṭtu accompanied by music. The Silappadikāram refers to another kind of ritual dance in connection with the worship of Korṟavai, the Goddess of Victory. This dance is called the Vēṭṭuvavari described in the opening lines of the canto xii. Here the person who offers worship is not the priest but the priestess of the Maṟava tribe. In the middle of the high street of the village, the priestess danced, as if possessed by the goddess, to the great surprise of those present.\(^1\) She predicted what disasters awaited the village and how they could be averted. The same work refers to the dance of Śiva immediately after the burning of the Tripuram. It is known as Koḍukotti\(^2\) or simply Koṭṭi.\(^3\) Why this dance came to be known by this name is thus explained by the commentator Adiyārkkunallār. After having set fire to the Three Cities and when they were in flames, the Lord would not show mercy. On the other hand, He was so happy that he clapped His hands and indulged Himself in a dance.\(^4\) Ilaṅgō-Adigal gives a fascinating description of this dance.

*Period of training.*—The Silappadikāram contains quite an interesting and informing chapter furnishing us a wealth of details concerning the then extant music and dance. The musical instruments and the different kinds of musicians with their elaborate qualifications demonstrate beyond doubt to what degree musical science had advanced in the ancient Tamil land. At this time there

\(^1\) See also Puram, 259.
\(^2\) Gsr@Gsr\_up.
\(^3\) Gsr\_up.
\(^4\) Silap., canto vi, 43 noṉukērkādai.
was a dancing community as such. The practice was to train young girls of that community for a period of seven years from their fifth to their twelfth year. A number of experts in different branches of the art of movement and gesture were appointed to teach them. Among these teachers we can mark out the dancing master, the vocal musician, the composer of songs, the drummer, the flutist, and the Vina master. At twelve, when the period of apprenticeship was over, the girl was to perform before the king at his assembly and obtain a certificate of proficiency in her art. Then and then alone she became a qualified actress. This incidentally shows that girls were educated in their respective hereditary professions under the direct guidance of experts, and education began from as early as the fifth year. What is true of one profession must be true of others also. Normally then we have to take it that the education of girls ceased when they attained the age of twelve.¹ In no way was the right kind of education neglected and this kept the standard of culture always at a high level.

The ancient stage.—Dancing of an improved kind seems to have been the ancient form of the Tamil drama. Traces of this primitive institution are still said to be lingering in Malabar, under the name of kathakali. The institution reached a stage which necessitated a particular place, time and other favourable conditions. In a stage specially constructed for the purpose and in the presence of the king and the public, the girl gave a public exhibition of her skill in the expression of emotions, by singing and dancing until she won the royal approval. The stage was erected on a suitable site. It was in breadth 42 feet and in length 48 feet. The unit of measurement was a straight pole of bamboo, six feet in

¹ Silap., canto iii, ll. 10-11, Commen.
length. From the ground floor and at a height of six feet from the ground was the stage on which took place the presentation of individual situations with of course, accompaniment of musical instruments. The full height of the stage was 24 feet. At the top was spread a canopy painted with pictures of different sizes. These pictures were symbolical representations of gods and demons worshipped by all castes of people.

There were two gateways, one for entrance and the other for exit. The pillars in the hall were so arranged as not to cast their shadows inside the stage. From pillar to pillar lights were artistically arranged. These were interspersed with hangings, some of pearls of dazzling brightness and others of flowers of various hues. At a fair distance from the entrance there were three screens hanging beautifully painted and decorated with many designs. One was a general screen which must be completely rolled up perhaps before any scenic representation. The second screen was of two different pieces of cloth open at the middle through which actors and actresses could freely come and go. The third was the secret screen which was meant for exhibiting gods and demons descending on the earth from heaven. The principal actress of the day took her stand near the right pillar while elderly ladies, incapacitated by old age, stood near the left pillar watching the representations on the stage, perhaps to check and correct whenever she erred. Those playing on different musical instruments took their appointed seats. The performance commenced with music. One could differentiate eleven kinds of time (tālam). Performance over, the king awarded presents to her according to the merits of the performance.

Music: Its antiquity.—There was no dancing if there was no singing. In other words singing was an
accompaniment of dancing, secular or religious. The popular name given to music in ancient literature is *isai*. The traditional account of the three Śaṅgams contained in the commentary of the *Iraiyanār Ahapporuṭ* mentions the names of ancient treatises on music like *Isaināmukkam*, *Sirisai*, the *Mudu-nārai*, *Mudu-kurugu*, the *Perisai* which are now unfortunately lost to us. The mention of these ancient books is itself an evidence of the antiquity of the institution of music.

Singing may be vocal or instrumental or both. A number of musical instruments are referred to in the Śaṅgam literature, *isaiikkaruvi* being the general term. Four kinds of instruments are distinguished—*tōrkaruvi* made of leather, *tuiloikkaruvi* provided with holes, *narambukkaruvi* or stringed instruments and *midaiṟukkaruvi* or throat-instruments. The *kulal* or the flute was the chief wind-instrument and was of various kinds. There were also different forms of trumpets of which the *kombu* was the most popular. Among the leather instruments forming the varieties of the drum are the *parai*, *murasu*, *pērikai* and others. Of the stringed instruments the *yāl* occupies a prominent place and is of different kinds. There is a very good description of the *yāl* in the *Porunaraṟṟippadai* and in another poem *Perumpāṇāṟṟippadai*. A variety of tunes *paṇ, paṇniyāṟṟipam, tiram, tirattiram* was developed perhaps after each region. Peculiar and special measures were beaten as befitted the different occasions, such as war-music, marriage-music, music connected with dances secular and religious, singing associated with festivals, with death, etc. There was a class of bards of both sexes who were professional singers and musicians—

---

2See *Pre-Aryan Tamil Culture*, p. 40.
3II. 4-18.
4II. 4-16.
pūnar, vīrālis, etc. Most of them went from place to place dispensing music and thus earning their livelihood.¹

The Tamilian genius for music is best illustrated by the Silappadikāram where a whole canto² is devoted to various aspects of musical science. Besides the texts the commentary throws welcome light without which it is impossible to make out anything of ancient music. In this canto mention is made of two kinds of kūttu: Ahakkūttu and Purakkūttu and eleven kinds of ātal. Then, a number of musical instruments are mentioned as well as the qualifications of a musician³ and a composer of songs.⁴ The musician exhibited his skill either by playing on the vīnā or flute, or singing vocally, but in all cases accompanied by the low-toned mṛdaṅgam⁵ and similar instruments.

The commentator refers here to four kinds of vīnā—pēriyāl,⁶ makarayāl, sakōdayāl, ūpenōṭṭiyāl.⁷ Speaking of the flute five kinds are distinguished according to the materials of which the flute was made. It was made of bamboo, sandalwood, bronze, red catechu and ebony. Of these, that of bamboo is the best, that of bronze middling and those of sandal, etc., are of inferior quality. Here seven holes are made for the seven svaras: sa, ri, ga, ma, pa, da, ni, and seven fingers are pressed into service when playing on the flute. The seven fingers are three of the left hand leaving out the thumb and the

¹ See Perumpanāṟṟuppaṭai, II. 18-22.
² Canto iii.
³ Kātraiyam, I. 36.
⁴ See Perumpanāṟṟuppaṭai, I. 44.
⁵ ṟaraṟṟaṟṟum, II. 26-8.
⁶ See Perumpanāṟṟuppaṭai, I. 36.
⁷ See Perumpanāṟṟuppaṭai, I. 36.
⁸ See Perumpanāṟṟuppaṭai, I. 36.
⁹ ṟaraṟṟaṟṟum, II. 26-8.
little finger, and four of the right hand leaving out the thumb.¹

Of the musical instruments which were accompaniments for any performance, thirty-one kinds¹ ² are distinguished. Apparently all of them are made of leather.

The songster must possess the instinct to divide and expand the svaras by distinguishing the foreign from the indigenous.² He and his assistants who are the drummer and others must be versed in nātaka literature which is divided into two parts,³ one probably relating to the king, and the other (Poduviyal) relating to the populace.⁴ The qualifications of a drummer⁵ of a flutist⁶ and the viṅū player⁷ are elaborately explained. The drummer was to adjust his performance to that of the songster so that the latter might not feel the strain nor the

² These are:—

- a variety of kettle-drum.
- a double-headed drum.
- a kind of drum.
- do.
- an earthenware drum.
- a kind of drum.
- do.
- do.
- do.
- a variety of kettle-drum.
- one-headed drum.
- a small drum.
- a kind of drum.
- do.
- do.
- the big brum.
- a variety of kettle-drum.
- a kind of drum.
- do.
- do.
- do.
- a small drum tapering from each end, forming a small neck in the centre.

³ Silap., canto iii, 11. 34-45.
⁴ Ibid., 11. 34-45.
⁵ Silap., canto iii, 11, 45-55.
⁶ Ibid., 11. 70-94.
audience. He was to supply the deficiencies by a process of decrease and increase of his instrumental sound. His skill entirely depended on the continued practice.

The flutist is an expert in what is known as cittirap-punarpvu which is nasalizing the hard consonants in singing a musical piece. He must so use his fingers that his playing is conformable to the rules of the musical science.

The technicalities referred to in connection with a vina performance are so subtle that it is difficult to render them in any other language. Of the fourteen palaits or tunes connected with this, skill consists in utilizing the seven tunes or airs at one and the same time. In conformity to these fourteen palaits, the sound was adjusted, four pertaining to the low key, seven equal, viz., neither low nor high, and three to the high pitch. From a study of this chapter it would appear that in the days of the Silappadikaram, three kinds of musical performances were distinguished—the flute, the vina and the vocal. These were served by a large number of accompanying instruments as occasion demanded.

Sec. V. SOME MORE CUSTOMS OF THE TAMILS

Doll festival.—In dealing with the mystic poetess Andal, we had occasion to refer to her celebrated work entitled Tiruppavai and incidentally referred to the vowed observance of young girls entitled Pavai noobu. The commentator of the Tiruppavai Periyavaccan Pillai speaks of this festival as Sitacara, and no ancient authority could be cited in tracing out its origin. The same festival is also referred to in the Tiruvembavai of

1 Vaijappai-punarpvu (வைஜப்பைப்பு (பனைப்பு))
2 See section Andal in chapter iii of this book.
Tiruvādaṉūrara. Whatever might have been the origin of this festival, that it was celebrated by one and all of the unmarried girls is evident. The story goes that once when Lord Kṛṣṇa was living in human form on this earth, there were no rains. At that time the cowherdresses began to pray to the Lord. One form of prayer was the celebration of mārgali nōnbu by the unmarried girls. Early in the morning these girls went to the river Yamunā, took their bath, and prayed. They also wished to have Kṛṣṇa Himself as their husband.

A more or less similar version of the story is found in the Bhāgavata Purāṇa. From this it would appear that this nōnbu went by the name of Kātyāyanī vrata for these girls are said to worship the goddess Kātyāyanī who would help them in securing Kṛṣṇa as their husband. The āyā lasted for a month and on the last day, the Lord appeared before them and after a rigid test agreed to fulfil their wishes.¹ We know even to-day the orthodox Brahmanas performing what is known as the dhanurmāsa āyā. They get up very early in the morning, bathe in the river, and offer worship. Dhanurmāsa is the Sanskrit for Mārgali. Worship is also offered in all temples before sunrise in that month.

This religious observance is not unknown to the Śaṅgam literature. It is known as Tāin-nīrātal literally ‘bath in the month of Tai’.² Why this came to be known as tāin-nīrātal is thus explained.³ The festival was perhaps begun on the full moon day of Mārgali and then continued for a month up to the full

¹ Daśomākanda, ch. 22.
² See the Parāpaṭaḻ Kēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṟṟēṛṛ (st. 11, 1. 17). See also Kalittogai, 59, 80; Aṅguru, 84 and Nārīṇai, 22.
moon day of the *Puṣya*. According to the calculation of the *pūrṇimānta* system the month of *mārgaḷi* after the fifteenth day is considered as *tai*.

Nallanduvanār, the author of the *Paripāṭal* in question, designates this festival as *ambāvāṭal*. According to this authority, the festival commenced with the *Tiruvādirai* day of the month of *mārgaḷi*. In his days the Vēdic Brahmanas were engaged in the *agnihotra* rites when the girls after their bath in the *Vaigai* also worshipped the fire-god in order that seasonal rains might visit the land and they might secure good husbands. It is believed that the present festival of *Arudra Darsānam* or *Tiruvādirai* celebrated in the month of *mārgaḷi* in the Tamil and Malayalam districts is a relic of this ancient practice of *Pāvai nōnbu*. In those days it was a vow observed by unmarried girls, the observance of which commenced with the beginning of *mārgaḷi* month and came to an end on the full moon day of that month. This practice of religious austerity was sacred to the goddess Kātyāyanī. It was a belief then that by the grace of Kātyāyanī the young girls could get suitable husbands for themselves so that their lives could be peaceful and happy. What is remarkable is that it is being observed every year both by the followers of the Vaiṣṇava and the Śaiva cult.

*Spring Festival—Kāma Nōnbu.*—Allied to the above vowed observance was another vow in practice, known as *Kāma nōnbu* observed religiously by the unmarried girls of the Tamil land. In an ancient work on grammar *Pāṁṇirupāṭṭiyal*, there is a reference to this religious practice. It was generally observed by girls aged twelve. The object of worship was Kāmadēva, the God of love. The aim of worship was to secure loving

1 St. 11. 2 *Mem. rṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟруд (182).
and proper partners in life so as to ensure full material enjoyments. It would appear that this observance lasted for two full months commencing with the month of *taï*. That this ancient religious practice continued to exist for a long time is evident from references to it in the later works *Jivakacintāmaṇi*, *Perunkatai* and *Nācchiyār Tirumoli*. In the *Cintāmaṇi* which is generally assigned to the eighth or the ninth century A.D., it is said that one Suramaṇjari observed this vow in order to secure Jīvaka, the hero of the story, as her husband. Again we have the evidence of *Perunkatai*, probably a work of the same date, where Padmāvati’s vowed observance of Kāmadēva is mentioned in order to secure Udayaṇa as her loving partner. There are again the soul-stirring stanzas of the *Nācchiyār Tirumoli* where Āṇḍāl engages herself in offering prayers to the god of love to help her to wed the Lord enshrined in Śrīraṅga. These instances go to demonstrate the popularity of such *vratas* and how they were solemnly observed in a true religious spirit.

*Superstitious Belief in Astrology.*—In the age of Tolkāppiyāṇār and perhaps much earlier, the ancient Tamils were superstitious, god-fearing, and prone to believe things readily. It was an age of crude astrology for this science was a later growth in the South Indian tree. Astrological calculations were curious and possibly peculiar to the simple and unostentatious life of these ancient peoples. The aid of astrology was sought whenever any one fell ill and the sickness was persistent. It was also pressed into service when calamities of any sort, providential or otherwise, threatened the country or were expected. The

---

¹ 2057. ² iii. 5, 27-33. ³ See *Alvārkā Kalanilai*, pp. 77-9.
It is interesting to note, belonged to the class of the mountain tribe, known as Kuravar and what is more remarkable is that it was largely the Kurava women who adopted fortune-telling as their profession. The term Kuramakal kuri eyini occurring in the Saṅgam works like the Nāṟṟinai (357) and the Puram (157) shows that these Kurava women alone were engaged in this fortune-telling practice. That the male members also took to this profession is evident from the Aingurunūru (394). The relic of this very ancient custom is still preserved by the class of narik-kurattis and Kudukkuippandis who go about begging from door to door in every village and town predicting good or evil for every member of the family.

There were two modes of arriving at a solution. It was either by what is known as kattu or kalaṅgu. The method of kattu consisted in taking a handful of paddy grains at random and counting it by twos to arrive at a decision favourable or unfavourable. She who did this was known as kattuviccī. This practice of predicting fortune by means of paddy grains finds mention in the works of Māṇikkavaśakar and Tirumānagai Alvār. In the epoch of the Tirukkovāi (285), it was one of the accepted ways of thought-reading. By the counting of paddy one would be able to give out what the other had in his mind. Again Tirumānagai Alvār refers to the practice of seeking the advice of a kattuviccī by the

1 Curumakal kuri eyini. 2 Curumakal kuri eyini pumāḻkaram
3 Kattu. 4 Kalaṅgu.
5 Kattuviccī. 6 Kattuviccī

relatives of a girl who was ailing from love sickness for Tirumāl.1 Reference is also made to this custom in a later work entitled Minākṣiyammai Kurām by Kumara-gurupara Muṇivar.

The other mode of divination was with the help of the molucca beans. Fortune-telling from molucca beans by the Vēlaṅ is as much an ancient custom as the counting of paddy for the same purpose. About the exact method adopted we have no authentic material. All that we know is that it was done by Vēlaṅ the priest offering worship to Murugan. The Vēlaṅ acted as the oracle and gave out what would happen and what would not happen. There are two ways of Vēlaṅ telling the fortune or misfortune. One was veriyāṭal and the other was the choice of a root. Yet another method of appeasing the wrath of the deity was to draw a figure2 just like the diseased person and make a present of it to the temple.3

The Vēlaṅ method of fortune-telling is current even to-day in Malabar and in Cochin.4 These persons are generally known as Mantravādins and four kinds of Vēlaṅ are distinguished: Bharatavēlaṅ, Vāgai Vēlaṅ, Pāṇavēlaṅ, and Maṇṇavēlaṅ. These resort to different practices by which they are said to effect sure cures for incurable diseases.

Indra’s festival.—Ancient Tamil Nādu celebrated many a festival which have become extinct in course of time. Among such festivals two can be prominently mentioned. One is the festival of Balarāma. The other is the festival sacred to Indra. According to the

1 See Siriya Tirumādal, ll. 20-23.
2 ﳌ..pag. 3
3 See Ainguru, 245.
4 See Castes and Tribes of South India under the heading ‘Vēlaṅ.’ Also Poruladikāra dārycci, p. 66.
Tamils, Indra is the God of the marudam region, and according to the Sanskritists, he is the lord of heaven. The inhabitants of the marudam region generally celebrated this festival which lasted for twenty-eight days. It was a form of prayer to remove one's difficulties and dangers. This festival is prominently mentioned in the twin epics, the *Silappadikāram*¹ and the *Maṇimekalai*.

It was usually an annual function. The vajrāyudha was the symbolical representation of the God Indra. On the eve of the commencing day of the festival, the citizens were told by tom-tom to adorn and beautify the city. The old dirty sand was removed from the streets and fresh sand was strewn. Over the temple flew aloft high in the air the auspicious flag. The entrance of every house was adorned with choice decorations. On this occasion all the officers of the state paid visits to the king and expressed good wishes to him and to his land. The chief feature of this function was the bathing of the deity Indra in the sacred waters of the Kāviri. Again during this period, fire oblations were offered in the other temples of Śiva, Viṣṇu, Balarāma, etc. In the temple halls of even heretical sects, there were lectures on dharma and expounding of the Purāṇas.² There were also musical performances. The end of the festival was marked by the citizens taking a sea-bath with the members of their family.³

Though it is claimed that this Indra was a Tamil deity and has nothing to do with the Indra of Sanskrit literature,⁴ still a comparative study of Tamil and Sanskrit literature tempts us to identify the festival with that

¹ Kādai, v. ² Ibid., II. 179-81. ³ *See* Pre-Aryan Tamil Culture, pp. 27-9.
of the Indradhvaja well known to the Puranic and epic literature. The Viṣṇudharmottara Purāṇa¹ gives the legendary origin of this festival. In one of the wars between the dēvas and asuras, the latter fled terrified at the sight of Indra’s banner. Then Indra worshipped it and handed it over to king Vasu. According to the Devīpurāṇa, Indra gave it to Sōma and the latter in turn to Dakṣa. Pleased with the latter’s worship Indra said that the king who would institute a festival in honour of this dhvaja would ever be prosperous and victorious. A special log of wood was to be cut and planted on the eastern side of the town. Elaborate rules are laid down for selecting the tree to be used. The piece of wood thus cut down was taken in procession to the city which was decorated magnificently for this very purpose. The festival came in Bhādrapada śuklāśṭami² when the dhvaja was taken to the city. For four days prayers were offered, and on the last day was performed the ceremony of bathing. The period of the festival covered a fortnight.

From this it would appear that Indra’s festival was once celebrated also in North India and that it fell into desuetude in course of time. At least we have no evidence of its celebration after the commencement of the Christian era.

Conclusion.—It is no easy task to compress the several aims and features of the social organization and of the social life of the ancient Tamils even in a general

¹ Quoted in the Viramitrōḍaya, pp. 425-33.
² The Devīpurāṇa furnishes alternative dates Prōṣṭapada Śuklāśṭami which is the same as the bhādrapada roughly October and āśvina-Śuklāśṭami. (See Viramitrōḍaya, pp. 421-5.) It is interesting to see that the Rāmāyaṇa mentions the latter date which is roughly the month of November, thus corroborating the account in the Devīpurāṇa. (See Kṣīkindha, ch. 16, 35 and 38.)
survey like the one I have attempted in the above pages. The field is vast, and the most conspicuous aspects to be dealt with are many and varied. I have tried to give a picture of the chief features of Tamil social life, at least such of those pleasing aspects which would afford rich food for thought to the antiquarian. Notwithstanding their intimate and close contact with Sanskrit culture, the ancient Tamils continued to live the simple rural life pursuing their own customs, occupations and superstitious beliefs. Though towns were few and far between, fashionable people lived in cities, and enjoyed a life of ease and pleasure. Apparently the influence of Sanskrit culture was felt greatly in towns and cities and introduced into the simple life and organization of the Tamils, a complex type of a system of social polity which sought not to undermine the distinct features of the extant culture still fresh and pure, but to stimulate and elevate it to nobler achievements in the realms especially of arts, crafts and letters.
APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL NOTES

Page 3, line 3.

There is a reference to Perumbarappuliyur Nambi in an inscription, dated in the 36th regnal year of Maravarman Kulaśekara Pāṇḍyan, found in the temple of Tirupattūr, Ramnad District. It mentions a grant of land made to Nambi by temple priests. Maravarman Kulaśekara Pāṇḍyan was anointed king in A.D. 1268, and as the inscription is dated in his 36th regnal year, Nambi should have flourished towards the end of the thirteenth and the beginning of the fourteenth century (See M.E.R. No. 133 of 1908).

Page 5, line 5.

In the commentary of the Iraiyanar Ahapporul, there are several stanzas quoted from a certain Kōvai celebrating the victorious deeds of a certain Pāṇḍya. What this Kōvai was and who this Pāṇḍya was, have been recently brought to light. Pandit M. Raghava Ayyangar, conjectured on the strength of Kālaviyarkārikai, now edited by Mr. S. Vaiyapuri Pillai, that the Kōvai under reference was Pāṇḍikkōvai and the king celebrated was Neḍumāran, victor at Nelvēli. (See Alvar-Kālanilai, p. 55, note (II ed.) Madras, 1931; Kālaviyarkārikai with commentary 1931, Madras). This lends support to fix the date of the composition of the Pāṇḍikkōvai in the 7th century A.D. It then follows that the commentary of the Iraiyanar Ahapporul should be assigned at best to the eighth century A.D.

Page 13, Note 1.

1. Though the antiquity of the Tolkāppiyam has been generally accepted by scholars, yet an attempt has been made in a recent publication to assign it to a much later period. (The Chronology of the Early Tamils by K. N. Sivaraja Pillai (1932) Appendix xv). But we see no reason to revise the view expressed in this book. As against the argument of the mention of hōra in Tolkāppiyam, a reference may be made to Mr. K. G. Sessa Ayyar’s contribution to the Madras Christian College Magazine, October 1917, pp. 177-9. In addition to the arguments advanced in favour of the Tolkāppiyam
the mention and use of yuktis in the Tolkēppiyam may be pointed out. It is a scheme in outline on which the construction of a treatise is based. Kautālya (4th century B.C.) furnishes thirty-two principles of the Tantrayukti. Only a few authors such as Vātsyāyana, Suśruta and Caraka are familiar with such principles of exposition. While Caraka mentions thirty-five principles, Tolkēppiyānar enumerates thirty-two and almost follows Kautālya. Therefore Tolkēppiyānar flourished much anterior to Caraka and belonged to the same age as that of Kautālya. (See my article in J.O.R. 1930, pp. 82, ff.)

Page 20, Line 3.

For a fuller discussion of the Indus culture, see my article on the culture of the Indus Valley in the Journal of the Madras University, 1933.

Page 24, Line 1.

The word Dramida Saṅghātākṣara is found in a sūtra in the Malayalam Grammar Lilātilakam written in Sanskrit. It means the letters of the Dravida Sanghāta as distinct from Sanskrit. According to this sūtra Pāṭṭu is written in Dramida Sanghātākṣara and has edukai and mōnai. (Mr. T. K. Joseph, Trivandrum drew my attention to this). For the Dravida sangha among the Jains see S.I.I., VII, No. 441, p. 277.)

Page 26, Note 1.

A new edition of the Poruladikāram has been published by Mr. S. Kanakasabapati Pillai with commentaries of Nacciṅārkīṇiyar and Pērāsiriyar (Madras 1934 and 1935).

Note 2.

Cintāmaṇi or Jivakacintāmaṇi has been published by Mm. Dr. V. Swaminatha Ayyar.

Valayāpati and Kundalakeśi are still lost to us. But stray stanzas quoted in Purattirattu now in mss. from these two works are published in Sen Tamil, Vol. I and also in Peruntokai (1936).

Page 27, Note 4.

There is another edition of Kuruntogai by Vidvān Arunachala Desikar.

Page 30 (b).

The Kalittogai has been recently published by Paṇḍit E. V. Anantarama Ayyar in three volumes 1931 with copious notes,
and a valuable index. A reference on page 962 of the third volume to the concluding lines of the commentator clearly indicates that Nallanduvanar who was the author of the fifth Kali was also the compiler of the whole book.

Page 30, (7).

There is a new edition of the Ahanānāru by the same editor (1933) Madras. It is to be regretted that there is no index to this edition.

Page 31, Note 2.

A revised edition of the Puranānāru has been published by the same author.

Section X.

An excellent and revised edition of Pattuppattu with the commentary of Naccinārkkiṇiyar has been published by Mm. Dr. V. Swaminatha Ayyar, (Third edition) 1931.

Page 33 (3) ll. 3-4.

Idaikkalinādu exists to-day as a little nādu in the south-west of Madras on the sea coast and bears the same name. Here still exists a small village named Nallūr (Third edition of Pattuppattu p. 29).

Page 34, line 1.

Öymā nādu was between Palar and Pennar in the South Arcot and Chingleput districts. Kidangil (sirupān) l. 160 identified with modern Tindivanam formed an important town in Öymā-nādu. (M. E. R., No. 143 of 1900) S.I.I., VII., p. 64.

Line 10.

We have to distinguish Vellore and other cities from the modern town of Vellore. The cities mentioned in the Sirupanārruppaḍai were in the territorial division of the Öymā nādu in South Arcot district.

Page 35, line 8.

This Ne đuṇjelīyan is celebrated as a relentless warrior in Āham 36, where his conquest of seven kings is given prominence. See also 175 and 209. Puram (17) refers to his relations with Yānaikkaṭcēy-māndaram-cēral-Iṟumporai. (See also st. 236)
That he was himself a poet is seen from the verse 72. Talaiyālaṅgāṇam or Talaiyālaṅkādu has a Śiva shrine and here Ne đuṅjeliyian is said to have conquered seven kings.

Ibid. (7).

This ancient Tamil idyll Ne đuṅvalāḍai has been translated into English by J. M. Somasundaram in the Journal of Indian History Vol. XIII, 1934, pp. 126-131. In a prefatory note Dr. S. K. Ayyangar, the Editor of the Journal refers to the different achievements of Ne đuṅjeliyian as can be gathered from the larger Śīṇnāmanur plates and concludes that the period of rule of this Pāṇḍyian must be sometime in the 3rd century A.D. (Ibid., pp. 123-5).

Page 36 (10) l. 3.

Peruṅkuṇrūr is in Ṣeṇīya muṭṭa nāḍu (M.E.R., No. 290 of 1929-30). In No. 276 and 282 of 1929-30 Kīl Ṣeṇīyamuṭṭam and Mēḷ Ṣeṇīyamuṭṭam are distinguished. Kīl Ṣeṇīyamuṭṭam is said to be Alagar malai, and the region round about the Alagar malai in Madura district should have formed Ṣeṇīya muṭṭa nāḍu in the epoch of the Śaṅgam.

Ibid. l. 4.

Naṇṇaṅ referred to here is the Vēḷīr chieftain of Śeṇkanma now called Śeṅgama lying to the west of Tiruvannamalai in Palkun-ṛakkōṭṭam of which Tiruvēṅgaḍam (modern Tirupati) formed a part. (Aham 97). He is probably different from Naṇṇaṅ of Eḷil hill (Saptaśaila) near Cannanore in Malabar District (see Aham 152).

Naviram hill now known as Triśūlagiri or Parvatamālav in the Tiruvānnamalai Taluq, North Arcot District. Reference is made to this hill in an epigraph (S.I.I., Vol. VII, p. 49).


There is also, an edition by Panḍit E. V. Anantarama Aiyar with an ancient commentary and his own notes, (Madras, 1931).

line 22.

Pandit M. Raghava Aiyangar is inclined to identify Poyhai Āḻvār with Poyhaiyār on the strength of Yapparunīgalaviruttī. (see Āḻvār Kālanilai pp. 23 ff. (II ed.). Professor K. A. Nilakanta-Sastri has accepted this identification, (see The Colas, I. pp. 64-66).
Page 40. (4).

11. 2-3.

*Kaimilai* is published with commentary by Paṇḍit E. V. Anantarama Aiyar, (Madras).

Page 41. Note 1.

*Kārnārpadu* edited by K. Ramaswami Pillai with commentary and notes. There is a learned introduction to this edition. (Kālayukti year—Madras).

(9)

*Aintinai*—first edited by R. Raghava Aiyangar in *Sen Tamil* Vol. I. Another edition is by Mr. S. Somasundara Desikar (1918).

Page 42.

(11)


(12)

*Tinaimalai-nurraimpadu* has been published by the Madura Tamil Sangam (1904), *Sen Tamil series*, 8.

(13)


(14)

*Elādi* edited with commentary, (Ripon Press, Madras) 1924.

(15)

*Aćārak-Kōvai* edited with commentary published by R. Paramasivam Pillai of Tinnevelly.

Page 44.


Page 45. Note (1).

See also *Sīka. canto. xxv* 1, 132.
Page 47. Note (1).

In commenting on the term Velāp-pārppān, the commentator says a laukika-brahmana who would not engage himself in Vedic sacrifices. He is called urppārppān. Their occupation was manufacture of bangles from conches. That Nakākārar belonged to this community of Brahmans is attested to by the Tiruvilaiyādal of Nambi (16).

It is said that there is an image of Nakākārar and a temple dedicated to him in the West Masi Street, Madura. There is another image in the temple of Tirupparaṅguṇram.

Page 50, ll. 27-28.

This incident is referred to by Appar in the Tiruppattūr patigam as

\[
\text{मालयने बुद्धिमाने शंकठम} \\
\text{धारणाम् दत्तिपाने विद्वेदिति कथा} \\
\text{(Tevāram)}
\]

cp. Kalladām

\[
\text{ஆளையம் பார்த்தை ஏனையை மறத்தை மறத்தை புகார்கள் தம்மை.}
\]

Sen Tamiḻ VI. p. 56.

Page 53.

Kapilar—a study in Tamil by V. Venkatarajulu Reddiyar published by the University of Madras (1936). He examines in note 3 of pp. 20-21 the theories regarding the marriage of the two daughters of Pāri and believes that Kapilar gave both daughters to Malayan laying stress on மலாயன் ஆடையை before அவளை. He thus rejects the account given in the Tamiḻ Nōvalar Caritam.


The light thrown on the subject of the marriage of the daughters of Pāri by the Tirukkōyilūr Inscription dispels once for all the gloom that enveloped it. From colophons to Puram 236 and 113 we gather that Kapilar placed these princesses under safe custody. But what he did afterwards we could not say from literature. Here Epigraphy comes quite handy. A critical study
of the inscription under reference indicates that after placing these princesses under safe custody, Kapilar called on the Cēra king Selvakkāṇḍungō and received from him gifts of land and gold. To venture a conjecture, with this gift with which he returned to Tirukkoṭīḷur he was able to effect the marriage of one daughter who was given to the chieftain Malayan. There is a view that both daughters were married at the same time in spite of the expression வேட்டுக்கு முடியும் in the singular. Whatever this may be, Kapilar then bestowed his thoughts on attaining heaven and on the strength of the inscription we can safely say that he died at Tirukkoṭīḷur itself. If we accept the theory that Kapilar effected the marriage of only one daughter, then the tradition recorded in the Tamil Nāvalar Caritam fills up the gap. The other daughter's marriage was effected by Avvaiyar.

**Page 59. 11. 1-3.**

If we are to reconcile the statements in the Puram of மகைதூசு வெளியை with that in the inscription கவ்வெடுக்கும் வெள்ளை, we have to infer that vadakkiruttal was of different kinds. One was by fasting, the second by falling into fire, and so on.

**Page 61. Note 1.**

The capital of this king Adigamān Āṇji was Tagadūr the modern Dharmapuri in Salem District. Some scholars opine that it was in Mysore state. It seems to have been an important place in early South Indian History. This Adigamān belonged to the line of the Cēra kings and was probably a chieftain independent of the Cēra king reigning at Karūr. He was a contemporary of Cēramān Perumcēral Irumpōrai with whom he came into conflict in which he was killed. The Āṇji line continued however to rule after him in the same place (Tagadūr) as is evident from several old inscriptions. Subsequent to the Cēra epoch and till about A.D. 931 it formed the capital of the Nolambas. (See Ins. of Mad. Presidency p. 1211). It is interesting to note from the Puram (392) 11. 20-21 and (99) 1. 2 that an ancestor of this Adigamān introduced the cultivation of sugar-cane for the first time in the Tamil land.

**Page 64. Note 5.**

A recent writer examines the relevant texts from the linguistic point and takes the view that this Paraṇadēvaṉar could not be the Saṅgam poet Paraṇar. See Paraṇar—in Tamil by Paṇḍit Venkata-
Avvaiyār is still worshipped in a rock cut shrine in Adiganūr in South Travancore.

A revised edition has been published (1932) by C. Coomarasami Naidu & Sons, Madras.

The term Elīṇi is interesting. The Adigamān line of kings beginning with Pokuttēlini seems to have adopted the title Elīṇi. This is evident from a reference in one epigraph of the thirteenth century. Here it occurs ஏலிணி அல்ஹார சுமைய. This shows that for centuries together the epithet Elīṇi was adopted and it also indicates that that line was a branch of the ancient Cēra dynasty. *S.I.L., Vol. I, No. 75*, p. 106.

Tradition attributes the Padikam to Ilaṅgō, and it is rather difficult to set aside the traditional evidence in this particular.

In *Nāṟṟiṇai* st. 216 by Madurai Marudaṇ Ilaṅgaṉār the story of Kaṇṇaki after her husband's death is referred to. From this we can easily judge that the story contained in the *Silappadikāram* was current even in the Šaṅgam period. The poet calls Kaṇṇaki orumulai arutta tirumāvunni. It is mentioned here that Kaṇṇaki stood in a loft under the vēngai tree. This is additional proof to show that Ilaṅgō-Adigal belonged to the Šaṅgam age.

Maduraikkulavāṇika Ṣittalaiccaṭṭaṅgār is mentioned in colophons to *Ahamanāṟu* 229, 306 and 320 and *Puranāṇāṟu* 59. Madurai Ṣittalaiccaṭṭaṅgār occurs in *Kuruntogai*, 154. Kūlavāṇikaṅ sattan occurs in the *Silappadikāram* and *Maṇimekālai*. From this it would appear that Sattan belonged to Madura and he bore the epithets sittalai and kūlavāṇikaṅ. Some are of opinion that Sittalai was the name of his native village but there is reliable
evidence to show that he was known by this title after his diseased head. (See for e.g., Tiruvalluvaramālai). The śātra 174 (Tolk. Šoll) is commented by Śenāvaraiyar “part being attribute of a whole”. This is what is called avaya-avayavī bhāvam. It cannot be doubted that one and the same Sātan is under reference throughout. (For more details see intro. to Puranāṅgūru by Dr. V. Swaminatha Aiyar pp. 50-51).

Page 81, Line 1.

There has been an edition of the Manimekalai before Paṇḍit Swaminatha Aiyar published his scholarly edition with commentary and notes.

Page 88, Sec. II.

Saiva Mystics: See in this connection the learned introduction by Prof. F. Kingsbury and G. E. Phillips to their book entitled 'Hymns of the Tamil Saivite Saints' in the Heritage of India Series.

Page 92, l. 18.

The date of Sambandar has been again reopened by Paṇḍit M. Raghava Aiyangar in an article contributed to Dr. S. K. Aiyangar Comm. Volume (Madras, 1936) under caption ‘Contemporaneity of Saints Jñāna Sambandar and Tirumaṅgai Āḻvār.’ It is argued that there was a second invasion of Vatāpi and that it took place about 675 A.D. in the reign of Paramēśvaravarman I, son of Narasimha varman I. It is further argued that Neṭumāran the victor of Nelveli who was converted by Sambanda to Śaivism could not have come to the throne before A.D. 670. As Sambanda was a contemporary of Neṭumāran he could not have been a contemporary of Narasimhavarman I whose reign came to an end, it is presumed, before Neṭumāran came to the Paṇḍyan throne. It is thus made out that Sambandar should have flourished from Circa 670 A.D. to 686, that is, the latter half of the seventh century.

Page 97.

The date of Sundaramūrti:—In his Origin and Early History of Saivism in South India (Madras University, 1936), Mr. C. V. Narayana Aiyar devotes nearly 33 pages to establish his thesis, viz., that Sundaramūrti lived after Māṇikkavāsakar. He assigns
Manikkavāsakar to the period between A.D. 660-692 thereby making him a contemporary of Arikēsari, the victor of Nelvēli and his son Köccadaiyan Raṇadhīra (see pp. 398-431). The date of these saints is always a disputed question, and nothing can be indicated conclusively. At present the generally accepted theory that prevails is that Manikkavāsakar came after Sundarar.


In the course of a conversation Mahāvidvan R. Raghava Aiyangar of the Annamalai University drew my attention to the following lines of the Tiruvāsagam which are an unmistakable reference to Sundaramūrti:


In the light of this, it is difficult to maintain that Sundarar lived after Manikkavāsakar.

Page 101, Note 1.

See again Manikkavāsakar Purānam by Pandit V. Ganapati Pillai—published (1933) by C.V. Jambulingam Pillai, Mylapore, Madras.

Page 103, Sec. III, l. 8.

'The name 'Ālvār' has a peculiar significance of its own. It means one who has sunk into the depths of his existence or one who is lost in a rapturous devotion to the Lord. It is a word quite descriptive of all God-intoxicated men.' So write R.S. Desikan and B.L. Ranganathan in their introduction to the book entitled Grains of Gold—Madras (1934). See also section VI on the Ālvārs, Ibid. pp. 62-68. See again the introduction to Hymns of the Ālvārs by J.S.M. Hooper (Heritage of India series.)

Page 105, Line 17.

It is generally said that the Tiruvāyumoḷi contains a thousand verses, though the actual number of the verses are more than that number.

Page 114, Para. 2, Line 11 and Note. 3.

The reference is to Nācciyār Tirumoḷi.
The date of Tirumūlar which has been discussed by V.V. Ramana Sastri in his introduction to Mr. M.V. Viswanatha Pillai's edition of the Tirumantiram (Madras, 1912) has been further examined by Mr. C. V. Narayana Aiyar. On the authority of the stanza 1646 appearing in the VI Tantra wherein occurs the expression மூன்றோர் தமிழ் மண்டலத (five Tamil mandalas), and interpreting them to be the Pāṇḍya, Cōla, Cēra, Toṇḍai and Koṅgu provinces, and assuming that the Koṅgu maṇḍalam came into prominence in the fourth century A.D., the fourth century is fixed as the lower limit, and the sixth century as the upper limit as the date of Tirumūlar. This is inferred from his reference to temples of the sixth century and earlier. (op. cit. pp. 206-224).

Page 122, Sec. III, line 5.

Vappuḷiyūr near the modern town Cidambaram.

Page 123, line 7.

Vaḍalūr very near the modern town Cidambaram.


There is a new biography in English by Mr. T. V. Govindarajulu Chetti, Bangalore, containing copious footnotes, appendices, and quotations from Tiru-Aruṭpā. See also Tiru-Aruṭpā (இறு ஆறுப்பா) (I-IV parts) by A. Balakrishna Pillai, Madras, (1931-32).

Page 131, Footnote 1.

That Vaḷḷuvar is a variant of Vallabha has been confirmed by similar expressions in epigraphy. In South Indian Inscriptions we have the expression Rājaśekhara Vaḷḷuva ராஜாசேகரர் வல்லுவன், S.I.I., Vol. V, No. 75). In the Annual Report for Epigraphy we have Pāṇḍyan Śrī Vaḷḷuva பஞ்சன் வல்லுவன் (M.E.R., No. 46 of 1907). Thus Vallabar, Vaḷḷuvar are variants. There is also the occurrence of the name of a Cēra commander by name Nāṅcil Vaḷḷuva. (Puram, st. 137-140). The Rājas of Vaḷḷuvanād in Malabar district go by the name of Vallabhas (see Logan, Malabar Vol. I, P. 262.) In the light of this explanation and in the face of the authority of Tiruvalluvaṭamālai (4 and 28) where Vaḷḷuvar is said to be an incarnation of Brahmā it can be taken as settled that he was
a member of the Brahmana community, (See also M. Raghava
Aiyangar's introduction to the edition of Tirukkuṟaṟu ed. by
A. Aranganatha Mudaliar, Triplicane, Madras; 1933).

Page 132, Sec. III.

The Age of Tiruvallūvar. See also Intro. pp. 3-9 in his book
The Sacred Kuruḷ by H. A. Popley, (Heritage of India series
1931).

Page 136, para 2.

The Jain tradition says that Valluvar was a pupil of Ēlācārya
(M.S.R. Aiyangar—Studies in South Indian Jainism pp. 42-4). According to inscriptions this ēcārya belonged to the village Hēmagrāma (Hēmagrama). To its northwest lay the Nilgiris (not the Nilgiris of W. Ghats) where he is said to have performed penance. As he belonged to the sixth century A.D. (M.E.R., 1928-29 pp. 88-89) and Valluvar belonged to the early centuries before the Christian Era, it is difficult to accept the Jaina tradition. See also pp. 5-6 Nilakēti ed. by Prof. A. Chakravarti, Madras, 1936.

Page 150, Note 3.

For a detailed study of the Kuruḷ polity see Prof. C. S.
Srinivasacharya's article—Some Political Ideas in the Kuruḷ in
the Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. IX, pp. 244 ff. See also
Dr. S. K. Ayyangar's Evolution of Hindu Administrative Institu-
tions in S. India, pp. 56 ff.

Page, 176, Note 1.

There is a recent edition of the Tirukkuṟaṟu with Maṇakkudavar's
commentary, (edited by K. Vadivelu Chettiar, Madras 1925). The
other available commentaries are unpublished. We have referred
in the text to the commentator Parimēlaḷaṟagar who, tradition says,
belonged to the city of Kāñci. The other commentators of the
Kuruḷ were nine. These are Darumar, Maṇakkudavar, Tānattar,
Naccar, Paruti, Tirumalaiyar, Mallar, Pārippurumāṭ, and
Kāliṅgar, (see Peruntokai (Madura Saṅgam ed. 1936) st. 1§38.)

Page 181, ll. 2-3.

See in this connection the contribution entitled Society and
Religion in the Age of the Tolkāppiyam by Vidvan R. Viswanathan
in the Dr. S. K. Aiyangar Comm. Volume, pp. 274 and ff. On the
Age of Tolkāppiyam from the linguistic point of view, see
ADDITIONAL NOTES


Page 207, Note 6.

More details on this and other allied topics are furnished in the Introduction to my forthcoming book *Silappadikāram* published by the Oxford University Press.

Page 211, Note 1.

cp. *Vāsiṣṭha Dharmaśāstra* (III, 13-14). 'If anybody finds treasure, the king shall take it giving one sixth to the finder', and 'if a Brahmana following the six lawful occupations finds it, the king shall not take it.' *S.B.E.*, XIV, p. 18. See also *Gautama*, X, 43-45.

Page 213, Note 4.

In the Cola' inscriptions it is said that the *brahmādeyas* represented purely Brahmana villages which usually had names ending with Caturvēdimāṅgalam. See p. 77, *Studies in Cola History and Administration* by K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, (Madras University, 1932). See also Dr. A. Appadorai: *Economic Conditions of South India*, Vol. I, p. 140. (Madras University, 1936).

Page 219, l. 19.

Nonpayment of kist was regarded also as an offence, (see *Puram* 35, and the *Colophon*.

Page 225, 1, 6.

*Kuri* and *Perumguri* occurring in inscriptions have been generally taken to mean village assemblies. See the *Tamil Lexicon*. A critical examination of the terms and the circumstances under which they are mentioned in certain inscriptions makes us doubt whether they can bear that interpretation.


Prayer for the victory of their king Neṭunjēliyan by the maids of his queen. See *Neṭunjēliyan*.
For a graphic description of the actual contest in battlefield in very early times, see Perumtogai, 532, quoted from Tolk. Nacc. Commentary.

For the great importance attached to irrigation and irrigational facilities see Puṟam 18.

Kathakali is perhaps a development from Śākkiyar Kūṭtu referred to in the Silappadikāram. A Tamil inscription, No. 65 of 1914 of the time of Rājendra Cōḷa I records gift of land to Śākkai Māṟṇaṉ Vikramaśoḻan for performing the dance (śākkai) thrice on each of the festivals: Mārgalī-Tiruvadurai and Vaigāśi-tiruvādirai, cp., No. 250 of 1926. Śākkaik-kūṭtu is called Āryak-kūṭtu. An Āryak-kūṭtu with six acts was played by Kumaran Śrīkaṇṭaṉ for which he got the Nṛtyabhoga called Śākkaiikkāṉi in the presence of the god at Tiruvāvudur, during the 18th year of Rājendra Cōḷa I. (No. 120 of 1925). The Āryakkūṭtu is generally a drama illustrating stories and incidents from the epics and purāṇas.

Kuṟi-Eiyini is the name of a Poetess. She belonged to the Kuṟava community.

The use of ṣulaku or seive in connection with the katṭu may be noted. Perhaps the grainś were placed in it before the actual counting commenced.

Indra’s festival: Nedunjeiyann is said to have celebrated a festival in honour of Indra, the God of Rain, to prevent the recurrence of famine in his kingdom as seen by the Larger Sinnamanur plates.
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The Times Literary Supplement, London.—The mass of Tamil Literature is considerable, and Mr. Dikshitar is one of the foremost authorities on the subject.

The Indian Antiquary.—Mr. Ramachandra Dikshitar, who is a Lecturer in Indian History in the University of Madras handles the literary and traditional evidence with discrimination and good sense.

Journal of the American Oriental Society.—He has produced a useful book and thrown needed light on a dark spot in Indian History.

The Modern Review.—This is a good scholarly set of studies for which the interested public will remain grateful to the author; and we hope more such studies will come from the author's pen and let us hope, editions and translations of some specimens at least of Saṅgam literature.

The Pioneer, Allahabad.—In this volume Mr. Dikshitar sustains the reputation he made as the author of 'Hindu Administrative Institutions.'

Dr. A. Berriedale Keith, University of Edinburgh.—I have read with great interest your work and in special the chapters on administration, the art of war and social life. They are very attractively written and ensure a cordial reception of your new work.
Bloch in his letter, dated 11—3—1931. I just met Prof. S. Levi who told me that his first impression of the book was very favourable; he had seen in particular the mention relating to Maṇimekalai on which he has recently published a paper. As regards me, I propose to read the book fully as I see I have so much to learn from it.

Dewan Bahadur Dr. S. K. Aiyangar.—He brings to work the wide outlook and intensive study which he has shown elsewhere and the work covers a wide range of topics relating to the history and culture of the Tamils. I have no doubt it will prove a contribution of considerable importance to the study of South Indian literature.

Rao Bahadur K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar.—(Now Principal, Benares Hindu University): Let me congratulate you most warmly on its excellence considered as a piece of historical writing, I have honestly enjoyed reading it. Monographs on Tamil History and Literature have often been confused, pedantic and tedious. You have successfully avoided these defects. You have mastered your material and have not been mastered by it, with the result that one can find in almost every page of your book evidence of your wide reading as well as of your gifts of clear vision, acute criticism and balanced judgement. Your great knowledge of both Tamil and Sanskrit has given you an unique advantage over most of those who have hitherto written on South Indian Literature and History.

Mr. K. G. Sesha Aiyar, Trivandrum.—I regard your book as a most important contribution to the study of ancient Tamil literature and history. I wonder how a
Sanskritist like you was able to come by the wealth of material, which you have so well utilised and presented, so as to yield valuable results regarding the culture and polity of the early Tamils. You have studied your literary materials with sympathetic interest; and throughout the book your broad outlook, keen perception of essentials and a fair historic sense are present. Once again let me congratulate you on the excellence of your work.